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Preface

 

The second revision of this book reflects the continual changes and
advances in technology, and provides improvements and additional detail
in the planning methodology. The process outlined in this book has been
enhanced from lessons learned by using the methodology in various
companies, cultures, and environments. Additional details, examples, and
templates are included to help guide your planning process.

Many organizations today continue to experience increasing informa-
tion systems (IS) costs. In addition to increasing costs, organizations are
finding their IS to be a bottleneck to business improvements and growth.
These organizations are assessing their IS and asking basic yet tough
questions, such as:

 

�

 

Are we obtaining true value from the investments in IS?

 

�

 

Are the current IS applications meeting the business needs?

 

�

 

Are we working on the right IS projects to provide the most value
to the business?

 

�

 

Will our current applications meet business requirements in the
future?

 

�

 

What IS mission, objectives, strategies and computing architectures
are necessary to meet the business challenges of the future?

Old business application software is hampering many companies’
ability to implement new technology. Many organizations are ready to
invest in new technology to gain a competitive edge in the marketplace,
or may even find improvements necessary to stay in business. Organiza-
tions will continue to invest more in new IS hardware and software than
they have in the past. Today, there are more options, packages, and
directions available to choose from than in the past, making a planned
direction more important than ever. Many industry examples show that
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companies that have gained a competitive edge have effectively invested
in IS initiatives. A properly planned IS direction is a critical component
for an organization’s success.

Following the process outlined in this book will improve communica-
tion between business management and the IS function. Often, business
management does not have a good understanding of the IS function and
might have questions such as:

 

�

 

What is our current IS environment? What computers and software
do we use to manage the business? What is the condition of our
IS environment? What are the strengths, weaknesses, and areas of
vulnerability of our IS environment? Do the IS and associated
processes help us facilitate the delivery of services and products
to our customers in the most cost-efficient and effective manner?

 

�

 

How can we make the best decisions about our IS investments?
What should be our investment priorities?

 

�

 

What is our IS resources currently working on? How do the IS
employees spend their time? How does the size of our IS organi-
zation compare with the industry?

 

�

 

How much money is the company spending on IS? How does our
IS spending compare to the industry? How much has the spending
grown over the past few years? We have been doing well without
substantially increasing spending, so why do we need to spend
more now? How can we decrease our spending on IS, or spend
our money more wisely?

 

�

 

What are the industry technology trends, and how do the industry
trends affect us?

 

�

 

What is the status of our competitors’ IS? Is our company behind
or ahead of our competitors?

 

�

 

Do we have the internal skills necessary to take the environment
where it needs to be? How much can we do with internal resources,
and how much should we utilize external resources? Why does it
take so long to get things done?

Similarly, IS management may not have a thorough understanding of
the business direction and might have questions such as:

 

�

 

What are the business mission, objectives, and strategies?

 

�

 

What type of business will the company be in during the next few
years?

 

�

 

How does the business want to function in the future?

 

�

 

What are the true business requirements and priorities?
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�

 

What are the key information needs?

 

�

 

What are our customers and suppliers demanding of us?

 

�

 

Are there any IS issues constraining the business?

An effective IS strategic planning process can answer all these questions
and provide a communication vehicle between the IS function and busi-
ness management.

The foundation of the process outlined in this book is that the business
direction and business requirements must drive the IS direction and
computing architecture. Although this sounds like a basic concept, many
organizations will actually reverse the concept and let the attractive new
technology drive their direction. In actuality, these organizations end up
looking for a business problem to solve with the technology they want
to utilize. This book will outline a systematic approach to guide you
through the process of developing a solid IS plan that is formulated from
the business plan. Even if your organization lacks a defined business plan,
the approach in this book steps you through a fact-gathering process to
obtain the necessary information regarding the business direction.

Although IS planning is critical, many organizations spend too much time
and money in the planning process, complete the plan in isolation, or skip
the planning process altogether. This can result in overanalysis, an inability
to obtain approval of the plan, or the spending of millions of dollars solving
the wrong problem. Many companies mistake a proper IS strategic planning
process as something that must take many months (or even years) and
thousands (or even millions) of dollars. However, with a solid process and
methodology in place, you can complete the planning process with your
own internal resources in a matter of weeks or a few months.

This book will outline a quick and easy approach to completing a
thorough plan. It will also provide a set of concepts, techniques, and
templates for analyzing, organizing, and communicating the information
in the IS strategic plan. The process described will assist the organization
with a collaborative effort that will result in a solid direction that has the
support of the entire organization. Through the process, you will have a
plan that will sell itself to management and others who need to approve
the necessary investment.

The book provides a step-by-step process for developing a strategic
plan. Modify the process to fit your particular needs, organization, and
culture. The following explains the organization of the book:

 

�

 

The first chapter of the book provides background to the purpose
of an IS strategic plan.

 

�

 

Chapter 2 discusses a framework for the governance process that
must be the foundation of the strategic planning process.
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�

 

The third chapter provides an overview of the four phases of the
planning process.

 

�

 

Chapter 4 through 7 review each of the four phases of the planning
process, including visioning, analysis, direction, and recommenda-
tion.

 

�

 

Chapter 8 outlines what to do next and how to make planning an
ongoing process.

This book is intended for both IS executives and consultants as well
as business executives interested in improving their IS environment and
utilizing IS as a competitive advantage. If your IS function is an integral
part of the business and well connected with the business plans and
direction, portions of this planning process will go quickly. For companies
without a solid business plan or companies without aligned IS, the process
will outline a systematic approach to determining and documenting the
business direction so that it can be the foundation for the IS direction.
Although this book presents developing an IS strategy as a formal project,
CIOs may choose to handle much of what is included as part of their
everyday organizational listening and ongoing planning process.

This book references information systems (IS) as the name of the
function that provides computer-based business applications and technol-
ogy for the organization as well as the technology itself. In some com-
panies, this organization may be referred to as information technology
(IT), information services (IS), information resources (IR), or similar names.

I sincerely hope this book helps you in your journey to world-class
IS. Good luck on your planning process!
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Chapter 1

 

Purpose of 
Information Systems 

 

Strategic Planning

 

He who is outside his door already has a hard part of his journey
behind him.

 

— Dutch pr overb

 

The word “strategy” is often misused. In some circles, it is synonymous
with “important.” In this book, “strategy” refers to a global level of thinking
about the information systems (IS) organization and its integration with
the rest of the enterprise. A strategy must be coherent, consistent, and
directional. 

 

Coherent

 

 means it is clear to both the business and IS orga-
nization. 

 

Consistent

 

 means that it is constructed to fit together. 

 

Directional

 

means it directs changes of some kind. Strategies do not merely endorse
the status quo.

A strategic plan is more than a statement of strategy. Although it might
seem obvious that merely stating strategy is not enough, many strategies
stop with a statement of intent. This book is about the strategic planning
process, about defining strategic intent and then developing a plan of
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action for achieving the envisioned changes. Often, the strategic planning
effort results in a book on the shelf. To be effective, implement strategic
planning as an ongoing process to ensure it keeps current as business
and technology changes.

Why do we need to complete strategic planning for the IS function?
What is the purpose of the planning process? The planning process enables
IS to help the organization meet its business objectives. The IS strategic
planning process may be initiated in an organization for a variety of
reasons. Some examples include:

� A recently acquired company initiated the planning process to
determine how to meld the systems and processes of two previ-
ously separate organizations. Business management viewed the
application systems and processes as critical vehicles for providing
customers with a common face for the new organization. In addi-
tion, executive management wanted to obtain consistent informa-
tion to manage the newly merged company as one organization.
The new business also saw an opportunity to leverage synergies
and reduce overhead costs of the previously separate organizations.

� A small and growing company was experiencing severe quality
problems and found that the company was losing its competitive
edge in the marketplace. In the past, the company had very
favorable statistics and key indicators (such as sales, inventory
turns, days sales outstanding, and profits) relative to the competi-
tion. The company was gradually falling behind the industry as
sales and profits were on a downward trend. Management viewed
IS applications as a major roadblock to improving the quality,
business processes, and key measurements. Executive management
initiated the planning process to review the business application
systems available on the market to determine the best direction.

� A newly hired vice president of IS in a government agency initiated
a strategic planning process to assess the current IS situation. The
planning process gave the new leader an opportunity to provide
input into the direction and create a vision of IS for the future.

� In another company, the business departments were frustrated with
the response of IS. The departments did not feel that the IS
department was responsive to the business. Response for any
changes requested by the business was extremely slow. The busi-
ness applications simply could not keep pace with the changes in
the business. Management initiated the strategic planning process
to determine the cause of the problems, to link IS closer to the
business direction, and to determine the proper solution.
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� A manufacturing division of a large worldwide organization was
under pressure to implement a particular vendor-supplied appli-
cation package selected by the corporate division of the company.
The manufacturing division was not directly involved in the selec-
tion of the software and felt the package would probably not be
the best fit for the unique business requirements of the division.
Divisional executive management initiated the IS strategic planning
process to determine the best solution rather than simply following
the desired corporate direction.

� One company faced the common problem of a growing and
endless backlog of IS projects. This company began the IS strategic
planning process to prioritize the projects and align the IS priorities
with the business priorities. The IS department also wanted to
determine if it should continue to build upon and invest in the
current systems or start over with a new set of business applica-
tions.

� A company faced the unpleasant task of downsizing. Executive
management initiated the IS strategic planning process to determine
ways to reduce costs and gain efficiencies. Management wanted
to evaluate the possibility of leveraging or consolidating multiple
data centers and differing business applications to reduce costs
while still meeting the business needs.

� A high-growth company restructured its business to operate on a
worldwide basis. Previously, the company functioned on a geo-
graphic basis from both a business accountability standpoint as
well as having unique IS in each geographic area. Management
began the IS planning process to determine how to bring the
information together so that it could manage the new worldwide
business.

� An organization had completed a business planning process to
determine and document its business vision, mission, and objec-
tives. Management began the IS strategic planning process to
develop an IS strategy and direction aligned with the organization’s
newly stated business direction.

� A company let its IS grow over time without a plan in place. After
many years, the firm had high IS costs, redundant systems, and
systems that were very slow and costly to change. It initiated the
strategic planning process to obtain a complete inventory and
understand its current environment. The company used the plan-
ning process to identify redundant systems, identify opportunities
to reduce its total cost of ownership, and identify opportunities to
improve its ability to respond to business changes in a timely
manner.
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Benefits of IS Planning
Although the reasons driving the development of an IS strategic plan may
be different, there are similarities in the benefits of a plan. There is more
value and benefit in the strategic planning function than many other IS
responsibilities, as shown in Figure 1.1. The benefits of IS strategic plans
include:

� Effective management of an expensive and critical asset of the
organization

� Improving communication and the relationship between the busi-
ness and IS organization

� Aligning the IS direction and priorities to the business direction
and priorities

� Identifying opportunities to use technology for a competitive
advantage and increase the value to the business

� Planning the flow of information and processes
� Efficiently and effectively allocating IS resources
� Reducing the effort and money required throughout the life cycle

of systems

Each of these benefits is discussed in more detail below.

Figure 1.1 IS responsibilities

Value to the Business

• IS strategic planning

• Prioritization

• Portfolio management

• Program management

• Project management

• Business process re-engineering

• Analysis and design

• Technical design

• Systems development

• Maintenance

• Support

• Testing

• Operations
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Effective Management of an Expensive and Critical Asset 
to the Organization

A strategic plan is a key component to the success of any IS function and
an important factor in assisting a company in meeting its business objec-
tives, as shown in Figure 1.2. However, business management may view
IS as a necessary evil rather than as a critical business function. Many
times this is because business management does not understand the
function and there is a lack of communication. IS may be slow to change,
hampering the business, or out of line with the business direction. If this
is happening in an organization, it may even be difficult for the IS
department to schedule time with executive management for a presenta-
tion. Why should management take the time to understand IS if it is not
in touch with the business? Management may not even realize the potential
benefits and opportunities that IS can offer to help meet business objec-
tives.

For any company, IS are an expensive asset. If the company invested
the same amount of money in a building, each member of management
would know the location, age, and purpose of the building. Many com-
panies spend more money on their IS, yet business management may not
know as much about their systems as they do about their building!
Similarly, a manufacturing company always knows the unit cost of the
products manufactured and the drivers of the costs, and understands how
to manage the costs.

Does management know how much money the company is spending
on IS? Do managers realize how much each business application is costing

Figure 1.2 IS plan critical for the business
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and if they are worth maintaining? Do they know the cost per e-mail, the
cost per help desk call, and the cost per server? What is the company
really getting for its investment, and will the systems meet the company’s
needs in the future? Do managers know the level of service quality and
responsiveness that IS delivers? Do they know how to manage IS costs
through demand planning, capacity and resource planning, and monitoring
as they would any other asset? Management must have a clear under-
standing of the IS environment to manage this asset as effectively as it
would any other business asset.

Budget pressures are common in many companies. Continually doing
more with less money is a common challenge faced by IS management.
However, as the IS budget is squeezed, the business appetite for new
technology and improved business processes increases, as shown in Figure
1.3. The IS planning process is a tool to balance these conflicting forces.

Through the planning process, the organization can proactively balance
conflicting forces and manage the direction of IS rather than continually
building upon the current IS investment in a reactionary mode. As a result,
IS will be in a position to support the growing requirements and strategic
direction of the business in the most cost-effective manner.

Improving Communication and the Relationship between 
the Business and IS Organization

Following this IS planning process will significantly improve communica-
tion between business management and the IS department. Business
management will obtain an excellent understanding of current IS, as well

Figure 1.3 IS budget pressures and demand increases
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as learn how to identify risks and opportunities. The IS organization will
gain a greater understanding of the business direction and be able to identify
how technology can assist with the company’s objectives. The mutual under-
standing that business management and IS will gain working through this
process will help establish a solid direction for IS that is in alignment with
the business goals, and it will assist in the approval process necessary to
get the new direction sold throughout the organization. By improving com-
munication and aligning IS, the environment can significantly improve so
that the business perceives IS as a critical component to achieving company
objectives.

Aligning the IS Direction and Priorities to the Business 
Direction and Priorities

Over the past few years, companies have felt increasing pressure to
improve efficiency and effectiveness, decrease costs, and enhance com-
petitive position. Companies can attain these goals through aligning the
IS direction with the business direction. Proper alignment can have a
considerable impact on a company’s financial performance. Although
much is written about aligning IS with the business, companies still struggle
to achieve effective alignment. In fact, in many surveys, alignment is often
cited as the top management concern. What is alignment? How do you
achieve alignment?

When all IS activities provide optimal support for the business goals,
objectives, and strategies, then IS and the business are in alignment. True
alignment implies that the IS strategy and the business strategy are devel-
oped concurrently rather than sequentially so that technology enables the
business strategy. It is important to embed the IS strategy within the
business strategy, rather than developing it as an afterthought. Alignment
is not just “lip service.” Companies should integrate IS with the business
in a symbiotic relationship. As shown in Figure 1.4 and Figure 1.5, the IS
strategy, organization, processes, infrastructure, applications, projects, bud-
get, and metrics should reflect alignment with the business. As Figure 1.6
indicates, alignment and distinct correlations should be visible when
reviewing each section of a company’s business plan and IS plan. All of
the IS components should have the same objectives and direction as the
business.

It is easy to identify organizations that have not achieved alignment.
Symptoms of poor alignment include:

� Canceled projects
� Redundant projects
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� Projects that do not deliver the intended value
� Lack of coordination between the business and IS
� Systems that do not meet the needs of the business
� Systems that cannot respond quickly to the demands of the business
� Business users unsatisfied with IS services

Figure 1.4 Alignment components

Figure 1.5 Business value and alignment
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� Reactive, constant fire fighting
� Never enough resources; fighting for resources
� Churning of priorities; slow progress
� Uninvolved business management
� High IS costs with a sense of low value
� Systems and tools not fully utilized
� Lack of integration of systems
� IS decisions made as a result of emotion or opinions

As shown in Figure 1.7, planning can align these organizations and
totally transform them.

In organizations where IS align with the business, different business
strategies result in unique IS strategies and priorities, as shown by the
examples in Figure 1.8. With alignment, IS can strengthen the business
value proposition. In their book The Discipline of Market Leaders (Addison-
Wesley, 1995),1 Tracey and Wiersema outlined three alternative business
value propositions. As shown in Figure 1.9, they contend that successful
market leaders focus on one of the following value propositions: opera-
tional excellence, customer intimacy, or product leadership. Each of these
value propositions results in very different IS focus and priorities, as
outlined below.

Figure 1.6 Business and IS plan alignment
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Operational Excellence

With a best total cost strategy, the business focus is on operating and
business process efficiency, and on controlling costs. Companies with this
strategy provide best price and overall value through standardized and
automated processes. They focus on high quality, easy and quick customer
service, quick delivery and purchasing, and products with limited choices.
In operationally excellent companies, the IS strategy needs to focus on
supporting business process improvement, increasing efficiencies, and

Figure 1.7 Planning transformation

Figure 1.8 Different business and IS strategies
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controlling costs. IS projects that receive high priority in this environment
include cost reductions, business process improvements, financial analysis
and reporting systems, quality systems, supplier performance delivery
systems, logistics systems, mobile technology, and automation of the
supply chain. A strong enterprise requirements planning (ERP) system is
important to facilitate operational efficiency, including a strong forecasting
and production planning system, to ensure that manufacturing meets and
does not exceed demands. Customer service applications may also be
important for efficiency. In these companies, IS organizations are often
centralized to control costs and take advantage of specialized technical
skills. IS processes need to be efficient, with focus on the operational
processes such as problem management, change management, software
distribution, performance, and availability management. IS metrics impor-
tant in this environment are availability, reliability, and costs. An opera-
tionally excellent environment is depicted in Figure 1.10.

Customer Intimacy

A customer-intimate company supplies the best total solution for the
customer, builds a strong relationship with the customer, and provides
custom solutions at a reasonable cost. The business strategy focuses on
customer satisfaction and customer needs. Similarly, the IS strategy should
focus on both customer and business satisfaction and provide technology
to improve the customer relationship. Flexible business applications must
accommodate individual customer needs. Strong customer relationship

Figure 1.9 Business strategies
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management (CRM), customer IS, and order management systems are
critical to forge and maintain a strong connection with the customer and
maintain detailed information about each customer. A strong Internet site,
support for customer surveys, and obtaining and acting on customer input
is important. The business analyst role is a key IS role in this company.
The IS organization in this type of company is typically more decentralized
and organized by customer segment, in alignment with the organization.
IS processes that are important include service-level management, external
and internal customer satisfaction management, business analysis, and
understanding requirements. Figure 1.11 depicts a customer-intimate envi-
ronment.

Product Leadership

A product leader continually improves products and product offerings.
Creativity, research and development, efficient engineering, and time to
market are critical. The business strategy is future driven and focused on
solving problems and anticipating customer needs. The culture is usually
flexible, decisive, and used to taking risks. The IS strategy would include
flexibility, providing technology that enables cooperation and creativity,
and supporting product management. Critical applications include product
data management (PDM), engineering and CAD systems, and a CAD
interface to engineering, configurator, and project management. Knowl-
edge management, conferencing, and product life cycle management
(PLM) would be useful. The most effective IS organization is flexible, with

Figure 1.10 Operationally excellent environment
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some resources researching new technologies. Important IS processes
include the systems development process to be able to implement new
products and projects quickly. Figure 1.12 depicts a product leadership
environment.

Understanding the value proposition of the organization, be that of
operational excellence, customer intimacy, or product leadership, helps

Figure 1.11 Customer-intimate environment

Figure 1.12 Product leadership environment
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align technology strategies. Through the planning process, IS can be a
part of the solution to business challenges and can significantly assist the
business. IS can work in partnership with the business, with the business
actually having ownership in the direction of IS. With the proper infra-
structure, tools, and technology in place, IS can be responsive and pro-
active to changing business requirements.

Identifying Opportunities to Use Technology for a Competitive 
Advantage and Increase the Value to the Business

In the article titled “IT Doesn’t Matter,”2 published by the Harvard Business
Review in 2003, Nicholas G. Carr created quite a controversy in both IS
and business circles. Carr compares corporate computing to electrical
generation or the steam engine: it is necessary to the corporation, but
insufficient, to consider information technology (IT) anything but a utility
function. Discussions and arguments continue to ensue as to whether IS
can provide a company with a competitive advantage. Although I agree
with Carr that the technical infrastructure portion of IS may have become
a commodity, technical infrastructure is not the critical point of the
discussion. How a company uses technology (i.e., business applications
and automated business processes) can provide, has provided, and for
the foreseeable future will continue to provide businesses with a compet-
itive advantage.

To ensure IS provides a competitive advantage, a robust planning
process is required in which the IS department is a true business partner
and identifies business opportunities using technology. Today, technology
is integrated into every aspect of a business, business processes, and
business interfaces. To obtain value and a competitive advantage, IS must
partner with the business so they are one. Projects are not IS projects,
but business projects. Technology by itself does not provide a competitive
advantage, but redefining or aligning with the business strategy and
optimizing business processes with the use of technology can provide a
competitive advantage. As eloquently stated by Jim Collins in Good to
Great, technology does not drive success, but it is an accelerator, or key
enabler, of business success.3 As shown by Figure 1.13, the role of IS
increases as the business increases the business process goals.

To identify opportunities to utilize technology for a competitive advan-
tage, it is important to understand the business strategy, because the
technical opportunities are different depending on the business strategy.
For example, an operationally excellent company achieves a competitive
advantage by using technology to cut costs from its processes, improving
profit margins, and allowing the company to reduce prices. As technology,
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systems, and improved business processes are implemented, business costs
will decrease. For example, an insurance company found that the cost of
a transaction handled in person by an agent could cost $5 to $13, and a
fully automated transaction on the Web costs only three to six cents, which
can provide a tremendous competitive advantage.4 Customer-intimate
organizations may be able to achieve a competitive advantage by using
technology for improved relationships with customers, proactively antic-
ipating and addressing customers’ unique needs. Product leadership com-
panies could use technology that accelerates the development cycle for
a competitive advantage.

With today’s economic and competitive landscape, all companies are
looking for ways to execute more effectively, efficiently, and at a lower
cost. IS are a very important lever that businesses can use to affect their
profitability. IS can be used to improve business processes. As shown in
Figure 1.14, companies that simplify, standardize, automate, integrate,
leverage, and eliminate waste of both processes and technology realize
an increased value and decreased cost to the business. The bottom line
is that the IS plan can affect a company’s return on investment and
profitability.

Planning the Flow of Information and Processes

Information is a valuable resource, and it is important to maximize its
value for the corporation. Planning and managing the flow of information

Figure 1.13 Role of IS in business process improvement
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throughout the organization can minimize labor, data redundancy, and
inconsistency, in addition to increasing the quality and accuracy of the
information. When systems grow haphazardly over time, islands of infor-
mation can develop, resulting in additional labor to maintain the disparate
systems.

To improve the process flow, it is important to expand the IS planning
process to look externally at the customer and all stakeholders that use
the technology. The planning process will obtain input from all stake-
holders, including customers, vendors, and partners. For each stakeholder,
a company must identify and improve the process used to become aware
of the business, engage in business, and complete business. Then, the
company should review each step in its process to identify opportunities
for technology to improve the process. Finally, a company should design
systems and business processes so it is easy to do business with from the
external customer perspective.

Efficiently and Effectively Allocating Information 
Systems Resources

In many businesses, IS allocates resources based on how much political
influence different requestors have in the company, or even which exec-
utives become most vocal or angry when disappointed. Instead, the focus
must be to develop systems that provide the largest business benefit and
provide a competitive advantage. Planning will direct the effective allo-
cation of IS resources and minimize the costs of redesign, rework, or
correction of errors.

The IS department must manage both tangible and intangible resources,
design flexibility and sourcing skills into the plans, and become business-
focused consultants who help the company optimize all resources, not
just computing resources. IS must utilize both computing and human
resources to obtain the most value for the corporation. Figure 1.15 outlines
the expectations of IS.

Figure 1.14 Increasing the value of the business
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Reducing the Effort and Money Required Throughout 
the Life Cycle of Systems

When a company has decided one of its systems no longer serves its
needs and needs to be replaced, the company may jump right into a
vendor review of business application packages. Typically, organizations
will follow the steps outlined in Figure 1.16.

Without proper planning, several steps of the traditional life cycle are
inefficient and waste significant time and money. The vendor review and
selection process takes a long time because it may be unclear exactly
what the company is looking for, what is important, or what problems
the company is trying to solve. The company may utilize manual methods
of developing requirements and reviewing vendor packages on the market.

Figure 1.15 Expectations of IS

Figure 1.16 Typical steps in IS life cycle
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The approval step also consumes a large amount of time, because costs
are generally more than management anticipates. Management starts ask-
ing questions such as, “Do we really need it?” “Are there less expensive
alternatives?” “What are the real benefits to be gained?” Implementation
takes longer than anticipated because it is an inefficiently planned exe-
cution, business process changes, or priorities are not clear. Trying to
make an incorrectly chosen package fit the business results in more effort
expended in the maintenance years. Figure 1.17 shows the time and effort
expended in the typical life cycle.

Figure 1.18 outlines a more efficient process, including additional steps
for strategic planning, implementation planning, and post implementation
audit and planning.

Adding time to the beginning of the process for strategic planning will
significantly reduce the amount of time spent in vendor review, selection,
and project approval. An automated vendor review process, tool, or
methodology to identify the business objectives and issues will save a
considerable amount of time and effort. The strategic planning step will
also obtain management support throughout all levels of the organization,
which significantly accelerates the approval process. Careful planning and
prioritizing of the implementation can reduce the implementation time.
Understanding and identifying the scope of business process reengineering
can significantly improve the implementation time and success of the
project. A post implementation audit and check against the strategic plan
will align priorities for critical enhancements. Overall time expended on
the process is significantly less, as depicted by Figure 1.19.

Figure 1.17 Time spent on typical life cycle
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Planning Approach
The purpose of IS, like any other organization in the company, is to add
value. The purpose of the planning process is to help the IS organization
determine how to add optimum value to the company. How an IS
organization adds value can be drastically different depending on the
corporate or business unit strategies. The business unit strategy and

Figure 1.18 Improved IS life cycle

Figure 1.19 Time spent on improved life cycle
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corporate policy establishes the boundaries for the IS direction, as shown
in Figure 1.20.

A complex or large organization needs to consider the business direc-
tion and strategy of the corporation as well as the business unit strategy
in its IS planning. For example, the corporation may have a stated strategy
of synergy or a strategy of portfolio management. In a corporate environ-
ment of synergy, an IS planning process may be more closely aligned
and bring business units together. The business units may even choose
to leverage common systems across business units, where possible. A
corporate environment of portfolio management would tend to drive the
IS direction to be autonomous so that the business could be sold if
necessary. Leveraging and sharing IS applications in a portfolio-managed
company may not be easy or even encouraged.

The business unit (division, company) strategy could be one of differ-
entiation, focus, or overall cost leadership. Again, each of these business
unit strategies would have very different IS approaches. If a business unit
has a strategy of differentiation, it will be important to utilize IS to provide
the company with a competitive advantage. Utilizing new technologies to
beat competitors to the market with added service or functionality is
important. This approach would be drastically different from an environ-
ment of overall cost leadership, where cost containment is the number
one goal.

Developing an IS strategic plan in a large corporate environment with
multiple divisions or business units adds a level of complexity to consider
before developing the approach and schedule for the IS planning process.
Often, the planning effort may be constrained by politics, level of maturity,
time, budget, or size of the various organizations involved. There are
several different approaches to IS strategic planning in a large corporate
environment with multiple divisions:

Figure 1.20 Corporate policy and business unit strategies
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� Top-down approach: This is where the corporate unit completes
the initial plan, establishes the areas of leverage, and recommends
standards across business units. This planning approach works best
in a company with a strong corporate entity with more autocratic
power over the operating units.

� Bottom-up approach: In this approach, the business units complete
their strategic plans first. The corporate entity then completes its
plan by identifying areas common across the business units. This
planning approach works best in a company with autonomous
divisions.

� Combination: This is where the business unit plan is done jointly
with a corporate entity, or initial high-level guidelines are devel-
oped as the basis for the business unit plans.

The IS planning approach should mirror the business planning
approach. If the business planning approach is more central, so should
the IS planning approach be centralized. The remainder of this book
assumes a business unit plan, but the same principles and philosophies
would apply to a corporate plan.

Conclusion

� Recognizing the need for an IS strategic plan and beginning the
process is the most difficult step in the journey.

� Strategic planning will help establish IS as a key resource and
enabler to meeting business goals.

� Completing an IS strategic plan adds value to the organization.
The plan can improve the management of the IS asset, improve
communication between the business and IS department, align the
IS direction with the business, provide business opportunities and
increase the value to the business, and plan the flow of information
and processes. A plan can also result in the proper allocation of
resources and reduce the cost of the life cycle of systems. A
company should think through what it hopes to accomplish with
its strategic planning project.

� The business strategies of operational excellence, customer inti-
macy, or product leadership require different IS strategies and
priorities.

� For a large complex organization, think about your planning
approach from a corporate or divisional scope.
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Notes for My IS Strategic Planning Project
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Chapter 2

IS Governance

God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to
distinguish the one from the other.

— Reinhold Niebuhr (1892–1971)
American Theologian

Definition of Governance
Governance is a fundamental framework that must be in place for an
information systems (IS) strategic plan and strategic planning process to
be successful. Governance provides a decision-making and accountability
framework for effective management of IS. There may be many compo-
nents to IS governance, but the basic purpose of governance is to identify
what decisions will be made, and by whom, and to define how activities
will be monitored against the plan. The IS strategic plan is a very important
component to effective governance. Conversely, a good IS strategic plan will
include a clearly documented process for IS governance. Governance ensures
that IS delivers value to the business and that risks are sufficiently managed.

Decisions may include areas such as the overall budget and allocation
of resources; infrastructure; business applications, standards, policies, and
priorities, IS guiding principles, and the IS strategic plan. Most often, the
decisions are about time (schedule), money (budget), staffing levels, and
allocations. However, other decisions also require governance, such as
standards, policies, and desired behavior. One example of these decisions
is setting a framework for when a company should utilize package software
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and when custom software would be appropriate. The bottom line is
that governance describes the process through which a company makes
decisions.

A variety of individuals or groups may be involved in these decisions
and processes, such as an IS steering committee, executive management,
board of directors, the CIO, IS management, business line management,
or business liaisons. Although these groups or individuals may be slightly
different from organization to organization, this chapter discusses the
general roles and responsibilities of each relative to the IS planning
process. Activities may be monitored through various established IS pro-
cesses, such as the budgeting process, project request process, project
prioritization process, change management process, systems development
process, and service-level management process. It is through effective
governance that strategic planning becomes a process rather than a
singular event. Governance ensures effective and efficient implementation
of the strategic plan. IS management and processes deal with present
issues of IS, and governance deals with future issues. Figure 2.1 shows
an example of the different IS governance components in a company.
Table 2.1 shows an example of how a company documented its gover-
nance by outlining who would be responsible for what decision.

Importance of Governance
Governance is a common principle used to manage other company assets.
For example, for human assets, or employees, governance may include

Figure 2.1 IS governance
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Table 2.1 Decision-Making Matrix

IS 
Infrastructure
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Applications
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Applications IS Budget
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Processes IS Principles

IS Strategic 
Plan

Executive IS 
Steering 
Committee

Consulted Responsible Informed Responsible Consulted Consulted Responsible

IS Operating 
Committees

Consulted Consulted Responsible Informed Informed Informed Consulted

IS Business 
Liaison

Informed Consulted Consulted Informed Informed Informed Consulted

CIO Responsible Consulted Consulted Consulted Responsible Responsible Consulted
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a committee that does headcount planning, a human resources (HR)
function that manages the performance review process, a committee that
reviews the salary structures and determines increases, and a process to
follow to hire an employee. Similarly, IS is a critical asset for a company
and requires a set of committees or individuals and processes to manage
the various aspects. The Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX) requires
diligent management of company assets, and governance helps with the
management of IS assets.

If done properly, effective governance improves the efficiency of IS
and simplifies life for the CIO as the function operates more smoothly on
a day-to-day basis. If an organization is fighting about priorities, is slow
in decision making, hears complaints about IS, feels that IS does not add
value, or experiences disappointing returns on IS investments, there are
probably opportunities to improve governance. Without governance, deci-
sion making may be slow and inconsistent because no one is sure who
is responsible for the decision. In fact, IS governance issues are at the
core of many reasons companies experience frustrations with their IS
function. Some companies choose to outsource the IS function to relieve
the frustrations. However, outsourcing requires even stronger governance
and can actually make the problems more evident.

Good, defined, and clear governance contributes to the success of the
IS organization and the company as a whole. A study documented in the
book IT Governance, by Peter Weill and Jeanne W. Ross (2004), reviewed
IT governance in over 250 companies worldwide. Their research revealed
that firms with above-average IT governance had more than 20% higher
profits than firms with poor governance.1 The bottom line is that gover-
nance is a tool that implements the strategic planning process and
improves IS efficiency, effectiveness, and overall success of the company.
Through effective governance, a company can orchestrate its resources
to execute a plan. Without clear and effective governance, a company
will squander its efforts on a random assortment of unfocused actions.
Individual strategies and projects may seem to make sense, but taken all
together, they may not move the organization toward the overall strategic
vision. Governance will manage the resources and initiatives at a cross-
functional level. Governance provides a systematic approach for reviewing,
evaluating, prioritizing, sequencing, communicating, and managing initia-
tives so the entire organization stays focused.

Clear IS governance is especially important because technology has
become pervasive in companies. It is easy for any employee to go to his
or her local technology store and purchase software or hardware to install.
This software or hardware brought in through the “back door” can become
critical to the functioning of the company. Without company agreement
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on processes and standards, it is difficult for the assets to be managed
properly (i.e., data backed up, software that works properly in the envi-
ronment, software that can be supported, protection against viruses).
Standardizing technologies and processes whenever appropriate lowers a
company’s cost of ownership, allows some leveraging of economies of
scale, and provides architectural integrity. Governance makes the stan-
dardization possible and encourages desired behaviors.

Governance is also critical because IS are expensive and limited by
budgets. Any company has a limited bandwidth of resources and must
manage how those resources are spent. More technologies and options
are available today than ever in the past, and opportunities to utilize
technology abound. Governance helps a company evaluate the opportu-
nities and align projects with the business direction. Governance ensures
that projects adding the most value to the business will be the projects
initiated, therefore improving the ultimate value from IS. As business
changes occur on a continuous basis, governance ensures that the IS plan
and priorities change with the business.

Clear, defined governance improves the relationship between the busi-
ness and the IS organization, because there is structure and definition to
the relationship. Regular and consistent processes improve communica-
tion. Clear decision making and governance helps build trust; everyone
understands how decisions are made. Even if everyone doesn’t agree with
every decision, people understand there was a defined process and
reasons for a particular decision. Governance provides opportunities for
IS and the CIO to consistently build credibility and trust with business
management. Through governance, the IS organization can continually
communicate how it is contributing business value. With proper gover-
nance, companies can transform into true business partners enabling new
business opportunities.

Approaches to Governance
The following are examples of governance approaches that often occur
without an intentional design:

IS dictator: In this autocratic environment, the IS department makes
all the decisions and keeps tight control over IS tools and assets.
In this environment, the CIO and the IS organization are often
criticized and disrespected. The business is often dissatisfied because
it is not driving IS decisions.

People have the power: In this environment, the individuals throughout
the business may initially be satisfied because they can do what
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they want, but dissatisfaction grows as pieces of the infrastructure
do not work well together. This environment can be extremely
wasteful and expensive, but the cost may not be visible — it may
be hidden within individual department budgets.

Democratic: In this environment, everything is a vote. It can be a time-
consuming and frustrating process. Often, the popular decision
overrides the best decision. It can be political as opposing individuals
vie for support.

Business management monarchy: In this environment, senior business
executives make all the IS decisions affecting the entire corporation.
This could be good or bad depending on the skill and knowledge
of management.

Business unit power: It is common in a large company with unique
divisions to have more power in the business units than centrally.
Although this feudal method works well to achieve business unit
objectives, it is difficult to leverage corporatewide strategic efforts
across business units. This may also be more expensive because
the business units may not use standards and common systems
across business units.

Corporate power: In a highly centralized environment, a central corpo-
rate entity often makes the decisions. Although this may have some
efficiencies because synergies can be leveraged, it often results in
unsatisfied business units that do not feel in control of their destiny.

Indecisive: In this environment, no one makes decisions. There is a
leadership void and unclear responsibilities on decision making.

As shown in Figure 2.2, governance design develops decision-making
structures and organizations that balance all the above interests. No single
approach to governance design works for every company. The IS gover-
nance model must fit the company and management culture, the maturity
and size of the organization, and the business strategy. A more structured,
mature organization may have a strict governance process, many defined
processes and metrics, and very formal IS steering committee meetings.
A large company with many divisions may have a much different gover-
nance structure and approach than a very centralized corporate environ-
ment. Often, IS governance mirrors the power and decision-making
structure in the business. Rather than fighting the inherent power, it is
important to recognize the business decision-making structure and work
within it. No matter how immature, informal, or small, the IS function
requires some form of governance and involvement of the organization
to be successful. In any size company, governance can be designed to
make decisions quickly and be responsive.
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Involvement of the Organization
How can a company ensure commitment to a strategic plan? Some IS
organizations are very efficient in developing a strategic plan by taking
their top computer technicians and outlining the technical architecture of
the future. When these technicians complete their planning, they end up
with a terrific technical plan, but one that business management hardly
understands, let alone approves. These plans tend to accumulate dust on
someone’s bookshelf and never really influence the direction of IS or the
business.

Where do these technical computing architecture plans go wrong?
Their architects fail to involve the business and management throughout
the process. It is through proper involvement of the business that a plan
becomes executable and meaningful. Governance will monitor and pro-
vide ongoing management to the strategic plan. It is critical to have
business management participation and ownership of the plan to ensure
alignment with the business. The plan must reflect management ideas,
styles, and objectives. To be successful, the entire organization must
support the IS objectives. The single largest factor for a successful strategic
plan that influences the organization is the involvement of the organization
and ongoing governance. Communication and involvement are key aspects
of the planning process. The planning process consists of 80% commu-
nicating and obtaining input, and 20% planning.

So, how can an organization start developing an IS strategic plan? How
is it possible to get this involvement and commitment, even if it is difficult
to get management’s attention? How can an organization ensure ongoing

Figure 2.2 Governance balancing interests
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management to the plan and governance? An organization should start
the strategic planning process by involving all levels of the business
organization in the planning and governance process.

There may be a need to form several planning groups to involve the
various levels of the organization. The involvement of several groups and
individuals in the initial plan development and ongoing governance is
common in a typical organization, as shown in Figure 2.3:

1. Executive management
2. IS steering committee
3. CIO
4. IS organization
5. Implementation team

Executive Management
It is vital to involve executive management in the IS strategic planning
process and the ongoing governance process. Ultimately, executive man-
agement will approve or reject the expenditure of funds. Managers’
involvement at the beginning and throughout the process will make the
approval process significantly easier. It is important that executive man-
agement have direct input and understand the challenges and opportunities.

The CIO, or top IS executive, typically reports to someone within the
executive management level of the organization. Over the years, companies

Figure 2.3 Involvement of the organization
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may have shifted the reporting relationship for the CIO to report to the
CEO, the CFO, the COO, or other areas of executive management. Regard-
less of where the CIO reports, the CIO can be effective through leadership
and by building strong relationships with the executive team. Although it
is ideal if the CIO participates on the executive team and is at the table
for business planning, a good IS planning process is still possible through
interviews and informal relationships. Credibility and trust build influence,
not organizational position. It is most helpful if the CIO has the commit-
ment, involvement, and interest of the executive of the function and the
CEO recognizes value in IS. If the CEO doesn’t initially recognize the value
in IS, he or she should by the end of the planning process with the proper
involvement and business connection.

The role of the executive committee in the planning and governance
process is to provide the IS organization with the strategic business
direction and priorities. It is important to develop and maintain systems
in accordance with the business objectives and direction. Typically, the
executive committee addresses IS issues on an as-needed basis rather than
having regularly scheduled meetings due to time constraints.

The CIO, or top IS executive, initiates the presentations. It is extremely
helpful to have a businessperson supporting large investments and projects
make presentations to the executive committee. This involvement dem-
onstrates business management’s ownership, support, and commitment to
the recommendations because the projects are business projects, not IS
projects. The business needs to sign up for and own the benefits that are
anticipated from the investments.

In summary, the responsibilities of executive management relative to
the IS planning and governance process are:

� To provide strategic business direction and priorities.
� To provide input to and approve the IS strategic direction and

plans: The group will ensure the IS plans are in agreement with
the strategic business plans of the organization.

� To approve all large project efforts and provide the final authority
in the allocation of resources.

� To approve the IS budget.
� To provide direction relative to high-level business issues that affect

IS.

IS Steering Committee
The IS steering committee is the most important group involved in the
planning process and is instrumental in the success of the plan and
ongoing governance. The steering committee provides the IS organization
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with a voice from all areas of the business. This group will formulate
recommendations regarding project priorities and resources and provides
input to the strategic direction of IS. The business must commit to
delivering the business benefits of projects.

The committee typically consists of Directors, or individuals one level
below the executive management. This level of the organization usually
has a strong interest in IS and has a desire for changes because IS have
an impact on their success as department leaders. Many companies have
already formed IS steering committees. It is important to review the group
to ensure it includes the correct composition of individuals to participate
in the strategic planning process. The executive management team should
select its representatives on the committee. It is in the best interests of
these managers to ensure that they have the best person representing
their interests and concerns.

If an IS steering committee has not been previously formed, a company
should look at the organizational structure to see if there already is a
business team functioning one level below executive management. In the
most effective organizations, steering IS is just one of the many respon-
sibilities of the business management team, rather than a separate IS
steering committee. To help integrate IS governance with the business, it
would be best to have the IS executive become a part of this business
committee and dedicate a portion of the meetings to IS activities and
plans. One company referred to this critical group of management as the
“shadow” strategy committee, while the executive management team was
referred to as the “business unit” strategy group. Another company referred
to this group of management as the operating committee, while executive
management was referred to as the policy committee. Whatever title this
group of management has, IS should be an integral responsibility and
focus of the group. Although this book refers to the group as the IS
steering committee, it would be best to integrate with the business team
and refer to the group however it has been previously defined.

It is important to include management from all the company’s business
areas, as well as the various geographic areas, on the IS steering committee.
The members must understand the strategic business direction as well as
the business issues. Although it is critical to have the major business areas
represented, it is difficult to manage a group larger than 12 individuals.
Companies should keep the size of the group small enough to efficiently
conduct meetings and make decisions, and should consider using video
or teleconferencing for individuals physically located around the world.
At a minimum, a company should send out-of-town members material
and notes from the meetings and have them attend critical meetings. Also,
the company should post the minutes and presentations in an electronic
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mail bulletin board for all employees to see. Getting as much visibility to
the information as possible is critical.

A company should not formally include individuals from the IS orga-
nization as voting members of the group. The top individual from IS
(typically the CIO, Vice President, or Director) schedules, organizes, doc-
uments, and chairs the meetings. Additional members from IS can attend
meetings as required to provide information or give presentations. The
business representatives must see and feel they provide the direction to
the committee, which is not the case if the committee includes many IS
individuals.

The responsibilities of the IS steering committee are:

� To provide recommendations and input to the IS strategic direction
and plans.

� To ensure the plans are in alignment with the business plans and
direction.

� To communicate business issues and plans influencing IS activities
or direction in technology.

� To provide input and assist in developing the vision for the
deployment of technology to meet the business requirements of
the future.

� To approve, sponsor, and support business requested project efforts
and project plans through the ongoing governance process. This
group will be the vehicle for users to propose and recommend IS
projects.

� To prioritize all project efforts and review project plans. The group
will provide recommendations in the allocation of resources and
monitor project progress against the approved plan. Projects are
efforts that meet one or more of the following criteria:
– Estimated hours to complete the project exceed some prede-

termined amount of hours.
– Departmental boundaries are crossed.
– A capital expenditure or nonrecurring costs exceeds some pre-

determined amount.
– Recurring costs exceed a predetermined amount per year.

� Prioritize all requests smaller than the above project definition
through the normal IS work order process. The group determines
the hours and cost limit thresholds for its specific environment. It
establishes the approval level for projects so the committee is
focused on major projects rather than work orders and small
requests. Following the 80/20 rule, 20% of the projects will use
80% of the resources. It is this 20% that should be managed through
the IS steering committee.
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� To provide communication to other members within the organiza-
tion regarding IS activities.

� To sponsor and initiate business process reengineering projects.
� To commit to delivering the business benefits identified in projects.
� To communicate and discuss functional business issues arising from

IS activities — for example, if the manufacturing department wants
to structure the bill-of-material or product number one way and
the engineering department wants it another way, and the groups
cannot come to agreement.

� To review IS standards and procedures that have an impact on
other business functions.

� To approve the allocation of the IS budget.

The IS steering committee meets on a regular basis, typically monthly.
Usually the top IS executive (CIO, Vice President, or Director) schedules,
organizes, and documents the meetings. Steering committee meetings
should follow a formal agenda to guide the meeting. Table 2.2 shows a
typical agenda for one of the first IS steering committee meetings. On an
ongoing basis, a company should structure meetings to dedicate time to
planning tasks as well as providing an update on projects. The group
should document meeting decisions, conversations, and topics with meet-
ing minutes distributed to the IS steering committee members, executive
management, and the IS organization. Meetings should move quickly, stay
on the topic, and keep to strategic discussions rather than detailed tactical
discussions.

CIO
As discussed in many articles and books, the role of the CIO (or top
person responsible for IS) is evolving and changing, as is the role of the

Table 2.2 IS Steering Committee Agenda
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IS Steering Committee Purpose
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Current Business Situation
Current IS Situation
IS Industry
Assessment of Current Situation
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IS organization. Rather than just technical knowledge, it is critical that the
CIO have an interest and understanding of the business, be familiar with
business acumen, and have good business and financial judgment. Busi-
ness understanding is critical in the strategic planning process. The CIO
must have enough technical knowledge to understand the consequences
and risks of his or her decisions, to plan and coordinate implementations,
to ask appropriate questions and understand the answers, and to determine
if what he or she is hearing is accurate.

The CIO must be a true leader, and not just a manager. As my astute
associate, Bob Lewis, states in his book, Leading IT: The Toughest Job in
the World, someone is not a leader if no one is following.2 The IS strategic
planning process is a wonderful opportunity to demonstrate leadership
by demonstrating an understanding of the business goals, establishing a
compelling IS vision to utilize technology to support the business, and
influencing the organization to change. A vision and a passion for the
new direction is a requirement to inspire others to follow. It is difficult
to go somewhere if you do not know where you are going. The vision
and plan provides a path of how to get the organization to the next level.
Through leadership, the CIO must often influence and persuade other
individuals in the organization. Strong executive relationships are critical
to the success of a CIO. The CIO is a conduit for change, and the strategic
plan can be an excellent vehicle to assist with change.

The CIO is typically the individual who initiates and orchestrates the
strategic planning process. The CIO coordinates and directs the involve-
ment of the entire organization in the strategic planning process. The CIO
must clearly communicate the plan so that the entire organization under-
stands it. The CIO is responsible for establishing and adhering to the
budget guidelines. The CIO must continually communicate to the organi-
zation the value of IS.

IS Organization
Although the business must commit to changing business processes and
delivering the business benefits of projects, the IS organization must
commit to delivering projects within the costs and dates budgeted while
meeting the functionality requirements. It is also important to involve the
IS organization in the planning, because any changes in the direction will
significantly affect that group. The IS organization is a technical reference
and takes more of a secondary role in the process. The business units
should lead the process. If possible, a company should involve the entire
IS organization in the process to some extent, and at a minimum
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communicate with them at each step in the process. The top IS individual
in the organization leads the involvement from the IS organization.

After obtaining a thorough understanding of the business direction in
the planning process, a company must communicate the business direction
to the entire IS organization. The IS organization can then be effective in
brainstorming potential IS goals, objectives, and technology-enabled busi-
ness opportunities.

Implementation Team
In the event the planning process leads to the conclusion that major
changes are necessary (e.g., a new ERP system is necessary), an additional
group may need to be formed to look at the various options in detail
and implement the changes. Often this is a time-consuming task, and the
steering committee may not have the time or the detailed knowledge to
work at this level. The implementation team must include representatives
from areas of the business impacted by the change, as well as one or
two individuals from IS. The IS steering committee should appoint or
select the individuals, because this group will be providing recommenda-
tions to the IS steering committee. The members of the IS steering
committee need to feel that their area of the business is sufficiently
represented. It is important to involve these individuals in preparing the
detailed requirements, reviewing and implementing options, and deter-
mining and implementing business process improvements.

The implementation team is also typically the group of individuals a
company would select to implement the new system or improved business
processes. It is best to have the group that selects the new system also
be the group implementing the system when possible. It is critical that
these people have an excellent understanding of the business and the
business processes, and are open to change. These individuals would be
responsible for doing the business process reengineering, establishing the
parameters and procedures on how the company will use the system,
testing the system, and training the users. The following are specific
characteristics desirable in team members:

� Have a thorough knowledge of the business area they represent
� Be respected and influential among their peers
� Be detail-oriented
� Be a good listener
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� Be a good communicator
� Have good writing and documentation skills
� Be creative, and able to look beyond how things are done today
� Have an interest in transforming the company

The team leader is a critical position for the success of the project.
The following are characteristics desirable in the team leader:

� Is a true leader
� Has the respect of the organization
� Is good at organization and planning, and project management
� Is decisive
� Is a good people manager
� Can say “no” and lead business process change
� Is creative, and able to look beyond how things are done today
� Has an interest in transforming the company
� Typically delivers on time and on budget
� Can manage risks
� Can manage the budget
� Can manage and direct outside consulting resources
� Is an excellent communicator

Conclusion

� Determine and design the appropriate governance for your orga-
nization; do not just let it happen. This governance will provide
the stage for the successful execution of the strategic planning
process.

� Identify what groups to involve in the planning process and how
they will be involved.

� Document the roles and responsibilities of the various groups
involved in the governance process so the decision-making author-
ity is clear. It is important to specify who will be responsible for
providing input and making the decisions involved in the planning
process even before initiating the planning process.

After establishing governance, you are ready to begin the strategic
planning process.
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Notes for My IS Strategic Planning Project
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Chapter 3

The Planning Process

Behold the turtle. He makes progress only when he sticks his neck
out.

— James Bryant Conant (1893–1978)
American chemist, diplomat, and educator

Planning Components
What are the basic components of a strategic plan? Although the IS strategic
plan differs from a business plan in many ways, there are several similar
concepts to keep in mind:

Identification of where you are today: Assess the environment to answer
the question, “Where are we now?” In an IS strategic plan, this
includes looking internally and externally from the perspective of
both the business as well as IS. An external view will answer the
questions “What is possible?” and “What are the best practices?”
Because the business must drive IS, you must understand thoroughly
the business objectives and challenges in addition to where IS are
currently.

Identification of where you want to be in the future: Through the
planning process, develop the vision and strategy to answer the
question “Where do we want to be?” In an IS strategic plan, answer
the question from both a business and an IS perspective. The future
business direction must be the main determinant in setting the IS
direction.
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Identification of the IS gap between where you are and where you
want to be in the future

Identification of how to get to where you want to be in the future:
Develop a plan to answer the question “How will we get there?”

Figure 3.1 depicts the components of planning.
The plan begins with understanding the future business operating

vision. The business operating vision becomes the basis for the IS mission,
objectives, strategies, and technical computing architecture. Assess the
current systems by comparing the systems to the future business operating
vision and the desired IS computing architecture, as depicted in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.1 Plan components

Figure 3.2 Plan development
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Planning Process
So, how do you actually develop an IS strategic plan?

As stated earlier, the foundation of the strategic planning process is
that business direction and business requirements drive the IS direction
and computing architecture. Although this sounds like a basic concept, it
is amazing how many strategic plans do not have the business direction
as the foundation of the IS direction.

Does this mean an IS strategic plan cannot be developed if the
organization does not have a formal business plan in place? Absolutely
not! It means a little more work and possibly a little more time, but it is
possible and more necessary than ever. If a formal business plan does
not exist, this process will outline how to develop the key components
of a business plan that are necessary to establish a complete IS plan.
Many companies may not have a complete business plan, but they may
have important components, such as key objectives, vision, mission,
values, key initiatives, budgets, and so forth. All of these key business-
planning components can be used in the IS planning process.

In several companies, this IS planning process actually caused the
business to begin a formal business planning process as management
realized the lack of a clear and concise business direction. In one company,
a very detailed financial plan was developed each year, but a formal
business plan was never documented identifying how the business would
actually achieve the financial forecasts. The president of the division
claimed that the executive team had a shared vision of the future and
was questioning why the business-understanding step of the IS planning
process was necessary. However, when asked specific questions about
the business direction, each vice president provided a slightly different
perspective or set of priorities. When summarizing the findings and
highlighting the inconsistencies, the president came to the realization that
executive management had never formally agreed upon the business
mission and goals, and a formal business planning process was initiated.

The planning process depicted in Figure 3.3 has four phases. Figure
3.4 outlines the next level of detail for each of the four phases. Chapters
4 through 7 of this book describe each phase in detail, providing samples
and guidelines for each step of the process to assist with completing the
IS strategic plan. The following is an overview of the four phases of
strategic planning.

Phase 1: Visioning

In the first phase, visioning, establish and initiate the planning project and
process. Treat the IS planning effort like any other project by developing
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a project plan, schedule, tasks, and deliverables. Finalize and communicate
the purpose of the strategic planning effort and outline what management
hopes to accomplish with the effort. Establish, or define, the process that
will be used to develop the plan, tailored for your organization’s envi-
ronment. Also, identify the individuals who will be involved in the
planning process and define their roles and responsibilities. A key step
is to identify the individuals from the business and IS group to interview
as part of the planning process. Finally, establish the process and vehicle
to communicate the status of the strategic planning effort on an ongoing
basis. Last, formally announce the strategic planning effort to those
involved in the process.

Also in the first phase, it is critical to understand, clarify, and document
the business direction. This includes documenting the business mission,
vision, values, goals, objectives, and business priorities. Obtain this informa-
tion from business plans and documentation as well as through executive

Figure 3.3 Phases of the planning process

Figure 3.4 Phases of the planning process

Conceptual Level

Detailed Level

Visioning

Analysis

Direction

Recommendation
1 3

2 4

Visioning Phase

• Initiate and manage the project

• Understand business situation and vision

• Document and confirm the business analysis

Analysis Phase

• Understand current IS situation

• Analyze current IS situation

• Develop recommendations, solution

 alternatives

Direction Phase

• Develop IS vision and direction

• Develop IS plan

• Identify IS projects

Recommendation Phase

• Develop roadmap

• Develop business case

• Communicate the plan

1 3

2 4
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interviews, workshops, and surveys or through a series of interactive
conversations. Assess the environmental factors, including industry trends
and external requirements. It is important to look externally and determine
what customers, suppliers, or other external entities (for example, gov-
ernment, Food and Drug Administration [FDA], International Organization
for Standardization [ISO]) are requiring from the company. The business
operating vision will be statements or a vision of how management wants
the business to function in the future. Analyze the strengths and weak-
nesses of the business. A key task of this phase is to analyze and document
the impact the business situation has on IS.

Figure 3.5 outlines the details of the visioning phase, or phase 1. As
you can see, the first phase of the planning process focuses on the business
rather than on IS.

Figure 3.5 Phase 1, visioning phase
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 direction, operating vision, business projects & initiatives

• Document industry business trends, business and customer requirements

• Document business strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats

• Document business impact on IS

• Review & confirm business situation understanding Milestone

Visioning Phase
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Phase 2: Analysis

In the second phase, analysis, thoroughly document and objectively ana-
lyze the IS environment. It is often enlightening to communicate the IS
situation to executive management. Although managers may know that
IS are critical to the company, they may not realize the complexity and
all the various components until the documentation is presented. Obtain
this information through a review of IS documentation, conducting inter-
views, workshops, or surveys of the IS organization.

Document all the various business applications used by the business.
Begin by summarizing the technical infrastructure environment, including
the personal computer (PC) environment, server environment, telecommu-
nications environment, and network. Review the organizational structure,
skills, roles, and responsibilities of the IS organization. With this base estab-
lished, understand the IS processes and how work is completed. This phase
also includes a review of the IS expenditures, identifies how the budget has
changed, and analyzes where money is spent. Understanding the current
workload is important. Identify the backlog, or all the various projects
requested. Also, review the external IS trends and identify how industry
trends may influence your environment and future. An interesting part of
the planning process is to look at competitors and determine how they
utilize IS. Compare your IS spending to that of the industry.

Objectively determine and document the gap of where the IS environ-
ment should be in the future compared to where it is today. It is important
to “think outside the box” in this phase. Do not get locked into the trap
of “We have always done it this way.” Analyze the IS environment relative
to the business requirements identified in the first phase. Objectively,
identify the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of your
current IS situation in the areas of business applications, technical infra-
structure, organization, and processes. Understand how the business
threats and opportunities highlight system strengths and weaknesses. It is
helpful to assess the situation utilizing surveys or scorecards to obtain a
quantifiable measure in addition to qualitative comments. Identify key
information requirements and business requirements. Using the list of
requirements, identify what percent of the business requirements and
information needs or key business indicators are met by the business
applications in use. Finally, determine initial recommendations for all areas
of IS to include in the IS direction.

Figure 3.6 outlines the second phase of the planning process.

Phase 3: Direction

It is in the direction phase where the mission and vision for IS is articulated
using the business situation and direction as a basis. Formulate the strategic
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objectives that are necessary to assist the business in achieving its objec-
tives. Review each business goal and determine ways in which IS can
assist the business in achieving each goal. A key step is to determine how
to measure the value or progress of IS on an ongoing basis. Determine
the business application direction and specific projects required. Also,
determine the technical computing architecture and projects that are
necessary to reach the objectives, including changes in the area of PCs,
servers, network, and telecommunications. Determine the desired IS ser-
vice architecture, which includes the people and processes necessary in
IS. Determine how to allocate resources and the role of outsourcing or
alternative sourcing options. Finally, prioritize the various IS projects.
Figure 3.7 shows the details of the third phase.

Figure 3.6 Phase 2, analysis phase
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Phase 4: Recommendation

In this phase, document the detailed roadmap outlining projects for the
next several years. Summarize the costs, time, and resources required.
Benchmark data will be helpful to validate estimates. If there are multiple
options, identify the various options, as well as the advantages and
disadvantages of each option. Determine the proper recommendation with
a return-on-investment analysis. Identify the organizational impact. Risk
management is important; analyze the risks and determine how to mitigate
them. A critical step is to develop the business case for action and business
benefits so management can approve the plan and understand the business
impact. Finally, develop the communication plan and an ongoing process
to keep the plan up-to-date.

Figure 3.8 identifies the components of the fourth phase.
At the end of the planning process, you will have:

Figure 3.7 Phase 3, direction phase
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� A well-documented IS strategic plan
� A business and IS situation that is understood by the entire orga-

nization
� A direction supported throughout the organization

Plan Contents
When completed, what will the plan look like? What can management
expect to see and get from the plan document? It is helpful to have an
understanding of where the planning process is headed and what the
final deliverable will look like. Figure 3.9 depicts an example of an outline
of the contents of a completed strategic plan document. Modify the plan
document and process to fit the situation and requirements. Create a
detailed document as well as a summary presentation while proceeding
through the planning phases.

Figure 3.8 Phase 4, recommendation phase
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Plan Development
When proceeding through the steps, it is extremely helpful to build the
plan document and distribute it periodically to the IS steering committee,
executive management, and the IS organization to obtain input. To obtain
involvement from all areas of the organization, the planning groups
outlined in Chapter 2 can develop and update the various sections of the
plan document throughout the process. The plan is a living document
and is best developed through iteration. The business should gain a sense
of ownership for the plan and recommendations throughout the process.
In each figure depicting the phase (Figures 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8), several
milestones are indicated. The milestones are points in the process that
the plan deliverable should be updated with the information obtained,
and confirmed with various individuals or groups involved in the planning
review process. With this method, the plan is agreed upon throughout
the process rather than waiting until the end. By reviewing the information
at various points, there is also a more manageable amount of information
for the group to absorb. Figure 3.10 shows the sample table of contents
and identifies at which phase each section is completed.

Figure 3.9 Plan contents sample

• Executive Summary

• Current Business Situation

 – Information

 – Direction

 – Operating Vision

 – SWOT Analysis

• Business/IS Link

 – IS Implications

 – Key Business Measures

 – Key Business Requirements

 – Business Process Improvements

• Current IS Situation

 – Business Application

 – Technical Infrastructure

 – Organization

 – Processes

 – Budget

• IS Direction

 – Business Application

 – Technical Infrastructure

 – Organization

 – Processes

• Implementation Plan

 – Projects

 – Roadmap

 – Costs, Investment

 – Organizational Impact

 – Business Case,

  Financial Funding

  Model

 – Next Steps

 – Communication Plan

 – Planning Process

• Appendix

• IS Industry

 – IS Industry Trends

 – Manufacturing Industry

 – Benchmark Statistics

 – Competitive Profiles

• IS Assessment

 – Strengths

 – Weaknesses

 – Opportunities

 – Threats

 – Scorecard

 – Survey Results

 – Recommendations

• IS High Level Direction

 – Vision

 – Mission

 – Goals

 – Strategies

 – Scorecard, Metrics

 – E-business Direction

 – Prioritization Process

Plan Contents Sample
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The planning process does not need to be a time-consuming process.
To be most effective, the process should proceed as quickly as possible.
The length of time it takes to develop a strategic plan varies drastically
with the size, complexity, and commitment of the organization. Figure
3.11 shows a sample schedule for each phase of the plan.

Several factors significantly affect the length of time of the planning
process as shown in Figure 3.12:

Depth of plan: The level of detail and components included in the plan
document impact the length of time to develop the plan. It is
important to cover a minimum amount of detail, yet not become
burdened with too much detail. The plan must be detailed enough
to provide the necessary direction and rationale for the direction.

Figure 3.10 Plan contents by phase
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Number of individuals interviewed: The more individuals interviewed
in the planning process, the greater the length of time needed.
However, involving more individuals also increases the ownership
of the plan, involvement of the organization, and visibility to issues.
In a typical organization, plan to interview the executive manage-
ment team, the level of management immediately below the exec-
utives, the members of the IS steering committee, the IS management
team, and a few key individuals within the organization from both
IS and the business organization structures. Typically, anticipate a
minimum of 25 interviews.

Figure 3.11 Schedule sample

Figure 3.12 Factors impacting schedule
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Involvement of the organization: The more involved the organization
is in the process, the less time the planning process takes as sections
can be developed simultaneously. For example, obtain the assistance
from several individuals in IS to document the current IS environ-
ment once the format of the deliverable is established.

Focus and priority of the effort: If the strategic planning process is not
a priority for the organization, it will take significantly longer than
if it is a key priority for the entire organization. Dedicate at least
one full-time individual (consultant or employee) to the planning
process to get it completed. Otherwise, it is too easy to let planning
continually take the back seat and never complete the process. If
the planning process takes too long, the plan will be out-of-date by
the time it is complete.

Keep in mind that planning is a process. The first time through, the
process may involve fewer individuals or be less detailed than what is
preferred, but the planning process can be expanded the following year.

Conclusion

� Identify the planning process and steps you will use to complete
the plan. Tailor the planning process so that it meets the needs of
the organization and the purpose for completing the strategic plan.

� Give strategic planning the proper priority and attention so that it
is completed in a timely fashion.

� Obtain involvement from the organization throughout the planning
process.

� Communicate, communicate, communicate.

Notes for My IS Strategic Planning Project

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________
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Chapter 4

The Visioning Phase

If you don’t know where you are going, you might wind up
someplace else.

— Yogi Berra (B. 1925)
American baseball player

As shown in Figure 4.1, the first phase of the planning process is the
visioning phase. After organizing the planning project, the focus of this
phase is to obtain a thorough understanding of the business situation,
direction, and vision of how the business will operate in the future. As
shown in Figure 4.2, the visioning phase has the following components:

� Initiate and manage the project
� Understand the business situation and vision
� Document and confirm the business analysis

Next, each of these components is discussed in more detail.

Initiate and Manage the Project
It is important to manage a strategic planning project just as any other
business or IS project. Like any project manager, the CIO may not have
authority over many of the individuals who need to participate in the
planning effort. Therefore, be diligent about facilitating and obtaining
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participant input. Begin by developing a project plan that outlines the
planning effort, resources, and schedule. Establish a schedule with deliv-
erables. Ensure the project team understands the priority of this effort and
commits to the schedule. Without this communication and priority, the
planning effort will be delayed as operational support responsibilities and
other projects will take priority.

Finalize Objectives, Goals, and Scope

Determine and clearly document the objectives of the planning process.
The purpose should include compelling, clear, and concise statements
outlining the need for, or purpose of, completing an IS strategic plan. The
objectives of a typical IS strategic plan include:

� Review the current business situation, business needs, business
process improvements, and future business direction.

� Analyze the business situation and identify how the business affects
the IS situation and direction as well as how IS affects the business.

� Review the current IS situation, including business applications,
information repositories, technical infrastructure, organization, and
processes.

� Assess the current IS environment relative to business needs,
including its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats as
it pertains to the opportunities and threats faced by the business.

� Compare the IS situation relative to the industry as a whole.
� Identify short-term recommendations or quick hits that can be

implemented immediately.
� Determine the high-level IS direction, including the vision, mission,

key objectives, and strategies.

Figure 4.1 Visioning phase

Visioning Phase

• Initiate and manage the project
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� Develop the specific direction for the business applications port-
folio and business process improvements.

� Identify the required infrastructure necessary to support the busi-
ness.

� Identify the IS organizational impact and staff requirements.
� Determine the IS processes requiring improvement.
� Formulate the implementation plan, including specific projects,

priorities, and the roadmap.
� Identify an estimate of costs and business benefits.
� Develop the communication plan, business liaisons, and gover-

nance necessary to implement planning as an ongoing process.

When determining the purpose and objectives of the strategic plan,
document specific questions to answer through the planning process.
Exhibit 4.1 provides examples of questions various companies have
answered through the IS strategic planning process. This list does not
identify questions to ask in interviews, but rather questions to address
throughout the entire planning process. At the end of the planning process,
go back to this list to ensure all the questions have been addressed.
Identify questions to answer in the areas of business applications, technical
infrastructure, people/organization, and processes.

�
Exhibit 4.1 Questions to Answer During the Planning Process

Business Applications:

� What is the current portfolio of business applications that the company
uses? What percent are custom and what percent are vendor packages?
What percent of the applications are supported by the business departments
and what percent by IS? What is the age and viability of each component
of the applications portfolio? What is the business purpose of each of the
applications? How many individuals use each of the business applications?
What are individual user applications, departmental applications, and
enterprise applications?

� What application projects are in progress? What projects are planned? Are
these the proper projects for the business? What application projects should
the company work on?

� How fast are projects completed? Is delivery time meeting business require-
ments?

� What are the strengths and weaknesses of the current business application
environment? What are the areas of risk with the current business appli-
cation environment?
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� What is the business direction and what are the key business requirements
for the future?

� What business process improvements are necessary?
� Will the current business applications meet the company’s needs in the

future?
� Will the current ERP system meet the needs of the future?
� From a global perspective, are the business applications meeting the needs?
� What technology and applications are the competitors or others in the

industry utilizing?
� How do our business applications compare with competitors or the indus-

try?
� How can the company utilize technology for a competitive advantage in

the market?
� How can technology assist the business achieve the business goals? How

can customer satisfaction be improved with technology?
� What is the e-business strategy? How can the company utilize Web tech-

nology more effectively?
� What are the strategies relative to business applications?
� What will be the business application portfolio that the company needs

in three to five years?
� What is the business case for the investment required in business applica-

tions? Why should the company invest money in the business applications?
What is the impact of not investing in the business applications? What is
the next step?

� What are the risks to the business and are they properly managed?

Technical Infrastructure:

� What is the current technical infrastructure? What is the desktop, server,
network, and telecommunication environment?

� Is the proper technical infrastructure in place to meet the business needs
of the future?

� What are the service-level requirements for the technical infrastructure?
� What are the strengths and weaknesses of the current technical infrastruc-

ture?
� What are some of the risks with the current technical infrastructure?
� How does the technical infrastructure compare with the industry?
� What should be the long-term direction for the technical infrastructure?

What are the vision and key principles that should guide infrastructure
decisions and investments?

� What are critical technology trends and emerging technologies in the
industry that the company should watch and potentially employ to assist
the business?

� What technologies should be sunset (or eliminated)? What technologies
should be strategic?

� How does the technical infrastructure need to change to meet the service-
level requirements determined by the business?
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� What is the business case for any technical infrastructure investments that
are necessary?

� What are the risks to the business and are they properly managed?

People/Organization:

� How is IS organized? What are individuals working on? What are the roles
and responsibilities of each area of the organization?

� What are the strengths and weaknesses of the current IS organization?
What are the organizational risks?

� How should IS be organized?
� How satisfied or unsatisfied are the current IS employees?
� Do IS employees have the proper amount of resources? Do they have the

right skill set and training to be effective in the future?
� Is the IS reporting structure proper for the company?
� How does IS fit into the overall company organization?
� What is the sourcing strategy for IS? Where, when, and why should the

company utilize outsourcing?
� How does our IS budget and staffing compare with the industry? Should

we have more IS resources or fewer? Do we have the right mix of resources?
� What should be the role of IS in the future in our organization?
� What are the risks to the business and are they properly managed?

Processes:

� What are the current IS processes?
� What are the strengths, weaknesses, and areas of risk with the current IS

processes?
� How can IS increase its efficiency and effectiveness? What are ways to

improve?
� How can IS better serve the needs of the organization?
� In what areas is IS doing a good job, and what areas require improvement?
� How should the company prioritize IS projects? What methodology or

process should be used to balance the IS projects with the budget?
� How should the company develop and update an IS strategic plan on an

ongoing basis?
� What are the expectations the business has of IS?
� What is the current level of IS satisfaction by the business departments?
� How should we measure the value of IS? What would be an appropriate

balanced scorecard and metrics?
� How can the communication channels be improved between IS and the

business?
� How can the system development, project management, and delivery

process be improved?
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� How can the alignment of IS to the business be improved? Does the proper
governance process exist? What processes should be in place to obtain
proper input from the business?

� How can IS implement a process improvement culture?
� How can the business support the IS process improvement culture?

Budget:

� What is the IS budget spent on?
� How does our IS spending compare with the industry?

�

� How can IS reduce costs and total cost of ownership?

Meet with executive management team members to ask what they
hope to accomplish from an IS strategic planning process. There may be
a few hidden agendas. However, it is better to know these hidden agendas
before beginning the process. Ask open-ended questions as to what they
hope the planning process will accomplish, how success will be measured,
and so forth. Document the purpose of the planning process and obtain
agreement from executive management.

Scope

Define the scope of the IS strategic plan. Align the IS direction with
business drivers and conform to boundary conditions imposed by the
business environment. As shown in Figure 4.3:

� Business drivers identify what to do.
� Boundary conditions limit what can be done.
� The resulting plan describes how to do what can be done.

One company looked at three components in the strategic planning
process:

Application architecture: business systems and business requirements
Technical architecture: client and server hardware, network, operating

software
Service architecture: management information people and processes

The business strategic plan drove all three of these components. The
business strategic plan identified business drivers that affect the business
systems and the supporting architectures as key success factors and key
strategic issues, as shown in Figure 4.4.
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Include all aspects of IS in the scope of the plan, including the business
applications, technical infrastructure (PC environment, network, telephone,
and server environment), people or organization, and processes, as shown
in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.3 Business drivers and boundaries

Figure 4.4 Drivers of IS plan
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Management may also communicate some constraints or boundaries
to deal with in the planning process. For example, executive management
may have a constraint on the amount of expenditures or the timing of
expenditures resulting from the plan. It is helpful to identify these con-
straints up front before beginning the process or you may waste a lot of
time looking at alternatives that are not realistic. However, when possible
do not set limits or constraints (such as “We have to keep the existing
system,” or “We cannot spend more than $x”) and let the business
requirements drive the solution as much as possible.

The scope will frame the planning boundaries. The following are some
of the questions that the scope can address:

� What geographic locations are included and excluded?
� Does the scope include providing worldwide information or solu-

tions? Do you have authority over the systems necessary to provide
the information and systems, or does it require interfaces?

� What product lines or divisions are included and excluded?
� What functional departments are included and excluded?
� What business applications are included and excluded?
� Are there phases or timed expectations?
� Will the scope include business process reengineering? If so, to

what extent will IS be involved in the business process reengi-
neering exercise?

� Will the scope include interfaces to external entities (for example,
customers, suppliers, and third parties)?

� Will the scope include paper files and manual processes?
� Will the scope include other hardware platforms (for example,

engineering CAD/CAM environment)?

Figure 4.5 Scope of an IS plan
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Many companies mistake the scope of the planning process to include
only the business application systems that are under the control of IS.
With the ease of developing applications with current PC software, a
number of critical business applications are typically hidden from IS. These
could be as simple as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, a Microsoft Access
database, or even an Intranet application. Making sense of spreadsheets
is especially tricky. The dividing line between simple, ad hoc financial
models and significant applications built into Excel is blurry. Include too
much and the process may be consumed by the trivial; ignore too much
and critical components of the company’s overall information architecture
may be missed. If a department has a system it developed on a PC and
it is critical to the operation of the business, include the system within
the scope of the plan. Identify business applications that are individual
user applications, departmental applications, as well as enterprise appli-
cations. The IS organization is responsible for protecting, auditing, and
securing information and systems critical to the company, and for fostering
innovation and the creativity of functional departments in solving their
own business challenges. Establishing the right balance between these
two competing objectives is difficult, and the solution for providing this
balance is different in every company.

Use the following “acid tests” to determine the scope of business
information that falls into the realm of IS procedures and plans. If any of
these tests proves true, it is a good idea to include the system within the
scope of the plan:

1. Information or a business process that is highly critical to the
operation of the company

2. Information or a business process that is used, is accessed by, or
involves more than one functional business department

3. Information that interfaces to any entity outside the company,
whether a customer, supplier, representative, regulatory agency, or
other related entity

4. Manual processes critical to the company that would benefit from
IS automation

The scope should also identify the time frame of the planning horizon.
The five-year planning horizon that used to be typical of traditional
strategic plans is no longer feasible. The pace of changes in technology
and changes in the business environment warrant no more than three
years’ planning horizon. Beyond that time frame, it is reasonable to assume
that the business environment and available technology will be so different
that a new strategy will be required. Even though the planning horizon
may be two to three years, update the plan on an annual basis at a
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minimum to reflect changes. Companies must also increase the speed at
which strategies are implemented to be able to keep pace with business
and technology changes.

Identify Resources, Roles, and Responsibilities; 
Interview Participants

At the beginning of the planning effort, evaluate whether the organization
has the proper resources to complete the IS strategic planning process
successfully and in a timely manner. One of the greatest challenges in strategic
planning is taking the time and committing the resources to finishing the
plan. It may be desirable to augment the internal skills with external assis-
tance in some or all of the phases. An external resource can be very useful
in focusing on the planning effort to ensure it is completed in a timely
manner. An external resource is also a neutral party that does not have the
history of existing systems and may open thinking to solutions otherwise
not considered. Be sure you are comfortable with the partner, because this
consultant will be interfacing with executives, representing IS, and will have
a key role in assisting to determine the IS future. When considering a partner
to assist with strategic planning, keep in mind the following points:

� Is the partner focused solely on strategic planning, or also involved
in implementation? If the partner is involved in implementation,
ensure that the consultant will be objective and that the vendor’s
financial interests will not bias the direction. Many companies have
learned, to their dismay, that a strategic planning partner is in an
ideal position to come to conclusions that create outsourcing
opportunities or major systems integration projects that may not
be good business sense for the company. For example, if a firm
that specializes in implementing Oracle applications assists with
strategic planning, do not be surprised by a recommendation of
Oracle applications as the key strategic direction.

� Review the partner’s methodology and planning process. Ensure
the process is a fit with the culture and desires. If possible, review
other plans the consultant has developed. Ensure the level of detail
aligns with your desires and expectations. Be sure the planning
process used and plan deliverables are detailed enough rather than
just a fluffy presentation with no true direction and without a solid
basis for the decisions.

� Review the credentials of the specific consultants who will be
assigned to the planning project and meet with them. Do they
have the necessary experience and knowledge? How much IS
experience do they have? Are you comfortable with them? Do you
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trust them? The specific individual, not the company, will be doing
the planning work, so focus attention on the specific individuals
who will be doing the planning as well as their organization. How
many strategic plans have they completed? Do they have significant
experience in IS and are they up-to-date with technologies and
directions? Do they have practical implementation experience?

� Obtain customer references and talk with customers the specific
consultant has assisted. Were they satisfied? Do they have a solid
direction and plan? Was the planning process effective for their
organization?

� What is their approach to the planning project? How involved will
the company be? Does the consultant take control of the planning
effort, or do you retain control of the plan, the process, and the
decisions? The role of the consultant is to guide the process and
provide information, and leave the decision making to you, because
it is your direction and plan. How will the consultant ensure knowl-
edge transfer so you can continue the planning process on an ongoing
basis?

� How are changes to the project addressed? How will the status of
the project be communicated?

� What is the estimated cost and schedule? What are the assumptions
in the estimates?

Document the specific roles and responsibilities of everyone involved
in the planning effort. Identify the roles of the business and IS as well as
the consultant. As Chapter 2 discussed, document the responsibilities of
the various groups involved in the planning process, and identify their
level of authority and decision-making responsibility.

Identify individuals to interview or converse with as part of the planning
process. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the number of individuals to interview
has an impact on the time required for the planning process and also affects
the quality of the plan. As the number of individuals increase, ownership
increases and there are more ideas and information, but the cost of this
additional involvement is increased planning time. However, after a certain
number of interviews, you may find that much of the information is repetitive.
In a typical organization, plan to interview the following individuals:

� The entire executive management team.
� The level of management immediately below the executives.
� A few key individuals in the business organization: This could be

a master scheduler, someone in shipping or customer service.
Typically, these are the “go to” people when there are questions
in the business, and they have usually been with the organization
for numerous years. It can also be helpful to interview a few
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individuals new to the organization because they may have an
interesting perspective.

� The members of the IS steering committee.
� The IS management team.
� A few key individuals within the IS organization.

Typically, a minimum of 25 total interviews are required from the
business and IS organizations, but it could be significantly higher depend-
ing on the organization size and structure.

Confirm Deliverables and Work Plan

Review the planning methodology to develop the table of contents for
your strategic plan. A sample table of contents was provided in Chapter
3. Review the table of contents with the list of initial questions identified
in the purpose of the plan. Ensure there is a section to present information
to answer each question. Review the deliverables and work plan with
other participants in the planning process.

Draft Deliverable Templates

Right at the beginning of the planning process is an excellent time to
draft the deliverable documents. The documents will become a repository
for the planning information as it is developed. Then it can be reviewed
by individuals at each milestone and can be updated through an iterative
process. Develop the following deliverable documents:

� A document for detailed interview notes.
� A document for the detailed IS strategic plan. Begin with the table

of contents that you have identified. In the Appendix, include the
purpose, scope, and planning process. It is good to document this
so that others can understand how the plan was developed and
decisions were made.

� A document for the executive management presentation.

Announce the Project; Conduct Project Orientation

Next, announce the strategic planning project to those involved in the
planning process and interviews. Exhibit 4.2 shows an example of an e-
mail announcement that could be used.

If involving a team in the planning process, hold an orientation session
outlining the project and each individual’s responsibilities.
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�
Exhibit 4.2 Project Announcement Example

In an effort to continuously improve the information systems (IS) services that we
provide, the company has initiated an effort to develop an IS strategic plan. The
purpose of this plan is to align IS activities and projects with business goals and
objectives. The roadmap will identify opportunities for IS to increase value to the
business and move IS from being a reactive to a more proactive function. The
planning process will involve many individuals throughout the company, and the
process will be facilitated by xxxxx.

As part of the process, it is important that we meet one on one with key
individuals throughout the company to understand the business needs and direc-
tion. We need your involvement and assistance in this process. The meetings will
be held during the next two weeks. The IS strategic plan will be completed at the
end of the month, with the complete plan posted on the intranet and presented to
management.

Prior to the discussions, we will distribute a list of questions so you can see
the type of information that will be discussed. In the next week, we will let you
know the date and time of your discussion.

Thank you in advance for your participation on this very important effort. Your
input and comments will be extremely critical in developing our IS plans for the
future. In the meantime, if you have any questions or concerns about this effort,

�

please call me.

Establish Ongoing Project Governance, Communications, 
and Status Report

Communicating the progress of the planning effort is important because
this is a key project for the organization. Determine who to keep abreast
of the planning project and how often they should receive updates.
Typically, the person to whom the CIO reports requires progress reports
on a weekly or biweekly basis.

Review and Confirm Project Plan (Milestone)

It is also essential to keep the IS steering committee updated on a regular
basis. The completion of a milestone is a great opportunity to provide
this update. At this point, review the finalized project objectives, scope,
project plan, roles and responsibilities, interview participants, and deliv-
erable table of contents. Obtain feedback and modify the deliverables as
necessary.
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Understand the Business Situation and Vision
If the IS organization is closely integrated with the business, the business
direction may be well known to the IS organization. In this case, the
understanding of the business situation and vision may be completed very
quickly. However, typically IS management does not fully understand all
the business challenges and future direction of the business. This is not
surprising because surveys have reported that many functional areas in
the company do not fully understand the business goals and direction.
Try a test: ask several executives, including IS management, to explain
the top three objectives of the company. The company is an above-average
company if all are able to recite the objectives!

It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine the proper direction of
IS without a complete and thorough understanding of the business direc-
tion. Because business application systems are expensive and time con-
suming to implement, organizations often utilize their systems for ten years
or more. With the frequent changes in the business environment, a
company could often change products, customers, and channels of dis-
tribution, type of manufacturing, or even industry during the same time!
Be aware of potential changes and account for them when planning the
IS strategic direction.

As an example, one company selected and implemented a new man-
ufacturing application system. At the time, the company was in the
business of manufacturing reagents for blood testing, which is process
manufacturing. When reviewing systems, the company looked mainly at
the process manufacturing requirements. A few years after installing the
system, the company began manufacturing instruments to automate the
blood tests in addition to the liquid reagents. The instrument manufacturing
was discrete manufacturing, which has different requirements than the
original requirements. This resulted in having a system that did not meet
the needs and had to be replaced after a few years. Had strategic planning
been conducted effectively, the new requirements would have been
identified and the organization would have selected a different application
system to meet its current and future requirements.

A progressive organization will have a strategic business plan in place.
An existing business plan makes this phase of the process proceed very
quickly. However, many companies do not have an up-to-date strategic
plan, or the plan may be missing many important components. Many
businesses strategic plans focus mainly on the financial targets, and do
not really address the key business questions as to how the organization
will achieve the financial objectives. Whether or not a plan exists, it is a
good idea to meet with executive management to review the goals of the
business and ensure that you have a thorough understanding of the
business direction and challenges.
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Review Business Documentation

Begin understanding the business by reviewing business documentation.
Here is an example of documentation that may exist:

� Business plan, planning material, and any departmental plans
� Brochures, sales and marketing literature, and product brochures
� Organization chart of the executives and individual departments
� Annual reports
� Monthly and annual status reports
� Quarterly financial updates; investor information
� Budgets and budget planning presentations
� All employee communications
� Mission, vision, and values
� Business objectives
� Business initiatives or key projects
� Internet site
� News releases and announcements
� All employee survey results
� Customer survey results

While reviewing the information, try to answer the questions in Exhibit
4.3.

You will be confirming the information during interviews, but it is
helpful to gather and organize as much information as you can before
the interviews. An understanding helps move the interview quicker and
enables you to ask better questions.

�
Exhibit 4.3 Business Situation

1. Charter, mission, vision, credo or values, goals, objectives:
– What is the mission and vision of our business?
– Are there any other high-level business direction statements, such as

values, credo, brand, etc.?
– What are the goals and objectives of our company?
– What is our goal in terms of market position? Do we want to be number

one in the industry for all markets or just for targeted markets?
2. Strategies, business priorities for the year, critical issues for the year:

– What are the specific strategies or business priorities for this year, in
priority order?

– What are other prioritized business projects, issues, or objectives for
this year?

– What must our business accomplish this year to remain competitive?
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– What critical issues face our organization today?
– What critical issues face our organization in the future?

3. Business information (history, description, financial summary):
– What is a brief history of our company? When was it founded? Were

there any acquisitions or changes of ownership? Are any acquisitions
or divestitures anticipated in the future?

– In what business markets does our company participate? Are there any
changes in the business markets in the future? (For example, does our
company design, manufacture, sell, distribute, service? Does our com-
pany plan to outsource service in the future? Is our company make-to-
order, make-to-stock, engineer-to-order, process, discrete?)

– Who are our customers? (For example, do we sell and lease, do we go
through independent representatives, or sell to the government?)

– What is our company’s niche? Why do customers buy from us rather
than from our competition?

– Is our company global or local in nature? How is our company orga-
nized? Does management see this changing in the future?

– Are there other divisions or related organizations? Do we need to
bundle services or products with sister organizations, divisions, or
buying groups?

– What are our basic product lines?
– What are our lead times?
– What are our total sales for the past five years?
– What has been the growth rate?
– How many employees do we have on both a global and geographic

basis? What is the planned number of employees in three years and in
five years? What was the number of employees three years ago?

– What is our capital budget?
– What is our operating profit?
– What are the inventory turns? How does it compare to the industry?
– What are the days sales outstanding? How does it compare to the

industry?
– What is the cost of goods sold? Direct labor? Indirect labor?

4. Industry:
– How large is the total industry? What market share does our company

have? How many competitors are in the industry and what is their size?
Who are their main competitors? Obtain a list of the competitors and
their size. (For example, is it a highly polar industry with the top five
companies sharing 60% of the market, while the next 200 share the
remaining 40%?)

– What is the global competitive situation?
– Are there any industry associations or affiliations?
– What are the trends, developments, or changes taking place in the

industry at this time or predicted in the next few years? Is it a fast or
slowly changing industry?

– What change in the industry, if it could be made, would totally change
the way we do business or serve our customers?
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– What are our customers requesting of us? Why do customers buy from
us rather than our competitors?

– What is our competitive advantage?
– Do we plan on growth through acquisition?

5. External environmental factors:
– What are our external environmental factors? What challenges do we

face in the marketplace? What are our external opportunities and
threats?

6. Internal strengths and weaknesses:
– What are the internal strengths of our organization?
– What are the internal weaknesses of our organization?
– What are our internal environmental factors? What internal challenges,

�

opportunities, and threats does our company have?

Develop Business Interview Questions, Surveys, and 
Workshop Structure

Typically, the main vehicle to obtain information and input for the IS
strategic plan is through business discussions or interviews. However, also
consider other methods to obtain information, such as workshops or
surveys. Workshops can prove helpful by involving a larger number of
individuals and obtaining brainstorming across the group. Surveys can be
helpful to get quantitative data. If you have properly established an internal
network, most of this work is little more than a formality, making sure
everyone knows what each has already explained informally.

Carefully develop the business interview questions to be sure you
obtain all the information you need in the planning process. Structure the
interviews so they are productive, and not just a complaining session. The
discussions should be no longer than one and a half hours, so be sure
questions are focused and direct. Formulate specific questions about areas
of concern or vague areas in the business documentation and literature.
Remember that the discussions are the main vehicle to obtain information,
so ensure that they are complete. A separate list of questions may be
necessary for the top executive of the company.

Structure the business discussions in three areas:

� Learning about the interviewee’s responsibilities and department
� Understanding the interviewee’s thoughts on the business as a whole
� Understanding the interviewee’s perspective on IS

Allocate approximately a third of the time of the discussion to each
area. It is preferable to start with the individual’s department, because
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that is the area the interviewee knows the best and is the most comfortable
with. As can be seen, much of the interview discussion is focused on the
business rather than on IS.

Exhibit 4.4 shows an example of interview questions.

�
Exhibit 4.4 Business Interview Questions Example

1. Your business department, your job
– What is your title, department, role, and area of responsibility?
– What are the key functions or processes in your department? Walk

through some of the key processes in which you are involved.
– What are your departmental objectives for this year? Are there any

goals beyond this year?
– What are the strengths and weaknesses of your department?
– What critical challenges do you face? What are your current areas of

trouble?
– What are some process improvements you would like to make? What

are improvements or industry best practices that you would like to
implement in your area? What key measures in your area are you going
to improve to be more competitive?

– What are your key information needs? What measures do you review
on a regular basis? Are the measures readily available? Are there busi-
ness decisions that are difficult to make given existing information?

2. The company as a whole
– What is your understanding of the direction of the company as a whole?

What are the goals, objectives, strategies, and priorities? Are there any
potential changes in direction in the future that you are aware of? What
are the specific growth plans for the company? How will the growth
be achieved? What are key business initiatives in the next year?

– What are the strengths of the company? What is the company’s com-
petitive advantage? Why do your customers buy from the company?
Why do employees like working here?

– What are the weaknesses of the company as a whole? Why do cus-
tomers not buy from the company? Why do employees leave the
company?

– What are the opportunities and threats facing the company? What other
critical issues does the company face?

– What are some key trends and changes that are happening in the
industry? What one thing, if it could be implemented, would change
or impact the entire industry?

– If you owned the company, what are some things you would change?
3. Information systems (IS)

– What interface do you have today with IS? What services/systems do
you or your department use? Do you have any key spreadsheets or
systems that your department supports rather than IS?
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– Overall, how well is IS today meeting your needs? How would you
rate them on a scale of 1–5 (5 being the best, 1 not meeting your needs
at all)?

– What is IS doing right that you would like them to continue doing?
– What could IS be doing better? How can IS be easier to do business with?
– Are you receiving communications from IS on what they are doing?

Do you feel that you have input into the direction and priorities of IS?
– Are there specific projects or requests that you have of IS in the next

1–3 years? Is there any specific technology that you think would be
useful to implement? Are there any additional ways that IS could assist
you with your business goals for this year, perhaps things you have not
formally requested of IS?

– Do you feel that IS is aligned well with the business? Why or why not?
– What are ways in which IS could assist the company in the future?
– Do you feel that IS provides a strategic advantage for the company?

Why or why not? Do you think that IS is headed in the right direction?
– If IS could accomplish one thing next year, what would you like that

�

to be?

Surveys

Surveys are an important and useful tool for gathering quantitative data
to compare progress from year to year. Surveys can be very short and
general, or very long and specific. The more detailed the survey, the more
specific information you have that will help lead to better decisions.
However, detailed surveys require more time and patience from the
business. Exhibit 4.5 is an example of a business survey.

�
Exhibit 4.5 Business Survey Example

IS Services Survey
Response Key:
5—Strongly agree
4—Agree
3—Neither agree nor disagree
2—Disagree
1—Strongly disagree
N/A—Don’t know or not applicable

� Please consider and rate the service and support you have received in the
past year.

� Refer to the open questions at the end of the survey to supply additional
information regarding any question.
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Question Response

IS Help 
Desk

1. When I have trouble with 
my PC hardware and 
software, I most often turn 
to:

(Pull- down selection list)
� Help desk
� Individual IS employees
� Other employees in my 

department or company
� External individuals or 

companies
� Other: __________

2. I am aware of the process 
to follow and who to 
contact when I need 
IS-related assistance.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

3. The hours of operation of 
the help desk are sufficient 
to meet my needs.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

4. I have the ability to 
provide input into the 
priority of my requests.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

5. In general, my expectation 
is to have requests 
acknowledged within this 
time frame.

(Pull-down selection list)
� <1 hour
� 1–3 hours
� 3–8 hours
� 8–24 hours
� 24+ hours

6. When I work with the IS 
help desk, the staff seeks 
to understand the problem 
I describe to them.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

7. Help desk staff 
communicate with me in a 
nontechnical language 
and they are courteous 
and professional.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

8. I receive the information I 
need regarding the status 
of my request.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

9. The help desk follows 
through and resolves my 
request to successful 
completion.

1 2 3 4 5 NA
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IS Help 
Desk

10. The help desk staff is 
knowledgeable and 
capable.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

11. My requests for assistance 
are resolved in a timely 
fashion.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

Tools 1. I have adequate PC 
hardware to do my job.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

2. I have adequate software 
to do my job.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

3. I am aware of the software 
and tools available.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

4. The computer equipment I 
use (software, hardware, 
and network) is reliable 
enough to allow me to get 
my work done.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

5. My hardware and software 
is generally fast enough to 
get my work done 
efficiently.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

6. I am able to connect from 
external locations when 
necessary.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

7. I have easy access to the 
business information and 
reporting I need to do my 
job.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

8. The business information I 
get from systems is 
accurate.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

Training 1. I am comfortable using the 
software and tools I have.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

2. I am aware of all the 
features and functions 
available to me in the tools 
I have.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

Question Response
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Training 3. The training I receive on 
the PC and software I have 
meets my needs.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

4. I would like to get 
advanced tips and 
techniques for software via 
(prioritize all that apply):

(Allow for 1–6)
� A monthly newsletter
� An IT web page
� A lunch time forum
� A training class
� Self-help (i.e., frequently 

asked questions, online help 
capabilities)

� Other (specify: __________)

5. The documentation I have 
is sufficient.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

Application 
Projects 

1. Within the past year, I 
have/have not worked 
with IS on a specific IS-
related project.

(Pull-down)
� Have
� Have not
(Questions 2–7 appear if the 

respondent answers ‘have’)

2. I am aware of the process 
for submitting requests for 
an application project or 
enhancement.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

3. When I have a request for 
an application project, I 
most often contact:

(Pull-down)
� Help desk (xxxx)
� Individual IS employee
� Management
� IS management
� External individuals/

companies
� Other: _________

4. I have input into the 
prioritization of my project 
request.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

5. IS seeks to understand my 
business goals and define 
my business requirements.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

6. IS communicates in a 
nontechnical language 
and they are courteous 
and professional.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

Question Response
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Application 
Projects 

7. IS delivers quality 
solutions that meet the 
business goals.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

8. I am satisfied with the 
way that projects are 
managed.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

9. IS project resources 
follows through and 
resolves my project 
request to successful 
completion.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

10. IS project resources are 
knowledgeable and 
capable.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

11. IS completes projects in a 
timely fashion.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

Overall IS 1. IS has a strong customer 
service focus.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

2. IS has a good strategic 
direction that is aligned 
with the business direction 
and priorities.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

3. I know what IS is working 
on.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

4. I am notified in advance of 
changes that impact me.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

5. I am able to provide input 
into the IS direction as 
necessary.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

6. IS provides a strategic 
advantage to the company.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

Overall IS 7. Overall, I am satisfied with 
the service I receive from 
IS.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

8. In general, IS is responsive 
to my needs.

1 2 3 4 5 NA

Question Response
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Open Questions:

1. List two or three things that IS does best:

2. List two or three things that IS most needs to improve:

3. If IS could help you solve one problem, what would that be?

4. Are there any technology, tools, services, or training that would help you
to do your job?

5. Other comments:

Respondent Information:
Building/country I work in: (Drop-down selection)

Department/function I work in: (Drop-down selection)

My job could best be described as: (Drop-down selection)

� Manager/supervisor
� Production employee
� Office employee

I have worked at the company: (Drop-down selection)

� Less than 1 year
� 1 to 3 years
� 3 to 7 years
� Over 7 years

Name (Optional):

�

The following are tips to consider when using surveys:

� Use survey software to automate the survey process and the
collection of data. It is well worth the price of the software. If the
company does not have survey software, public Web sites are
available for purchasing survey management, such as www.zoo-
merang.com. Distribute the survey via the Intranet. Send an e-mail
message to all employees asking for their cooperation, with a link
to the survey. An example of a notification is provided in Exhibit
4.6. In the notification, be sure to include a date when the survey
is due, identify whom to contact for questions, and provide an
idea of how long the survey will take and how they will obtain
results back from the survey.
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�
Exhibit 4.6 Notification E-mail Example

WIN A $100 GIFT CERTIFICATE!!!!

In efforts to improve the services you receive from information systems (IS), we
would like your input. You are our internal customer, and measuring your level of
satisfaction is a way in which we can measure how we are doing as a service
organization. Our focus is to meet the business objectives by providing you with
the services and products that are necessary for you to do your job.

We are very interested in your input. Please complete the survey by clicking
on this link: xxxxxxxxxxxxxx and answering the questions by 9/1.

The survey has 25 questions and it will take less than five minutes of your time
to respond. The survey is confidential and results will be reported in aggregate.
Summary survey results and action items will be reported back to you after the
results have been analyzed.

To thank you for your comments and to encourage participation in the survey,
we will be randomly selecting five individuals who respond to the survey by 9/1
and they will each win a $100 gift certificate!

Thank you very much for your participation and comments as it will help us

�

improve. Please contact me if you have any questions.

� Distribute the survey to all employees, or at least all employees
with a computer ID. A survey to a selective audience may slant
the results.

� Think of ways to encourage involvement. For example, one com-
pany said that it would draw names from those who responded
by a certain date to win money at the company store or a gift
certificate. However, if you say you are going to do something, be
sure to follow through and do it.

� Make sure that the average person in the business easily under-
stands all questions. Do not use information systems acronyms,
phrases, or systems that are not common knowledge.

� Keep the survey as short as possible, but ask specific questions
about areas that may be a concern. Give advance thought to what
might be some of the issues. Include questions relative to possible
strengths and weaknesses.

� Obtain input on the survey questions and format from the IS
management team.

� Test the survey, the link, and the reporting before releasing the
survey to the general population. The IS group can be a good test
group on the functioning of the survey, but sample the survey
questions with a small group from the business. Obtain comments
on the questions.
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� Give considerable thought to how to analyze the data and make
sure those indicators are included on the survey in the respondent
information area. For example: by division, by location, by level
of the organization, or by length of time with the company.

� Report survey results and actions planned. It is a huge mistake to
not communicate what is planned as a result of obtaining the
information. If not intending to follow through with the survey,
do not do the survey at all because the business organization will
expect actions once it provides input.

� Take time to analyze the results. When done properly, the results
can contain a lot of excellent information. Provide the results to
the entire IS management team for further review.

� Do not get defensive about the comments. Absolutely do not attack
individuals about their comments or feedback will probably not
be provided again. Do not, as one company did, treat responses
you perceive to be negative as statistically irrelevant outliers that
can safely be ignored. When presenting survey results to the IS
group, emphasize the positive comments as well as the improve-
ment areas.

� Couple the survey input with objective interviews as the surveys
may not tell the complete story.

� Repeat the survey on a regular (annual) basis. Ask many of the
same questions to report trends and improvements.

Schedule Business Interviews and Workshops

Next, schedule the business interviews and workshops. Scheduling can
be an administrative challenge due to tight schedules and changes, so do
not forget to ask for scheduling assistance. Exhibit 4.7 shows an example
of an announcement for scheduling a business interview.

�
Exhibit 4.7 Interview Announcement Example

As announced in the earlier e-mail on x/x/xx, we would like to meet with you
regarding the IS strategic plan.

Your discussion is scheduled for:

March 1 at 10:00–11:30 in the conference room

Please let me know if you have any schedule conflicts with this date or time.

I have attached a list of questions. Because time is limited, we will not be asking
each question of everyone. Although it would be helpful for you to look at the
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questions in advance and think through some key points, please do not feel as if
you need to do a lot of preparation work. The meetings will be very informal
discussions to obtain your honest opinions and thoughts. You can tell by the
questions that we will spend a fair amount of time understanding your business
area rather than just asking about technology.

If you have any questions or concerns about this effort, please call me. Thank you

�

for your participation and candid comments on this important project.

Conduct Business Interviews, Workshops, and Surveys

Begin discussions by emphasizing that it is critical for the planning team
to have a good understanding of the business direction. This business
understanding is necessary to ensure that the direction of IS is developed
in a way that supports current and future requirements of the business.
Interviews should be no longer than one and a half hours. It is extremely
helpful to ask permission to record the discussion; recordings will help
with taking notes and ensuring accurate facts. However, some individuals
may be uncomfortable and not as willing to provide candid opinions
while being recorded. Conduct the discussions in a flexible and casual
manner. Be sure to listen closely and follow up with additional clarifying
questions. Use the established questions as a guide, but probe into other
areas as necessary. Do not get defensive during the interviews, or inter-
viewees will tell you what you want to hear instead of what you need
to hear. Even if you think their comments are inaccurate, suppress the
urge to correct them. You are there to obtain information. You should
hear something from several interviewees before considering it fact, so
be sure to cross-check information you heard in previous interviews
without saying where you heard the information. At the end of the
discussion, ask if any other individuals in their area would be important
to meet. After a few interviews, review the list of questions to ensure that
you are obtaining all the information necessary or if additional questions
are needed.

Document Business Interviews, Workshops, and Surveys

Document the detailed notes of the interviews. The notes will be helpful
if you involve other individuals in the planning process as they will not
have to repeat the interviews. Keep in mind confidentiality. If anyone was
concerned about the information, do not document it; either protect the
distribution of the information or provide anonymity. Some individuals
may express a concern to see the notes to ensure they were quoted or
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understood correctly. It can be helpful to distribute the notes to individuals
for their review and corrections. When having a workshop, it is often
helpful to have an additional individual to act as a scribe and document
the workshop findings and comments.

Also document the results of the survey. Summarize the results for
each question. Document the results in the detailed plan document.
Provide summary charts in the overview presentation.

Review and Confirm Business Input

This is a good milestone point to provide summary status information to
the individual or group most involved in the planning process. Typically,
the interviews are the most time-consuming step of the process, and it is
helpful to provide an initial status or summary before analyzing the
information. Identify how many individuals were interviewed and identify
those individuals. Obtain feedback if any additional interviews are nec-
essary to receive a complete picture. This is also an opportunity to confirm
any unclear or inconsistent information.

Document and Confirm the Business Analysis

Document Current Business Description, Vision, Values, 
Goals, Strategies, Direction, Operating Vision, Business 
Projects, and Initiatives

In the IS strategic plan, document the following items regarding the
business:

� Business situation
– History: Outline who founded the company, when it was

founded, and areas in which the company has grown.
– Description: Document various divisions or business segments

that comprise the company. Describe products, services, and
sales by division. Outline the size of the organization, locations,
headquarters, acquisitions, etc.

– Financial summary: Summarize the size of the organization in
revenue and other key financial metrics.

– Customers: Identify how many customers you have and who
the groups of customers are, identify if there is a small number
of customers that generate the majority of revenue, identify if
sales are made electronically, and identify where sales are
coming from geographically.
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– Vendors: Identify how many vendors you have, and list who
they are.

– Industry information and competition: Identify whether business
is seasonal, the type of competition, the main competitors, and
trends happening in the industry, such as consolidation.

– Departmental specific areas of importance.
� Business direction

– Mission, charter.
– Vision.
– Values, credo.
– Goals, objectives.
– Strategies and business priorities for the year.
– Financial targets.
– Growth objectives: Identify how growth will occur, and if it is

organic or via acquisition. Identify where growth will occur
geographically. Identify what products or customer base will
grow, as well as new channels. Identify key factors to achieve
the growth. Identify growth constraints, such as capacity or
facility constraints.

Business Operating Vision

Work with the IS steering committee to translate the high-level business
direction to the next level of detail, the business operating vision. How
is the company really going to look and function in the future? How does
the company want to deliver services? The business operating vision has
a direct impact on the IS strategic direction and requirements.

The members of the IS steering committee are in the best position to
define the vision. Develop the business operating vision during several
group meetings with the committee. Ask several high-level questions such
as those stated below, obtain notes, and then meet again to report the
summary. Then, present the updated results to the executive committee
for confirmation and update of the business operating vision.

When working with the IS steering committee, tailor the following
questions to your specific industry and business. Examples of questions
or information to obtain include:

1. With the information obtained from executive management, read
the mission and vision statements. Ask questions such as:
– What businesses is the company in?
– Is the company in any other markets? (For example: Do you

develop, manufacture, sell, market, distribute, install, or service
your product?)
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– Is the product just one item, or several? (For example: In
addition to a product, do you sell service and software?)

– Does the company need to be able to bundle services or
products with sister organizations or divisions?

– Will the company change or expand businesses? Often, there
can be other types of businesses found in certain corners of
the organization. Although they are minor parts of the company
initially, consider these other businesses, because the areas can
expand significantly in the future.

– Who are the customers? With whom will the company need to
interface? Who are the desired customers?

– What are the company goals in terms of market position? Does
the company want to be number one in the industry for all
markets or only certain markets?

– What are key industry trends? Is it a fast or slowly changing
industry?

– Are acquisitions or divestitures likely?
2. How will the company operate the business in the future?

– Will it operate locally or worldwide?
– What business functions will be done locally and which world-

wide?
– How does the company want to deliver services in the future?
– How will distribution be handled? Does the company need the

ability to accept an order anywhere in the world and fill it
anywhere depending on availability, inventory, etc.?

– Will project teams be worldwide?
– Will procurement be worldwide?
– Will customer support and service be worldwide?
– Are multi-languages and multi-currency required?
– How does the company want the business processes to look

in the future? How will the processes be different then today?
(For example, e-mail, paperless, ease of obtaining information,
no manual or redundant efforts, etc.)

– What growth plans are in place? Do they plan growth through
geographic expansion, product expansion, customer growth, or
acquisitions?

3. What are the key factors for you to be successful in the market-
place? (For example, does the company need to be fast, flexible,
and service oriented?) Can the factors be weighted or prioritized?
– How does the company want to look from a customer perspec-

tive? Does the company want to be doing business differently?
(For example, electronic data interchange, electronic access,
electronic payments, ability to bundle orders with sister orga-
nizations or divisions, use of the Internet, etc.)
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It may take several meetings to get a complete business operating
vision. When complete, the business operating vision is a list of items or
high-level requirements on how the business wants to function in the future.

Executive management may be reluctant to prioritize the key factors
of success in the marketplace. However, it can be very helpful to have a
clear understanding of what is important to the business. Different prior-
ities may drive very different IS approaches. As an example, one company
identified the key factors in order of priority to be: limit customer risk,
reduce cost to the customer, and increase speed of delivery. On a daily
basis, as employees make decisions or make departmental plans, having
clear priorities can help guide their decisions. To continue with the
example above, if a change is requested in the company (with the priorities
of risk, cost, speed) that will reduce the order time but will significantly
increase costs to the customer, the change should be evaluated.

Global Requirements

One critical piece of information to determine is whether the company
has global objectives now or in the future. If the company has intentions
of a global presence, it may have significant implications on the IS strategic
direction and scope. A company may make the mistake of determining
the direction of IS domestically without recognizing the impact globaliza-
tion can have. The way a company addresses the global market can have
a tremendous impact on IS.

If a company states that it has global aspirations, there are several
different ways to accomplish global business objectives. A business must
decide if it wants to be more of an international enterprise or truly a
global business with global business processes. There is a drastic difference
in these business approaches, and it has a significant impact on the
strategic direction of IS.

Many organizations are international. They run applications that autono-
mously support their international initiatives. They may loosely link appli-
cation together, but lack the ability to function as a consolidated entity. To
distance themselves from competition, to handle the tremendous cost and
price pressures, and to meet the needs of global customers, a company may
need to do more than support international locations; the company may
need to operate globally. Customers who operate globally often demand
global processes of their vendors. This may include the ability to place an
order anywhere in the world and fill it anywhere in the world depending
on inventory, availability, and capacity, ship to anywhere in the world, have
consistent prices, consistent processes, consistent product, consistent quality,
and consistent product numbers around the world. Many companies may
need to have truly global operations with applications that have the power
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to streamline, consolidate, and maximize the capabilities of local uniqueness,
and implement standard global business processes and procedures to ensure
a single, unified, and global operation and access. Through this globalization
and standardization of business processes, companies can realize substantial
cost savings, better internal coordination, and a more comprehensive analysis.
The bottom line is that they may be able to realize a competitive advantage
in the market.

If the company operates on a global basis, executive management may
choose to locate components of the business anywhere in the world. This
means the design, development, procurement, and manufacturing func-
tions can take place in different parts of the world. This issue prompts
entirely different requirements on your IS strategy as your systems need
to communicate, interface, share information, or even be the same system.

It is difficult for a company to go from an international strategy of
loosely coupled international locations to a global business strategy with
common global processes without rethinking and reimplementing IS. It is
far better to determine the long-term business strategy and direction and
then design systems in advance to handle a global business presence.
Global applications do not automatically enable the organization to adopt
global processes. However, the technology foundation of global applica-
tions provides the potential for global operation. Effective globalization is
the result of strategically implementing and linking applications into seam-
less global business processes. It is far easier to establish a global strategy
early in a firm’s growth cycle rather than after having many international
sites with differing processes and systems.

Globalization has several requirements for applications. Applications
must support local language, currency, date and time formatting, account-
ing practices, labor reporting, tax regulations, and cultural attitudes of the
local entities while adhering to global standards. Security must be designed
with global requirements. Applications must be scalable to take into
account the size and maturity of the local entity. The organization must
understand the dynamics and impact of creating standardized processes
across the entire organization while still accommodating the local practices.
Consider local practices when designing processes, such as the sales
process. The organization must be flexible to identify best practices and
implement them across the organization, even if it involves changing
business processes to fit software and corporate standards. The systems
must also be able to consolidate local information to meet the global
information needs. In summary, global and international are not synon-
ymous. International denotes a worldwide presence, and global signifies
an organization with worldwide operating capabilities and competitive
advantage. Figure 4.6 shows how one company communicated the various
global options for discussion and decision.
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Figure 4.6 Global options based on business strategy
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Document Industry Business Trends, Business, and 
Customer Requirements 

Environmental Business Requirements

Environmental requirements are the high-level requirements the company
has as a result of the product or type of business the company is in.
Because different departments have varying types of business require-
ments, it can be valuable to have group discussions.

For example, an organization may find a few of the environmental
requirements included in Exhibit 4.8.

�
Exhibit 4.8 Environmental Requirements Example

�

� Make-to-order
� Make-to-stock
� Configure-to-order
� Process manufacturing
� Discrete manufacturing
� Repetitive manufacturing
� Job shop
� Discrete work orders
� Sell software
� Sell hardware
� Sell services
� Distributed processing
� Support of multiple divisions and 

locations
� Multiple plants, integrated
� Multiple locations in a warehouse
� Distribution
� Distribution network, multilevel
� Multiple currency: sell, invoice, 

buy, pay, report
� Purchase nonstock products for re-

sale
� Configure products for sale
� Repair, recondition, or service our 

product
� Input to worldwide financial and 

sales reporting
� Sarbanes–Oxley requirements

� Blanket purchase orders
� Just-in-time manufacturing 

capabilities
� Decimal inventory/bill of material 

quantities
� Back-flush inventory and resources
� Finite capacity loading
� Computer-aided design and 

computer-aided manufacturing 
interface

� Electronic data interchange 
interface

� Web-enabled ordering
� Interface to automated plant 

equipment
� Shelf life sensitive materials
� Use potency and grade materials
� FDA and government reporting 

requirements (EPA, NRC, etc.)
� Free-stock capabilities
� Forecast demand
� Standard and actual costing
� Subcontract production
� Hazardous use and toxic materials
� Lot control
� Serial number control
� Radio Frequency Identification 

(RFID) control
� Engineering change control
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External Business Requirements

Identify all the stakeholders of the company. Stakeholders are any group
that may have an interest in the company. The customer is the most
important stakeholder, but there may be other stakeholders as well. There
may be direct customers (such as distributors, agents, brokers, retailers,
or dealers), but also the end customer, consumer, or influencer. For
example, a hearing aid manufacturer identified the end customer as a
stakeholder, but also identified customers’ family members as an important
stakeholder, because they are often the individuals involved in identifying
a hearing loss. Stakeholders often include suppliers, strategic partners, or
regulatory agencies.

Determine what external business requirements are requested of the
company from the stakeholders. Typically, companies have customer and
supplier surveys that have valuable information. It can be helpful to visit
or talk directly to a customer or supplier, but companies typically like to
control access to external entities so that may be difficult. The information
can also be assembled from discussions with the IS steering committee.

Exhibit 4.9 includes examples of possible customer requirements.
Try doing business with your company as a customer and see how

easy (or difficult) it is. Attempt to buy something, ask a question, return
something, or complain. Customer requirements typically increase over
time. Leaders in the industry continually raise the bar of expectations for
an industry and force competitors to match or beat the requirements. The
key to business success is to determine who the customers are and what
they want. Identify how technology can strengthen or support the cus-
tomer relationship. Following are questions to consider when analyzing
customer requirements:

� Why do customers come to the organization?
� Why do customers leave the organization and go to competitors?
� Are customers satisfied? Why or why not?
� What other organizations do customers consider?
� What are potential customers and what would they want?
� What real-time information do customers want online?
� What makes customers successful or happy?
� How can existing customer business increase?
� What would customers change about the company if they could?
� What new advances would benefit customers?
� What steps or processes do customers go through to select and

buy the product or service?
� What steps or processes are in place for unusual events such as

returns, complaints, custom orders, or questions?
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�
Exhibit 4.9 Customer Requirements Example

�

� How can the customer process be streamlined or made more
efficient for the customer?

� What are the various points of interaction the company has with
the customer? How can each be improved?

� Does the company want to provide a single face to the customer,
even from multiple divisions, product lines, or locations?

� How difficult is it to communicate with the company (i.e., e-mail
addresses on a Web page)? How responsive is the company?

Exhibit 4.10 identifies examples of possible requirements from suppliers
that the company utilizes.

� Web-enabled ordering
� Web customer service
� Get accurate price and delivery 

information online
� Interact seamlessly by phone, palm, 

Web, e-mail, voice response, in 
person, or mail

� Obtain invoices online
� Pay invoices online
� Secured information
� Electronic data interchange
� Electronic sales and compliance 

information via the Web
� Improved communication through 

the Internet
� Worldwide corporate combined 

information for buying agreements
� Ability to interface with distributors 

and affiliates
� Bar coding
� Radio Frequency Identification 

(RFID)
� Enhanced switchboard and 

telecommunications to more 
quickly get to the right person

� Credit card capabilities

� Powerful search capabilities on the 
Web to get information quickly

� Get quick personalized information 
and service

� Ability to speak to a real person if 
desired without going through lots 
of effort

� Ability to find answers online and 
help themselves

� Hassle-free returns
� Vendor-managed inventory (VMI)
� Proactive service
� Improved lead times
� Easy order entry
� Improved order information, 

availability, advise on late orders
� Ability to handle special or custom 

orders and requests
� Services subscriptions
� Better price and value
� High quality
� Easier to do business with
� Ability to provide electronic media 

and documentation (e.g., CD-
ROM) via the Web

� Capabilities for providing data from 
bundling sales

� Warranty information
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�
Exhibit 4.10 Supplier Requirements Example

�

Value Chain Analysis

In addition to reviewing what customers and suppliers are requiring from
the company, it is important to review the entire value chain for potential
efficiencies and improvements. The value chain is the total combination
of business processes that create value by delivering goods or services to
the customer. These processes are from the beginning of the raw material,
possibly passing through several companies, to the finished product in
the customer’s hands. Many companies have used technology to automate
or change the value chain. Organizations within the value chain are
collaborative partners, or an extended enterprise, and share information
to achieve agility, speed, and reduced costs. When using technology to
simplify the value chain, ensure you are not alienating an important piece
of the value chain. For example, before offering customers ordering on
the Web, consider the impact on the distribution channel and the impact
of disintermediation. Following are questions to consider when reviewing
the value chain:

� What are the various steps in the value chain?
� What are the weak links in the value chain?
� Can any of the steps be eliminated, simplified, or made more

efficient?
� What technology or information, if shared throughout the value

chain, would improve or significantly change the process?

� Ability to order via the Web
� Invoice electronically
� Pay electronically
� Electronic data interchange
� Supplier certification, preferred 

vendor information
� Ability to link and integrate with 

outside services for materials and 
dependent services

� Radio Frequency Identification 
(RFID)

� Electronic real-time forecast
� Collaborative forecasting and 

planning
� Supplier corrective action 

information
� Ability to interchange drawings and 

specifications electronically
� Joint product development
� Conformance history
� Product development information
� Supplier portal
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� What best practices would improve the value chain?
� Is the customer willing to pay for each step in the value chain?

Business Measures

Identify the key information needs, or business measures that indicate the
general health and direction of your business. This is typically the infor-
mation that executive management requests immediately after having been
out of the office for several weeks or months. Often, it is also this
information that is reported to other branches, divisions, or a corporate
entity to indicate the welfare of the business on an ongoing basis. A
monthly or quarterly “President’s Operating Report” or summary may
include many of the key business measures. Each functional area has key
business measures. Rather than identifying all the information needs, it is
critical to focus only on the key business measures, which are different
from company to company. Include not only the measures that they
receive today, but also how management would like to measure the
company. Identify what information is required on a real-time basis. Some
of the measures may not be available today but should be identified as
a business measure. Exhibit 4.11 is an example of key business measures
found in various functions of a company.

�
Exhibit 4.11 Key Business Measures Example

Financial:
� Sales (domestic, export, intercompany)
� Gross margin or profit (cost of sales), %
� Operating margin or profit
� Capital commitments and expenditures
� Days sales outstanding
� Cost reductions
� Incurred expenses
� Selling expenses, general and 

administration
� Other income and expenses

� Interest expense
� Net income
� Balance sheet
� Cash flow
� Budget
� Forecast
� Operating expenses
� Profits by customer or industry
� Backlog (units and dollars)
� Royalty income and expense
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Human Resources:
� Employee information, including 

background, experience, 
demographic, personal

� Number of employees: Manufacturing, 
Product Support, Sales, Marketing, 
General and Administrative, R&D, by 
location

� Salary, increase, and pension data
� Training courses taken
� Employee survey data

� Turnover rate
� EEO measurements and 

government reporting
� Organizational reporting 

relationships
� Workers’ comp incidents, costs
� Healthcare costs
� Benefit information
� Salary market data by 

geography, type

Manufacturing Operations:
� Variances (overhead spending, 

volume, manufacturing, purchases, 
work order, purchase price, other)

� Scrap (product changes, expiration)
� Overdue
� Throughput time
� Rework (percentage, hours)
� Scrap (dollars, units)
� Reserve for potentially obsolete 

material
� Shrinkage and inventory adjustments
� Scrap and obsolescence % to standard 

receipts
� Labor hours by system and operations 

(tracking run average of actual versus 
standard, labor tracking by part 
number)

� Variances (rework, work order, scrap, 
obsolescence) by product

� Inventory (turns, dollars, days 
inventory on hand)

� Allocation and backlog, average 
throughput time versus stated lead time 
by part number

� Direct material, direct labor cost, 
percent

� System cost roll-up
� Cost of revisions (design change orders: 

scrap, rework, standard increase)
� Design change order (DCO) 

throughput and volume by distinction 
code

� Fixed costs
� Batch size costs
� Work order activity
� Corrective action status (internal 

and external)
� Simulation capability (what if)
� % on time, on quality of work 

orders
� Capacity levels (shop floor, 

facilities)
� Inventory accuracy
� Excess and slow moving 

inventory
� Facility and equipment 

utilization ratio
� Forecast versus actual units 

produced
� Pending changes—bill of 

materials, standard cost, 
routings

� Customer service level
� Standard receipts to inventory
� Summary of shipments (dollars, 

units by zone)
� First pass yield by assembly
� Supplier cost, quality and 

delivery performance
� Reporting on vendor activity
� Conformance and acceptance 

(incoming, in-process, final 
testing)

� Volume produced by 
commodity
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�

Field Service and Support:
� Total service costs per product (labor, 

travel, other field, in-house, parts)
� Number of installations completed 

(net, cumulative, average)
� Number of preventive maintenance 

calls

� Product support costs
� Number of repair service calls
� Service contracts
� Warranty obligations
� Cost and time to repair
� Reliability measurements

Quality:
� First pass access yield
� Warranty cost
� Installation success
� Number of complaints
� Unscheduled service calls per product
� Calls per instrument for key accounts
� Mean time to repair
� Mean time between service calls
� Average number of calls per service rep

� Total scrap and obsolescence
� Volume produced
� Service level
� Corrective actions and recalls
� Total cost of recalls
� Customer survey results
� Number of returns
� Mean time between failure
� Number of design change 

orders

Regulatory:
� Shipment control
� ISO requirements and documentation
� Export commodity reporting

� EPA, NRC, hazardous waste info
� FDA information

Marketing:
� Customer placements
� Sales by zone, region, territory, 

representative, customer, product 
group and class, account, product.

� Market share data: gains, losses by 
product and location

� Gross profit by account and product
� Competitive activity
� Customer membership data, including 

sales and administrative fees

� Placements by location
� Won and lost data
� Pricing, discount
� Commissions
� Forecast (units)
� Revenue by business segment, 

product class, etc.
� Integration of buying group data

Engineering and R&D:
� R&D expenses
� New product sales
� Time to market

� Number of releases
� Patents, awards
� Infringements costs

IS:
� IS costs as % of sales
� Backlog and completed hours (project, 

support maintenance)
� Average time for request completion
� Process elapsed time for completion

� Sales per employee
� System availability
� System response time
� Cost of processing a transaction
� Value added ratio per process
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Business Processes

It is important to document the critical business processes within the
organization. Determine which business processes require reengineering
and prioritize these improvements. The efficiency of the company’s key
business processes will determine the company’s success in the future.
Business process improvements often result in IS projects or changes, and
are therefore important to identify in the strategic planning process. The
amount of change necessary to a process may also have an impact on
the overall fit of the IS business application. If the business decides to
complete major reengineering to a process that utilizes an aging business
application system, it may be a good opportunity to look at replacing the
system, or it will be one more factor in the replacement decision. Also
identify how ready the organization is for business process changes and
improvements.

It is often helpful to hire an external consultant to teach business
process reengineering to the users and IS individuals participating on the
project. Consulting can also be useful to facilitate business process reengi-
neering because it is easy for individuals to get stuck in the mode of “We
have always done it this way.” People doing the work are not always
good at reengineering; alternative motives such as empire building may
interfere. Although the business process reengineering effort mainly
involves the business, it is often initiated because of IS strategic planning.
Once the business users are familiar with the methodologies, the users
typically make considerable process improvements and changes, many of
which have no impact on business application systems.

The first step in reviewing the business processes is to develop a
business process map that graphically depicts the high-level, or macro,
key business processes. This process map will also show the relationship
between the processes. This map will facilitate understanding between all
departments and provide the basis for the detailed business process
identification. Note that the business process map shows the processes,
not the organizational departments. Many processes will and should cross
organizational boundaries. The business process map contains only the
macro processes. Include the detailed processes such as order entry and
shipping in the next level of detail. Identify an owner within the business
(usually a high-level executive with organizational responsibility over the
majority of the process) for each macro process on the map. This owner
will be a key individual to champion change within the business process.
Figure 4.7 shows an example of a business process map.

Next, identify the detailed, or micro, business processes within each
of the macro business processes identified in the map. This may result in
changes to the business process map as new processes are identified. The
micro business processes that support the macro business process each
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have a distinct beginning and an end. The micro business processes can
be identified through tasks performed by various departments in the
company and by measures or output from the department. The output
could be sent externally (for example, an invoice), internally (for example,
a profit and loss statement), or required by external entities such as
government agencies. Exhibit 4.12 shows an example of micro business
processes.

�
Exhibit 4.12 Micro Business Processes Example

Figure 4.7 Business process map
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�

Identify business processes at a level of detail that makes sense for
the company. One company identified the following macro and micro
business processes:

� Customer interaction
– Sales

Customer Satisfaction Management
� Customer interviews
� Development of surveys
� Market research
� Complaint handling
� Warranty and claims
� Information requests
� Focus groups
� Survey execution
� Gap analysis
� Post-sales service
� Inquiries

Design and Development
� Feasibility studies
� Requirement definition
� Quality targets
� Approvals
� Full-scale development
� Supplier certification
� Life cycle development
� Preproduction build
� Reliability analysis
� Product release
� Deviation
� Tooling development
� Project planning
� Specifications
� Patent application
� Cost estimation
� Design review
� Testing
� Prototype
� Qualification
� Process design
� Engineering change
� Bills of materials
� Release

Produce and Deliver
� Request for quote
� Order entry
� Schedule
� Purchasing
� Parts ordering
� Receiving
� Manufacturing
� Provide a service
� Test/check
� Warehousing/storing
� Shipping
� Forecasting
� Production control
� Material planning
� Materials management
� Consignment process
� Expediting
� Create
� Maintenance
� Packaging
� Transportation
� Installation

Resource Development
� Hiring employees
� Employee involvement
� Performance reviews
� Well-being and satisfaction
� Employee records
� Medical programs
� Compensation
� Training and education
� Recognition and reward
� Health and safety
� Placement
� Suggestions
� Benefits
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– Order management
– Distribution
– Credit and collections
– Post-sales support

� Product development and manufacturing
– Design
– Development
– Procurement
– Receiving
– Payables
– Manufacturing
– Engineering change

� Finance and administrative support
– Finance
– Human resources
– Other support functions

Next, review the business processes to determine the level of effi-
ciency in the current process. If a business process requires major
restructuring or reengineering, often this results in an IS project. These
projects may not have been requested, but these hidden projects may
have more impact on the company than any of the projects on the
original backlog list. The following process outlines one way to prioritize
the work needed by business process area:

1. Identify basic opportunities to impact business performance. These
could be the business objectives, or generic business opportunities.
Identify the potential of additional business if the process improve-
ment results in a competitive advantage. For example, one com-
pany identified the following potential business opportunities if
processes improved:
a. Determine the impact to external customers or entities (for

example, customers, subsidiaries, buying groups, government
agencies, ISO). This could be the result of an internal process
that at some point has an impact on the final customer or a
process that has obvious external impact. Measure the impact
in terms of how much feeling (either positive or negative) the
customer receives from the process.

b. Determine the impact on quality of service or product. Measure
the impact by the quality of product or the waste, defects,
errors, and rework.

c. Identify the business cost reduction opportunities. This would
be any effect on costs and resources.
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d. Identify the impact on internal customers. Measure this in terms
of how much positive or negative feeling the internal customers
receive from the process.

e. Identify the impact on the speed of the process. This would
be the importance of speed in moving through the process,
both internally as well as externally.

The company may have slightly different criteria for measuring the
benefits of improvement in a process, but the ones identified above
fit a large number of organizations. Confirm this performance
impact by looking closely at the business goals and mission for
the organization. Many of the words may be found in the mission
or goals identified in the measures above, such as satisfied cus-
tomers, profitability, speed, and high quality.

2. Next, rank each of the macro business processes identified in the
business process map against the performance impacts identified
above. A high number indicates that the process can have more
impact on that performance area. For mathematical comparisons,
use numbers 6 through 10; this keeps a factor from being too
disproportionately large or small. For example, if a change is made
in the design to deploy process, how much of an impact will it
have on external customers, quality, business costs, etc.? Exhibit
4.13 is an example of the ranking for one company.

�
Exhibit 4.13 Rating Impact of Macro Business Processes 

�

Next, take the micro business processes identified within each
macro business process, and score the impact each micro business
process can have on each performance impact on a scale of 0–10.
Note a significant impact with a 10 while noting no impact with
a 0. For example, “If we make a positive change to the purchasing
micro process within procure to pay, how much would it impact
external customers?” Multiply that number times the performance
impact identified for that process. Note reasons for the rating. For
example, Figure 4.8 shows an analysis for one company.

Performance Impact Design to Deploy Administration

Further impact external customers 8 6

Further reduce quality issues 9 8

Further impact business costs 6 9

Further impact internal customers 7 10

Further increase process speed 10 7
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99Figure 4.8 Business process rating

Business Process Owner: Date:

Procure to Pay

Criteria

Further Impact Further Reduce Further Impact Further Impact Further Increase
Organizational

Processes External

Customers 6 Quality Issues 9

Business

Costs 10

Internal

Customers 8

Process

Speed 7 Total

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

2 5 8 7 8

Purchasing 12 45 80 56 56 249

2 2 5 7 8

Receiving 12 18 50 56 56 192

2 8 10 8 9

Receiving Inspection 12 72 100 64 63 311

Raw Material Whsing/

Storing/Material Hand

2 3 9 7 8

12 27 90 56 56 241

0 0 9 6 8

Accounts Payable 0 0 90 48 56 194

0 1 3 7 4

Cycle Counting 0 9 30 56 28 123

Supplier Quality/

Certification/2nd source

0 10 9 5 6

0 90 90 40 42 262

0 0 10 0 0

Corporate Purchasing 0 0 100 0 0 100

OEM/Contract

Purchasing

5 7 8 0 6

30 63 80 0 42 215

0 0 10 0 5

Inbound Logistics 0 0 100 0 35 135

1 8 8 8 3Performance

Measurements 6 72 80 64 21 243

Transparent Correct

specifications

Manual, high

overhead
Many approvals,

not user friendly

Takes too long

Transparent No barcode Improve

Efficiency
Traveler, lots

of paper
< 24 hour cycle,

no barcode

Transparent, if no

change to quality

For Instruments,
high frequency,

WIP Reject

High lot freq. all
direct materials

inspected

For Instruments,
high freq WIP

Reject

Two days

inspection

Transparent Good but not

integrated

Excess Inventory,
unnecessary

handling

Increase efficien-

cy high overhead

No automation,

bin management

Transparent Terms Manual system Slow, manual

> 99% Customer

Service

Minimal > 98% Accuracy Lumpy Demand Lumpy Demand,

adequate

Transparent Under developed

Program

No Partners High WIP Rej
requires SF

intervention

Cycle time,

Inspection

Transparent No impact Cost Savings No impact No impact

Distributor

B. O.'s
Number of

Complaints

Make/Buy

Decisions

No impact Number of days

to process

Transparent Minimal Reduce freight

rates

Minimal Reduce transit

time

Transparent Preventative and

Corrective Action
Preventative and

Corrective Action
Valid

Measurements

Minimal Time
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3. The rating totals can help indicate the priority of process improve-
ments. Through this process, the company in the example above
(Figure 4.8) found that in the procure to pay macro process area,
the micro processes that would have the largest impact if they
were to improve would be the receiving/inspection, supplier quality/
certification, and purchasing processes.

Use this mathematical model only as a general guideline. Review the
chart and make sure it makes sense for your business. It can be useful
in confirming known areas of inefficiencies and identifying inefficiencies
not as obvious to the casual observer.

Companies also need to evaluate industry benchmark statistics to
ensure their processes meet or exceed industry averages. Otherwise, what
may seem like an efficient process may not be. As shown in Figure 4.9,
the metric that has the most discrepancy from world-class levels or median
levels can be the process to reengineer.

Business Requirements
Determining business requirements is another key component to the
planning process, particularly if new applications may be necessary. Many
companies take too long determining the detailed business requirements,

Figure 4.9 Business process metrics benchmarks

Business Process Metrics Benchmarks

Number of days to close the books

Number of days for budget process

FTE’s in Finance per billion revenue

Finance cost as a % of revenue

AP % online

Our

Company

World

Class

Median

10 5 1

150 100 50

150 100 50

2% 1.5% 50%

0% 25% 50%
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and spend many months identifying their requirements. Several businesses
can be utilized to complete this process in a few days, and are well worth
the expense. Often these companies use a software tool and a database
with thousands of common requirements requested by businesses. Assem-
ble key users from all areas to go through the requirements in just a few
days. It is critical during these sessions to involve individuals who are
very familiar with the detailed business requirements. The individuals can
simply answer yes or no if the requirement applies in the environment.

Another option rather than identifying all requirements is to identify
only key or unique requirements. Someone familiar with vendor package
functionality can be very helpful in this process as that individual can
quickly recognize unique requirements.

Document Business Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, 
and Threats

Document the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT)
of the business. This is important because these aspects may have an
impact on IS, and there may be opportunities for IS to improve the
weaknesses or capitalize on the strengths. Exhibit 4.14 shows an example
of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats for a company.

One company identified observations, business risks, and potential
solutions as shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 Business analysis

Business Analysis

Observations Risks

Potential Solutions

• Prices are higher than the 

 industry

• Profits are lower than goal

• Significant percent of bids 

 lost on price

• Market moving toward 

 commoditization

• Differentiation is a 

 challenge

• Premium priced product in

 a price driven market

• Market share may erode

• Global copying

• Profit erosion

• Use technology to improve business processes, reduce costs

• Reduce IS costs and other company costs
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�
Exhibit 4.14 Business Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, 
and Threats Example

�

Document Business Impact on IS

Documenting the impact the business situation and direction has on IS is
one of the more important sections of an IS strategic plan. In this section,
go back to the business situation, goals, strategy, strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats and ask what impact each can have on IS. The
following are some examples:

� If a company has a business strategy of globalization, IS should
be able to handle global requirements.

� If a company has a strategy of acquisitions and divestitures, systems
should be scalable to meet the changing business needs.

Business Strengths:
� Technical innovation
� Reputation
� Product quality
� Market position
� Employees with long tenure
� High values
� Customer relationships
� Flexible

Business Opportunities:
� Use of Web technology
� Worldwide company growth
� Vendor-managed inventory
� Smaller lot sizes
� Business process improvement

Business Weaknesses:
� Profitability
� Cost competition
� Continuous improvement
� Silos by department
� Lack of competitive information
� Global presence
� Communication
� Reactive, firefighting
� Execution of projects
� Strategic planning, focus
� Internal controls and metrics
� Customer satisfaction metrics

Business Threats:
� Seasonality of product
� Larger competitors
� Reverse auctions on Web
� Legislature changes
� Federal funding changes
� Economic uncertainty
� Consumers desires changing
� Price pressures
� EPA and environmental regulations
� International competition
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� If a business is continually in a firefighting and reactive mode, it
increases the importance of the strategic plan and proactively
identifying business needs.

� If a business is weak in project management and execution, IS can
utilize project management methodologies and techniques to help
the organization improve.

� If a company is very conservative, cost conscious, and risk averse,
IS must be aligned with the business, have complete business
justifications for expenditures, and minimize risks.

� In a highly competitive environment, ensure the planning process
creatively analyzes customer desires to identify opportunities.

� If a company has high growth plans, ensure that the applications
and systems are scalable and can handle the projected growth.

� If cost is an issue, ensure that applications are reusable.
� If the business users are technically immature, project schedules

will need to account for additional training and documentation.
� If the business is not proficient in business process improvement,

project schedules and resources will need to be allocated to assist
with business process improvement.

� A company that is moving to smaller lots and just-in-time (JIT)
principles needs to have business application systems that handle
small lot sizes and lean manufacturing principles.

� If the business is moving toward 24x7, ensure that applications are
designed for real-time processes and information.

� An entrepreneurial company with a high amount of potential
change requires business applications that are broad and flexible,
typically packages with table-driven customizable business work-
flows.

� A company in an industry with extreme price pressures needs to
have business applications that have very detailed visibility to costs
with flexible reporting and analysis tools to analyze and improve
costs.

� A company with a business focus on six sigma, improving quality,
and empowering employees requires business applications that
monitor and measure quality.

� A company that has seasonality with significant overtime costs
requires scheduling and modeling systems with the ability to plan
labor hours and see the impact of future jobs so that work can be
brought in to reduce the cost of overtime.

� A company that is in a market leader position must proactively
utilize technology to maintain the leadership position and not
become complacent.
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� A company that has low turnover of employees and employees
with long tenure may have opportunities to improve and redesign
business processes with a fresh look at industry best practices.

Review each business goal to determine how IS can help the business
achieve the business objective. IS can assist the business in many different
ways. Here are some examples:

� Provide unique product and service features.
� Reduce product development time.
� Allow the delivery of customized services.
� Open new channels and market niches.
� Produce higher quality results.
� Fill product positioning gaps.
� Block channel access.
� Increase buyer switching costs.

Typically, customers have a cycle of activities of acquiring and using
resources. This cycle of activities may include establishing requirements,
selecting and ordering, authorizing and paying for, testing and accepting,
integrating and monitoring, upgrading, maintaining, transferring or dispos-
ing, and accounting for. Review the cycle to determine whether the
company could do anything to make this process easier for the customer.
Opportunities may exist anywhere within the cycle. For example, the
Internet gives companies a new vehicle to provide products and services
faster and makes them more accessible to customers.

Start by listing each business goal directly from the business plan.
Briefly list and describe any way in which IS could help the company
achieve the business goal. Most of these could be projects that business
management might have mentioned in the past, but many might not have
been formally requested. Often, these projects have the largest strategic
impact on the business and typically use newer technology, but they have
not been requested for a number of reasons. If the company was yours
and you could use technology in any way possible, how would you
achieve the business goal stated? Brainstorming sessions with the IS group
as well as the IS steering committee can be very helpful to uncover some
of these hidden opportunities. The purpose of the section is to get
management throughout the organization thinking about how IS can help
the company achieve its objectives. This information can be very enlight-
ening for executive managers; they can begin to see the true potential
value of IS. Because they are more familiar with viewing IS in only a
back-office support role, this thinking may be new to them. Three exam-
ples are shown in Exhibits 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17.
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�
Exhibit 4.15 IS and the Business Goals — Example 1

IS and the Business Strategies
The following are some of the ways in which IS can play a role in each of the
business strategies outlined previously:

1. Provide superior product availability worldwide.
– IS must design systems that provide real-time data that will give the

business immediate information, allowing it to respond in a timely
fashion to the customer and industry needs.

– Design systems solutions to be worldwide, which will enable us to
function as a worldwide supplier. This means that we must supply to
our customers what is wanted, where it is wanted, and when it is
wanted. Systems must be in place so that you can take an order
anywhere in the world and fill it anywhere in the world depending on
capacity and availability.

– Design systems to be accessible by the customer. Research what infor-
mation we could provide to the customer to be easier to do business
with as a supplier. This includes the ability for customers to enter orders
after reviewing price and delivery information with the minimum
amount of paperwork, providing order status and delivery information
when needed.

– Utilize systems with business process reengineering to eliminate non-
value-added steps throughout the business.

– A closer link between the engineering and business systems can reduce
lead times of new products and product changes.

– We can improve the make-to-order system (for example, final assembly)
so that we can efficiently tailor the product to the customer specifica-
tions with a minimum cost to us.

– Implement systems to provide a more comprehensive feedback loop
from the customers. This includes customer expectations versus delivery
performance as well as customer requests and feedback regarding the
product.

– Implement systems that strengthen our relationship with our customers.
This includes improved forecasting and inventory management systems
so that we can effectively meet customer requests. Also provide tools
for improved communications such as customer access to our system,
via the Web, electronic data interchange (EDI), e-mail, and video
teleconferencing.

– IS must provide vehicles that make us easy to do business with as a
supplier. This includes tools for improved order capture process, such
as the Web, EDI, phone response order placement, customer entry,
remote order entry, and bulletin board order entry systems. This also
includes vehicles for ease of payment such as credit card payment,
monthly invoices, electronic payments, etc.
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– We can improve the systems to handle “on sight” inventory manage-
ment that includes replenishment and transfer.

– We can make product selection and configuration easier for the cus-
tomer via improved Web functionality.

– We can provide the ability to make delivery commitments to our
customers as well as vehicles that help us meet our delivery commit-
ments.

– We can benchmark other global noncompetitor companies to deter-
mine how the companies are providing superior product availability
worldwide.

– We can support the worldwide super service center concept by assisting
with systems implementations at Germany, Singapore, and other sites
as needed. We can ensure that IS planning addresses the global business
needs rather than just our location.

– We can ensure that systems are in place to efficiently handle export
requirements as well as facilitating worldwide transaction processing
between subsidiaries.

– Design systems to support the quick-ship program and reduced lead
time programs.

2. Deliver outstanding customer service and support.
– An online bulletin board system can provide customers and employees

(for example, subsidiaries, field sales, etc.) with immediate access to
product information, ability to place orders, messages and notifications
from the factory, answers to specific questions, engineering drawings, etc.

– We could also use the voice-mail system to provide interactive voice
response for customer information and requests. Enhance this with the
video telephone to see the person with whom you are working.

– Improved order management systems could make the ordering process
efficient so that the company is easy to do business with as a supplier.
Back-end systems such as Web ordering, electronic data interchange,
credit card payment, monthly invoices, electronic payments, RFID, and
bar coding would help the customer and reduce our order costs.

– We can provide pursuit and selling tools and systems to improve the
sales process. This includes product sizing and selection, discounting,
quoting, project pursuit, customer profiles and tracking, project fore-
casting, competitive assessment, installed base analysis, account and
territory management, agreements, and sales presentations.

– We could provide customer access to order and agreement information
via the Web.

– Develop a Web-based system with the voice-mail or bulletin board
system to provide immediate delivery of information, product literature,
drawings, etc.

– A total integrated system would provide the business with the ability
to add functionality quickly and allow us to respond to customer
requests. It would also provide worldwide consistency for ease of
management.
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3. Rapidly pursue targeted growth opportunities.
– IS can assist by providing worldwide reporting through data ware-

houses. This will allow us to take advantage of global opportunities for
new business as well as business improvements.

– IS can assist by providing systems solutions that allow us to leverage
the combined family of products and organizations.

– We can implement worldwide communication and systems. The world-
wide network must include access from customers and vendors as well
as subsidiaries.

– Systems must have multilingual and multicurrency capabilities.
– We can provide tools for marketing tracking. This will allow us to track

project pursuit, determine areas for increased pursuit, and be aware of
worldwide activities for our multinational customers. An industry data-
base or system can provide listings of potential customers to pursue.

– We can implement a quotation reporting system that tracks quotations
won and lost, competitors, reasons for loss, etc. This will allow us to
improve our performance and win ratio for quotations. Worldwide
project pursuit would identify growth opportunities.

– We can support the worldwide super service center concept by assisting
with systems implementations at Germany, Singapore, and other sites
as needed. We can ensure that IS planning addresses the global business
needs rather than just our location.

4. Create high-value, differentiated products for growth.
– By integrating our environment and systems with the overall business

direction, we can take advantage in the marketplace of our overall
product family strength and ensure that future development is consis-
tent to further support this strength.

– We can provide tools for online imaging for engineering change orders
and drawings that will assist in improving the process of getting product
to market faster.

– We can have a closer tie between the business computing environment
and the engineering computing environment as there is some common
information you can share rather than duplicating. This will reduce the
cost of engineering new products.

– An improved marketing and customer feedback system will help ensure
that we are developing the right products for the industry and customer
requests.

5. Be the best cost producer.
– By investing in IS with business process reengineering, we can provide

tools to improve the efficiency and productivity of the entire division
that will improve our overall cost position. Teams throughout the divi-
sion continuously improve their processes. Often, these improvements
require changes within the system. By continuing to change and
enhance our existing systems we can support these cost reductions as
identified. Implement tools to support a paperless environment.
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– The business is expanding manufacturing globally in various areas to
reduce our cost of manufacturing. We can support this by assisting to
implement systems in other places of the world (for example, England,
Singapore, and Germany).

– Global financial information can provide improved visibility to the
business. Quick, easy, and timely access to information can allow for
improved business decisions.

– Use tools to develop systems quickly to handle the changing and
growing business requirements.

– We can implement systems that are flexible to changing business needs
(for example, requiring table changes rather than programming
changes).

6. Manage the business globally.
– IS can provide systems that have real-time access so that information

is readily available to make improved business decisions. This includes
having systems that are available 24 hours a day and data structures
that are accessible.

– Using tools, complete business processes in a paperless environment
so that business can easily take place around the world. This will
significantly reduce our costs and improve the overall business effi-
ciency.

– We can implement systems that are portable so that the company can
move them to smaller or larger locations with a minimum of effort.
Both software and data must be transportable to other hardware plat-
forms and locations.

– Utilize data warehousing concepts and software tools to pull informa-
tion from all the differing systems and worldwide locations. The com-
pany can then easily analyze the information and provide management
with the information it needs to manage a worldwide business.

– Educate IS personnel about worldwide culture differences and increase
their exposure to worldwide systems so that we can effectively address
solutions for our new worldwide view.

– IS can assist the business with utilizing new technology, such as PCs,
laptop PCs, and software that will improve the business processing.

– We need to ensure that systems are worldwide in nature and that the
IS strategic planning includes the worldwide needs.

– Implement improved tools for managing the worldwide pricing situation.
– Modifying systems so that we function on a common worldwide cal-

endar will allow us to easily interpret and analyze financial results and
information.

– Ensuring that systems are in place so that the critical worldwide infor-
mation needs required to manage the business are readily available
will assist the business in worldwide management. Key measures to
manage the business must be consistent and readily available on a
worldwide basis.
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7. Maintain an environment where people want to work.
– Support the continuous process improvement environment in the divi-

sion by having systems that are easy to modify and flexible.
– Ensure IS job descriptions accurately reflect the positions and respon-

sibilities.
– Train and tool IS personnel with up-to-date technology and skills.

�

– Communicate tools and capabilities available to the division.

�
Exhibit 4.16 IS and the Business Goals — Example 2

IS and the Business Goals
The following are ways in which IS can play a role in each of the business goals
outlined previously:

1. Achieve financial targets and credibility.
a. Financial information: IS can provide improved financial systems that,

in turn, will provide management with the necessary tools to monitor
the financial health of the division and enable early detection and
correction of problem areas. Apply consistent financial definitions and
measurements. Improved analytical tools and ad hoc retrieval of the
information will provide improved financial visibility and “drill-down”
capability to isolate problem areas. Systems must also be available to
improve the visibility of financial information for services, sales, and
costs.

b. Financial and product forecasting information: Consistent and reliable
reporting of forecasts and expected financial results is critical. Improv-
ing visibility to outstanding quotations on a regular basis will provide
financial and business planning for the future.

c. Project profit and loss information: As the market emphasis and prof-
itability shifts from hardware to services, we need to provide improved
systems in the area of project management and engineering as this will
continue to increase in importance. These tools include project sched-
uling, change order control, percentage complete, resource manage-
ment, and financial information about projected and actual project
profitability.

d. Worldwide information: Worldwide information through a warehouse
approach will provide business management with tools needed to
manage the business and improve profitability on a worldwide basis.
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e. Increase productivity: One of the main goals of IS is to eliminate waste
and increase productivity throughout the division. This will reduce our
overhead costs and allow us to meet or exceed our financial targets.
IS can play a very important role in facilitating and coordinating the
elimination of non-value-added tasks through business process redesign
initiatives.

2. Merge to a common architecture.
a. Common computing tools: IS can provide a common set of tools that

will assist technology in communication and migration of the platforms.
This includes a seamless electronic mail system as well as common
tools for business communication such as technical documentation,
word processing, presentation graphics, and spreadsheets.

b. Engineering: For our customers, our product and services integrate the
control system to their business application systems. Although we do
this for our customers, we could do a better job of integration internally
by coupling the engineering and manufacturing of our product closer
to our business application systems. This results in a more timely
solution to market. For example, engineering tools could provide world-
wide access to designs and interface directly to the manufacturing
system.

3. Transition selling and servicing organizations to achieve competitive
advantage.
a. Customer information: It is imperative that we know exactly who our

worldwide customer base is. Our customer base is an important asset
for our future, and we need to treat it as such. We need an accurate,
worldwide, easily accessible database with information about custom-
ers and what equipment they have. Understanding this information will
allow us to improve customer service as well as increase potential
sales. Examples of the kinds of information to include are:
1) Who the customer is
2) What hardware and software they have and how long they have

had it
3) What industry and application it is used for
4) What devices it interfaces to
5) When and how it was serviced
6) All conversations and issues that have taken place
7) Customer contact individuals for various functions
8) Company contacts for various functions
9) Sales volume

10) Any agreements or special terms
11) Special notes about the customer

b. Order entry and quoting: It is critical that we structure our business
and computer systems so that it is easy for customers to do business
with us. Every point where a customer encounters us (configuration,
quotation, contract negotiations, order, invoice, and order status) must
be easy, quick, and accurate.
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c. Enhancement and bug information: We need to be responsive to cus-
tomers who request an enhancement or discover a deficiency with the
product. IS can provide a tool to track and report these enhancements
and bugs. This will allow us to track bugs through the process and
effectively manage completion of the effort, track and improve our
quality, and communicate to the customers. The customers could have
direct access to view status and enter problems.

d. Technical information: Today we are wasting expensive engineering and
technical resources by reinventing the wheel. A customer asks a ques-
tion that has been asked and researched before within the organization.
Utilize a tool to store all technical information with extensive “key-
word” search capabilities to allow us to respond to our customers in
a more timely, consistent, and cost-effective manner.

e. Service tools: IS can become an integral part of servicing the customer.
Use tools to monitor customer call tracking, but also aid in diagnostic
expertise, questioning, and troubleshooting. A computerized system
with artificial intelligence could have electronic documentation, auto-
matic logging and reporting capability, problem detection informa-
tion, and a direct interface to service management, as well as provide
failure and servicing information for quality analysis.

f. Skills inventory and resource availability: Provide a worldwide ware-
house of resources and skills available so that the individuals can be
used as needed.

g. Customer tools: IS can assist in many areas to make it easy for the
customer to communicate with us and improve customer service. One
example of this would be an online bulletin board system with product
announcements and alerts, ordering information, and new product
releases. Link customers into an online communication system to send
messages directly to employees. Other examples include direct web
access to our systems, electronic data interchange (EDI), voice mail,
video teleconferencing, graphical order entry and configuration, and
one-stop shopping concepts. All of these methods can provide a part-
nership approach to ensure continued business.

h. Pricing information: We need to have accurate and thorough informa-
tion on profit margins.

4. Develop strong third-party relationships.
a. IS can assist by using common third parties for additional services such

as PC outsourcing support, application vendor packages, computer
equipment purchases, etc.

5. Develop a strong corporate identity.
a. IS can provide a clear direction for migration to common business

application systems. Operating on common systems will improve the
leveraging and communication, and allow us to function better as a

�

single entity.
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�
Exhibit 4.17 IS and the Business Goals — Example 3

The following are the five business goals and possible ways in which IS could help
our company achieve its business goals.

1. Customer delight
– Design systems so that customers can access information easily and

directly. Customers should be able to design and enter orders, and
obtain cost, delivery date, and shipping information directly via tech-
nology (e.g., Internet, phone response, direct entry).

– Systems should utilize electronic exchange, such as Web, EDI, elec-
tronic payment and invoicing, quotes, and acknowledgments.

– Product selection and configuration of custom orders should be easy
and feed directly into manufacturing.

– Systems and processes should be designed to ensure maximum quality
delivered to the customer. This includes catching design errors through
the use of a configurator.

– Provide services and information to ease customer responsibilities (e.g.,
bar coding on furniture for asset management, space management
software).

– All output of systems that touch the customer should support the
corporate image.

– Systems can provide business simulation capability to answer what-if
questions.

– Systems should provide complete error checking to catch errors imme-
diately.

– Systems should be flexible to adjust quickly to changing customer
needs. These changes should be possible, for the most part, without IS
involvement.

– Systems should be easy to use to support the internal customer, or the
next person in the process.

2. Superior sales growth
– Provide pursuit and selling tools and systems to improve the sales

process. This includes product configuration, time and territory man-
agement, sales pursuit systems, target market development, automated
marketing lead information, and target market potential.

– Systems should be flexible for changing sales territories, and actually
proactively suggest optimum territory alignment.

– Provide online bulletin board, fax-back, or Internet system to provide
immediate access to product information, ability to place orders,
answers to questions, and product literature.

– Have tools and systems that are flexible to integrate new products.
– Provide distribution planning systems.
– Provide systems and tools that are easy and add value to the dealers

and representatives.
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– Provide tools that can analyze the impact of future price increases to
maximize value and minimize customer costs.

– Provide systems and tools to support the design and introduction phase
of the product development.

– Provide systems with simulation capability.
– Provide forecast information to drive manufacturing planning so that

we can build the volume we sell.
– Provide configuration editing so that we can manufacture what we sell

(ensure manufacturability).
– Interface to industry databases and information to proactively build

pursuit information.
3. Financial excellence

– Utilize business process reengineering to eliminate non-value-added
steps throughout the business.

– Implement tools and processes to support a paperless environment.
– Standardize tools and equipment to reduce support costs. Utilize stan-

dard software packages whenever possible.
– Provide tools that provide immediate financial feedback and informa-

tion in a format that is understandable so that corrective actions can
be taken.

– Provide improved tools for inventory management and inventory turns
accuracy.

– Have flexible systems that can integrate future acquisitions.
– Provide improved visibility to maintain and monitor standard and vari-

ance cost information.
– Provide cost of quality measurement information, such as margin anal-

ysis, estimating tools, and quotes.
4. Employee excellence

– Provide systems that are easy to use; make it easy to obtain information.
– Train employees in the tools and processes to minimize frustration and

improve their ability to do the job.
– Provide up-to-date tools and technology.
– Provide systems to track employee training and capabilities.
– Provide employee performance tracking.

5. Business process improvement
– Provide systems that are flexible to handle changes in the business

processes.
– Provide training and tools to facilitate business process reengineering.
– Provide a structure and process for business process improvement.
– Provide a tool to track and prioritize the business process improve-

ments.
– Provide quality measurements, such as value-added ratios.

�

– Provide documentation and procedures for processes.
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The process of looking at business goals can identify additional IS
projects that were not previously on the backlog list. Add these projects
to the list. Do not panic if the backlog seems to be growing; priorities
will be identified that will ensure that the correct projects are in progress.

Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 shows examples of how two different
companies summarized the ways in which the business strategy affects
the IS direction. Figure 4.13 shows how a company reviewed each business
goal and identified particular IS opportunities. Figure 4.14 shows an
example of how business strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats
could have an impact on IS. Figure 4.15 is another example of how a
company analyzed the business impact on IS.

Figure 4.11 Business impact on IS objectives

Figure 4.12 Business strategy impact

Improvement Areas

IS Objectives 

Observations

Business Objectives

• Improve profitability,

 reduce costs

• Increase market share

 and global position

• Improve quality and

 implement best practices

• Improve customer

 service and satisfaction

• Utilize partners and

 alliances when it makes

 sense

• Utilize technology to improve business

 processes and reduce costs

• Support global growth

• Implement systems that provide key

 information needs necessary to manage

 the business

• Current systems not capable of global

 requirements or scaleable

• Lack of systems integration increases

 costs and process inefficiencies

• Lack of standards increases costs

• Key information needs not readily

 available

• Review business

 applications for potential

 replacement

• Portfolio management

• Implement standards

• Enterprise Data

 Warehouse and executive

 dash board

• Due diligence of

 outsourcing data center

• Utilize middle-ware to

 integrate systems

Business Strategy Impacts IS Strategy

• Reduce and minimize IS costs

• Focus on IS processes and efficiency,

 eliminate waste

• Conservative deployment of technology,

 investments need ROI. Use current

 technology, but not leading edge unless

 competitive advantage.

• Get the most from existing tools, be cost

 conscious

• Design application logic for re-usability

• High availability and reliable service is

 critical

• Speed and performance is important

• Best of breed strategy for most cost

 effective solution

Company is Operationally Excellent

• Provide “value for money”, low prices

• Refine, standardize, and automate

 business processes,  obtaining efficiencies 

• Consistent execution 

• Lean, eliminate non-value added activities

• Cost conscious

Business Strategy IS StrategyDrives

Product Leadership

“Best Product”

Product Differentiation

Customer Intimacy

“Best Total Solution”

Customer responsive

Operational Excellence

“Best Total Cost”

Operational Competence

The Discipline of Market Leaders

By Michael Treacy & Fred Wiersema
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IS Can Assist With Business Goals

Business Goal IS Opportunities

Profitability, reduce costs

Market and global growth

Technical innovation

Customer service

Quality

• Visibility to key metrics with executive dashboard

• Automate supply chain management with e-business capabilities

• Improved forecasting tools

• Pricing analysis and improved pricing functionality

• Reduce IS total cost of ownership with vendor packages, standardized desktop environment

• Redesign and improve the order process

• E-business capabilities to expand market reach

• Replace custom applications with vendor packages that are scalable and have worldwide capabilities

• Global sourcing

• Tools to facilitate the new product development process

• Document management

• Enterprise project management with visibility to development costs

• Flexible configurator

• CRM to improve customer interface

• E-business capabilities with online access to order status, order entry, MSDS, COA

• Videoconferencing for increased customer face time

• Improve sales and customer service roles to utilize technology for efficiency so face time increases

• Document management

• Automate Certificate of Analysis process

• Improve visibility to quality metrics

• Software for business process mapping

• Embrace TQM methodology
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Figure 4.14 Business SWOT impact

Extreme price pressures in the market
Financial analysis and costing systems should be strong

Implement a common infrastructure and standards to drive economies of scale

Global growth and acquisition strategy Systems should be scalable with worldwide functionality

Low win-rate of quotes
Systems should make quoting process efficient and quick with best practices

leveraged.  Sales tools should analyze won/loss data to help predict success

Business is reactive, fire-fighting mode

IS Steering committee and prioritization process important to identify priorities

Systems must be flexible to handle changing business needs

Embrace project management methodologies and governance

Business culture is silo-oriented, very

departmentalized

As applications are implemented, business processes must be redesigned across

organizational boundaries

Business Impact on IS

Business SWOT IS Opportunities
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Single incident.

Most easily observed, no

leverage

Series of events. More

difficult to observe, little

leverage

Events

Underlying forces which cause the

patterns. Most difficult to observe, but

provides leverage.

Structural

Causes

• Product profitability is not readily

 available

• Divisions key in multiple invoices

 from other divisions

• Traffic load planning is done

 manually

• Financial reporting and analysis

 is done offline on multiple

 systems

• Inventory levels are kept offline

• Accurate product costing not available

 to support sales estimating

• Paper POs, invoices and receipts

 are regularly exchanged between

 divisions

• Divisions have limited tracking ability

 for customer deliveries

• Business leaders have limited “drill

 down” and consolidation capabilities

• Inventory levels difficult to manage

Patterns

• Limited system integration exists between

 corporate and the divisional operations

• Current business system functionality is

 lacking in key areas

• Original system not designed to support 

 enterprise operations

Consequences

Total Inventory

throughout the

Supply Chain may

Increase

Performance

Indicators are

Difficult to

Measure &

Maintain

Actual

Product Costing is

Limited

Double Entry

of Data

Sharing Data

becomes More

Difficult

Financial

Reporting becomes

More Difficult &

Less Beneficial

Business Analysis
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One company summarized the business strategic plan by identifying
key success factors, key strategic issues, and boundary conditions that
affect IS, as shown in Exhibit 4.18.

�
Exhibit 4.18 Summary of Business Drivers Example

The business plan identifies better operating effectiveness through the
following key success factors:

� Creation of high performance customer oriented organization
� Increased manufacturing efficiencies, consolidations, and outsourc-

ing
� Enhanced sales and customer support processes
� Redefined financial and administrative processes that reduce cost

The key success factors that apply to IS are:

� Improved operating efficiency
� Improved operating effectiveness

The following key strategic issues may have a significant impact on
business systems and support architectures:

� Divestitures, acquisitions, partnerships
� Investments in emerging markets
� Third-party distribution
� Automation of activities that connect the company with customers

and suppliers
� Company initiatives

The following are the boundary conditions for IS:

� Implement the plan in segments; define each segment as a project.
� Balance costs with benefits for each project.
� Minimize external customer disruption.
� Adhere to predominant Information technology industry standards.

�

� Rely on proven information technology products and processes.
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Review and Confirm Business Situation Understanding

Meet with executive management and present a summary of the business
direction to obtain confirmation on the information. If information is
conflicting (which frequently happens), highlight the conflicting informa-
tion, and come out of the meeting with consensus. Although a consensus
on the direction is desired at this meeting, if executive management have
not gone through a strategic planning process, it could take several
meetings to obtain consensus.

In an example mentioned in an earlier chapter, executive management
in one company thought it had a strategic business plan. After talking to
the executives and obtaining conflicting information on the company’s
mission and direction, executive management came to the realization that
its business plan consisted of financial targets and was missing key
components. Executive managers from the various functions had slightly
different approaches and opinions of how the company would achieve
the agreed-upon financial targets. The business questions raised through
the IS strategic planning process actually initiated the managers’ process
to develop a thorough business plan.

Upon obtaining agreement from executive management on the direc-
tion of the company, it is important to present the information to the IS
steering committee. Although the steering committee will not be changing
the vision, mission, and other information for the company, it is important
to obtain their confirmation on the information, as well as to obtain
additional detailed information. The next level of management may have
a slightly different perspective.

It is also critical to present the same information to the IS group. This
business information may be new information for the IS group, which is
typically enthusiastic to hear information about the company direction as
described by executive management.

Conclusion
Congratulations! You have now completed the first phase of the planning
process, the visioning phase. You have completed the following:

� Initiated the planning project by identifying the purpose, questions
to answer, and scope. You identified the groups involved in the
planning process and identified individuals across the business to
interview. The project was announced and project communications
vehicle established. Deliverables were initiated with a table of
contents and structure.
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� Business documentation was reviewed. Interviews, surveys, and
workshops were held to obtain information about the business.

� The business was documented, including a description of the
business, vision, goals, strategies, operating vision, information
needs, business processes, business projects, and initiatives. Busi-
ness and customer requirements were identified. Business
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats were identified.
The business situation was analyzed to determine the impact on IS.

You now know where you are going, and have a much better chance
of getting to where you want to go! You are ready to proceed to the
second phase of the planning process, the analysis phase, where you will
turn your attention to the IS environment.

Notes for My IS Strategic Planning Project
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Chapter 5

The Analysis Phase

What’s the use of running if you’re not on the right road?

— German proverb

Now that you have a good understanding of your business and its
direction, in the second phase of the planning process, you can turn your
focus to IS. However, before developing the IS direction, it is critical to
understand the current IS environment.

As shown in Figure 5.1, the second phase of the planning process is
the analysis phase. In this phase, you will gain an understanding of the
current IS situation, analyze how it meets the needs of the business, and
develop recommendations. As Figure 5.2 shows, the analysis phase has
the following components:

� Understanding the current IS situation
� Analyzing the current IS situation
� Developing recommendations and solution alternatives

Each of these components is discussed in more detail next.

Understanding the Current IS Situation
Review IS Documentation
Just as you reviewed business documentation in the first phase, begin by
reviewing any IS documentation that exists. Following are examples of IS
documentation that may be available:
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� IS organization chart, names, titles
� Monthly and annual status reports
� Reports provided to management
� Strategic plans that may have been done in the past
� Assessments or audit results that may have been done in the past
� IS vision, mission, objectives, values
� Project lists, current priorities, project summaries
� List of backlog
� List of standards, policies, procedures, methodologies
� Process diagrams, IS forms
� Network diagram
� List of applications, high-level applications documentation
� List of desktop environment, standards, inventory information
� Steering committee presentations
� Executive management presentations
� Job descriptions
� IS survey results that have been done in the past
� Service-level agreements
� Metrics and key measures
� Help Desk call statistics
� Budgets and actual spending for the past three years (expense and

capital)
� Governance documentation, members, and responsibilities of the

IS steering committee

When reviewing the information, try to answer the questions in Exhibit
5.1.

Figure 5.1 Analysis phase

Visioning Phase

Analysis Phase

• Understand current IS situation

• Analyze current IS situation

• Develop recommendations, solution

 alternatives

Direction Phase

Recommendation Phase

1 3

2 4
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Understand current IS situation

• Review IS documentation

• Develop IS interview questions, surveys, workshop structure

• Schedule IS interviews & workshops

• Conduct IS interviews & workshops & surveys

• Document IS interviews & workshops & surveys

• Document current IS situation

• Review & confirm IS situation Milestone
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Analyze current IS situation

• Conduct industry benchmarking

• Identify IS industry trends, competitor profiles

• Review information needs, data context model

• Review business processes, use of applications

• Identify high level functional requirements & gaps

• Develop IS SWOT, risks, technology opportunities, business enablers

• Develop IS assessment scorecards, rate with team

• Review & confirm IS analysis Milestone
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Develop recommendations, solution alternatives

• Develop business application options, recommendations

• Develop infrastructure options, recommendations

• Develop organizational options, recommendations

• Develop IS process options, recommendations

• Review & confirm recommendations Milestone

• IS Interview & Survey

 Questions

• Detailed IS Interview &

 Workshop Notes

• Current IS Situation

• Survey Results

• Key Information Needs

• Key Functional

 Requirements & Gaps

• Business Process

 Improvements

• IS Industry Statistics,

 Trends & Profiles

• IS SWOT

• IS Assessment

 Scorecards

• Recommendations

 (Business Application,

 Infrastructure,

 Organizational, Process)

Analysis Phase
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�
Exhibit 5.1 IS Questions to Answer

IS Management

1. Explain the IS organization, how it is organized, its roles, responsibilities,
and skill set by area.

2. How many IS employees does your company employ?
3. Do other locations have IS? Where? How many IS employees?
4. What are the IS expenditures and budget?
5. What is the cost breakdown by category, such as labor, nonlabor, outside

services, equipment repairs and maintenance, telecommunication, depre-
ciation, and amortization? Be sure to include the amount of money the
entire organization is spending on either leasing or owning (depreciation,
amortization) of PCs, not just those charged to the IS organization.

6. How do the expenses by category compare to the past three years? What
is the breakdown of expenses for business applications, PC, servers, or
network?

7. How much capital money did the company spend each year on total IS
purchases? How much money did the company spend for the past three
years acquiring PCs throughout the organization?

8. What are the IS expenditures as a percentage of sales? How does it compare
with the industry?

9. What are the planned projects? What is the backlog? For each project in
progress, obtain:
– Project name
– Project description. This is an understandable description including

why the project needs to be completed
– Priority
– Status: Is the project in progress, on hold, in test, etc.
– What are the total estimated hours to complete the project?
– How many hours have been completed to date?
– What is the estimated completion date or elapsed time?
– Who is assigned to the project from IS?
– What business objective does the project support? An “infrastructure”

project does not support a particular business objective, and can just
be noted as infrastructure.

– What is the total cost savings anticipated because of the project?
– Who is the business individual or area requesting the project?
– Who is the IS steering committee member sponsoring the project?
– What capital outlay or additional expenses are required for the project?

10. What are the key performance indicators (KPI) that IS uses to measure
success?

11. What are the key IS processes? Who is responsible for them? Are they
documented and improved? Are ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure
Library) principles followed?
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– Is there a formal change control process?
– What is the IS budgeting process?
– What is the process to acquire software and hardware?
– What is the process for communicating to the business?
– What is the process for managing computing assets and computing

licenses?
– How are service levels and customer satisfaction monitored?
– What is the process for acquiring resources?
– What is the process for developing resources?
– What is the security process?

Business Application Environment

1. What business applications are utilized? By application:
– Application name
– Business purpose
– Architecture
– Date implemented
– Programming language
– Lines of code
– Number of programs, reports, screens
– Is it a vendor-supplied package? Include:

� Vendor
� Release installed. When was the last release implemented and how

long does it typically take?
� Latest release available
� Maintenance agreement
� Level of customization
� Major areas of customization

2. Are the applications tightly integrated or interfaced? Include a diagram of
applications and interfaces.

3. How many business users utilize the applications by functional depart-
ment?

4. What business applications are used on the PC environment? For each
application:
– Application
– Programming language
– Vendor
– Transaction processor
– Database manager
– Operating system

5. What critical business applications have user areas custom-developed
utilizing PCs?
– Language

6. Which percent of the applications are custom and which percent are
vendor packages?

7. When were the application systems implemented?
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8. How much is spent on vendor maintenance?
9. How many resources are required to maintain and support each application?

10. Processes:
– What is the systems development process?
– Is a change management process utilized?
– Are project management processes used?

PC Environment

1. How many PCs does the company have?
– By location and functional department?
– By processor type?
– By manufacturer?
– By memory configuration? By disk configuration?

2. How many terminals are connected? Are any special devices necessary
(for example, bar-code readers, optical imaging, point-of-sale devices)?

3. What is the standard PC configuration currently purchased?
4. Are PCs purchased or leased?
5. Is any plan or program in place to replace older equipment?
6. How much has the PC environment grown over the past five years? What

has caused the growth?
7. How many different PC images are there? Include:

– Image name
– Operating system
– Vendor name
– Release level
– Maintenance level
– Utilities and productivity packages

� Purpose
� Vendor
� Release
� Maintenance level

8. How many printers, fax machines, and copiers are there?
9. How many Palms or handheld devices are there?

10. What standard PC software does the company utilize? (For example, word
processing, spreadsheet, presentation, database, CAD/CAM, desktop pub-
lishing, etc.). What releases of software are used?

11. Help desk:
– Are there multiple help desks or places for users to call?
– Is the help desk automated (i.e., answering system, expert troubleshoot-

ing systems, reports, tracking)?
– Is there a searchable problem management database to determine

solutions?
– What reports are regularly produced on the help desk activities?
– Are documented help desk procedures in place?

12. Is there a user forum?
13. How is PC training handled?
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14. Processes:
– Are all calls to the help desk logged?
– What is the process for PC support?
– How are workstation standards determined?
– What is the software distribution process?
– What is the inventory/asset management process?
– How is workstation deployment planned?

15. Metrics:
– What is the average call volume per day/per week?
– What are the calls per type of call (i.e., software, hardware, moves)?
– What percent of the calls are resolved on the first call?
– What is the average amount of time each problem is open?
– What is the abandon rate of calls?
– What are the five most common help desk calls?
– Has a user satisfaction survey been conducted? Results?

Server Environment

1. On what hardware do the business applications operate? By hardware
platform, include:
– Machine, model?
– Purchased or leased?
– When was the hardware acquired?
– How much disk, memory, MIPS, nodes?
– How much tape capacity?
– Are there any known performance or sizing concerns?

2. What operating systems? By operating system, include:
– Name
– Vendor
– Release level
– Maintenance level
– Latest release level available
– Latest maintenance level available
– Number of exits coded by operating system (exit name, language, date

last modified)
– Number of system modifications by operating system (module name,

language, date last modified)
3. What database, version (relational, hierarchical, object-oriented)?

– Number of database instances
– Number of tables/objects per instance
– Size (number of rows) of tables
– Number of indices per table
– Number of stored procedures per database instance
– Number of triggers per database instance

4. How many servers are there for business applications, network utility,
server management, Web environment, development, or testing?

5. What systems software tools and versions are available?
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6. Are systems management and monitoring tools used?
7. Is there a UPS or generator?
8. Outline the disaster recovery plan.

– Is it tested?
– Are backups stored off-site?

9. What is the number of support contracts in place? Include:
– Vendor
– Cost
– Terms
– Packages supported

10. Metrics:
– Is availability measured and reported, service-level agreements estab-

lished?
– What percent utilization is each machine?
– What is the average response time for online transactions?
– How does system utilization compare to historic utilization?
– Security violations?

11. Processes:
– Is an automated problem management system and process in place?
– What is the process for managing performance and capacity planning?
– What is the process for disaster recovery?
– What is the process for backup and recovery?
– How is availability managed?
– What is the security process?

Network Environment

1. Provide network topology diagrams for the WAN and LAN environments.
2. What locations are connected via the WAN?

– Number of major nodes?
– Number of end users?
– Number of transactions/day?

3. What network technologies are used on the WAN? For each listed below,
provide location, vendor, number, speed:
– Fiber
– Frame relay, Ethernet
– MPLS
– Internet
– Point-to-point circuits
– ATM
– Hubs
– Routers
– Switches

4. What network technologies are used on the LAN? For each listed below,
provide location, vendor, number, speed:
– Ethernet
– Token ring
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– ATM
– Hubs
– Routers
– Switches
– Cabling

5. What network servers and operating systems are used?
– File and print servers
– Application servers
– Database servers
– Specialty servers for gateways
– SMTP
– Other

6. What external access is available?
– Remote access

� Modem pools
� Private provider

– Internet
– Extranet

7. Network availability (WAN and LAN):
– What hours is the network available?
– Are there any known concern or growth areas relative to the network

(WAN and LAN)?
– What tools are used to manage network availability?

8. What electronic mail system does the company utilize?
– How many people are connected?
– Is it used for external entities such as customers and suppliers? How

many are connected?
9. How is the company connected to the Internet?

– How does the company use the Internet?
– What are all the URLs for home pages?
– How frequently do employees access the Internet?
– What Web site application tools are used?

10. Is there an extranet? What is it used for?
11. Is there an intranet? What is it used for? What tools are used?
12. What are the data closets like? How many are there?
13. Does the disaster recovery plan include the network?
14. What security measures are in place?

– Virus detection
– Spam detection
– Firewall
– DMZ (demilitarized zone)
– Passwords

15. Processes:
– What is the security process?
– What is the process to manage performance and capacity of the network?
– What is the change management process for network changes?
– What is the availability process?
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– What is the backup and recovery process?
– What is the disaster recovery process?

16. Metrics:
– What is the network availability objective or service-level agreement?
– What is the reliability of the network? Is network availability data

reported? How many unscheduled network outages have occurred in
the past months? What were the causes?

– What is the typical network load by application?
– What is the percent utilization of the network lines and segments?

Data Center

1. Is physical security sufficient?
2. Review the data center:

– Cooling
– Electrical amps
– UPS
– Generator
– Alarm
– Sprinkler system
– Location

�

– Size

Develop IS Interview Questions, Surveys, and 
Workshop Structure
If the IS department is small, hold individual discussions, or interviews,
with each member to gather information. These individuals work with
business departments on a daily basis and usually have a good under-
standing of issues and potential corrective actions. For very large IS
organizations, use a workshop approach where teams break out to answer
questions and report to the group. When talking to IS individuals, it is
useful to:

� Understand if they have any concerns or issues regarding IS.
Internal problems can affect the end user or customer.

� Identify suggestions on how to improve IS and the service the
organization provides.

� Understand what each individual likes and dislikes about his or
her job and the IS group.

� Understand any particular career interests or direction. In mapping
the future organization, it is extremely helpful to know where
individuals want to direct their careers. Again, satisfied IS employees
are critical to providing good service to the business community.
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Exhibit 5.2 provides an example of interview questions to use for IS
individuals.

In addition to talking to the individuals in the formal IS organization,
it may also be useful to talk to the informal IS support organization. There
may be several individuals in the business that have IS-related responsi-
bilities such as business analysis, report generation, or support of an
engineering network or tools.

�
Exhibit 5.2 IS Interview Questions

Your Job
1. What are your title, role, and areas of responsibility?
2. Explain the IS environment that you are responsible for (i.e., PC environ-

ment, network, or business application). Do you have any documentation
that would help to better explain your area or your job?

3. How long have you been at the company?
4. What is your current skill set? How long have you been in IS?
5. What current projects are you working on? On what activities do you spend

your time?
6. Are your work and projects clearly prioritized?
7. How much of your time is spent on support versus projects?
8. Do you have any concerns or issues relative to your job?
9. Do you have the tools and resources necessary to do your job? Do you

have the training you need?
10. Are you getting the communication that you need? What other communi-

cation would be helpful? Are there any meetings or communication you
would like to see eliminated?

11. What things do you like about your job and the IS group? Do you feel
motivated to do a good job?

12. What things do you not like about your job and the IS group? What
frustrates you about your job?

13. What are your career interests or direction?

The IS Organization as a Whole
1. What is the direction of IS as a department? What is the mission and vision

of IS? What are the goals and objectives? Are any documents available that
would be helpful for me to review?

2. What are the strengths of IS as an organization?
3. What are the weaknesses, or areas of improvement, for IS? What sugges-

tions do you have on how to improve IS and the service the organization
provides?
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4. Opportunities?
5. Threats?
6. Describe the culture within IS.
7. How would you characterize the leadership team? Are you getting proper

feedback and the direction you need?
8. What are some factors (strengths or weaknesses) in the company as a whole

that impact the ability of IS to deliver? Is there anything that could be
changed in the business to improve the IS environment and ability to
execute?

9. What are ways that you think IS could assist the business? What are the
specific business goals and how can technology support the business goal?

10. What are specific technologies that you think would be useful to imple-
ment? What industry trends do you think are particularly applicable in
your industry?

11. Which technologies do you use today? What components, technologies,
or projects do you think should be included in the technology roadmap?
Do you have any opinions on the technical architecture and specific
directions that should or should not be taken?

12. Do you feel that IS is aligned well with the business? Why or why not?
13. Do you feel that IS provides a strategic advantage to the company? Why

or why not?
14. Is the company getting the proper value from IS that it should? Why or

why not? What metrics do you think would help measure the value IS
provides?

15. If you could stop the world and fix or change one thing in IS, what would
that be?

�

16. What would you change if you ran IS?

Surveys

Surveys can be useful tools for obtaining quantifiable information to
compare from year to year. Follow the same survey guidelines provided
in Chapter 4. The most important guideline is to conduct a survey only
if you intend to do something with the information. Like interviews,
conducting the survey sets an expectation for improvements. Exhibit 5.3
provides an example of a survey to use for IS.

�
Exhibit 5.3 IS Survey

Survey for IS Employees
Response Key:

5—Strongly agree
4—Agree
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3—Neither agree nor disagree
2—Disagree
1—Strongly disagree
N/A—Don’t know or not applicable

Tools and Training

1. I have the tools and resources necessary to do my job.
2. I have the skills and training necessary to do my job.
3. I am encouraged by management to develop new skills.
4. I am able to get cross training to provide sufficient backup support.
5. Training is available for me to pursue.
6. Time is provided for me to take the training I need.
7. I am able to apply my training and skills to my job.

Job Feedback

1. The company appreciates the work I do.
2. The users I support appreciate the work I do.
3. IS management appreciates the work I do.
4. I receive feedback on my performance on a regular and ongoing basis.
5. The performance appraisal process is effective for me.
6. I have a clear understanding of my job expectations.
7. Opportunities for advancement are available to me.
8. I am able to pursue my desired career interests and direction.
9. I am fairly compensated for my work.

Communication

1. I am comfortable expressing my opinions, and my opinions are considered
by IS management.

2. I receive the communication I need about the business.
3. I receive the communication I need about other areas of IS.
4. Communication between peers is effective.
5. I understand the direction and goals of IS.
6. I understand how IS activities support the business goals of the company.

Job

1. Although it may be variable, overall my workload is fair.
2. I like what I work on.
3. Priorities are clear and consistent; I know what I should work on.
4. I understand how my activities support the business goals of the company.
5. There is sufficient backup for my areas of responsibility.
6. I am able to get what I need from my manager.
7. I feel motivated to do a good job.
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8. My physical work environment meets my needs.
9. I have input on estimates that are used for my work.

Overall IS

1. I respect IS management and feel the managers do a good job.
2. IS fosters a strong teamwork environment.
3. Individuals in IS have the right skills to support the organization.
4. IS is organized properly.
5. IS is able to get the funding necessary to support the organization.
6. Executive business management supports IS.
7. In general, IS is a productive organization.
8. The level of commitment and level of effort is consistent across IS.
9. IS is adaptable and flexible, and has a can-do attitude.

10. On a scale of 1–5, rate how reactive (1: very reactive) or proactive (5: very
proactive) IS is.

11. Overall, I am satisfied with my job.

Open Questions

1. Other comments about my job.
2. List two or three things IS does best.
3. List two or three things IS most needs to improve.
4. Other comments about IS as a whole.
5. List two or three technologies available in the industry that would have a

positive effect on the company if deployed here.
6. Identify one thing that IS should do or change next year.

Respondent Information

1. Which IS group do you work in? (Drop-down selection)
– Desktop
– Applications
– Network/infrastructure
– Telecommunications/other

2. My location is:
– U.S.
– International

3. My job classification is: (Drop-down selection)
– Manager/supervisor
– IS employee
– IS consultant/contractor

4. I have worked at the company: (Drop-down selection)
– Less than 1 year
– 1 to 3 years
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– 3+ to 7 years
– Over 7 years

�

5. Name: (Optional)

Exhibit 5.4 shows an example of an e-mail that could be used to
announce the IS survey.

The survey results will provide a wealth of information. Be sure the
IS management team carefully reviews the results, determines appropriate
action, and implements changes.

�
Exhibit 5.4 IS Survey Announcement

IS Group,

As you are aware, we have started an effort to develop an IS strategic plan. The
plan will identify the vision, strategies, priorities, projects, and action items for IS.
As part of that process, we are interested in your satisfaction as an IS employee,
because your satisfaction reflects on the service you provide your customers. We
are interested in your honest feedback and comments on how we can improve the
services we provide.

The survey should take less than five minutes of your time; it is a total of 30
questions, or five screens. Please complete the IS employee survey by clicking on
the following link and answering the questions by April 7th: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.

The survey results will be summarized as part of the planning process, which is
scheduled to be completed in the next 6 to 8 weeks. This will become an annual
process so we can measure the progress from year to year. I thank you in advance

�

for your participation and candid comments in this important process.

Schedule IS Interviews and Workshops

Next, schedule the interviews, or one-on-one discussions. Similar to the
business discussions, the IS interviews should be no longer than one and a
half hours. Conduct the discussions in a private office or conference room.

Conduct IS Interviews, Workshops, and Surveys

The following are suggestions for the IS interview:

� Conduct the discussions in a flexible and casual manner. Listen
carefully and ask probing clarification questions. Use the established
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questions as a guide, but ask more detailed probing questions as
information is delivered.

� Do not get defensive. Encourage open and honest communication.
Weaknesses cannot be improved if they are not identified and
discussed, even though that may be a painful process.

� Cross-check information from interview to interview to ensure
accuracy.

� Ask for their involvement in the planning process. Their help is
extremely important. It may be helpful to assign individuals within
IS the responsibility to document certain aspects of the current
environment or the direction.

� Mention that they should feel free to send e-mails or have follow-
up discussions if they think of additional items after the discussion.

Document IS Interviews, Workshops, and Surveys

Next, document the detailed notes of the interviews and workshops.
Protect the privacy of individuals if they confide information that should
not be shared. Document the results from the IS employee survey.

Document the Current IS Situation

If managers are not versed in the current situation, they will not be able
to understand or approve the steps needed to get to the vision. It is
important for everyone to have a clear understanding of the current
environment before starting to develop the vision.

Many business managers are not able to answer basic questions about
their current IS environment, yet they know the basics about other business
functions such as marketing, engineering, or finance. Often, this lack of
communication can be due to the failure of the IS area to communicate
in a language and terminology that the business understands. It is definitely
a challenge, but not impossible, to explain a technical environment to a
nontechnical professional. For an IS professional who is extremely knowl-
edgeable about the current environment, this step may seem too basic
and not necessary. However, it is essential that all levels of business
management understand the current environment, and the step is well
worth the time. It is extremely important when presenting the information
to attempt to summarize it with graphics and to be as brief as possible
while still conveying the important information. When describing the
current situation, avoid comments on strengths or weaknesses, which can
be addressed with the analysis section. It can be helpful to keep track of
the strengths and weaknesses, though, because such a list will prove
helpful later in the analysis step.
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Begin by describing the major components of an IS environment, such
as the following:

� Business application environment
� Desktop environment
� Server environment
� Network environment
� Telecommunications environment
� Data center environment

These environments are supported through the following:

� IS organization
� Processes
� Budget and metrics

Figure 5.3 shows an example of how one company introduced the
components.

Another company looked at the following components in their envi-
ronment:

Functional automation: Automation of business activities and business
transactions

Figure 5.3 Components of IS
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Decision support: Collection, retrieval, and presentation of business
information

Documentation: Preparation, storage, and retrieval of electronic doc-
uments

Office automation: Electronic forms management, and personal/group
productivity tools

When the same company looked at the technical architecture, it exam-
ined the following four components:

Client: Desktop computers, notebook computers
Network: Local area networks (LANs), wide area network (WAN)
Server: File, print, and utility servers; remote communications servers;

application servers; database servers
Operating software: Operating systems, databases, system management

tools, application development tools

Regardless of how you dissect the IS components, explain each com-
ponent in additional detail, as outlined next.

Business Application Environment

Answer the following questions regarding each of the business applications
in the detailed plan document:

1. What is each of the business application modules utilized by the
company? Be sure to include all business applications, including
those outside the responsibility of IS, such as critical user-built
applications. What is the business purpose of each application?

2. When was each application originally implemented?
3. Is each application a vendor-supplied package, custom, or inter-

nally supported vendor package?
4. If the application is a vendor package, who is the vendor? Is the

company on vendor-supplied maintenance and support? How
much does the company pay for this support each year? Is the
company on the current release? When was the last release imple-
mented, and how long do upgrades typically take to implement?

5. If the application has been heavily modified, approximately how
many modifications are there and what are the main areas of
modifications?

6. What departments use the application? How many total business
users use the application?
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7. Are the applications tightly integrated or interfaced?
8. What programming languages is each system written in? What

database language does each application use? Is the application
Web-enabled?

9. What is the size of the systems in terms of lines of code? How
many reports do the systems generate? How many programs com-
prise each system?

10. Are there any concerns or plans regarding the application?

A spreadsheet may be a good method to capture detailed business
application information. Here are some of the basic headings of informa-
tion to gather about business applications:

� Business application name
� Description
� Business areas using application
� Technical contact
� Business owner
� Number of users
� Vendor package or custom or unsupported package
� Vendor name
� Annual vendor maintenance costs
� Actual full-time equivalent (FTE) support resources
� Language or architecture
� Database
� Hardware
� Application interfaces
� Year implemented
� Total cost of ownership
� Comments

Outline this application information in detail for each business appli-
cation in the plan document, and summarize in presentation format with
a few charts. Exhibit 5.5 shows examples of two application descriptions
in the detail plan document. Write the application descriptions in business
terminology, not technical jargon as much as possible.

�
Exhibit 5.5 Business Application Example

Following are the specific business applications used by the company:
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Oracle Enterprise Requirements Planning (ERP)
The following Oracle ERP modules are used:

� Customer
� Accounts receivable
� Accounts payable
� Purchase order
� Cost management
� General ledger
� Fixed assets
� Cash management
� Advanced pricing
� iExpense
� Order management
� Inventory
� Purchase order
� Material requirements planning
� Bill of material
� Engineering
� Work in process
� Quality module
� Financial analyzer

The Oracle ERP system was originally implemented in 1990 and is used in the
United States, Canada, and England. The company has a total of xxx concurrent
licenses, with an average of xxx users logged on during a typical day in the areas
of customer service, production, scheduling, purchasing, and finance. The system
is a vendor package with few custom modifications, although additional custom
forms and reports have been developed. The system was recently upgraded in June
to release 11.5.9 (Oracle 11i), which is Oracle’s most current release. There is a
production and test instance (including programs and databases). The company is
on vendor support and pays $xxxK/year in support and maintenance costs. There
are approximately x internal FTE resources to maintain and support the system on
an ongoing basis. The system is written in Java, PL/SQL, and Oracle Forms 6.0
using an Oracle database, and operates on Hewlett-Packard hardware.

Goldmine Business Contact Manager
Goldmine is used by the sales group for tracking and managing sales activities.
Goldmine Corporate Edition is a vendor package by FrontRange Solution Inc. that
was implemented in 1993. The company is currently on release 6.5, which is the
most current vendor release available. The system has been customized to be able
to capture specific product and sales information. There are interfaces from Gold-
mine to the order management system for customer information. There are approx-
imately xxx users of the system because it is used by all three divisions.
Approximately xK e-mail mailings are done per month using Goldmine, approxi-
mately xK sales activities are scheduled per cycle, and approximately xK sales
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activities are completed per cycle. The company is on vendor maintenance and
support, at a cost of $xxK/year. In addition, the company has spent $xK in consulting
costs on Goldmine this year. The system is written in Delphi and uses a Microsoft

�

SQL 2000 database.

The following is an example of summary information that may be
helpful to include in the overview presentation:

� Develop one summary diagram that represents all the business
applications used by the company. Represent integrated modules
with overlapping circles, and use arrows for interfaces. This dia-
gram should be at a very high level. Include any external interfaces
or connections, such as Web applications or interfaces to partners.
Show interfaces to the other internal environments, such as, if the
business applications have an interface to the engineering envi-
ronment or to a computer-integrated manufacturing environment.
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 are examples of application portfolio
summary diagrams.

� Identify the total percent of custom software versus vendor-sup-
plied software. Custom and heavily modified applications require

Figure 5.4 Business application portfolio
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Business Application Portfolio

V: Vendor Package

C: Custom

Human Resources

• ADP Payroll (V)
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• Perspective HR (V)

• Training (C)
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• Vertax Sales Tax (V)

• Best Fixed Assets (V)

• Credit Card Process (C)
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Engineering

• E-CAD (V)
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• Incentive (C)
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Shop Floor

• Synchrono (V)

• E-Forecast (C)

• Labeling (C)  
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internal resources to maintain and support. The long-term cost of
ownership of custom or heavily modified software is often greater
than vendor-supported software. It is difficult and expensive for a
company to keep custom software up to date with changing
technology. Companies typically strive to keep custom software to
a minimum (less than 20%) and use custom only for truly unique
situations that can provide a competitive advantage.

� Identify the variety of databases. The more database languages
(i.e., Oracle, SQL Server, DB2, Sybase, IMS) that a company is
required to support, the greater the complexity, cost, support
requirements, and additional skill set that must be supported.
Companies typically try to standardize on a few database languages.

� Identify the variety of programming languages. Again, the more
programming languages (i.e., Visual Basic, Oracle Forms, Access,
Java, and COBOL) that a company is required to support, the
greater the complexity, cost, support requirements, and additional
skill set that must be supported. Companies typically attempt to
standardize on a few programming languages.

� Identify the annual vendor maintenance and support costs. Under-
standing the cost of each application in the portfolio is the first
step in making business value decisions. When asking for budget
cuts, management may not be aware of the high amount of fixed
cost.

� Identify the internal maintenance and support costs. To reflect the
costs of applications, identify the amount of resources required to
keep the application functioning and to carry on normal mainte-
nance.

� Identify business users by country or department. Business man-
agement may be surprised to see who actually uses the applications
throughout the company.

� Identify the year applications were implemented. This chart can
depict the age of the applications and may be interesting to look
at relative to the cost history.

� Identify the size of applications. It is helpful to relate the lines,
function points, or complexity of code to things that are familiar
to the average person to provide management with an understand-
ing of the size of the systems that the organization owns and
maintains. For example, at one company, the lines of code were
compared to the number of lines of code in Microsoft Excel or in
a Lincoln Continental (which was the car the company president
owned). Compare the number of lines of code to the product that
the company sells, if it involves software. The lines of code
comparison can be especially helpful if you have custom systems
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requiring resources to maintain. You may surprise management
with the size of the system that the IS organization must maintain,
especially if you correlate to the number of programmers main-
taining Microsoft Excel or other products that have hundreds of
programmers to maintain.

� Identify how the usage of the system has increased over time.
These charts would probably coincide with company growth and
cost growth.

Examples of presenting this application summary information are pro-
vided in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7.

Desktop Environment

The desktop or client environment consists of the following components:

� Desktop PCs and docking stations
� Notebook PCs

Figure 5.6 Business application summary
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Figure 5.7 Business application summary
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� Engineering workstations
� Terminals
� Personal digital assistants (PDAs), Palms, and other handheld

devices
� Scanners
� Printers
� Fax machines
� Copiers

Answer the following questions regarding each component of the
desktop environment:

1. How many PCs does the company have? How many PCs does it
have by location and functional department?

2. What is the distribution by class of PCs (e.g., Pentium 4)? What
percent are below industry standard (supported by vendors)?

3. What is the distribution by brand of PCs (e.g., Dell, Compaq, IBM)?
Is the environment standardized?

4. What is the standard PC that is purchased?
5. Are PCs purchased or leased? If leased, how many years, who

with, and what is the cost?
6. Is any plan or program in place to replace older equipment, or is

it replaced as needed? What percent is replaced each year? Is a
documented rotation guideline followed?

7. How much has the PC environment grown over the past five years?
8. What operating systems are used?
9. What standard PC software is used (e.g., word processing, spread-

sheet, presentation, database, CAD/CAM, desktop publishing, etc.)?
10. What additional PC software is installed as necessary?
11. How many PC images are there? How long does it take to install

a new PC?
12. Can users install software on their PCs?
13. How are software updates managed?
14. What security and virus protection measures are in place?

Answer similar questions for the notebook environment, engineering
workstations, terminals, PDAs and Palms, scanners, printers, fax machines,
and copiers. Format the answers by describing the environment in the
detailed plan document, as shown in Exhibit 5.6. Quickly and thoroughly
convey the information in just a few summary slides when describing this
information to management, as shown in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16.
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�
Exhibit 5.6 Desktop Environment Example

Desktop and Client Environment
As shown by the diagram to the right, the worldwide desktop environment consists
of:

� xxxx desktop PCs
� xxxx notebook PCs
� xxxx Macintoshes
� xxxx terminals
� xxxx bar-code printers
� xxxx printers
� xxxx fax machines
� xxxx copiers

The following table shows each of these by country:

Each of these environments is described below in more detail.

a. Desktop PCs

Hardware
The company has a total of xxxx desktop PCs. Figure 5.8 shows the percent by
country.

All PCs are purchased rather than leased. PCs are purchased through several
vendors, including <list of vendors>. Approximately xxxx new PCs are purchased
each year on a worldwide basis.

Figure 5.9 shows the PCs that have been purchased over the past five years to
demonstrate the rate of purchase.

U.S.

Desktop PCs

Notebook PCs

Macintoshess

Terminals

Bar-code printers

Printers

Fax machines

Copiers
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Figure 5.10 shows how the PC environment has grown during the past few
years.

Figure 5.11 shows the age of the PCs.
The standard PC that is purchased is a Dell Intel Pentium 4 processor, 3.0 GHz,

512 MB of RAM, 17-inch monitor and 60 GB hard drive. Figure 5.12 shows PCs
by model and Figure 5.13 shows PCs by processor.

Figure 5.8 PCs by country

Figure 5.9 PCs purchased by year
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The industry-standard PC is a minimum of a Pentium xxx, with xx% of the
company’s PCs falling below the minimum standard. With substandard hardware,
some software packages may not operate properly and may require additional
maintenance and support.

Accurate PC inventory information is maintained in the United States with a
software package called <name of package>. PCs in the rest of the world are
tracked and managed with <name of application>.

Figure 5.10 PC growth

Figure 5.11 Age of PCs
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When a business department needs a new PC, they <description of process>.
PCs are budgeted by the user/IS. All PCs come with a three-year warranty that
provides replacement parts and on-site repair by Dell. After the warranty expires,
we purchase replacement parts and fix the PC. Old PCs that cannot be repaired
are <description of policy>.

Figure 5.12 PCs by model

Figure 5.13 PCs by processor
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Software
The standard operating system used is Windows <name of OS>. However, the
company has several other desktop operating systems to support, as shown by
Figure 5.14.

The core set of software packages installed on PCs include:

� Productivity: _____________ (e.g., Microsoft Office)
� E-mail: _____________
� Internet: _____________
� Virus protection: _____________ 
� Documents: _____________(e.g., Adobe Acrobat Reader)
� Others: ______________

The company purchases xxxxx copies of Microsoft <name of program>, and
xxx copies of <name of program>. The company pays approximately $xxxK/year
in PC-based software licenses.

The standard set of software is loaded on PCs using Symantec Ghost software.
The company has xx different images that can be loaded. It takes approximately x
hours to install a new PC.

Additional software that is installed as needed includes:

� Project management: _____________ (e.g., Microsoft Project)
� Flowcharting: _____________ (e.g., Microsoft Visio)
� Palm synch: _____________
� Others: _____________

There are a total of xxx different PC-based software packages used at the
company.

Users typically store files on the server, which is backed up nightly. Users are

�

unable to install PC software on their PCs due to administrator rights.

Figure 5.14 Desktop PCs by operating system
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Figure 5.15 Desktop/client environment (1)

• xxx  PC’s purchased in last year, xxx in last two years

• $xxK/year in hardware and software maintenance and support
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Server Environment

The server environment consists of the following:

� Server hardware
� Operating system software
� Other server software
� Disk
� Databases

Answer the following questions regarding the server environment:

� How many total servers are there? What is the business purpose
of each server? How many servers are there by location or country?
Are servers and data consolidated?

Figure 5.16 Desktop/client environment (2)
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� What is the distribution of hardware for servers? What percent by
model and class?

� What are the mission-critical servers? How are they protected? Is
clustering, RAID 3, or RAID 5 used? Is there failover software? Are
blade servers used? Is load balancing used? Is content switching
used?

� What is the standard server that is purchased?
� Are servers purchased or leased? If leased, how many years, with

what company, and what is the cost?
� Is any plan or program in place to replace older servers or are

they replaced as needed? What percent is replaced each year? Is
a documented rotation guide followed?

� How much has the server environment grown over the past five
years? How many servers are purchased each year?

� What are the operating systems used on the servers? What is the
standard operating system? Is it up-to-date on releases and patches?

� What other software is used on the servers?
� What database languages are used? How many databases are there?

How much data is stored in total? Is SAN or NAS technology used?
� What tools are used to monitor and report CPU and memory

utilization?

Format the answers by describing the server environment in the detail
plan document, as shown in Exhibit 5.7. Summarize the information in a
few summary slides in the presentation, as shown in Figure 5.25.

�
Exhibit 5.7 Server Environment Example

The company has a total of xx servers. As shown by Figure 5.17, the servers are
used for:

Business application-specific servers: These servers are used for the major
business applications for the company, such as ERP, payroll, human
resources, shop floor, and engineering. These are a total of xxx business
application servers.

Utility services: These servers provide fundamental network services. These
services include file and print sharing, e-mail, etc. There are a total of xxx
utility services servers.

Server management: These servers assist in the management and support of
the network and server environment for things such as security, anti-spam,
virus protection, and systems management. There are a total of xx server
management servers.
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Development: IS use these servers for testing and development. There are a
total of xx development servers.

The table below shows the servers by country:

Hardware
Approximately xx servers are purchased every year. Figure 5.18 shows the growth
of the server environment over time.

Figure 5.19 shows the servers by model, with the majority being Dell Power
Edge machines. Figure 5.20 shows the age of the servers.

Servers are purchased rather than leased. The standard server purchased is an
HP/Compaq Proliant server (Intel Pentium IV Xeon 2200-MHz processor, 768 MB
of memory, 3-36.4 Ultra SCSI drives, RAID 5 disk controller, CD-ROM drive, single
power supply, and dual-processor-capable motherboard.

Maintenance and support contracts are carried on all servers. The company
pays $xxxK/year in support agreements for hardware. This support provides 24/7,
maximum of four-hour response, onsite service and hardware replacement.

Clustering technology is used to group servers for more efficient processing.
SAN technology used for more efficient disk processing. The disk that is used is
<type of disk>.

Figure 5.17 Purpose of servers
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Business application servers
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RAID3 or RAID5 technology is used to improve the reliability of the data.

Software
The servers operate on a variety of operating systems, as shown in Figure 5.21,
with the majority using NT 4 Server.

Of the xxx business application servers, Figure 5.22 shows the breakdown of
server by major business application area.

Databases
There are a total of xx database servers with xx total databases.

Figure 5.18 Server growth

Figure 5.19 Servers by make and model
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As shown by Figure 5.23, the majority (95%) of the databases are Microsoft
SQL databases, with the remainder being one each of DB2, Sybase, Unidata, and
Proprietary.

As shown by Figure 5.24, xx of the databases are production, and xx are used
for staging, test, and development.

The production databases use xxxx of space. As a frame of reference, 1 terabyte
of data equals 22,000 four-drawer file cabinets of information, so that is xxxxxx file

�

cabinets of information.

Figure 5.20 Age of servers

Figure 5.21 Servers by operating system
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Figure 5.22 Servers by primary application

Figure 5.23 Database languages

Figure 5.24 Database usage
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Network Environment

Because of its technical nature, the network environment is probably the
most difficult area to explain in understandable terms. Answer the following
questions regarding the network environment in the detailed plan document:

� Obtain a high-level network diagram.
� What are the various locations that are connected via the network?
� How much does the company pay to support and maintain the

network (annual costs)? What are the various maintenance and
support agreements relative to the network software and hardware?

� Describe the data closets. How many are there and where are they
located?

� What level wiring does the company use (i.e., category 6, category 5)?
� How many nodes are there on the network? (A node is any

connection, such as a PC, printer, or server.) What are the nodes
by country or location?

� How many defined network accounts, or users, are supported?
Approximately how many are active in a given day? How many
accounts by country or department?

� What is the network backbone and topology? What is the through-
put of the backbone? What is the throughput to the desktop?

� How many hubs, switches, and routers are there? What brand and
type are they?

� How is remote access provided?
� What is the network operating system?
� What software is used for e-mail?
� How is the security designed? How is the demilitarized zone (DMZ)

designed?
� What firewall software is used for security and virus protection?

How many firewalls are there?
� What is the reliability of the network?
� What are network key measures?
� How are outages monitored, and how are alerts handled?
� Are there any growth concerns or response bottlenecks relative to

the network?

In the summary presentation, include a high-level summary with a
network diagram and a few key points about the network.

Telecommunications Environment

Answer the following questions regarding the telecommunications envi-
ronment in the detailed plan document:
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� Describe the phone switch. When was it implemented? What brand
is it? What company provides maintenance and support? What is
the cost of maintenance and support? Is the software current?

� Describe the voicemail system. When was it implemented? What
brand is it? What company provides maintenance and support?
What is the cost of maintenance and support? Is the software
current?

� Describe any call center software that is used. When was it imple-
mented? What brand is it? What company provides maintenance
and support? What is the cost of maintenance and support? Is the
software current?

� Is voice-over-IP (VoIP) used? Where? What are the plans for further
implementation?

� How many pagers does the company have? How much does the
company pay for them?

� How many cell phones does the company have? What company
provides service? How much does the company pay per user? Is
there a backup plan? How many PDAs or Blackberry devices does
the company have?

� Are there any teleconferencing and Web-conferencing capabilities?
What hardware and software is used? What is the annual cost?

� Are there any videoconferencing capabilities? What hardware and
software is used? What is the annual cost?

� How many calling cards does the company have? What is the
annual cost?

� What provider is used for long distance? How much does the
company pay per year?

In the summary presentation, include a high-level summary with a
diagram and a few key points about the telecommunications environment.

Data Center Environment

Answer the following questions regarding the data center environment in
the detailed plan document:

� What physical security is provided in the data center? Is access
secure?

� Is cooling adequate?
� Are the electrical amps sufficient?
� Is an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) in the data center? How

many amps of service is the UPS?
� Is there a generator? How many amps of service?
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� What alarm, monitoring, and emergency notification exists?
� What type of sprinkler system is used?
� Is the data center located in an area to limit vulnerability to weather

conditions?
� Does the data center have room for expansion?

In the summary presentation, include a few key points about the data
center.

IS Organization

It is important to provide business management with a clear understanding
of the responsibilities and activities of the IS organization. Any changes
in the IS environment may affect the size and responsibilities of the
organization, and it is important to understand the current situation.

The following are questions and information to obtain about IS
resources and the organization:

� Include an organization chart with names and titles. If the organi-
zation is too large (i.e., hundreds of individuals), just include the
top layers of the organization and summarize the lower levels.

� What is the total number of resources? How many are employees
and how many are consultants?

� Where in the business organization does the top IS executive
report?

� How many resources are there by each major job function (i.e.,
management, clerical, application programmers, help desk, net-
work administrators, security, operations, systems programmers,
database administration)?

� What are general areas of responsibilities and activities for each
organizational group?

� What percent of time does each individual or group spend on
support activities, maintenance, or project work?

� How many full-time equivalents (FTEs) are necessary for mainte-
nance and support of each business application?

� What is the historical headcount for IS for the past five years? How
much money has been spent each year on headcount and con-
sultants?

� What is the average number of years of experience with the
company for the IS employees?

� What is the average number of years of IS experience?
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� What is the skill set of each individual?
� For each skill area or responsibility, who is the primary person

responsible and who is the secondary? Are any areas not sufficiently
covered?

� How many employees are supported by IS employees?
� What is the sales revenue per IS employee?

Exhibit 5.8 provides an example of how to present this information in
the detail plan document.

�
Exhibit 5.8 Organizational Example

Organization
The IS organization currently consists of:

� xxx employees
� xxx consultants and contractors

The vice president of IS reports to the CEO. Figure 5.26 shows the IS organi-
zation chart as of August.

Figure 5.27 outlines the major areas of responsibility for each group.

Figure 5.26 IS organization chart
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The following table identifies the staffing by area:

Figure 5.27 Major areas of responsibility
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The following table identifies the support personnel (FTE) by business application:

The time spent on projects adds functionality and value to the business, and
maintenance and support keeps the systems functioning at the current level. It is
best to have an environment that minimizes support requirements, which allows
IS to be able to add maximum value to the business. As can be seen by Figure
5.28, only a small portion of the resources is available for project work.

Figure 5.29 shows the historical headcount for IS. As can be seen by the chart,
the staffing level has remained relatively stable in spite of the tremendous increase
in PCs, business applications, and systems required to support.

Typically, consultants or contractors are used in IS if the skill set is not available
in-house. Figure 5.30 shows the historical spending on IS contractors and consult-
ants; Figure 5.31 shows the current composition of employees and contractors.

Business Application Support FTEs

Manufacturing

Shop floor

Order management

Financial

Human resources

Engineering

Call center

Sales

Marketing

Figure 5.28 IS resource utilization
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The IS group has a high tenure at the company, with the average number of
years at the company being 8.2 years. The group is also very experienced in IS,
with the average years of experience being 12.8 years. In addition, 64% of the
employees have four-year college degrees. The current skill set also matches the
environment well, although additional resources are necessary in the Web tech-

�

nology area.

Figure 5.29 IS headcount (FTEs)

Figure 5.30 Consulting dollars ($K)
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For presentation purposes, summarize the organizational information
and present it in terms that non-IS people can understand. Start with the
organization of the group and then briefly explain the responsibilities of
each group within the IS department. Provide a flavor of what the group
does without going into excruciating detail. Figure 5.32 and Figure 5.33
are examples of a few slides that explain an IS organization.

Project Workload (Current and Backlog)

Assemble the project workload. This includes the projects requested by
the various functional areas of the business as well as those in process.

Figure 5.31 Employee/contractor mix

Figure 5.32 Responsibilities by area
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Figure 5.33 IS organization
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Focus attention on the projects above a certain predetermined effort of
work, projects that cross departmental boundaries, or projects that have
capital or recurring costs above a certain level. IS management can
prioritize small requests, normal support, or efforts below the established
criteria. However, quantify the usual amount of smaller requests, support,
and maintenance so that available project resources can be accurately
represented. Exhibit 5.9 shows how one company categorized support
and projects; Figure 5.34 shows how the company defined minor and
major projects reviewed by the IS steering committee.

�
Exhibit 5.9 Project and Support Definition

Determine Type of Request

Definitions

Support Projects (Major and Minor)

Problem identification New service
Problem resolution Expanded service
Consulting (general Q&A) Improved service
Routine operations activities

Examples:
Purchasing
Installation hardware/software
Add users
Facilities move
Upgrades
Report changes maintenance
Backup

�

Ad hoc reporting

In addition to projects requested from the business, there are infra-
structure projects, or projects that are necessary from an IS standpoint.
Examples of these projects include network upgrades, desktop rotation,
server rotation, disaster recovery, enterprise event management, problem
management software implementation, security improvements, and wire-
less. For each project, capture the following information in a project
spreadsheet, database, or project summary:

� Project name
� Project description: This is an understandable description including

why the project needs to be completed.
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� Business benefits: What business objectives does the project sup-
port? What benefits does the business plan to gain? What are the
total cost savings anticipated as a result of the project? Projects
could also be categorized as business continuance, medium busi-
ness value, or high business value. An infrastructure project does
not support a particular business objective, and can be noted as
infrastructure or business continuance.

� Business requestor: Who is the business person requesting the
project? An infrastructure project would not be requested by a
businessperson, and can be noted as “Information Systems.”

� Business sponsor: Who is the IS steering committee member spon-
soring the project?

� Priority: Priority can be a high, medium, and low priority based
on an understanding of the project or the urgency of the requestor.
Projects will actually be prioritized later in the planning process.

� Status: Is the project in progress, on-hold, in test, etc.?
� Estimated hours: What are the total estimated hours to complete

the project? If exact hours are unknown, the project could be
categorized as small, medium, large, or extra large with a span of
hours identified for each category.

� Completed hours: How many hours have been completed to date?
� Estimated completion date: What is the estimated completion date

or elapsed time?
� Assigned to: Who is assigned to the project from IS?
� Estimated costs: What capital outlay or additional expenses are

required for the project?

Figure 5.34 Support, major and minor project classification
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� Recurring costs: Will any maintenance or support costs continue
on an annual basis?

� Risk: Identify the risk as high, medium, or low.
� Dependent projects: Do any projects need to be completed before

this project?

It can be tempting to assemble a project list for each area of the IS
organization. However, one word of caution in doing this: if projects
require assistance from other branches of the organization, it can be
confusing to have multiple lists. With one combined list, the priorities are
clear if assistance is necessary from various areas of IS. One list will reduce
the chance for conflicting or unclear priorities.

Assemble all the project information and present a summary of the
information to management. This can be done with two slides. The first
slide can outline how many project resources are available. A significantly
smaller amount of resources than the total resource pool is actually able
to apply to project hours due to administration, sick, vacation, training,
general support, and maintenance requests. The project resources can be
determined by subtracting the resources to “keep the lights on” from the
total number of resources. A simple table can show the following:

� Number of resources for each functional area of IS (for example,
PC, network, operations, programming)

� The total hours available (number of people times 2080 for a 40-
hour week)

� The number of nonworked hours (number of resources times total
sick and vacation, etc.)

� The number of administration hours (number of resources times
the number of hours typically spent in meetings and administrative
duties)

� The number of support and maintenance hours (number of
resources times the number of hours typically spent answering
user questions, ad hoc queries, completing maintenance requests,
etc.)

� The number of project hours available per year (total hours avail-
able minus nonworked minus administration minus support and
maintenance)

� Project hours per week (project hours per year divided by 52)

An example is shown in Table 5.1.
Through this process, you will find that only a small portion of

resources can actually be applied toward project time. In the example in
Table 5.1, the company found that only 24% of its total resources were
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Table 5.1 Project Resource Hours Available

# of Resources Total Hours/Year Nonwork Admin Support Project Hrs/Yr Project Hrs/Wk

PC 4 8320 857 1248 4160 2055 40

Network 1 2080 200 312 1300 268 5

DEC Systems 3 6240 780 1080 2652 1728 33

iSeries Systems 5 10400 1000 1560 5200 2640 51

Technical Support 1 2080 200 240 1220 420 8

Total 14 29120 3037 4440 14532 7111 137

Time/tasks for management not included.

Open network positions not included.

24% of total resources for projects.
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available for projects. This was one indicator of an aging, custom, or
maintenance-intensive application portfolio. By ignoring this step in the
process, many IS departments typically overcommit their resources. As
mentioned in the example, this analysis can also identify potential prob-
lems with too much support and maintenance indicating custom or aging
systems.

Now that you know how many resources you have, the second slide
can show a summary of the backlog of projects. Again, a table showing
the following can be useful:

� For each functional area of IS (e.g., network, PC, operations,
programming), what is the total of outstanding project hours for
each priority (high, medium, and low)?

� What is the total for all priority projects?
� What are the project resource hours available per year from the

previous slide?
� What are the years of backlog for each functional group (project

hours divided by project resource hours available)?

An example is shown in Table 5.2.
This analysis shows whether an area is overallocated with projects and

where you need to shift resources. It also indicates whether an area of
IS has aging systems or technology to address. In Table 5.2, it appears
there are not enough resources in one area of applications. It also may
indicate that those applications may be worth replacing due to the high
backlog of requests.

Processes

Identify the various processes within the IS group. A Practical Guide to
Information Systems Process Improvement (CRC Press, 2000), by Anita
Cassidy and Keith Guggenberger, provides guidance in identifying pro-
cesses. Figure 5.35 shows an example of the IS processes identified in
one company.1 Also, identify notes about each process area in the plan
document. At this point, do not include editorial comments about what
is good or bad; those things can be outlined in the strengths and weak-
nesses, and right now you should focus on what is good (or bad). Note
the strengths and weaknesses to be used in a later analysis step. Exhibit
5.10 shows one example of notes about a process area.

Continue with key items in all the process areas. Summarize some of
the key information from processes in the presentation, particularly any
charts, or data.
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Table 5.2 Current Backlog

Priority 
“A” 

Hours

Priority 
“B” 

Hours

Priority 
“C” 

Hours

Total 
Project 
Hours

Project 
Resource 

Hrs/Yr
Years of 
Backlog

PC 1761 70 200 2031 2055 1.0

Network 368 250 173 791 268 3.0

Product related (DEC) 872 360 340 1572 1728 .9

Business application (iSeries) 3462 4764 11720 19946 2640 7.5

Technical support/op 1406 0 0 1406 420 3.3

Total 7869 5444 12433 25746 7111 3.6

New projects are added throughout the year.

Size of application backlog indicates total application replacement may be necessary.
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�
Exhibit 5.10 IS Processes

Processes are how the work is completed within the IS organization. In general,
the majority of IS processes are informal and undocumented. The following are
comments relative to each process area (shown here is just the first of four process
areas).

Manage Systems Processes

� Although a formal disaster recovery plan or business continuance plan
does not exist, it is a project currently in progress. The company does have
a contract with a disaster recovery company, <name of company>, to
provide equipment in the event of a disaster. The cost of this contract is
$xK/year; it is just a drop-ship contract for an equipment list.

� Backup tapes are stored off-site on a daily basis. Daily tapes of the iSeries
are stored for 5 days, 8 weekly tapes are kept, and 6 annual backup tapes
are kept. Incremental backups are taken of network servers, with the last
5 versions of files kept indefinitely, and deleted files kept for 13 months.
The company will be able to recover to the last 24 hours with a recovery
time objective of 72 hours.

� The help desk is the single point of contact for all PC hardware and software
needs. Although some calls go directly to IS individuals, for the most part
this process is followed. The IS help desk is available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week at extension 1234. The help desk is staffed from 6 a.m. to 6
p.m. Support from 6 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. is handled through a rotation of
individuals who receive a $xxx/week flat fee; they are required to be at
home and call back within 10 minutes. Support on weekends and from
10 p.m. to 6 a.m. (M–F) is rotated among 10 IS individuals who get $xxx
for a week rotation and respond within one hour. Attention paging software

Figure 5.35 IS processes
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is used to alert personnel of any issues, which costs $xxK/year in mainte-
nance. All calls or requests are logged into a custom Lotus Notes Dispatch
Tickets system. Users can also obtain assistance by submitting electronic
IS requests on the intranet. Users can also use the intranet system to track
the progress of their request. Calls are managed through the ACD system.

� In 2005, IS completed 5,567 requests, or about 470 requests per month,
as shown by Figure 5.36. The departments utilizing IS the most in 2005
included sales op, customer service, and design services, as shown by
Figure 5.37. With approximately 300 PCs deployed throughout the com-
pany, we experience an average of 19 calls per PC per year (compared to
an industry average of 8 to 12 calls per PC per year).

� The help desk uses DameWare for remote control of PCs for user support
and RemoteWorks by Xcellenet for software distribution. The cost for
DameWare is $xxx/year and for RemoteWorks is $xK/quarter for vendor
maintenance and support.

� Some limited capacity planning is done based on monitoring file usage
CPU usage of all servers. Detailed charts are kept of capacity trends in the
TSM backup system due to the criticality of the system and the amount of
disk and tape storage that is used (7 terabytes of data).

� A network monitoring system, Aprisma Spectrum, is used to monitor net-
work and server availability. Additionally, an application monitoring sys-
tem, BMC Patrol, is used to monitor some critical applications. Paging
notification software, Attention!, is used to alert IS personnel of problems
found by the monitoring systems. Network performance and availability is
not reported.

� Tally Systems Census is used to track PC inventory, which is also used for
cross-charges. There is also a custom Lotus Notes database to track indi-
vidual configuration information such as machine, software, and individual

Figure 5.36 IS requests completed: 2005
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configuration. Software license compliance is tracked and managed man-
ually. The company pays $xxx/year in maintenance and support for Tally
Systems.

� Detailed and up-to-date network documentation and diagrams are kept.
� Spare parts and spare servers of critical network components are kept for

backup.
� Ghost software is used to install new PCs. It takes about 3 hours to configure

a new machine. A new release of Ghost (Ghost Console) will reduce this
time in the future to less than one hour and is planned for implementation.
No software is currently available to automatically push updates to the
desktop (i.e., SMS), but custom scripts are written.

� The majority of changes are tested in a test system before implementing
in production.

� IS has an IS Support Center Online system on the intranet. This system
provides:
– Services: Ability to submit a trouble ticket, check the status of a trouble

ticket, look up quick tips, search frequently asked questions, download
software, submit questions, obtain PC information, and clean up.

– Information and news: Information on system outages, latest news, help
desk hours and availability.

– Custom applications: Fixed-asset database, employee setup request,
administrative tools, IS frequently asked questions.

– Administrative tools: Provides the ability to unlock orders, order sta-
tus, availability, security, ACD call detail, ACD call group, ACD call
client, download maintenance, download reports, view PC inventory

�

by division.

Figure 5.37 Completed IS requests by department, 2005
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Budget and Metrics

Next, address the following questions relative to expenditures:

� What is the total IS budget for this year?
� What have been the IS expenditures the past five years?
� What is the breakdown of the IS expenses by category, such as

labor, consulting, travel and entertainment, training, recruitment
fees, shipping and postage, supplies, dues and subscriptions, hard-
ware, software, telephone, depreciation, and amortization? Be sure
to include the total amount of money the entire organization is
spending on either leasing or owning (depreciation, amortization)
of PCs, not just those charged to IS.

� What have been the capital expenses for the past five years?
� What are the major areas of capital expenses this year?
� What are the IS expenditures by country or department or appli-

cation area?
� What are the IS expenditures as a percentage of sales for the past

five years?
� What are the IS expenditures per employee for the past five years?

The best way to communicate the IS expenditures is visually with
several bar and pie charts showing the composition and growth of the
spending in both the detail document and the summary presentation.

Review and Confirm IS Situation

Meet with IS management to present a summary of the current IS envi-
ronment and obtain confirmation of the information. This is an excellent
time to correct any misunderstanding of the current situation before
analyzing the environment, determining strengths or weaknesses, or mak-
ing recommendations. Update the current information with any changes
and proceed with the analysis phase.

Analyzing the Current IS Situation
Now you have documented the current IS situation, and in the previous
phase, you documented the business situation and direction. Next, analyze
the current IS situation against the industry situation and business direction
to identify the gaps.
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Conduct Industry Benchmarking

Industry benchmarking can be extremely useful when analyzing the cur-
rent situation. You can purchase industry benchmark data from a number
of companies (e.g., Computer Economics, Gartner Group, Giga, and Meta).
For example, it is helpful to benchmark against a Computer Economics
metrics for each industry and size company, including:

� IS budget as a percent of revenue
� IS spending per employee
� Overall IS budget
� IS budget comparison with last year
� IS departmental budget as a percent of the total IS spending
� IS spending by category
� Training costs
� Baseline costs
� IS capital spending by category
� IS staffing
� Workers supported per IS employee
� IS staffing mix
� Staffing changes from last year
� Contractor and temporary personnel percent
� IS reporting structure
� Technology implementation status
� Hardware trends
� Processes

Identify IS Industry Trends and Competitor Profiles

Technology and IS industry are continuously changing, which also affects
the strategic direction. How do you provide management with an under-
standable overview of where technology has been in the past and where
it is going in the future? Management needs to have an understanding of
some of the basic trends and terminology because these factors may be
involved in the new direction.

It is helpful to provide management with an index or appendix of
technologies and the associated definitions. Categorize technology into
tiers such:

Obsolete or trailing edge: This includes older “tried and true” technol-
ogy, also known as legacy technology. However, unit cost may be
too high to implement due to the age and support costs of the
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outdated technology. Projects may be planned to sunset (or replace)
this obsolete technology with more up-to-date technology that is
easier to support.

Ready to implement: This includes existing technologies that are avail-
able and proven, that have a defined cost saving, and for which
the risk of implementation is low. These technologies may be
implemented in some areas of the company, but not fully utilized
or exploited.

Emerging or strategic technologies: This includes relatively newer tech-
nologies that are being implemented commercially but are more
leading edge. These technologies have a higher risk of implemen-
tation and would not be cost effective at this stage.

Need further review: This includes technologies that are more experi-
mental than commercial. These technologies are typically cost effec-
tive, and have a high risk of implementation. These technologies
can be reviewed for possible future deployment.

Summarize the impact the industry trends have on the IS direction.
Two examples are shown in Exhibit 5.11 and Exhibit 5.12.

�
Exhibit 5.11 Technology Trend Impact — Example 1

Technology Trends Potential Use 

Data warehouse, 
business intelligence, 
knowledge 
management, data 
mining, business 
performance 
management

A data warehouse is a central repository for various 
data collected across the enterprise. The data is 
collected from various transactional systems and 
organized for improved analysis and access of 
information. We could use data warehouse 
technology to effectively analyze and correlate the 
information across the company. Data warehouse 
applications are typically separate from the 
primary business application (ERP). It is important 
to get the right information to the right individual 
so he or she can make better business decisions 
and retain knowledge gained within the 
organization. We can use this concept to provide 
more information rather than data, which will help 
individuals make better business decisions. The 
lack of information was cited as a weakness for the 
company.
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Enterprise 
application 
integration (EAI)

EAI consolidates and integrates the information 
and applications across the enterprise. EAI 
software lowers the total cost of interfacing 
applications when there are many different 
applications or points of integration. EAI provides 
a virtual system so that disparate systems appear 
as a unified application. For example, we may be 
able to use EAI to integrate as system like ERP and 
CRM.

Web services Web services is a means of connecting and 
leveraging disparate data, systems, and software 
using “universal glue” (called XML interfaces via 
the Internet). It is used as an internal and external 
approach to enterprise application integration 
(EAI). This would be another option to integrate 
applications.

Web portals A web portal is a window or gateway to specific 
services, applications, and information based on 
the needs of the department or customer. We 
could use this technology to personalize customer 
or supplier interactions. A portal gives a unified 
common interface to the enterprise business 
applications and decision tools, both externally 
and internally.

Web deployment 
technologies (.NET, 
J2EE, Java, XML)

This is a framework for Web services deployment. 
This technology can be used in additional 
development projects. 

Executive 
information system 
(EIS)

EIS provides a graphical representation of 
company performance to support improved 
decision making (e.g., green light for adequate 
daily production throughput, red light for 
throughput lower than plan). A true EIS would 
provide real-time information, or dashboard, the 
ability to drill down into the detail, and all 
information without additional programming for 
each request.

E-procurement E-procurement is the business-to-business 
purchase of supplies and services over the 
Internet. It reduces purchasing overhead, reduces 
the purchasing cycle, and facilitates more 
competitive pricing as suppliers submit 
competitive bids to win your business. 

Technology Trends Potential Use 
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�

�
Exhibit 5.12 Technology Trend Impact — Example 2

The following are trends in the network industry that could impact our future:

� Network Protection: Virus and worms are becoming more of a threat to
companies operations than ever before. At one time it was taking several
months for an exploit to be written once a vulnerability was identified.
Today we are seeing exploits within weeks. Companies should be taking
and planning for several actions:
– Anti-virus software: Companies need to have anti-virus software installed

on all PCs and servers with processes in place to enforce currency.
– Anti-virus e-mail checking: Every e-mail received and sent needs to be

scanned for viruses.
– 802.1x: The implementation of 802.1x will allow networks to interro-

gate any PC plugged into the network to ensure this is a corporate PC
that is current on anti-virus software.

– Security client software: Companies have been introducing client soft-
ware to recognize improper behaviors and shut them down before
damage can be done. These agents are not dependent on a list of known
viruses, but monitor what programs are attempting to do and stops any
behavior that is not acceptable. Cisco’s Cisco Security Agent (CSA) is

E-business This is using Web technology to totally reengineer 
business processes for efficiency. 

Document 
management

Managing business documents and 
documentation, including the retention, storage, 
and retrieval. This technology can be very helpful 
for R&D notebooks and documents. 

Customer 
relationship 
management (CRM)

This is an application that provides complete 
centralized information about customers. 

Applications service 
providers (ASP)

ASPs provide complete applications and 
application outsourcing environment to 
companies. Effectively, this is a business 
application rental option. 

Mobile commerce, 
wireless applications

With millions of Internet appliances ranging from 
phones to handhelds and pagers in the hands of 
consumers, the opportunity for e-business 
applications is great.

Technology Trends Potential Use 
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an example of this. This type of software is relatively new in the industry
and is maturing.

� Voice-over-IP: Voice-over-IP (VoIP) will eventually replace traditional phone
services. Companies investigating and converting to VoIP are typically
companies that have outdated PBX systems that need replacing. VoIP offers
many advantages, such as a local dial plan throughout all sites and phone
portability. VoIP may or may not save long-distance charges. In-depth
analysis needs to be conducted to determine data WAN costs versus long
distance charges. According to a Meta Group survey of 276 North Amer-
ican companies, 62% of midsize enterprises and 63% of large enterprises
(with 1,500 or more employees) have implemented some form of VoIP. It
is widely accepted that everyone will convert to IP telephony. The only
question is when.

� Wireless networks (802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g standards): Wireless net-
working has taken off in the industry to the point where access points and
wireless cards are available in commercial stores. Depending on the culture
of a company, the network staff probably needs to build a wireless network
before someone else does. The key points to consider when deploying a
wireless network are:
– What security to deploy. WEP, LEAP, and EAP are some of the options.

Security is a must on wireless networks, and it is a wise move to
implement the latest most secure option available.

– This is a public band available for anyone’s use. Quite often, devices
such as a cordless phone can interfere or interrupt 802.11 networks.

– This is shared bandwidth over the airwaves, where wired LANs provide
dedicated bandwidth to the PC.

� Increased reliance on the Internet.
� Voice, data, video integration, streaming video.
� 10-gigabit Ethernet: Increased network speed.
� Load balancing: Using content switches to load-balance server pools.
� IP version 6: The U.S. Department of Defense is expanding the current

network address scheme.
� Grid computing: Grid computing is applying the resources of many com-

puters in a network to a single problem at the same time.
� Nationwide high-speed cellular data networks.
� Privacy issues.
� Telecommuting support.

Server Trends
The following are trends with servers that may have an impact:

� Decreased cost of a business transaction.
� Increased interoperability and communication among diverse platforms.
� Increased use of Java, HTML, XML, and other Web development and thin

client technologies, XSL (Extensible Stylesheet Language for presenting
XML documents).
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� SAN storage devices; grouping storage together to share across servers.
Reduces costs.

� Clustering.
� Fiber Channel storage.
� Hyperthreading CPUs’ processor performance.
� Linux operating system for servers and desktops.
� Grid computing: Grid computing is applying the resources of many com-

puters in a network to a single problem at the same time.
� Blade servers: Cluster-based systems that can be configured to include

load-balancing and failover; hot-pluggable. Saves space and cuts costs.
� Server consolidation.
� Self-healing servers.
� 64-bit processing.
� Microsoft Windows Server R2 (2005 release): Will include support for

Microsoft Visual Studio .NET development tools, features helping to deploy
servers in branch offices, allow users to access intranet-based services
without going through a virtual private network (VPN).

� Microsoft Windows Server Longhorn (2007 release).
� IBM FAST100: Entry-level disk array to compete with EMC, IBM’s first write-

once, read-many (WORM) tape cartridge.
� Storage virtualization technology: Capabilities for managing data on com-

peting disk arrays. Provides high levels of scalability.

Desktop and Peripheral Trends
The following are trends with desktops and peripherals that may have an impact:

� Microsoft domination on the desktop.
� Embedded, smaller, and more powerful processors and chips.
� Replacement of desktop with laptop.
� Wireless, cellular, and mobile technology.
� Easy-to-use interfaces.
� Improved graphics, video, and sound.
� Increased video card power.
� Touch screens.
� Voice recognition.
� Multimodal access, handheld and PDA devices, palms, Blackberries.
� Computer telephone integration.
� Bar coding, RFID/EPC.
� Smart cards.
� Encryption, biometrics, and other security measures.
� IBM’s Workplace Client Technology: A middle-ware approach to delivering

server-based applications to a slimmed-down client that can run the Linux,
Windows, and Mac operating systems. Supports a wide range of handheld

�

and embedded operating systems as users move from device to device.
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Competitor Profiles

For business management, this can be one of the most interesting sections
of the plan. It is critical to find out what your competitors are doing with
IS. It is amazing how knowing what the competitors are doing can establish
an immediate sense of urgency to improve your IS environment!

So, how do you obtain information about your competitors? It actually
sounds more difficult than it is. From the business review section of the
planning process, you have a list of the competitors. Following are different
methods of obtaining information:

� Ask them! You can find your competitors at IS organizations,
training classes, and conventions. Even if you are honest and
explain what company you are with, it will surprise you how many
IS professionals are willing to tell you about their environment.

� Talk to employees within the company who used to work for a
competitor. This can provide a wealth of information. Typically,
in the marketing and sales or research and development sections
of the organization, it is common to have individuals who have
come from competing companies. Interview them and find out as
much as possible.

� Review magazines, books, and journals. A literary search often
reveals many different pieces about the IS environment of a com-
pany.

� Talk to vendors. Ask vendors to provide a list of clients utilizing
their products.

� Look on the Internet. Review competitors’ home pages and any
other related information.

� Talk to customers of the competitor. Why did they choose the
competition? Did the competition offer particular functionality that
was attractive? Survey information may be available through the
marketing and sales department from lost customers showing why
the companies chose your competitor.

� Hire a consultant, provide a list of the companies, and pay to have
a competitive analysis completed.

Following is some information that is helpful to find out about the
competition:

� How many employees does the company have in IS? How many
employees total are there in the company?
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� What business application software is utilized? When did the com-
pany implement it? Is there a project in progress to replace it?

� Do their various divisions or locations operate on a central or
common IS?

� What is the status of their PC environment and network?
� Can you obtain any information regarding IS expenditures?
� What functions does the company offer its customers (e.g., EDI,

credit card, direct order entry, inventory tracking)?
� What particular technologies does the company utilize?

In addition to writing any information in the competitive profile section,
it is useful to summarize the information in the strategic plan. Is the IS
environment ahead or behind of competition? List the reasons why you
are ahead or behind. What specific capabilities do you or do you not
have in comparison to your competitors? Some things to look for include:

� Packaged software versus custom
� Strong or weak PC environment
� Strong or weak network, worldwide or local
� Outsourcing or staff within (for example, programming, PC help

desk, PC acquisition)
� Integrated supply chain
� Utilization of technology (for example, bar coding, imaging, etc.)
� Use of the Internet
� Automated sales force
� Ability to take custom orders
� Speed of order delivery

Review Information Needs and Data Context Model

Review the list of business measures, key performance indicators, or key
information needs identified in Chapter 4. For each business measure,
identify the availability of the measure using the current systems. For
example, create a spreadsheet with the business measure and the following
columns:

� Whether it is available from the core business application systems
� Whether it is incomplete in the application systems
� Whether it is difficult to obtain, meaning that manual manipulation

is required outside the system
� Whether it is not available
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Total the information and summarize what percent is available and
what percent is unavailable today. Do not be surprised if many of the
key measures are derived by individuals manually keying information into
a spreadsheet for analysis and manipulation rather than taken directly
from the business application systems.

Review Business Processes and Use of Applications

Review the business processes identified in the previous phase and
develop a list of key process improvement areas. For each process
improvement area, identify whether it can be completed with the current
application software or whether additional software is required. Also,
identify business processes that do not have any automation today that
could be improved using systems. Also, review the world-class benchmark
business process statistics to identify key areas that can be improved.
Review the business readiness for change.

Identify High-Level Functional Requirements and Gaps 

Business Requirements Analysis

Review the list of business requirements developed in the previous phase.
Identify whether the requirements are completed with manual processes
rather than handled through the current business application systems. An
example of the first few requirements is shown in Table 5.3.

Review the business interview notes, and identify any business require-
ments not sufficiently met with the current IS. The business requirements
analysis can provide a very thorough and detailed picture of the gap of
the current systems compared to what is required. Exhibit 5.13 shows an
example of how to present this gap.

�
Exhibit 5.13 Business Requirements Gap

The current systems lack the breadth and depth of functionality that is required.
The appendix has a list of 250 detailed business application requirements specific
for the manufacturing area, all of which are typically included in ERP software
packages. Each requirement is rated by our personnel as to whether they need the
requirement, whether they have it today and it is cumbersome or works well,
whether it is desired, or whether it is a future need. The following is a summary
of the requirements:
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Table 5.3 Business Requirements Evaluation

Division A Division B

No. Question Details
Manual
Today

No, not
needed

Maybe,
don’t
know

Yes,
needed

In the
future

No, not
needed

Maybe,
don’t
know

Yes,
needed

In the
future

1 Do you do 
assemble-to-
order 
manufacturing?

X X

2 Do you do 
batch 
processing?

Does the manufacture of your 
product involve mixing or 
blending chemicals, chemical 
compounds, basic raw 
materials, or food products?

X X

3 Do you do 
configure-to-
order 
manufacturing?

Do you sell configured 
products assembled from 
features and options through a 
final assembly process?

X X

4 Do you do 
continuous 
flow 
manufacturing?

Wait and/or queue time 
between production operations 
is minimal or nonexistent. Most 
common in process industries 
where material is transported 
between operations via piping 
or other conveyance devices. 
Continuous flow versus work 
order process.

X X
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5 Do you do 

discrete 
manufacturing?

A discrete work order must be 
opened for the manufacture of 
a specific quantity, and then 
closed on completion.

X X

6 Do you do 
engineer-to-
order 
manufacturing?

Are your products/finished 
goods custom-engineered for 
specific customers? Do 
customers have unique product 
designs?

M X X

7 Are you a job 
shop?

A job shop environment uses 
work orders to control 
production organized by 
functional work centers, such as 
drilling, press, etc.

X X

8 Do you do 
make-to-order 
manufacturing?

Do you produce finished goods 
once the order has been 
received, as opposed to picking 
standard products off the shelf?

X X

9 Do you do 
make-to-stock 
manufacturing?

Do you produce finished goods 
to a forecast and/or master 
schedule to be stocked until 
relieved by orders?

M X X

10 Do you do 
process 
manufacturing?

Process manufacturing adds 
value by mixing, separating, 
forming chemical reactions, 
dealing with formulas, batch 
sizes, and potency.

X X
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Table 5.3 (continued) Business Requirements Evaluation

Division A Division B

No. Question Details
Manual
Today

No, not
needed

Maybe,
don’t
know

Yes,
needed

In the
future

No, not
needed

Maybe,
don’t
know

Yes,
needed

In the
future

11 Do you do 
repetitive 
manufacturing?

Repetitive manufacturers 
manufacture in high-volume, 
high-speed production by 
scheduling lines using work 
cells and JIT method.

X X

12 Does your 
business or 
organization 
consist of 
more than 
one company 
or division?

You require the software to 
maintain multiple 
companies; need to 
maintain separate balance 
sheets and be able to 
consolidate them.

X X
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As can be seen in Figure 5.38, only 20, or 11%, of the requirements are met
with today’s system. Some 13% of the requirements are met with cumbersome
processes today; 39% are desired in the current system; and 37% are needed in
the future. Although the company prides itself on its state-of-the-art manufacturing,
much is accomplished due to manual work and personal heroics rather than using
technology and repeatable processes.

A review of the total requirements shows that of the 138 requirements identified,
69% are manual or cumbersome today, 10% are needed in the future, and only

�

21% are automated today (see Figure 5.39).

Business Operating Vision Analysis

Review the business operating vision. Identify which requirements can be
met and which cannot be met with the current IS. Analyze whether the
current systems can address the business needs relative to global operations.

Figure 5.38 Manufacturing requirements

Have Today

Functionality
Don’t 
Need Cumbersome

Works 
Well Desired

Future 
Need

Totals 71 24 20 68 67

Manufacturing Requirements

Cumbersome

13%

Works Well

11%Future Need

37%

Desired

39%
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One way to complete this analysis is to work with the IS steering
committee and grade your current systems against how well the systems
meet the requirements in the business operating vision with the following
grades (or any other rating that the group agrees upon):

A: Excellent
B: Good
C: Average
D: Below Average
F: Fail, does not meet requirement at all

It may take a short discussion of each requirement to come to an
agreement. Typically, this discussion can be very beneficial to identify
strong and weak areas. Exhibit 5.14 shows an example of one company’s
grades on its business operating vision.

�
Exhibit 5.14 Business Operating Vision Gap

Manufacturing

� Process manufacturing D
� Discrete manufacturing D
� Make-to-stock manufacturing D
� Make-to-order manufacturing F

Operate the business on a worldwide basis

� Partial design or manufacturing anywhere F
� Consistent manufacturing processes/products F

Figure 5.39 High-level requirements

High-Level Requirements

Manual or

Cumbersome

Today

69%

Automated Today

21%

Needed in the

Future

10%
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� Take an order anywhere, fill anywhere F
� Coordinate worldwide project teams F
� Worldwide procurement and sourcing F
� Common customer support and service F
� Multicurrency, multilingual F

Utilize technology to operate efficiently and effectively

� Worldwide e-mail D
� Paperless environment D
� Minimize manual efforts F
� Easy-to-use, flexible F
� Electronic commerce F
� Easy interfacing of systems D

Easy to do business with from a customer standpoint

� Electronic commerce F
� Capability to bundle sales F
� Handle complex and multiple-site customers D
� Utilize Internet for customer information F
� Utilize external electronic services F
� Interface to customer system F

Have worldwide information needed to manage the business

� Provide timely visibility to key metrics D
� Track and report contract compliance C
� Timely roll-up of subsidiaries’ financial numbers D
� Timely financial close process D
� Track the success of marketing techniques F
� Sales force information F
� Worldwide forecasting, budgeting, planning D
� Worldwide inventory information F

�

� Worldwide customer complaint/call information F

By reviewing the grades, the group may be able to come to some
initial observations. Perhaps all the systems are inadequate, or perhaps
several areas are in excellent shape while only a few areas are poor.

Environmental Business Requirements Analysis

Review the environmental business requirements. With the help of the IS
steering committee, grade the current systems against how well the systems
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meet the environmental requirements. Additional observations can indicate
weak areas, or perhaps the business has grown into new areas and the
systems have not kept pace with the business changes.

External Business Requirements Analysis

Review the list of external business requirements, including customer and
other stakeholder requirements. Identify requirements that are not suffi-
ciently handled with the current systems.

Business Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 
Threats Analysis

Review the business strengths identified in the previous phase. Is there
any technology that can be utilized to capitalize on the strengths and
provide a competitive advantage? For example, if a company strength is
customer relationships, can customer relationship management (CRM)
software be used to anticipate customer needs and send a personalized
e-mail? If a strength is the flexibility of the company, are systems structured
to handle flexibility? Also, it is important to review weaknesses. Can
technology be utilized to strengthen any of the weaknesses? For example,
if a weakness is prices, can improved cost analysis allow the company to
reduce costs and prices? Review opportunities and threats for similar
technology opportunities.

Develop IS Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats 
(SWOT), Risks, Technology Opportunities, Business Enablers

By comparing the current situation to the industry and business require-
ments, identify strengths and weaknesses of the IS environment in the
following areas:

� Business application
� Technical infrastructure
� People, organization, culture
� Processes

Exhibit 5.15 shows an example of a detailed business application
analysis.
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�
Exhibit 5.15 Business Application Detailed Assessment

Order Management and Marketing
Strengths:

� Order entry is accurate.
� Sales system provides a lot of good sales information (although difficult to

use).

Weaknesses:

� System has no online verification of inventory, availability, restriction
codes, storage temperatures, and order versus forecast.

� Inability to accept an order anywhere in the world, have visibility to it
worldwide, and manufacture or fill the order anywhere in the world
depending on capacity, availability, and inventory.

� Inability to handle order entry for shipments from all current distribution
centers.

� Inability to handle international orders.
� Inability to support multicurrency and multilanguages.
� System does not currently support electronic commerce with customers,

including invoicing, money transfer or payments, ordering. Systems are not
able to do EDI, direct entry, or direct interface from a customer purchasing
system.

� Inability to bundle sales and share information with other entities to support
joint sales, common customer and membership information, and joint
contracts. Inability to produce a combined sales report for customers with
corporate information.

� Cumbersome program for handling credits and debits.
� Usage control program is inadequate for the international business needs

of today.
� Inability to support a combined warehouse with other divisions.
� Cannot easily handle make-to-order.
� Inability to easily handle international shipping and receiving.
� Inability to handle complex and multiple-site customers and track mem-

bership of group purchasing organizations and hospital chains. Inability to
interface with customer third-party intermediaries or distributors.

� No Internet home page currently for customers to have access of training
availability, communications, product information, etc.

� No usage of external services and sources of customer information.
� Contract compliance information not meeting all the needs.
� Inability to track the success of various marketing techniques.
� Sales force has very limited information available, and it is not timely.

Marketing has limited visibility to the consolidated sales information; it
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takes much manual effort to obtain it, it is not timely, and it is of ques-
tionable accuracy. This includes won/loss information, placement informa-
tion, customer information, and general visibility to what is happening in
the field.

� Inability to interface information from the customer system for automatic
reordering or test result information.

� No visibility to worldwide customer complaint and call information.

Manufacturing
Strengths:

� Provides the basic inventory management and MRP tools
� Systems built around capabilities of IS
� Personnel who are trained and experienced 
� Above-average lot control and tracking system
� Above-average expiration and ship date logic

Weaknesses:

� Does not handle worldwide sourcing and procurement
� Limited cost information
� Not user friendly
� Limited visibility to hours required to build a system
� No tie of shop floor hours to payroll
� Poor CRP capabilities
� Poor inventory, supplier, and distribution management tools
� Inaccurate allocation screens
� No “what-if” capabilities
� Limited visibility to change
� No visibility of run rate versus standard
� Must do quality check on all reports before using for inaccurate and

incomplete information
� Many manual workarounds to bridge the needs with system capabilities
� Overall limited reporting capabilities on manufacturing activities
� Below-average distribution capabilities (e.g., backorders manually have to

be tracked)
� No system expert (however, we do have module experts)
� Does not support consistent manufacturing processes and products; no

common bill-of-material or part numbering
� Limited cost information

Finance
Strengths:

� Data is accurate in cost to six decimal places to the right.
� Ability to transfer information from sales system and general ledger to Excel.
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Weaknesses:

� Financial close process very cumbersome, time-consuming, and not timely.
It takes three weeks to close the books for a month and disseminate
financial information. By the time management has the information, it is
too late to be useful or make timely business decisions.

� Different worldwide calendar makes financial comparisons difficult.
� Roll-up of subsidiaries’ financial information not timely.
� Limited capabilities for forecasting and budgeting.
� Financial reports are time-consuming and cumbersome to generate.
� Limited worldwide information available.
� No visibility to worldwide inventory.
� Chart of accounts maintenance is complicated and labor intensive.
� It is very difficult to budget spending at a project level. You cannot easily

accumulate expenses for projects that continue over a year-end.
� Inability to track customer profitability.
� Foreign currency is not handled properly.
� Limited reporting capabilities in accounts receivable. Reports not available

other than month-end.
� No online visibility to spending or budget. Find out after it is too late.
� Unable to point sales from one division to different general ledger account

numbers.
� Requires many manual journal entries in general ledger.

�

� Unable to keep financial data on the system for more than three years.

After submitting the detailed strengths and weaknesses, in a meeting
with the IS steering committee, brainstorm and list the strengths and
weaknesses for the business applications as a whole. The interaction
during this process can help everyone understand the situation in other
areas of the business. Exhibit 5.16 shows an example of the overall
strengths and weaknesses assembled by one company for the detailed
plan document; Table 5.4 shows another company’s application strengths
and weaknesses in the summary presentation format.

�
Exhibit 5.16 Business Application Summary Assessment

Strengths

� It works! The system is getting the job done and allowing the business to
function today.

� It is reliable and is generally available during the stated daytime hours.
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� Overall, the systems are tailored to our business rather than fitting the
business to the system. This allows us to continually make process improve-
ments in the business and change the system to meet those requirements.
Therefore, we have flexibility in how we do our business, rather than being
constrained by the system (provided we have the resources to accommo-
date the changes in a timely fashion).

Weaknesses
� Although our systems collect a lot of data, all areas lack in ease of ability

to analyze the data and turn it into valuable information. Simple analysis
questions or “what if” questions require significant manual manipulation
and independent searching. As a result, there is considerable demand on
the programming group and a large backlog of projects.

� Due to the high number of custom systems, the systems require a high
level of maintenance and support to keep them functioning.

� Many of the key measures to manage the business are not available from
the systems, or are derived through extensive work on PCs and manual
processes.

� The systems are not user friendly. A lot of training is required to become
proficient with the systems and therefore a limited number of individuals
have access to information.

� Reporting is cumbersome. Users need to submit programming requests to
see a different view of the data.

� The systems do not currently support a paperless environment. All pro-
cesses utilize considerable manual effort.

� The systems require much manual maintenance, duplicate entry, and exter-
nal manipulation of data. Many workarounds and external “islands of
information” have developed over the years to accommodate deficiencies
in the systems.

� Quality of data is questionable.
� Information is stored in several different places, and labor is required to

keep information updated in several places. Information is inconsistent.
� The systems are slow, and have capacity and space issues.
� Nightly processing requires too large a time window, reducing system

availability.
� Capabilities are currently limited for worldwide communication, interac-

tion, and sharing of files.
� Current systems (other than the new software) do not meet the desired

computing architecture requirements that are outlined in subsequent sec-
tions. The systems are not open, which means the systems are difficult to
integrate for worldwide information and ease of obtaining information. The
systems are not client/server or graphic user interface (GUI) based, which
means utilizing the power of the PC so that the systems are easy to use.
The systems are not a packaged supplier solution because they have been
significantly modified and are not maintained by the supplier. The systems

�

are not real-time, which means that the systems are not available 24 hours.
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One large multidivisional company summarized the gap in the business
application systems by placing them on a grid identifying efficiency,
effectiveness, and number of systems as shown in Figure 5.40.

Next, review the technical infrastructure. Grade the current systems
against technical requirements as shown by Exhibit 5.17.

�
Exhibit 5.17 Technical Infrastructure Assessment

Current Systems
Grade

Configurability
Table-driven logic C
Configurable logic C
Workflow F
User-defined fields C
User-defined tables C
Forms tools D
Metadata F

Table 5.4 Application Strengths and Weaknesses

Business Applications

Strengths Weaknesses

� They work
� Customized
� Handles volume, throughput
� Relatively stable
� Interface broker
� Warehouse functionality
� Web-based functionality
� Electronic EDI
� Scalable costs

� Not designed for current business
� Manufacturing functionality weak
� Information access
� Data integrity
� Size/volume limitations
� Visibility to costs, profit
� Architecture out of date
� Risk
� Not flexible, requires programming
� Customized, not best practice
� Warehouse, shipping systems
� Interfacing data
� Ease of use, “green screen”
� Standard ERP functionality lacking
� CRM lacking
� International
� Fragile
� Not real-time
� Tools
� Costs relative to functionality
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Flexibility
Relational database structure F
Extensible database F
Interoperability and reusability F
Program calls F
Service-oriented architecture F

Information
Real time C
Business intelligence F
Graphical user interface A
Query by example C
Electronic reporting C
Drill-down C
Ad hoc reporting D
Screen and reporting functionality C
Built-in data warehouse F
Extract transform and load F
Microsoft Excel add-ins F

Integration
Web services F
Integration management F
Enterprise applications interface F
Application programming interfaces F
Support Simple Object Access Protocol F
EDI B

Security
Transaction history B
Single Sign-On F
Secure Socket Layer F
Role-based security C
Record-based data access F
Built-in disaster recovery tools C

Scalability
Web enabled F
Efficient application design C
Multi-tier distributed computing F
Real application clusters F
Monitoring C
Open systems F
Enabling Technology
Effective-date controlled data C
Integrated device electronics F

�

E-mail integration F
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Functional Requirements:

Component Management

Documentation Requirements:

Electronic Document Approval

Document Routing/Distribution

Communication & Tools

Requirements:

Electronic Discussions

Functional Requirements:

DRP

Communication & Tools Requirements:

Desktop Tools:

Word Processing

Spreadsheet

Presentation

Functional Requirements:

Accounts Receivable

Benefits Mgmt.

Billing CAD

Cash Mgmt.

Consolidation

Contract Processing

General Ledger

Inventory Control

MRPII

Order Processing

Payroll/Incentive

Compensation

Product Costing

Project Mgmt.

Purchasing

Receiving/Insp./Warehouse Mgmt.

Information

Requirements:

Distribution History

G/L Account History

Inventory Profile

Production Cost

History

Receipt History

Sales History

Communication &

Tools Requirements:

Electronic Mail

Functional Requirements:

Accounts Payable

Asset Management

Contact Management

Customer Call Management

Disbursements

Employee Management

Intercompany Processing

Quotation/Proposal

Skills Management

Documentation Requirements:

Document Library

Document Search

Document check-in/out

Version control

External document imaging

Internal document imaging

Information Requirements:

Benefits History

Budgets/Forecast

Carrier Profile

Compensation Hist

Competitor Profile

Customer Demand

Customer Profile

Expense History

Headcount Profile

Installed Base

Market Profile

Communication & Tools

Requirements:

Links to external information

Electronic forms

Calendaring

Less Effective More Effective
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Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the technical infrastructure.
Table 5.5 shows a summary of the analysis at one company.

It can be helpful to summarize the overall gap of business applications
and technical infrastructure, as shown in Exhibit 5.18.

�
Exhibit 5.18 Analysis Summary

� Business Applications: The business applications have the largest gap from
where we need to be. The majority of the items listed in the business
operating vision are a result of lacking deficiencies in our business appli-
cation systems. The strengths and weaknesses that were identified also
provide more specific information on the gaps. The area of the business
application is the area of most concern, and will take the most time and
resources to improve. Rather than building on what we have, this area
requires total overhaul and replacement.

� PC and LAN: This area of our environment is positioned for the future.
There are, however, improvements necessary in the areas of support, com-
munication, consistency, and tools to better utilize this environment. Stan-
dards and controls, although not perfect, are moving in the right direction.
During the past few years, the company has invested fairly well in this
area. Although our PC environment continually needs upgrading, it is not
significantly lacking.
To meet our future computing architecture and the business requirements
of easy access to information in a meaningful format, the PC is a very
critical piece of our environment. We must aggressively continue invest-
ments and upgrades in this area.

� Product-Related Computing: There are improvements we can do in this
area, but in general, the systems here seem to be meeting the requirements.

Table 5.5 Technical Infrastructure Analysis

Technical Infrastructure

Strengths Weaknesses

� Reliable
� Standard PC hardware/software 

environment
� Up-to-date technology
� Security, firewalls, UPS, anti-virus
� Standard network components
� Management tools
� Internet cost-effective WAN
� Gigabit Ethernet backbone

� Large, complex server infrastructure
� Microsoft Office 97
� Potential limitations of Internet for 

WAN
� Gauntlet firewall
� Server failover
� Some single points of failure
� SAN
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The systems are old, patched, have been added onto over the years, are
written in a variety of languages, and have redundant and inefficient data
structures. Redesigning and changing the technical architecture of these
systems would help significantly but is not as urgent as the improved
business application systems. These systems are very company specific,
and we would probably not find packages that would address these require-
ments. Once we obtain a new technical environment for the business
application systems, we must evaluate these systems to be rewritten for
the new environment and possibly eliminate a separate environment.

� Network: The basic infrastructure of the local network is such that we can
build on it for the future. There are weak areas and links that we must
strengthen, and we must increase the capacity to be able to handle our
new computing architecture. The network will become our most critical
piece of our environment in the future. We must place focus on strength-
ening our external network to other locations, customers, suppliers, and
other external entities. Our networking capabilities will become our advan-
tage or disadvantage in the marketplace in the future.

In summary, our business application systems are the area of largest concern
and need of improvement at this time. We need to continue to build on and
strengthen the PC and network areas. We can migrate the product-related com-

�

puting to the new architecture over time.

Review the strengths and weaknesses with the organization, people,
and culture, as shown in Table 5.6. Identify the strengths and weaknesses
relative to processes, as shown in Table 5.7.

Develop IS Assessment Scorecards; Rate with Team

In addition to qualitative information in the strengths and weaknesses
section, it is helpful to have quantitative data that can be compared from
year to year. The surveys provide some quantitative data, but scorecards
can also be helpful. Develop scorecards with industry best practices and
rate your performance with the IS management team. Rating the scorecard
as a group is a valuable exercise, establishes a common base, and
communicates issues across functions. Include sections and ratings for:

� Strategy
� People/organization
� Processes
� Business applications
� Technical infrastructure
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Ratings on a scale of 1–5 can be used as follows:

1. No systematic approach is evident to the criteria. Results do not
exist or are poor.

2. The beginning of a systematic approach is evident but major gaps
exist.

3. A systematic approach to the criteria with good performance.

Table 5.6 Organizational Assessment

IT Organization, Culture

Strengths Weaknesses

� Knowledgeable people
� Have made improvements
� Fun environment
� Strong IS values
� Institutional knowledge
� Good backup skills
� Upper management commitment
� Customer service focus
� Resources allocated per division
� Flexibility

� Leadership
� Decision making
� Trust, respect
� Too many meetings
� Organization structure

– Managers, span of control
– No project management
– Manufacturing application 

knowledge
– Clarity in roles
– Business analyst role
– Worldwide coordination
– Skill set capacity

� Accountability
� Teamwork

Table 5.7 IS Process Analysis

IS Processes

Strengths Weaknesses

� Some documented policies, 
procedures

� Job descriptions
� System change log, SCR process
� Project management framework
� Partial disaster recovery process

� Informal processes, inconsistent, 
undocumented

� Project management not implemented
� Complete test system, process
� Documentation
� User training
� Prioritizing
� Governance, overall steering 

committee
� Business continuance plan
� Communication
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4. A sound and systematic approach to the criteria with good to
excellent performance.

5. Criteria are fully implemented without any significant weaknesses
or gaps in any area.

Exhibit 5.19 is one example of a scorecard.

�
Exhibit 5.19 Scorecard

Criteria Ranking

Strategy

1. IS is a true business partner with business departments. 1 2 3 4 5
2. A formal, consistent process is used for joint 

development (business and IS) of an IS strategic plan. 1 2 3 4 5
3. A comprehensive IS strategy exists with all 

opportunities identified and prioritized jointly by the 
business and IS. 1 2 3 4 5

4. The IS strategy is aligned and integrated with the 
business strategy. 1 2 3 4 5

5. A clear business vision as well as business objectives 
and priorities is communicated. 1 2 3 4 5

6. IS delivers strategic business value to the business. 1 2 3 4 5
7. The entire IS organization has a strong customer focus. 1 2 3 4 5
8. IS competitive comparisons have been completed. 1 2 3 4 5
9. There is a clear and consistent IS vision and objectives 

communicated. 1 2 3 4 5
10. The vision for technology is known and marketed 

throughout the business. 1 2 3 4 5
11. Goals and plans have clear, measurable objectives. 1 2 3 4 5
12. There is a mind-set throughout the business open 

to and aggressively pursuing technology opportunities. 1 2 3 4 5
13. Action plans are tracked and monitored against the 

goals. There is a monthly review of actions to plan. 1 2 3 4 5
14. The technology strategy is seamless and consistent 

across all parts of the business. 1 2 3 4 5
15. Customers and key business partners are tied into the 

IS environment and strategy. 1 2 3 4 5
16. Back-office systems have a clear direction on how to 

support e-business and are moving in that direction. 1 2 3 4 5
17. Business areas drive project efforts, not IS. 1 2 3 4 5
18. There is a process for continually planning and 

adjusting the IS strategy. 1 2 3 4 5
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19. All employees understand the IS strategy. 1 2 3 4 5
20. Priorities are clear and consistent across IS. 1 2 3 4 5
21. There is proper funding to meet IS initiatives. 1 2 3 4 5
22. A balanced IS scorecard is used based on the IS goals 

and objectives. 1 2 3 4 5
23. Long term directions and expectations are not 

compromised to meet short-term demands. 1 2 3 4 5
24. IS is viewed by the business as a business enabler 

rather than an overhead expense. 1 2 3 4 5
25. The business is perceived as an IS leader and 

functionality is provided to demonstrate leadership. 1 2 3 4 5
26. Regular strategic planning meetings are conducted 

to achieve alignment. 1 2 3 4 5

People/Organization

1. A business leader sponsors each project. 1 2 3 4 5
2. Users are active participants on projects. 1 2 3 4 5
3. IS resources understand the business. 1 2 3 4 5
4. IS management provides a strong customer focus. 1 2 3 4 5
5. There is a strong commitment to learning. 1 2 3 4 5
6. IS management actively manages performance

improvement. 1 2 3 4 5
7. Accountability with proper authority is given to 

individuals for each objective. 1 2 3 4 5
8. There is strong executive management support for IS 

in the business. 1 2 3 4 5
9. IS executives participate in senior management 

meetings and decision-making activities. 1 2 3 4 5
10. Responsibilities are identified and documented. 1 2 3 4 5
11. Individuals are held accountable for performance. 1 2 3 4 5
12. There is appropriate backup of responsibilities and 

knowledge. 1 2 3 4 5
13. The organization is flat with the appropriate levels 

of management and span of control. 1 2 3 4 5
14. IS management is easy to reach and has regular 

contact with employees, users, and suppliers on values 
and performance improvement issues. 1 2 3 4 5

15. Continuous improvement, innovation, and learning is 
practiced throughout the IS organization. 1 2 3 4 5

16. There is a strong business sponsor with a passion for 
e-business. 1 2 3 4 5

17. The appropriate business units are responsible for 
Web content. 1 2 3 4 5

18. Cross-functional teams exist to improve processes 
throughout the business. 1 2 3 4 5

19. Proper orientation and training is provided. 1 2 3 4 5
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20. Resources have up-to-date technology skills. 1 2 3 4 5
21. Resources are trained in a variety of areas rather 

than specialized in a narrow function. 1 2 3 4 5
22. Reward systems (compensation and recognition) 

support the belief and performance related to goals. 1 2 3 4 5
23. The skill set of the team is adequate to do the job. 1 2 3 4 5
24. Resources include technical specialists as well as 

business generalists. 1 2 3 4 5
25. Employees freely provide input into the 

decision-making process. 1 2 3 4 5
26. Employees feel empowered so they can respond 

quickly. 1 2 3 4 5
27. Employees take ownership of projects. 1 2 3 4 5
28. Project management is recognized as a key skill 

and critical factor for successful projects. 1 2 3 4 5
29. Resources are devoted to developing project 

management skills. 1 2 3 4 5
30. Employees are encouraged to be innovative. 1 2 3 4 5
31. IS is a team-oriented organization. 1 2 3 4 5
32. Communication flows throughout the IS organization. 1 2 3 4 5
33. IS relies on external resources to complement the staff. 1 2 3 4 5
34. External resources transfer knowledge to the existing 

employees. 1 2 3 4 5
35. Career progression is based on a demonstrated growth 

in capability and skill. 1 2 3 4 5
36. Employee satisfaction is taken on a regular basis 

and actions taken as necessary. 1 2 3 4 5
37. Performance expectations are effectively communicated 

and reinforced on a regular basis. 1 2 3 4 5
38. Performance reviews include 360-degree feedback 

including input from users, peers, and management. 1 2 3 4 5
39. A formal skills development and training program exists 

with preestablished skill requirements. 1 2 3 4 5
40. Resource allocations are flexible as teams are created 

to support specific business initiatives. 1 2 3 4 5
41. Employees are developed to utilize their full potential. 1 2 3 4 5
42. Employees are utilized in areas of their strengths. 1 2 3 4 5
43. Sufficient resources are assigned to reach the 

e-business goals. 1 2 3 4 5
44. IS has a dedicated financial resource. 1 2 3 4 5
45. The CIO is positioned as a member of the corporate 

board or executive committee. 1 2 3 4 5
46. Internal relationship managers/account executives 

are employed to work with the business. 1 2 3 4 5
47. Leadership development programs are used. 1 2 3 4 5
48. A project management office exists. 1 2 3 4 5
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Processes

1. IS processes are defined and documented. 1 2 3 4 5
2. IS processes are continually improved. 1 2 3 4 5
3. There is a systems development process that manages 

application life cycle, including version releases, code 
freezes, testing plans and cycles, change management, 
source code control, and documentation. 1 2 3 4 5

4. Projects are only begun with a formal business case 
in place. 1 2 3 4 5

5. Changes are grouped in a release mode and the 
change management process is managed. 1 2 3 4 5

6. There is a test plan that is used for testing. 1 2 3 4 5
7. Stress tests are completed when necessary. 1 2 3 4 5
8. Changes are documented. 1 2 3 4 5
9. There is a process and escalation procedure for 

unhappy customers. 1 2 3 4 5
10. Business processes have been engineered to support 

the use of each application. 1 2 3 4 5
11. A formal process is in place to listen to all 

customers, to understand requirements, and improve 
processes. 1 2 3 4 5

12. Emphasis is placed on problem prevention. 1 2 3 4 5
13. Service-level agreements are defined and agreed 

upon with users. 1 2 3 4 5
14. Service-level agreements are met. 1 2 3 4 5
15. Metrics are used to measure the efficiency and 

effectiveness of processes. 1 2 3 4 5
16. Metrics exist for assessing specific impacts of 

technology on the business. 1 2 3 4 5
17. Individuals review metrics and report on a regular 

basis and take appropriate action. 1 2 3 4 5
18. It is a regular practice to track, rate, and improve 

customer service. 1 2 3 4 5
19. User problems are handled quickly. 1 2 3 4 5
20. Expectations are properly managed. 1 2 3 4 5
21. Time frames provided are realistic. 1 2 3 4 5
22. Projects are implemented on time and on budget 

with the expected business functionality. 1 2 3 4 5
23. Projects are properly planned with small project 

milestones. 1 2 3 4 5
24. IS proactively provides support. 1 2 3 4 5
25. Regular communication flows between IS and the 

business. Communication is regular, deliberate, and 
organized. 1 2 3 4 5

26. IS participates in business unit meetings and may be 
stationed in business units. 1 2 3 4 5
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27. A safe and healthy work environment is provided. 1 2 3 4 5
28. Vendor agreements are managed. 1 2 3 4 5
29. Policies and practices reflect commitment to regulatory, 

legal, and ethical compliance. 1 2 3 4 5
30. Benchmarking is done against world-class organizations. 1 2 3 4 5
31. Portfolio management or other project prioritization 

methodology is used regularly. 1 2 3 4 5
32. IS awards are won and showcased. 1 2 3 4 5
33. Project management methodologies are used regularly 

and consistently. 1 2 3 4 5
34. IS audits are performed on a regular basis. 1 2 3 4 5
35. A charge-back model is used. 1 2 3 4 5
36. IS issues regular P&L statements. 1 2 3 4 5
37. Forecast demand for IS services and systems is based 

on metrics. 1 2 3 4 5
38. Vendors are consolidated. 1 2 3 4 5
39. Risk is formally managed. 1 2 3 4 5
40. Customer surveys are done on a regular basis. 1 2 3 4 5

Business Applications

1. Functionality is designed from the customer viewpoint. 1 2 3 4 5
2. Complete business requirements are understood before 

a technical solution is developed. 1 2 3 4 5
3. Redundancy is minimized in data and applications. 1 2 3 4 5
4. Business applications are designed for maximum 

flexibility to ensure responsiveness to users. 1 2 3 4 5
5. Business applications are designed for maximum 

maintainability to improve customer service. 1 2 3 4 5
6. Business applications are designed for reusability to 

lower development costs. 1 2 3 4 5
7. Business applications are designed for integration for 

ease of use and accessibility of data. 1 2 3 4 5
8. Business applications are designed for consistency to 

reduce training costs. 1 2 3 4 5
9. Business applications are designed for usability to 

exploit technology power and reduce user training 
needs. 1 2 3 4 5

10. Each project is audited to ensure the business benefits 
were achieved. 1 2 3 4 5

11. IS delivers vendor-supported standard packages rather 
than custom solutions. 1 2 3 4 5

12. Business solutions are designed to meet or exceed 
the business requirements 1 2 3 4 5

13. IS proactively offers and suggests new technology 
solutions to assist with the business. 1 2 3 4 5

14. All key information is available online. There is quick 
and easy access to information. 1 2 3 4 5
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15. Business processes are redesigned to take advantage of 
new technology. 1 2 3 4 5

16. The data collected is complete, reliable, timely, 
accurate, and useful. 1 2 3 4 5

17. Transactional data is consolidated to reduce user 
redundancy and input while improving accuracy. 1 2 3 4 5

18. The information architecture is built to support 
business knowledge necessary to make the business 
decisions. 1 2 3 4 5

19. Updated documentation exists for the functionality 
and systems. 1 2 3 4 5

20. Navigation is consistent and easy to follow. 1 2 3 4 5
21. Solutions are scalable to accommodate changing 

business requirements. 1 2 3 4 5
22. There is an attractive and consistent look and feel on 

the Web that fits the environment. 1 2 3 4 5
23. Customers can quickly find answers to their 

most-frequently asked questions. 1 2 3 4 5
24. There is a process defined for updating Web content. 1 2 3 4 5
25. Automated e-mails are utilized to develop a customer 

relationship. 1 2 3 4 5

Technical Infrastructure

1. The infrastructure is simplified and standardized to 
reduce costs and improve support. 1 2 3 4 5

2. The infrastructure is automated to reduce costs and 
enable proactive service and support. 1 2 3 4 5

3. The infrastructure uses redundancy of technology to 
maximize availability. 1 2 3 4 5

4. The infrastructure is integrated. 1 2 3 4 5
5. Single points of failure and redundancy are addressed. 1 2 3 4 5
6. Disaster recovery plans are in place. 1 2 3 4 5
7. Backup processes are in place. 1 2 3 4 5
8. Documentation exists for the technical architecture. 1 2 3 4 5
9. Proper security policies and procedures are in place. 1 2 3 4 5

10. There is a planned, consistent, and up-to-date 
architecture. 1 2 3 4 5

11. Key metrics are captured and reported on a 
regular basis. 1 2 3 4 5

12. Proper security and firewalls are in place. 1 2 3 4 5
13. The infrastructure is scalable. 1 2 3 4 5
14. Software licenses are managed. 1 2 3 4 5
15. Information is restricted to those who need access. 1 2 3 4 5
16. There is sufficient capacity. 1 2 3 4 5
17. Network management tools are utilized. 1 2 3 4 5
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18. IS develops proactive solutions based on a clear 
understanding of the root cause of problems and the 
associated implications of the solution rather than 
reactive solutions. 1 2 3 4 5

19. IS implements proven technology to enable business 
and process change. 1 2 3 4 5

20. IS is innovative to proactively address business 
requirements. 1 2 3 4 5

21. Proper standards exist, including Web browser, Web 
development application software, hardware, and 
software. 1 2 3 4 5

22. Systems and data are centralized or distributed to 
optimize performance while minimizing systems 
administration responsibilities. 1 2 3 4 5

23. Legacy systems and infrastructure are replaced as 
necessary to meet the business requirements and 
minimize support costs. 1 2 3 4 5

�

24. Anti-virus measures are in place. 1 2 3 4 5

Summarize the scorecard ratings in the plan document and the plan
presentation. Include the detailed scorecard ratings in the appendix of
the plan for future reference. An example of a summary is shown in
Exhibit 5.20.

�
Exhibit 5.20 Scorecard Summary

IS Best Practices Scorecard
It is helpful to develop quantitative metrics, or scores, in addition to the qualitative
strengths and weaknesses as progress can be quantified and improved on an
ongoing basis. Anything that is not measured cannot be fully valued or improved.
A quantitative scorecard was developed that identifies industry best practices. The
scorecard and ratings are included in the appendix. Sections are included for:

� Strategy
� People/organization
� Processes
� Business applications
� Technical infrastructure

Ratings were developed on a scale of 1-5 as follows:
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1. No systematic approach to the criteria is evident. Results do not exist or
are poor.

2. Beginning of a systematic approach is evident but major gaps exist.
3. A systematic approach to the criteria is evident with good performance.
4. A sound and systematic approach to the criteria is evident with good to

excellent performance.
5. Criteria are fully implemented without any significant weaknesses or gaps

in any area.

The average by section is shown in Figure 5.41.
The following are conclusions relative to the IS scorecard:

� The scorecard aligned very closely with the qualitative strengths and weak-
nesses identified earlier.

� The technical infrastructure and the people are strengths.
� The areas of improvement are strategy and business applications.
� Overall the average was 3.0, which is higher than other companies that

�

have been assessed.

Other scorecards can also be helpful to communicate where the
company is relative to the industry. Exhibit 5.21 shows an example of
other potential quantification methods that could be used to communicate
the current situation.

Figure 5.41 Scorecard section averages
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�
Exhibit 5.21 Other Ratings

Figure 5.42 shows the phases often identified for an IS organization.
Based on the descriptions and definitions for this evolution, we are currently

between the “trailing” phase and the “average” phase.
World-class IS organizations have solid IS processes in place. Figure 5.43 shows

an evolution of companies relative to IS processes.
Based on this model, we are currently between the “Firefighting” and “Desire”

�

modes of operation.

Figure 5.42 Evolution of an IS organization

Figure 5.43 Process evolution
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Review and Confirm IS Analysis

This is a critical milestone to obtain confirmation before proceeding to
ensure that the state of the current environment — which will be the
basis for the recommendations — is understood by everyone. Present the
IS situation analysis to the IS management team. Obtain their confirmation
on the situation. It is important that the IS organization objectively view
the situation and the issues before improvements can be made. Update
the information with any input received.

Developing Recommendations and Solution 
Alternatives
Before developing the complete plan, it is helpful to identify the various
recommendations that will be incorporated into the plan in the next phase
of the planning process.

Develop Business Application Options and Recommendations

Using weaknesses identified earlier, identify specific recommendations to
address the various weaknesses or gaps in the business application area.
The options will not be reviewed in detail until the third phase of planning,
but it is helpful to outline the general options that will be reviewed.
Sometimes, management may eliminate some alternatives and save analysis.

For example, if the business application environment has so many
gaps that it needs total replacement, the recommendation may be to
evaluate replacing the ERP system. Options may include upgrading to a
new release, writing a custom system, selecting a new vendor package,
or outsourcing applications. Initial discussions may rule out some options,
such as writing a custom system or outsourcing.

Some environments may require specific enhancements that can be
listed, such as:

� Improve the supply chain systems and business processes.
� Implement radio frequency identification (RFID) for product tracking.
� Improve visibility to costing information.
� Improve customer information.

Keep in mind this list of recommendations is only an initial list. Specific
costs, business benefits, and priorities will be determined later. The
purpose is to give the business an idea of the recommendations and
possible solutions for the current situation. An example of a few business
application recommendations is provided in Exhibit 5.22.
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�
Exhibit 5.22 Business Application Recommendations

� Human resources and payroll: Consider replacing payroll and human
resources systems with an integrated vendor-supplied package. As part of
the selection effort, do a cost/benefit analysis of outsourcing payroll to a
company such as ADP. Leading vendor packages such as PeopleSoft/Oracle
should be considered as an integrated solution.

� E-business: Develop and document a strategy on how the company can
utilize e-business and the valuable Internet technology to assist with the
business objectives. Identify the strategy for new technologies such as e-
enabling the business processes, implementing e-procurement, Web ser-
vices, Web portals, etc. IS should be more involved with the communica-
tion department in establishing the direction for the Internet and Web
hosting. Back-office applications should have a plan to become Internet
enabled. Educate the business on the benefits and use of e-business. E-
business should be mentioned as an aspect in the business plan because
e-business is a method to handle the growing business and ensure the
effectiveness and efficiency of the company.

� Engineering interfaces: Improve the systems and integration from CAD,
product data management, and document control. New product develop-
ment should be able to occur quickly. Engineering systems and front-end

�

systems should be integrated.

Develop Infrastructure Options and Recommendations

Identify the specific recommendations necessary for the desktop, network,
and server environments. Often, this is a list of projects or improvement
areas, but it may also include options. An example of a few technical
infrastructure recommendations is provided in Exhibit 5.23.

�
Exhibit 5.23 Technical Infrastructure Recommendations

� Establish a complete test environment: A complete testing environment
must be implemented and maintained. This environment should be used
for testing of all business application and technical infrastructure changes.
Changes need to be implemented in a test environment prior to production
to help minimize the problems associated with changes.

� Review and improve network and server infrastructure: Review and doc-
ument all single points of failure in the environment and evaluate the cost
and benefits of additional redundancy. Increase the use of clusters and
SANs. As mentioned in the process section, implement improved systems
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management tools to improve the proactive management of the network.
Consider replacing Intellops with HPOpenview, Tivoli, or new features of
XP. Consider and evaluate the cost of outsourcing the network monitoring
and management as an option. As stated in the process section, review
the design and use of the two data centers to ensure efficient use, backup,
and maximum redundancy. Review and improve network performance in
problem areas such as MJR and garages. Ensure proper tools exist for
detecting and solving network issues.

� Standardize hardware and software environments: Additional variety in
the environment costs money in support and long-term cost of ownership.
Strive to reduce the variety. Establish and enforce standards, which would
also require management support. Consider staying more current in desk-
top software and hardware to minimize support costs. Although new hard-
ware may cost more in the short term, the long-term cost of ownership is
less. Replace low-end PCs (anything below a Pentium III). Consider leasing
desktop equipment as an option. Implement an ongoing obsolescence
plan. Standardize desktop operating system. Eliminate the old IBM Main-
frame and VAX as is planned. Be sure to sunset and actively move old
equipment out. Projects should address historical data or machines will
stay around forever. Make sure these machines are removed and a plan is
developed in the future for timely removal of old equipment.

� Wireless technology: Define the company’s strategy relative to wireless
technology. Identify a direction and policy for use of PDAs, Palms, and

�

synchronization. Provide a leadership role in the wireless area.

Develop Organizational Options and Recommendations

Identify the specific recommendations for the organization, culture, and
skills. An example of organizational recommendations is provided in
Exhibit 5.24.

�
Exhibit 5.24 Organizational Recommendations

� Recruit and refill key CIO position: The CIO position is a critical position
and should be filled as a CIO rather than director or lower position. CIO
responsibilities, and recommended characteristics and skills, are outlined
in the appendix. Use a structured process for selection of CIO and involve
the business. Today, the IS organization is very tactical focused and does
what is requested of them. The group is lacking a strategic visionary person
that can provide a close link to the business executives. The assessment
process and the surveys indicated that IS had a disconnect at the executive
level, and this was a significant area for improvement. The CIO should
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participate in the strategic discussions and identify ways in which technol-
ogy could benefit the business. The CIO would lead the development of
the IS strategic plan, which is also a significant area of improvement.

� Actively manage individual performance improvement: Managers and
supervisors must actively manage and improve individual performance.
Ensure expectations are documented, communicated, specific, measur-
able, and consistent. Deal with performance issues rather than hoping they
go away. Work with unions as necessary. Do not allow substandard per-
formance; it impacts the entire group.

� Define outsourcing/contractor strategy: The ratio of consultants to full-time
employees should increase over time to provide organizational flexibility
as priorities change. Although contractors or outsourcing may cost more
money initially, it provides more organizational flexibility in the future. IS
needs to have flexibility with resources as a different skill-set may be
required for a new direction. Document a strategy to define how and when
IS should effectively use consultants and outsourcing. Consider/evaluate

�

outsourcing pieces of IS support.

Develop IS Process Options and Recommendations

Identify the major process areas that require improvement. An example
of business application recommendations is provided in Exhibit 5.25.

�
Exhibit 5.25 IS Process Recommendations

� Implement a formal systems development methodology and project man-
agement process: The single, most significant improvement that can be
made in IS is to implement a formal systems development methodology
and project management process. Today, there is little formal structure or
project management to projects. As identified in the weaknesses, many
projects move from identification to programming to implementation.
Many projects have no schedule, no resources identified for each step, and
no milestones, purpose, objectives, or measures for success. Project meet-
ings often do not have agendas, minutes, action items, etc. Project delivery
can be improved significantly by going through a formal structure of
initiation, feasibility, requirements development, design, programming,
testing, documenting, training, and implementation. All projects, whether
business application or infrastructure, should go through the systems devel-
opment process. The systems development process should include:
– An initiation process that provides all users with a consistent method to

request IS projects or changes, which is publicized across the business.
– A complete list of IS backlog should be kept, reviewed, and managed.
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– All projects should formally identify the business justification, which
includes the total cost of ownership estimate.

– All project costs should be estimated up-front, tracked, managed, and
reported. This includes user and IS labor.

– The systems development process should include a formal testing pro-
cess for all projects to ensure every project gets proper testing.

– All projects should have a post-project review process to identify areas
that went well and areas to improve for subsequent projects.

Consider possible project management packages and tools with an off-the-
shelf systems development methodology to avoid writing a custom process.
Even though projects have user project managers, IS should have a partner
project manager assigned for each project that provides the project man-
agement expertise and process.

� Implement a complete testing process: Develop and document a formal
testing process. Test plans should be developed and include stress tests,
parallel tests, performance tests, and integration tests when necessary.
Ensure that all projects, including both business application projects and
technical infrastructure projects, go through the testing process. Integrate
the change management process and the testing processes. Ensure that
nothing goes into production without first going through the testing process
and test system.

� Implement a formal change management process: A formal change man-
agement process and quality control function should be implemented. This
process should be scaled so that it can be used for smaller requests as well
as major projects. For smaller requests, changes should be grouped and
implemented in a release mode to increase the overall stability and reduce
the risk to the environment. The change management process for larger

�

projects should be integrated into the systems development methodology.

Review and Confirm Recommendations

Now you are ready to present the current IS situation, situation analysis,
and recommendations to executive management. Review the current sit-
uation for each area of the environment, such as business application,
desktop, server, network, organization, and processes. Summarize the
industry information. After each section, summarize the strengths and
weaknesses of the environment. Finally, present the recommendations.
The presentation should be about one and a half hours.

Conclusion
You have completed phase two, the analysis phase, and have completed
the following:
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� Reached a complete understanding of the current IS environment
through interviews with the IS group. The current environment
was documented, including the business application area, technical
infrastructure, organization, processes and budget.

� Reviewed and documented the industry trends, benchmark statistics
and competitive profiles.

� Assessed the current IS environment, including strengths, weak-
nesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT). Scorecards and surveys
were utilized to provide quantitative information to be compared
from year to year.

� Identified initial recommendations and alternatives.

Congratulations! Everyone is now grounded in the current situation
and is ready to discuss the future!

Notes for My IS Strategic Planning Project
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Chapter 6

The Direction Phase

 The great thing in this world is not so much where we stand,
as in what direction we are moving.

— Oliver W endell Holmes Sr . (1809–1894)
American physician, professor

Now it is time to develop the IS direction, identifying where IS must be
in the future for your company to meet its business requirements. As a
basis, you have a good understanding of both the business direction and
the current IS situation gained through the first two phases.

As shown in Figure 6.1, the third phase of the planning process is the
direction phase. In this phase, you will determine the high-level direction
and plan for IS in the future. This is an important phase — it will set the
compass for the future. As shown in Figure 6.2, the direction phase has
the following components:

� Developing the IS vision and direction
� Developing the IS plan
� Identifying IS projects

Each of these components is discussed in more detail in this chapter.
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Developing the IS Vision and Direction
Often, a company begins IS strategic planning by identifying the technical
requirements the IS department desires in a new system. This list may
include technical terms and acronyms. These terms mean nothing to
business management and it is not clear what requirements in the business
direction are driving those technical requirements. Before determining the
technical architecture and requirements, take a step back and build the
high-level IS direction based on the business direction. The high-level IS
direction establishes the framework for the detailed plans.

Developing the IS Vision and Mission

I have seen several groups argue for hours about what is a mission, what
is a vision, and how objectives are different from strategies. Entire books
are written on the topic of developing a good mission. Rather than these
statements being the end-all, it is more important to get involvement in
developing these direction statements. After presenting the business direc-
tion and current IS environment to the IS group as well as the IS steering
committee, these groups can assist in developing the statements for the
direction of IS. The steering committee can update and refine a draft
started by the IS organization. The groups can decide what is necessary
and develop the words that best fit the environment and company. Perhaps
one company desires a charter, mission, vision, objectives, and strategies,
while another company would like to make it simpler and have only a
vision and objectives. The key is to involve the group and develop
statements that make sense for the company. Examples are provided here
to give you ideas and initiate the thought process, but your statements
must address the concerns and needs at your company.

Figure 6.1 The direction phase
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Figure 6.2 Phase 3, the direction phase
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Vision

A vision is a concise statement on where you want to go and what you
aspire to be. Develop this by looking at the company’s vision statement
and objectives and identifying how IS can assist the company. Following
are tips in developing a vision:

� A vision identifies where the group is going and what it is going
to become.

� A vision communicates hopes and dreams, and provides a picture
of the desired future.

� A vision is an inspiration to get there; it touches hearts and spirits;
it moves people.

� A vision helps all employees see how they can contribute and
provides guidelines for daily decisions.

� Focus on what the group wants to create, not what you want to
get rid of.

� Focus on the end result, not the process for getting there.
� An impossible vision discourages people; an ambitious vision

motivates people.
� There is a thin line between a vision and a hallucination, so make

sure the vision is ground in reality.
� A vision should stand the test of time and not require updating

every year.

The following (Exhibits 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7) are examples
developed at several companies.

Vision statements vary and that there is no right or wrong, although
some may disagree with that statement. The important thing is that the
vision provides a meaningful direction for the group.

�
Exhibit 6.1 Vision — Example 1

Vision:

� Anyone can get any information (site, geographic area, or global level) at
any time, anywhere, and in any way, given the proper security constraints.

� The end user does not have to know the location of the data.
� Maintain data in only one master place within the organization.
� Implement systems to enhance end-user productivity.
� Systems are able to support competitive business demands with immediate

response to quickly changing business needs.

�

� The IS group adds a competitive edge to the company’s product line.
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�
Exhibit 6.2 Vision — Example 2

Vision:
We seek to be an integral partner in the achievement of the company’s vision and
mission through the appropriate application of information technology to business

�

needs.

�
Exhibit 6.3 Vision — Example 3

We will have business systems that:

� Take advantage of global “sameness”
� Are purchased whenever practical
� Have integrated data that is entered only once
� Provide consistent definitions of information
� Support functional and cross-functional business processes
� Deliver the right information, at the right place, at the right time, in the

right format
� Are flexible to support changing environments
� Can be accessed by office, home, and mobile workers

�

� Provide capabilities to external customers and suppliers

�
Exhibit 6.4 Vision — Example 4

The strategic role of the IS group is to be:

� A provider of information technology (which means assessment and acqui-
sition of new technology), which will assure that company use of IS and
applications provide strategic advantage in our business markets

� A provider of information services, the infrastructure and environment that
assures companywide information sharing that meets customer require-
ments

� A strategic business partner of the business units to provide timely and
cost-effective IS solutions to business needs

� A proactive agent of change, providing management and staff with deci-
sion-making, quality information through automated and integrated IS and

�

processes
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�
Exhibit 6.5 Vision — Example 5

Vision:

� Have delighted customers
� Proactively address business needs
� Provide competitive advantage to the company
� Be recognized in the industry as a world-class IS organization
� Have IS employees with a passion and commitment, people who carry the

fire and love their job
� Provide enterprisewide business solutions

�

� Have a superior functioning team

�
Exhibit 6.6 Vision — Example 6

Vision:

� The IS group is an essential and valued component of the business.
� Business partners actively see IS as a business partner.
� IS proactively addresses business needs with a sense of urgency.
� Agile business processes are enabled by technology.
� IS employees have a passion and commitment.
� IS processes are agile, efficient, and effective.
� The IS environment is simple, standard, and easily maintained.
� IS solutions provide the business with a competitive advantage.

�

� IS decisions are made in the company’s long-term best interest.

�
Exhibit 6.7 Vision — Example 7

Vision:
The IS group will transform the City to be more integrated, citizen-centric, efficient,

�

accountable, and accessible.
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Mission

A mission statement for IS is a concise statement of what the group does.
It includes a statement of why the IS group exists, what business it is in,
and what purpose and function it provides for the company. Look at the
company mission for ideas or themes for the IS mission. Here are some
tips in developing a mission for IS:

� A mission is a statement of the group’s purpose, i.e., the reason
for the group’s existence.

� A mission answers the question “why” rather than just explaining
what the group does.

� A mission clarifies what business the group is in from the customers’
viewpoint.

� A mission should be clear, concise, informative, compelling, inter-
esting, and inspiring.

� Address what the group does, what customers are served, what
service is provided, and what sets you apart from other groups.

� A mission should stand the test of time and not require updating
every year.

The following (Exhibits 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, and
6.16) are examples developed at different companies.

Again, you can see a wide variety of mission statements. Although
some planning experts may disagree, the most important part of a mission
is that it makes sense to the group rather than following strict planning
guidelines. It is not worth spending hours forming a perfect statement.
Although vision and mission statements are important, do not get con-
sumed in this step of the process.

�
Exhibit 6.8 Mission — Example 1

Mission:
The mission of the IS group, in partnership with the business units, is to facilitate
the availability of timely and accurate information needed to manage the day-to-
day and strategic direction of the company by the deployment of systems and tools.
This information will assist the company in achieving its objectives and becoming

�

one of the top ten in the marketplace.
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�
Exhibit 6.9 Mission — Example 2

Mission:
The mission of the IS group, in partnership with the business community, is to
develop, implement, and maintain worldwide business system solutions that pro-
vide secure collection, storage, and access to information. We will accomplish this

�

by matching the business requirements with the appropriate technology.

�
Exhibit 6.10 Mission — Example 3

Mission:
The mission of the IS group is to develop, implement, and maintain high-quality,
efficient, and effective business systems that provide the information needed to
support the daily operation and strategic business direction of the business at a

�

level superior to the competition with customer satisfaction as the end goal.

�
Exhibit 6.11 Mission — Example 4

Mission:
Our mission is to facilitate improvements in operating efficiency and effectiveness
by delivering worldwide integrated business systems and services. The business
strategies will drive our efforts to ensure that our contributions provide the highest

�

value to the corporation.

�
Exhibit 6.12 Mission — Example 5

Mission:
The mission of the IS organization is to provide timely, cost-effective, high-quality
IS and services that meet or exceed our customers’ requirements for achieving

�

business goals and objectives.
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�
Exhibit 6.13 Mission — Example 6

Mission:
The mission of the IS group is to partner with our customers to build value-added
business solutions and provide reliable, high-quality technology solutions and

�

services on a timely and cost-effective basis.

�
Exhibit 6.14 Mission — Example 7

Mission:
The mission of the group is to provide technology solutions that help the business

�

be successful.

�
Exhibit 6.15 Mission — Example 8

Mission:
In partnership with business departments, IS provides business solutions that pro-

�

vide secure collection, storage, management, and access to information.

�
Exhibit 6.16 Mission — Example 9

Mission:
The IS group drives efficient management of City government by:

� Leading change and business process improvement
� Implementing business needs-driven technology
� Providing information, tools, and methodologies to continually improve

results-based management
� Providing easy access to City products and services through efficient and

�

reliable IS
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Values

It can also be helpful to identify the values that will guide the actions
and decisions of IS. Exhibit 6.17 shows an example of values.

�
Exhibit 6.17 Values Example

Values:

� Citizen and stakeholder centered: We will work to provide citizens and
stakeholders with access to information to achieve greater transparency in
government.

� Technology-enabled: Services, information, and business processes will be
electronic and enabled by technology.

� Proactive: Service delivery will be proactive, pushing services out to the
citizens.

� Integrated: Cross-department service integration will be the norm through
the use of a common foundation of technology, standards, and policies.

� Results-oriented: IS is about delivering results, not technology. IS will assist
City departments to be more results-oriented in the way they design and
deliver services.

� Cost-effective: Solutions and services will be selected and implemented in
a way that provides the highest value and return from the public’s invest-
ment.

� Secure: Information and access will be provided responsibly with the
necessary security.

� Professional: IS will deal with customers with honesty, integrity, courtesy,
and respect.

� Passionate: We will take pride in and show enthusiasm and commitment

�

for our work.

Develop the IS Goals and Strategies

Goals

Goals state how you are going to achieve the vision and mission. The
following (Exhibits 6.18, 6.19, 6.20, 6.21, 6.22, 6.23, 6.24, 6.25, and 6.26)
are examples of goals from different companies.
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�
Exhibit 6.18 Goals — Example 1

IS Goals:

� Implement solutions in partnership with the business units. Champion each
project (business-requested projects, not infrastructure projects) by business
management to ensure that business issues drive technical solutions.

� Align IS projects and priorities with business priorities and direction. Like-
wise, the strategic direction of the company will determine the strategic
direction of IS.

� Provide responsiveness and flexibility to address changing business require-
ments rather than simply utilizing technology.

� Meet external customer requirements and assist in solving our customers’
business issues.

� Maximize productivity and reduce costs throughout the business.
� Provide real information for business decisions (as opposed to endless

amounts of data). Information must be available anytime (24-hour access),
anywhere in the world, in any way (flexible formats), for anyone (with secu-
rity). Support worldwide information requirements and business objectives.

� Minimize IS investments through the use of standardized hardware and
packaged software, whenever possible. This will minimize support require-
ments and provide for maximum growth and flexibility to take advantage
of future industry developments.

� Minimize risk to the company by utilization of proven technology, yet not
out-of-date technology.

� Educate the users and maximize their ability, through tools and training,
to get information without dependence on the IS group and utilize new
capabilities and leading technology in providing a competitive advantage
for the business.

� Balance IS resources and expenditures with the business demands and the

�

return on investment (ROI) to the business.

�
Exhibit 6.19 Goals — Example 2

IS Goals:

� The IS group will provide support, guidance, and advice to all areas of the
business. This assistance will include the application and use of technology,
in addition to suggestions on business process improvements. We will
provide continued support after project implementation to ensure that we
meet the business needs.

� We will design systems for ease of use to maximize the business productivity.
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� We will provide superior communication to ensure information sharing
throughout the organization regarding technology and computing. We will
understand the business and communicate in a language that is under-
standable. All areas of the business will know who to call for assistance.

� We will treat our technology users as we would a customer and serve them
with a positive attitude.

� We will implement solutions in partnership with the business. User involve-
ment is key to the success. Business management will own, initiate, and
sell each project to ensure that business issues drive technical solutions
rather than having technology looking for a problem. We will not initiate
projects without the appropriate business commitment and support.

� We will choose directions and tools to provide responsiveness, timeliness,
and speed to address the key business needs.

� We will balance the IS group resources and expenditures with the business
demand and the return to the business.

� We will have a broad knowledge to be able to apply various technologies

�

and assist in all areas of the business.

�
Exhibit 6.20 Goals — Example 3

IS Goals:

� Implement high-quality business solutions with a focus on customer satis-
faction.

� Develop systems that support the growth and profitability goals of the
company.

� Assist the company in improving its strategic position in the marketplace.
� Support the business by improving efficiency, productivity, information

flow, and information access.
� Provide tools that will allow employees to make better and more timely

business decisions.

�

� Reduce overhead costs.

�
Exhibit 6.21 Goals — Example 4

IS Goals:

� Support corporate objectives and goals by providing information manage-
ment technologies, systems, and services that meet business requirements.

� Communicate and execute the IS organization vision and strategic plan.
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� Effectively and efficiently provide and manage the companywide IS infra-
structure.

� Team and collaborate with the business units to fulfill their information

�

sharing needs.

�
Exhibit 6.22 Goals — Example 5

We will strive for the following goals in all systems:

� Flexibility
� Performance
� Availability
� Cost management
� Risk management
� Viability
� Manageability
� Supportability
� Scalability
� Interoperability
� Reduced complexity
� Single system image

�

� Extensibility

�
Exhibit 6.23 Goals — Example 6

Goals:

� We will improve customer confidence in our capabilities.
� We will research new technologies that can assist the business.
� We will design systems to support the global business objectives.
� We will continuously improve IS processes.
� We will use vendor-supplied software and standard tools whenever possi-

ble.
� We will implement highly available integrated systems.
� We will provide business systems that provide accurate business informa-

tion.
� We will use technology to enable and improve business processes.

�

� We will develop and retain skills and self-managed employees.
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�
Exhibit 6.24 Goals — Example 7

Strategic Goals:

� All worldwide customers receive equal priority.
� All new systems must provide local flexibility while preserving strategic

consistency.
� Cost, balanced against risk and benefit, should be an important factor in

all architectural decisions.
� We will maintain a worldwide focus and functionality for all systems.
� Systems must accommodate a range of users, from power users to casual

users.
� Systems must strive to empower users, extending the concept of end-user

computing.
� Systems must be built in a consistent, user-friendly fashion minimizing

complexity, user training, and costs.
� Systems will utilize Internet support and technologies for electronic com-

merce.
� The implementation of new functionality will not interrupt current business

flow.
� Supporting the existing business must be the top priority.
� Systems must be available to each geographic location to support their

hours of operation.
� New systems must provide acceptable levels of performance to support

the business functions.
� New systems must interact with the appropriate network and systems

management components.
� New systems should present a business view rather than a technical view.

�

� Systems should be capable of being enhanced in an efficient manner.

�
Exhibit 6.25 Goals — Example 8

Goals:
The computing architecture will:

� Provide system performance, availability, and reliability consistent with
business needs

� Support client/server architecture
� Enable office, home, and mobile computing
� Use scalable components
� Minimize variety within each architecture component
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� Include tools for managing utilization of components
� Rely on a minimum number of vendors that:

– Have a global support infrastructure
– Support multiple prior versions of their products
– Provide products that are compatible with multiple brands of other

�

components

�
Exhibit 6.26 Goals — Example 9

Goals:

� The computing architecture will be adhered to for all future systems.
� Systems will be developed with a client/server model. A three-tiered appli-

cation architecture (presentation, logic, data) will be employed on a three-
tiered technical architecture (workstation, application server, enterprise
server).

� Data and function should be distributed as necessary to meet business and
performance needs.

� Systems will employ graphical user interface design when appropriate.
� Object technology will be used where appropriate to develop flexible,

timely systems.
� A global network will be in place to service users worldwide.
� Data integrity, concurrency, and throughput should be managed by a

transaction monitor.
� Elimination of a single point of failure should be balanced against cost.
� Systems should provide national language support where reasonable.
� Products selected should adhere to industry-accepted standards (open).
� There should be a high degree of interoperability between the application

development tools and the systems management tools.
� Systems will be deployed using relational database technology.
� Systems will be displayed graphically.
� Multimedia will be deployed as necessary and will be balanced against

�

cost.

Strategies

As you describe how you will achieve your goals and mission, strategies
are detailed directional statements. Clearly state the strategies in the
strategic plan; it can save the IS group from many emotional arguments
and political battles throughout the year. Strategies are an area of the
strategic plan worth devoting more time to, because the strategies should
be statements that guide future selections and directions. In fact, some
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companies use the strategies as a scorecard to rate alternatives when
evaluating packages or options.

Exhibits 6.27, 6.28, 6.29, and 6.30 are examples of IS strategies.

�
Exhibit 6.27 Strategies — Example 1

IS Strategies:

� The IS steering committee will guide the IS direction and priorities.
� We will treat users of our services as our customers and participate in business

process improvements in the business areas. We will facilitate sharing of
information throughout the organization regarding technology and computing
by providing superior communication. We will understand the business and
communicate in a language that is understandable by the business.

� We will design systems for maximum availability (e.g., 24-hour availability,
7 days a week), worldwide connectivity, and optimum dependability.

� We will not constrain solutions by hardware or software platforms. We
will utilize the power of various hardware platforms as needed. Likewise,
one software solution will not meet all the business needs. We will integrate
solutions as business requirements dictate. IS individuals will be cross
platform knowledgeable.

� We will maintain information only once and have it available to everyone
given proper security clearance. Information will be easily accessed and
timely, and users will have the proper tools and training to be able to
present the information in the desired format to support business decisions.

� We will implement new technology so that we are compatible with the
industry. However, we will ensure the technology is proven to minimize
the risk to the business.

� We will design systems and solutions to maximize external customer
satisfaction. We will also utilize technology to minimize the costs of our
entire supply chain.

� We will handle worldwide information exchange electronically and trans-
port it through the communications facilities with little user effort.

� We will leverage resources and solutions with other corporate entities
whenever it makes sense. 

� We will have a base of experts on staff and also manage the use of
consultants where it makes sense.

� We will utilize the power (for example, processing and ease of use) of the
PC in our systems and projects to graphically summarize and present
information so that it is meaningful to the business.

� Systems will support ISO 9001 and Sarbanes–Oxley standards.
� We will provide a process for continued evaluation of hardware and

�

software solutions.
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�
Exhibit 6.28 Strategies — Example 2

IS Strategies:

� We will implement and design systems for ease of use. We will design
systems to enhance end-user productivity. This will result in less user
training and will support cross-functional users.

� We will provide tools that allow for easy access to information. We will
design systems with the vision that anyone can get any information at any
time, anywhere, and in any way, given the proper security. This means that
there must be a worldwide communications network with proper security
access that then allows users to simply connect to the application and
information required.

� We will provide guidance and expertise without controlling the user.
� We will provide solutions that cross platforms (mainframe, PC) and utilize

various hardware and software tools.
� Systems and information will be available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
� We will provide timely and ongoing training and support in applications,

technical tools, and additional support as needed. This includes a value
added help desk for PC, printing, and local area network support.

� We will implement new technology to keep our tools provided to the
business current with the industry. However, we will ensure the technology
is proven to minimize the risk to the business.

� We will handle information exchange within the worldwide business elec-
tronically and utilize e-business whenever possible.

� We will provide worldwide information to support the business. The IS
strategic direction will address the global system and information needs.

� Rather than producing endless amounts of data, we will utilize the power
of the PC in our systems and projects to graphically summarize and present
information so that it is meaningful and useful to the business. We will
provide the information with minimal manual manipulation and interven-
tion.

� We will provide tools and capabilities to automatically load data into the
systems to reduce unnecessary and redundant efforts.

� We will utilize vendor package solutions whenever possible to reduce the
maintenance requirements, but also tailor solutions as necessary to meet
the business requirements.

� We will provide updated equipment, including PC hardware and tools that
propel the division to meeting the business requirements.

� We will provide continuous improvement in the systems and applications
for the business. We will implement large projects in small pieces to reduce
the overall risk to the business, and so make the projects easier to manage,
staff, and implement.
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Internal Strategies:

� Personnel: We need to provide career and personal growth for the IS
employees so that they continue to expand themselves to provide improved
solutions for the business. This can be done through active career path
counseling and programs, updated job descriptions that reflect the posi-
tions accurately, job rotation both inside and outside the group to obtain
exposure to the business and other areas of IS, increased recognition, and
increased training in both technical and business areas.

� Technical: The IS group must stay current with new and emerging technol-
ogies so that we can deploy them to benefit the business at the right time.
We will reserve time for technical research and development to stay current
with technology. Training must be a priority in this fast-changing field so
that skills and methods do not become obsolete.

� Prioritization: It is critical with limited resources and many areas to apply
technology that the IS group carefully prioritize projects and work in
partnership with the business. We will follow the IS steering committee
process and priority setting process to obtain maximum productivity.

� Communication: Communication is critical to eliminate redundant efforts
and leverage whenever possible.

� Global: As a global focus and design are critical to our business, the IS
organization must become educated in what this means and how to design
systems globally.

� Standardization: Whenever possible, we must encourage common hard-
ware and software to reduce the amount of support requirements necessary.

� Staffing: IS planning is critical to be proactive with the proper staff mix
and knowledge base. We will plan staffing in accordance with the business
needs of the future.

� Documentation: Documentation is critical as it allows us to continue
support of the business applications. We will continue and improve doc-
umentation to reduce the support requirements and learning time required

�

for business applications.

�
Exhibit 6.29 Strategies — Example 3

Information System Strategies:

1. Leverage: Whenever possible and practical, we will attempt to leverage IS
solutions that exist within other divisions, as long as the solution meets
the business needs of our division. This results in the lowest overall cost
solution. We will modularize and structure solutions to take advantage of
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reusable program code and allow for leveraged solutions that will result
in lower cost.

2. User partnership: User management must own, initiate, and sell each
project to ensure that business issues drive technical solutions rather than
vise versa. As application systems are enablers that allow employees to do
their jobs more efficiently and effectively, we will require end-user sponsors
and team participants to successfully develop or implement any business
application system. We will not initiate projects without the appropriate
end-user commitment and support.

3. Vendor-supplied packages: Whenever possible, we will choose vendor
package solutions. We will review and select vendor packages for each
project unless significant business objectives are not met through any
available package solutions. Whenever possible, we will implement vendor
packages with no or as few modifications as possible. This minimizes the
overall cost of ownership of the business application.

4. Open systems: We will develop systems with the open systems concept
for maximum cross-system portability and interoperability access. Although
open systems are a vision for our future direction, true open systems are
not in abundance in today’s vendor marketplace. As open systems become
more available in the marketplace, we will replace systems with open
systems. In the meantime, we must embrace vendors that are committing
to open systems and use vendor products with proven portability.

5. Accessibility: We will design systems with the vision that anyone can get
any information at any time, anywhere, in any way, given the proper
security. This means that there must be a worldwide communications
network with proper security access that then allows users to simply
connect to the application and data required. Databases must be SQL
compatible to increase the compatibility of data across the locations.

6. Systems development tools: We will design business systems so that the
systems are able to meet the needs of rapidly changing business require-
ments. We will utilize tools and techniques to minimize the time and cost
required to implement new or modify existing systems. We will routinely
utilize prototyping and well-defined specification and implementation pro-
cedures.

7. Warehousing: If the company requires worldwide information, we will
utilize a common data warehouse rather than dictating a single worldwide
solution.

8. User interface: We will design systems whenever possible and practical,
to enhance end-user productivity. This will result in less user training and
will support cross-functional users.

9. Data: Although we store data in several places, we will design systems so
that we enter and maintain data in only one data storage location. Although
we can duplicate the data for reporting purposes, one source must be the
owner, maintainer, or master of the information. This will result in more
accurate data and less overhead in maintaining the data in multiple loca-
tions and formats.
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10. Information: We will summarize, sort, and present information so that it
adds clarity, visibility, and meaning to the business rather than just data.
Our systems and projects will strive to produce information critical to
business decisions rather than endless amounts of data.

11. Information exchange: We will exchange worldwide information electron-
ically and transport through the communications facilities with little user
effort. Conversion of document formats must be available for text, spread-
sheet, graphics, voice, and image. Information exchanged outside the
organization must also be electronic whenever possible through industry-
standard electronic data interchange or the Web.

12. Infrastructure: The IS group will initiate projects requiring maintenance or

�

enhancement to the infrastructure.

�
Exhibit 6.30 Strategies — Example 4

IS Strategies:

� Open (or Open Database Compliant — ODBC): Implementation of systems
based on open technology will be the most effective method to meet the
business requirements of worldwide information and providing solutions
independent of hardware platforms. ODBC will allow technically different
systems to be interfaced to share any information the business requires.
Purchased or internally developed software must conform to this standard
because the benefits obtained by implementing an open systems architec-
ture can be eroded if one piece of the architecture does not meet the
standards. ODBC will also provide the company with a leveraged position
for negotiating with vendors.

� Relational database structure: A relational (SQL)-based data access will
provide the maximum flexibility to meet changing business requirements,
ease of obtaining information, and maximum data integrity.

� Client/server, graphical user interfaces (GUIs): In efforts to provide systems
that are easy to use and present information in meaningful ways to users,
we will utilize the power of the PC and integration of various hardware
platforms. Standard GUI designs will ensure that systems are easy to use
with minimal training. It also reduces application development time. Both
the PC and network environments are critical components of a client/server
GUI environment.

� Vendor-supported software: We are not in the business of providing busi-
ness application software. Other companies are, and can do it better and
less expensively than custom writing our software to fit our business. We
will utilize packaged, unmodified, vendor-supplied software whenever
possible and utilize our resources in areas that are truly unique and provide
a competitive advantage in the marketplace. We will change the business
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process to fit a standard package rather than changing the system to fit our
process. Although we will not utilize beta software, our strategy will be to
stay relatively current on vendor-supplied releases and rewrites.

� Real time: We will design and implement systems so that updating of
information occurs immediately rather than through batch processing. This
will support the objective of 24-hour availability as well as the timely
information requirements. We will build backup measures into the design
of the network and systems to ensure continuous availability. Systems must
be reliable with minimum downtime. We will design systems so that
information is available online with distributed printing capability to min-
imize handling costs and provide timely information.

� Connectivity: We will design the computing environment for optimum
connectivity rather than stand-alone islands. The objective is to be able to
electronically share and pass information from anywhere in the world to
anywhere in the world. We can obtain significant value to the business by
sharing information, eliminating redundancy of efforts, and increasing the
speed of communication through a solid networked environment. We will
leverage this network with the entire organization for efficiency and cost
reasons. This connectivity requires complying with certain technical stan-
dards and guidelines.

� Integration: We will design systems so that the user enters information only
once. This will reduce effort, eliminate redundancy of data, and improve
data integrity.

� Data integrity: The accuracy and dependability of our information are
foremost. Therefore, we will implement application solutions that ensure
the data is correct at all times. This implies sufficient edits to ensure that
the user enters the data properly as well as taking sufficient data collision
precautions through application design standards.

� Software design: The core of tightly integrated set of applications (financial,
manufacturing, distribution) will be provided by one software supplier to
minimize the amount of bridges and interfaces necessary.

� Electronic exchange: Information exchanged within or outside the organi-
zation must be electronic whenever possible and through industry-standard
electronic data interchange (EDI).

� Disaster recovery: We will design recovery in the event of disasters or
problems with each application. We will design recovery up to the last
business day, with disaster recovery within one business day.

� Security: We will implement applications and software with the utmost
security to ensure that we protect our critical business information. We
will protect and secure the worldwide network as much as possible, and
take sufficient measures for overall security, including virus checking,
password protection, and other software security measures.

� Documentation: Appropriate online and printed system help will be avail-
able for users of the systems. This will provide immediate aids to system
navigation as well as minimize training time for new and existing users.

� Maintainability: For areas of the business for which we cannot meet their
requirements with standard vendor-supplied software applications packages,
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we will design systems so that the systems are easy to modify and quickly
tailor to changing business needs or business process improvements.

� Table driven: Systems developed with tables rather than hard-coded values
are more flexible to changing business needs. Maintenance costs of systems
are considerably less because users are able to make changes to meet the
business needs.

� Bar coding: We will utilize bar coding whenever possible to reduce the
amount of manual labor required to maintain information.

� Imaging: Whenever possible, we will store and retrieve documents online
for efficiency.

� X.500 e-mail standard: We will use this standard electronic mail protocol
to allow for compatible communications.

� ISO certified suppliers: If possible, we will select suppliers that are ISO
certified for our software providers.

� Other technologies: We will deploy other technologies, such as videocon-
ferencing, pen-based computing, CD-ROM, and executive IS, as the busi-

�

ness requirements dictate.

As shown in Figure 6.3, strategies may be somewhat conflicting at
times. Keep this in mind while documenting strategies to try to be as
specific as possible. The clearer the strategy, the easier decisions will be
on a day-to-day basis.

Figure 6.3 Conflicting strategies

IS Management

Dilemma 

Customer Management 

• Meet customer requirements and expectations 

• Pull towards customization and flexibility 

 resulting in increased costs and complexity 

• Improve customer satisfaction 

• Demand management 

• Cost management and control 

• Standardization and simplification 

• Manageability and maintainability 

• High quality, secure services 

• Service level agreements 

• Realize savings 
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IS goals and strategies typically apply across IS, to the business appli-
cations, technical infrastructure, organization, and processes. Both the
business and IS groups must understand these statements and realize what
aspects in the business make them important. Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, and
6.7 show examples of how various companies tied the business goals to
the IS strategies. You may also want to tie the IS goals to the IS strategies,
and to the resulting metrics, as a company illustrated in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.4 Business goals and IS strategies
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Figure 6.5 IS mission, vision, and strategies

Figure 6.6 Business strategy impacts IS strategy
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Determine the IS Balanced Scorecard and Metrics

Measuring IS performance has been an area that has received much
attention and press. Determining the appropriate metrics to measure IS
performance has always been a challenge for management. Many com-
panies spend countless hours gathering and reporting data to executives
who do not really care about the metrics IS continues to report. For
example, many IS organizations report how many calls they completed
or how many maintenance requests were completed. What do the numbers
actually mean? Although the metric may provide a relative performance
from month to month, that is arguable because one request may be simple
or very complex and there is no way to judge if the number reported
should be more or less. With too many metrics, people become confused
about what is important. The administrative burden in collecting and
reporting the data can be nonproductive. The key to success is selecting
a small number of metrics that are relevant to the business and that
represent the true leverage points.

One way to identify metrics is to ask members of executive manage-
ment what is important to them and how they would measure the success
of IS. Another method is to benchmark against industry metrics, as
discussed in the industry benchmarking section in the previous chapter,
“Conduct Industry Benchmarking.” However, the best metrics are those
that tie back directly to the direction, because it is important to measure

Figure 6.7 IS strategies
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progress to the direction, not just metrics for the sake of metrics. An
excellent method to determine metrics is to use the balanced-scorecard
approach. This provides a balanced measurement around four areas:
financial, customer, internal processes, and individual innovation or learn-
ing. The balanced scorecard emphasizes that no single measure provides
a clear picture of how an organization functions but that a set of key
indicators is required. This allows an organization to focus on what is
important to define the success of the organization over time. The fol-
lowing are questions within each balanced-scorecard area as it relates to IS:

Financial: How much money is the organization spending on IS? Where
is the money being spent? What was the budget and how did actual

Figure 6.8 IS goals, strategies, and key measures
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spending compare? How much money is spent keeping the business
functioning (e.g., legacy systems support and maintenance) versus
moving the business forward (e.g., new development projects that
meet the business priorities)? How much revenue is generated from
IS initiatives, such as e-commerce? How does IS perform in the eyes
of senior management? Examples of financial metrics include IS costs
as a percent of revenue, percent of IS costs on development, IS
budget actual versus plan, and revenue related to e-commerce.

Customer: How does IS perform in the eyes of external and internal
customers? How satisfied are customers? How well is IS meeting
service-level agreements? How does IS address the customers’ con-
cern about time, quality, performance, service, and cost? How many
business interviews and focus groups have been held? Examples of
customer metrics include annual customer satisfaction survey results,
customer satisfaction on random surveys of help desk requests, post-
project customer satisfaction, and service-level agreement perfor-
mance.

Internal process: How well are the IS processes formalized, docu-
mented, followed, and measured? How is time being spent within
the IS organization? How does IS impact the business processes?
How does your execution compare to industry standards? How many
joint IS and business planning meetings have been held? How many
IS steering committee meetings have been held? How many IS
projects are directly linked to a documented business goal? What is
the system availability? What is the system response time? How many
security breaches or outages have been experienced? Examples of
process metrics include number of function points or XP velocity
points delivered, availability, and percent of the organization
required to support and maintain systems.

Organizational learning and people: What is the ability of the IS
organization to learn and improve? How well does the group keep
pace with changing technology? Are career plans formalized? What
skills and training are required? What recruiting and retention pro-
grams are implemented? How satisfied are the employees? Is the
organization positioned to meet challenges of the future? Examples
of people metrics include IS employee satisfaction, IS turnover or
retention, and training hours per IS employee.

The following is one method of determining key metrics integrating
the IS direction with the balanced scorecard that has been very successful:

� With a group of individuals such as IS management team or the
IS steering committee, review each statement within the IS vision,
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mission, goals, and strategies. Ask the group how to measure that,
or how you will know that you have achieved the objective. If
multiple measures are given, write down both. Move quickly and
do not dwell on each item; take the first response and move on.

� You will end up with a long list of metrics. Review the list and
categorize each metric as high, medium, and low in terms of the
value the metric provides.

� Take the metrics rated as high priority, review them to ensure the
metrics are measurable, and review them in relation to the vision,
mission, goals, and strategies. Discuss whether they make sense
or whether there is any need to add metrics or change them.
Review each metric to identify the appropriate category within the
balanced scorecard.

� Narrow down the list of metrics to the key metrics. There should
be one or two metrics within each area of the balanced scorecard.

� Identify the frequency with which each metric will be measured,
such as monthly, quarterly, or annually.

� Identify the target for each metric.

You should have no more than about six or eight key measures to
measure the overall success of the IS organization. There may be many
more metrics that are measured within each work group. For example,
the help desk may have many detailed metrics, such as number of calls,
mean time to close requests, mean time to respond, percent answered on
the first call, and so forth. Operations may be another area with many
detailed metrics. However, it is critical to focus on the few key metrics
that measure the overall progress to the goals and direction. Following
are six critical metrics that should be considered for inclusion:

Percent of the IS budget spent on maintenance versus new development:
Typical organizations may spend 80% of IS costs on keeping systems
functioning and only 20% on new initiatives. World-class organiza-
tions strive for a 50%/50% balance between maintenance and new
development.

Customer satisfaction: Both annual surveys and random surveys after
service has been completed are excellent metrics of IS performance.

Percent of IS projects directly linked to a documented business goal:
This metric represents the alignment of the IS priorities and work
with the business plan.

Comparison of IS budget to plan: Meeting budget targets demonstrates
an environment that is predictable, planned, and under control.

Availability: In most environments, providing a reliable, secure, and
stable environment for business operations is critical.
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Percent of IS staff exceeding average performance criteria on perfor-
mance reviews: Some companies that are artificially driven to a
standard distribution of performance ratings may not be able to use
this metric effectively. However, it can be a good measurement of
the competence and accomplishments of the organization if done
properly.

Review and Confirm the IS Vision and Direction

This is an important milestone to review the high-level IS direction with
both the IS group and the IS steering committee. Update any areas that
may require changes or additions.

Developing the IS Plan 

Develop the Business Application Direction

Next, identify the specific direction for the business application area. Begin
by identifying principles that will guide the business application area.
Principles are a reflection of the general culture and values. They provide
guidance for IS decisions and investments in the future. There should be
similar themes reflected through the IS mission, vision, strategies, and
principles.

One example of a business application principle that if not stated can
cause emotional arguments is the use of packaged versus custom software.
In the past, companies have tended to migrate to custom solutions as
both business users and the IS individuals claim they have unique require-
ments. Due to the high cost of custom solutions, and the increased
availability of packaged solutions, many companies are migrating away
from custom solutions. Yet, without a clear guiding principle, on a project-
by-project basis it can be easy to fall into custom software claiming “We
are unique” or to spend hours arguing about custom versus packaged
solutions. Exhibit 6.31 and Exhibit 6.32 show how two companies
addressed the custom versus packaged issue with a guiding principle.

�
Exhibit 6.31 Custom versus Package Direction — Example 1

Custom versus Packaged Business Applications Direction
We will invest the majority of resources (people and money) in areas and systems
that are strategic and unique to the business. We will choose the lowest-cost
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solution in terms of overall cost of ownership (e.g., vendor package, outsourcing,
etc.) on the nonstrategic support systems. This will allow us to concentrate resources
on areas that are most strategic to the business. We will use the matrix in Figure
6.9 as a guideline to determine how to implement a system:

� Grid 1: Systems that are strategic and unique to the business must be the
area where we invest time, money, and resources. We will custom build
systems in this area, because we will need to tailor these systems to the
business. An example of a system in this area is a customer information
system that would include specific information about how the customer
is using our product.

� Grid 2: We will purchase vendor-supplied packages for applications that
are strategic but have common requirements unless we will gain a strategic
advantage by significantly enhancing the system in some way. An example
of a system in this area is a customer bulletin board system.

� Grid 3: Systems that are nonstrategic but unique to the business will be
outsourced. This could either be a vendor package solution with modifi-
cations or a custom-built solution. However, if the needs are not strategic,
we should not invest considerable resources. We will determine the least
costly alternative in terms of implementation and total cost of ownership.
An example of a system in this area is a configurator to order and build
our model number.

� Grid 4: For systems that are nonstrategic and common, we will utilize
vendor packages, or outsource the function. We will install and maintain
systems in this area with minimum time, worry, and resources. We will
accept it, even if it does not fit the business exactly. Even though these
systems are still very important to the daily functioning of the business,
the idea is to spend as little time and money on systems in this area in
either implementation or maintenance. Examples of systems in this area
are accounts payable, accounts receivable, and the general ledger.

Figure 6.9 How to implement a system
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With this basic framework and strategy, the challenge of the steering committee
and the IS group is to define what projects are strategic and nonstrategic to the
business. With the IS steering committee, we will map the application areas on
the grid above to determine possible solutions. We will do this by examining what
impact the application would have on the business goals and mission. This will
focus attention on facts rather than emotions. Rather than arguments on custom
versus package, the business can identify whether the application is strategic or

�

nonstrategic by linking it to the business goals.

�
Exhibit 6.32 Custom versus Package Direction — Example 2

Application Direction
We will use the grid in Figure 6.10 to map our business applications and determine
the proper solution accordingly.

�

Exhibit 6.33 provides an example of additional business application
principles developed by a company.

Figure 6.10 Mapping business applications
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�
Exhibit 6.33 Business Application Direction

Business Application Direction:

� Common core application architecture
After deciding to buy or make business applications, companies have two
options as to their overall application strategy. On one end of the spectrum,
companies are choosing the best-of-breed approach. Here, they select the
best vendor package for the specific business application. They may have
vendor packages from many different vendors and integrate the packages
through various tools and methods available today. On the other end of
the spectrum, companies go with a single supplier and obtain all vendor
packages from one vendor regardless of the fit so that it will easily integrate
in the environment. Our application strategy should be in the middle of
these two strategies. We should obtain the core set of ERP applications
from a single vendor, but when necessary obtain other vendor packages
to meet specific needs and integrate those packages. Noncritical applica-
tions will be from the single vendor to minimize cost of ownership and
reduce integration costs. This strategy will provide us with the best func-
tionality at the lowest overall cost of ownership.

� Business process reengineering
We will implement new applications and technology after analyzing, sim-
plifying, and redesigning business processes. We will not automate a
flawed process. Improved processes are more streamlined, efficient, and
cost effective, and automation of those processes will be easier to imple-
ment and maintain. We will reengineer business processes to fit the soft-
ware and industry best practices unless a strong business reason prohibits it.

� Business information
We will design and implement applications to provide critical business
information, rather than endless amounts of meaningless data. Information
should be summarized, sorted, and presented in ways that it adds clarity,
visibility, and meaning to the business. Data warehouse and reporting tools
should be provided so that users can service themselves and obtain infor-
mation directly rather than relying on IS for reports and information. Tools
and data warehouses will lower the overall costs rather than developing
custom reports. Training should be provided to the users so that they are
able to easily obtain necessary information. Applications should be
designed with the vision that anyone can easily get any information at any
time, anywhere, and in any way, without assistance from IS if that individual
has the proper security.

� Integrate
Applications must be integrated and share information rather than inter-
facing data back and forth. We will design applications for optimum
connectivity rather than stand-alone islands of information. We will design
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business applications so that data is entered and maintained in one place.
Although data may be duplicated for reporting purposes, one source should
be the owner, maintainer, or master of the information. Data duplication
should be kept to a minimum. This will result in more accurate data and
less overhead in maintaining the data in multiple locations and formats.
We will implement a common method of application integration through
an enterprise applications interface (EAI). EAI implements a basic technol-
ogy framework to connect disparate systems into a single entity that delivers
information sharing between applications, partners, and customers. All
new applications must provide an EAI connection to access and share data
across the organization.

� Interoperability and reusability
We will construct applications with methods that substantially improve
interoperability and the reusability of components. This enables the devel-
opment of new applications as needed by the business. Sharable compo-
nents must be built as sharable from the beginning; it is difficult and
expensive to do so after the fact.

� Scalability
We will design applications to grow as the business grows. The applications
must be scalable in size, capacity, and functionality to meet changing
business and technical requirements. This reduces the total cost of owner-
ship by reducing the amount of application and platform changes needed
to respond to increasing or decreasing demand on the system. Scalability
must be reviewed for both upward and downward capability.

� Relational database structure
For transactional applications, a relational-based data access for business
applications will provide the maximum flexibility to meet changing busi-
ness requirements. It will also ensure ease of obtaining information and
maximum data integrity.

� Open systems
Implementation of business applications based on open technology will
be the most effective method to meet the business requirements and
provide solutions independent of hardware platforms. This allows us to
select the most economical solution without impacting applications and
increases flexibility because technology components can be purchased
from many vendors. Open systems will allow technically different systems
to be interfaced to share any information the business requires.

� Web enabled
Business applications must be designed for a thin-client Web-based archi-
tecture. This will result in the lowest overall cost of ownership due to the
client requirements and will allow us to take advantage of a new class of
applications: Web services, or server applications that exchange XML-
formatted data with other applications over the Web. The use of Web
services is a cost-effective way for us to integrate existing, stand-alone
applications into larger business (and business-to-business) systems.
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� Business usability
In efforts to provide business applications that are easy to use and present
information in meaningful ways to the business, standard graphical user
interfaces should be used. This will ensure that systems are easy to use
with minimal training.

� Real time
We will implement business applications so that updating of information
occurs immediately rather than through batch processing or copying of
information. Information will be entered at the process rather than after
the fact in a manual entry process. This will allow us to see what is in
operation on the manufacturing floor at any given time.

� Table driven
We will implement applications with tables rather than hard-coded values,
because they are more flexible to changing business needs. Maintenance
costs of systems are considerably less, as business users are able to make
changes to meet the business needs. This will also allow users to be self-
sufficient in making changes to business applications and processes.

� Secure
The importance of designing security into applications cannot be under-
stated in today’s world when dealing with customer information and the
intellectual property value of an organization. Sensitive information and
intellectual property must be protected at all costs by the following means:
a. Access to all applications should be tied to Active Directory.
b. Sensitive data should be encrypted within the database.
c. Sensitive data should not move unprotected over the Internet.
d. Any application that lives outside the firewall and is accessed via the

Internet should be reviewed by an outside security firm.

� Reliable, available
All applications will be designed for reliability and maximum availability.
The business depends on the availability of tools and information. To assure
this availability, it must be designed in from the beginning rather than
added afterward. Measures such as tracking unit tests, acceptance tests,
and production defects will ensure availability and reliability.

� Efficiency
A key requirement is speed of operation handling high volumes of trans-
actions. Systems must be designed for efficiency and not create a bottle-
neck.

� Standard
Systems development and operational environments will strive for consis-
tency. The variety of development tools, programming languages, and
supporting systems must be minimized or standardized on the smallest
number of alternatives to reduce total cost of ownership. The development
tools and programming languages used will be upgraded periodically to
maintain consistency and support from the vendor.
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� Worldwide
As the business expands internationally, we should consider having com-
mon business applications that support the entire business. It is much easier
to standardize business processes and applications at the beginning of
global growth rather than later in the process. A global strategy will also
help handle the tremendous cost/price pressures, and distance themselves
from competitors. Examples of global processes include ordering anywhere
in the world, shipping anywhere in the world, and having consistent prices,
products, and quality around the world. Common applications will provide
the power to streamline, consolidate, maximize the capabilities of local
uniqueness, and implement standard business processes and procedures
to help unify worldwide operations and access.

� Business application portfolio
The company’s business application portfolio for the future will be heavily
dependent on the vendor module selected and implemented for the core
applications. As mentioned above, as many of the modules as possible
should come from the same core vendor. We need to manage the business
application portfolio as the business grows and needs change. For example,
today customer relationship management (CRM) functionality may not be
critical because the company has a relatively low number of customers.

�

However, this may change in the future.

Once the business application principles have been identified, outline
the specific direction for the business applications and plans on how to
get there. Review the current business application situation and the busi-
ness application weaknesses that were documented in the second phase
of the planning effort. Review the application principles to identify the
gap. Finally, list the specific areas that must change to achieve the business
application direction. At this point, this list may not consist of specific
projects but groups of projects. For example, you may identify the need
to standardize on a common global ERP system, which may later decom-
pose to several separate projects.

At this point, you may have several options to evaluate relative to the
application direction. It is important to do a thorough job of investigating
the options because many times when the cost estimates start accumulating
for the project, management will want to go back to review the options
again. You will save time if you do a thorough job of option evaluation
at the beginning. At this level, your options are high-level and generic.
For example, rather than identifying a particular software application
package, one option is to implement new packaged software, whether it
be package x, y, or z. Consider the option of continuing on the current
path, or doing nothing. Identify options for each area of major change or
investment. Exhibit 6.34 is an example of how one company identified
its options for business application systems.
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�
Exhibit 6.34 Option Introduction

1. Option Analysis
A number of options were evaluated to develop the application recommendation.
Figure 6.11 shows the various options considered with supporting detail to follow.

a. Tier 1 ERP: Select and implement a tier 1 integrated vendor-supplied ERP
software package (i.e., Oracle, SAP).

b. Best-of-breed: Select and implement a series of niche software packages
including a tier 2 ERP system, warehouse management system, and trans-
portation management system.

c. New custom system: Develop a new state-of-the-art custom system, or
new generation of the current systems.

d. Status quo or do nothing: Keep the current systems and continue to
enhance the systems over time to meet the changing business needs.

Each option is outlined in detail below, including a description, advantages,

�

disadvantages, cost, and resource estimates.

Next, analyze the various high-level options. This includes assembling
the following information for each option:

Cost estimate: Be extremely careful to not underestimate costs at this
point in the process. Include all costs, not just the vendor software
costs. Once you provide managers with these high-level numbers,
it can be amazing how good their memory is if you come back
with higher costs than the original estimates. It is always easier to
start high and find ways to reduce project costs rather than starting
too low. Whatever numbers you provide at this stage, be sure that
management understands that the numbers are very preliminary,
and you need to do a significant amount of work to formulate actual
budgetary numbers. Include all various costs, such as:

Figure 6.11 Options considered
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� Hardware and servers: Several additional servers and hardware
components may be required. Will your query or data ware-
house application reside on a separate machine than your
transaction processing? Will you require a test or development
server in addition to the production machine? Will you have
additional disk or backup (for example, mirroring) require-
ments? Will you have to design an architecture for high avail-
ability? Will you need additional hardware peripherals for things
like bar coding, RFID, and other functionality? Will new printers
be necessary?

� Software: How many total users will be accessing the software?
In addition to the core software application package, will you
require other software for specific requirements? Will you need
to buy additional licenses for existing software to port to a new
hardware environment? Is additional database software required?
Are any additional support software packages required?

� Maintenance costs: Typically, the first year of maintenance must
be paid up-front. What level of support will be required?
Maintenance and support fees are typically 18% to 22% of the
net software and hardware costs.

� Tax: Many individuals forget to add the cost of tax in their
estimates. This could be substantial.

� Consulting or contracting: Consulting may be necessary for
conversion programming, consulting in the new business appli-
cation package, network or technical consulting, business pro-
cess reengineering consulting, project management, and so
forth. A rule of thumb is that consulting costs can be half to
two times the software purchase cost.

� Travel and expenses: Will costs be incurred due to out-of-town
consultants, training classes, implementation assistance, etc.?
Will travel be necessary to obtain input from worldwide users
or locations? Will you have to train other users in various
locations that will be utilizing the software? If consultants must
travel, the consulting costs may increase by 15%–25%.

� Training: Include training of the users and the IS group in the
new software. Does the IS group require additional technical
training due to new platforms?

� Network costs: Are any network enhancements necessary to
support the new application software?

� PC costs: Are any PC hardware or software upgrades necessary
to support the new application software?

� Outsourcing costs: Will a service bureau operate the hardware
and software?
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Time: What is the total amount of time you need for the project and
when is the latest you must begin the project? Time is also like the
cost area; do not underestimate the time required to finish the
project. It often takes longer than you think, and again management
has an excellent memory for the first number you provided. Try to
provide a fixed time upon project approval (e.g., the project will
be completed 18 months after approval).

Resources: How many business resources and how many IS resources
are necessary? Will the resources be part-time or full-time? One word
of caution on part-time resources: To do a large project effectively,
you need some commitment of full-time resources. With part-time
resources, production and day-to-day issues always take precedence,
and you often get fewer resources than you anticipated.

Benchmark information: Why should management believe your time
and cost estimates? Can you give them examples of other companies,
or what consultants or research organizations are saying that similar
projects cost?

Advantages: List the high-level advantages this option would have for
the company.

Disadvantages: List the high-level disadvantages this option would have
for the company.

Ensure that all the advantages and disadvantages are documented.
Examples to consider include:

� Access to information
� Functional depth and breadth of requirements addressed
� Integration
� Customer impact
� Ability to handle growth
� Ability to handle type of growth (i.e., global, acquisitions, new

customers, new products)
� Best practice business processes
� Sarbanes–Oxley controls
� Risk
� Resources
� Supportability
� Extensibility
� Cost of ownership
� Value
� Risk of change
� Implementation scope
� Initial costs
� Vendor dependence
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After documenting the various options, discuss the options with the
IS steering committee. Agree on an appropriate course of action and
document the decision.

Information Architecture

In large global companies with various divisions and locations, the ques-
tion is often raised as to what information resides at each site, what
information is necessary at a corporate level, and what information must
be shared across sites. This issue is very important to resolve in the
strategic planning process. IS expenditures at a local or site level may not
be necessary, or would not be approved if the direction is different at a
corporate level. Although there are common corporate information needs,
there are often different information needs at the site level or information
that must be shared by the remote sites. Agree upon the information
architecture in advance, even though it is possible to bring together the
corporate information in a data warehouse. The locations and corporate
must decide who is responsible for what information. Figure 6.12 depicts
the different information needs that exist.

As information needs migrate toward the center (for example, the
global or company group level), the cost and complexity of providing the
IS solution are higher, and the degree of flexibility is reduced. This is
because consistent systems and processes must be in place to transfer
and collect the worldwide or group information in addition to the site
information. Therefore, unless there is a business need to migrate the
information to the center of the circle, it is best that it remain close to
the site level. Even though an information need would be at the global
or group level, the actual transaction-based system needs to exist at the

Figure 6.12 Information needs
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site or geographic area. The global or group solution would typically be
a data warehouse for reporting purposes.

It can be helpful to develop a grid with the information needs devel-
oped earlier and identify what portion the IS group is responsible for
obtaining. This means that the information is needed at the particular level
or site, to report the data or to update it. There may or may not be a
separate IS organization or separate IS business applications at each of
the sites. In the event there are multiple systems and organizations,
typically the lowest level that is responsible for updating the information
is the owner of the information and systems to maintain the information.
See the example in Exhibit 6.35. The Y denotes that that business group
has a requirement for the information.

The IS group and the business can further clarify the table with the
use of the CRUD (creating, replacing, updating, deleting) criteria. The
CRUD criteria would identify which entity is responsible for the informa-
tion. Note whether the organization only requires the information for
reporting purposes. This table can then become the basis of the future
system development. There are tremendous business ramifications and
questions within each of the information needs; closely review and discuss
this list with management.

Even if the company is not a complex global or multidivisional orga-
nization, it is important to design the business application direction so
that it provides the key information metrics or indicators that measure the
organization’s well-being. Review the information needs or business mea-
sures identified in the previous chapter. For the measures not currently
available or difficult to get from the current applications, identify areas to
address these needs in the business application direction.

Develop the E-Business Direction

An important aspect to address in both the application direction as well
as the technical infrastructure direction is the e-business direction. To be
effective, e-business applications must be designed from the external
requirements of the organization, not internally. Review the information
assembled in the first phase of planning. During the first phase, you
identified the customers and all the stakeholders, their requirements, and
their process of doing business with the company. You also identified the
company vision and mission, and the value proposition. Next, identify
the following to outline the e-business direction:

� E-business strategy: How does the company want to utilize the
Web? How can the company use Web technology to strengthen or
enhance the value proposition?
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Exhibit 6.35 Information Architecture

Information Need Sales Site System Eng Site Manufacturing Site Geographic Area Global Process Group

Marketing:

Customer information Y Y Y Y Y

Pricing and discounts Y Y Y Y

Quote Y Y Y Y

Forecasting Y Y Y Y Y

Technical reference Y Y Y Y Y

Agreements, contracts, TC Y Y Y Y Y

Sales goals, credits Y Y

Pursuit information Y Y Y Y

Competitor Y Y Y Y

Training course Y Y Y

Sales tools (bulletin board) Y Y Y Y Y

Order:

Order information Y Y Y Y Y Y

Project information Y Y Y Y Y Y

Bookings Y Y Y
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Information Need Sales Site System Eng Site Manufacturing Site Geographic Area Global Process Group

Backlog Y Y Y

Item and model level Y Y Y Y Y

CAD design information Y Y Y Y

Configurator Y Y Y Y

Sales Y Y Y Y

Distributions requirements plan Y Y Y

Shipping Y Y

Invoicing Y Y Y

Order status Y Y Y

Project history Y Y Y Y

Service level Y Y Y Y Y

Table of denial Y

Project engineering:

Project P&L Y Y Y Y Y

Resource availability Y Y Y

Project scheduling Y Y

Resource skills Y Y Y
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Quality:

Internal failure Y

Shipment and warranty Y Y Y Y

Quality procedures Y Y Y Y Y

Hold information Y Y Y

Field failure information Y Y Y

Field service:

Call tracking Y Y Y Y

Installed base information Y Y Y Y Y Y

Diagnostic Y Y Y Y Y

R&D and technology:

Bug and enhancement Y Y Y

Manufacturing:

Bill-of-material Y

Engineering change Y

CAD Y

Inventory and cycle count Y

Manufacturing item Y

Master scheduling Y
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Material requirements planning Y

Manufacturing order Y

Purchasing Y Y Y Y

Vendor information Y Y Y Y

Capacity planning Y

Manufacturing routing and hours Y

Financial:

Product cost Y Y

Budgeting Y Y Y Y

Functional P&L Y Y Y Y Y Y

Balance statement Y Y Y

General ledger Y Y Y Y

Accounts payable Y Y Y

Fixed assets Y Y Y

Accounts receivable Y Y Y

Credit Y Y Y Y

Sales tax Y

Foreign currency Y Y
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Human Resources:

Employee, position Y Y

Payroll Y Y Y

Employee hours Y Y Y

Benefit information Y Y

Salary planning Y Y

Applicant tracking Y

Employee training, skills Y Y Y
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� E-business opportunities: For each stakeholder, identify the specific
e-business opportunities by reviewing each step of the process
and how the company wants to add value. Identify specific ways
Web technology could be used. E-business opportunities would
also have been identified in the business interviews in the first
phase of the planning. Identify whether opportunities are informa-
tional, service related, transactional, interactive, or collaborative.

� Group the various e-business opportunities into phases.

Review the business application situation and direction. Identify the
impact that e-business may have on the application environment. For
example, as shown in Figure 6.13, each application area can be identified
and prioritized that must be e-enabled.

Develop the Technical Infrastructure Direction

For a complex environment with many different components working
together, it is necessary to have a common computing architecture. As the
IS environment is expanded in the future, the additions must conform to
the computing architecture to ensure that all components will continue
to function together. Update this architecture on an ongoing basis with
technology advances and changes. Start with the business operating vision
in building the computing architecture rather than just focusing on tech-
nology itself. Have a business requirement or problem to solve before
deploying technology. Looking at the IS mission and objectives developed
earlier, determine what technical requirements are necessary to meet the
business objectives.

It may be useful to separate the detailed technical architecture plan
into a stand-alone document. This will provide the details necessary for
the technical group, and this level of detail may not be necessary for
business management. The following are the components of a separate
technical architecture plan developed at one company:

� Executive summary: Provides summary information on the technical
architecture plan. This section should also be included in the IS
strategic plan for all business management.

� Architecture overview: Describes specific architectural principles,
as well as identifying main system anchor points. Anchor points
are technology or tools in which the company has a significant
amount of money invested, and that will not change in the near
future.
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Figure 6.13 E-business application framework
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� Client architecture: Presents an examination of the hardware and
software components that comprise the client architecture (PC,
workstation). Details any assumptions made in the client architec-
ture design, along with an analysis of implicit risks and concerns
associated with its deployment and use.

� Workgroup server architecture: Presents an examination of the
hardware and software components that comprise the workgroup
server architecture. Details any assumptions made in the workgroup
server architecture design, along with an analysis of implicit risks
and concerns associated with its deployment and use.

� Enterprise server architecture: Presents an examination of the hard-
ware and software components that comprise the enterprise server
architecture. Details any assumptions made in the enterprise server
architecture design, along with an analysis of implicit risks and
concerns associated with its deployment and use.

� LAN architecture: Presents an examination of the hardware and
software components that comprise the LAN architecture. Details
any assumptions made in the LAN architecture design, along with
an analysis of implicit risks and concerns.

� WAN architecture: Presents an examination of the hardware and
software components that comprise the WAN architecture. Details
any assumptions made in the WAN architecture design, along with
an analysis of implicit risks and concerns.

� Other enabling technologies: Provides a detailed look at the archi-
tecture associated with other add-on technologies.

� Performance: Describes the physical placement of data and appli-
cations within the system, along with an analysis of its impact on
performance. Outlines performance criteria and service-level
expectations.

� System management integration: Outlines the hardware and soft-
ware necessary to manage the entire environment.

As with the business application direction, it is helpful to begin with
identifying the guiding principles relative to the technical architecture.
Exhibit 6.36 shows an example of technical infrastructure principles.

�
Exhibit 6.36 Technical Infrastructure Direction

Technical Infrastructure Direction
The following principles will be the basis for the technical infrastructure direction:
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� Standardize: The number of differing infrastructure components will be
minimized. Whenever possible or reasonable, we will eliminate redundant
components. Clearly defined standards will direct subsequent architecture
choices. We will adhere to an approved software/hardware list. A stan-
dards-based architecture increases the ability to adapt to changes. Global
standards will standardize on what to buy, but not from whom as countries
can get better deals than shipping across borders.

� Mainstream technology use: Mainstream is defined to exclude advanced
technologies not yet in general use and we will not have trailing-edge
technology. Systems and infrastructure components will be kept relatively
current so they are maintained and supported by the vendor, are current
with the industry, and interface with other modern components. Obsolete
hardware and technologies with no future will be sunset, rotated, and
replaced. We will minimize risk through the use of proven technology.

� Scalability: Infrastructure components will be designed to be able to grow
as the business grows. We will proactively manage and project capacity
and will err on the side of over capacity rather than under capacity.

� Availability: The infrastructure will be designed for minimum downtime.
Single points of failure will be eliminated or reduced after evaluating the
cost of redundancy and the cost/risk of the outage. Systems and resources
will be designed for 24/7 availability.

� Security: The technical infrastructure will be designed for a secure envi-
ronment to ensure our business systems and data are protected. Reliable,
robust, and scalable authentication methods must be deployed for all
access, internal or external.

� Automation: Management of the infrastructure will be automated whenever
possible to provide reliability and availability, and to reduce the long-term
cost of ownership.

� Integration: Different components of the architecture will be integrated so
that they function together transparently.

� Simplification, maintainability, and manageability: Products will be
selected that are simple to install, administer, and support.

� Total cost of ownership: We will select products that minimize total cost
of ownership. This includes purchase costs, implementation costs, training

�

costs, maintenance costs, and support costs.

Next, identify what must be done to accomplish the technical infra-
structure principles. Review the current environment and the weaknesses.
Identify the general areas that must be addressed to fill the gap. One area
may include several individual projects. An example is provided in Exhibit
6.37.
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�
Exhibit 6.37 Technical Infrastructure Plan

Technical Infrastructure Plan (How Will We Get There?)
1. Disaster recovery and business continuance: As the business continues to

increase its reliance on the systems, a disaster recovery plan is becoming
even more critical than ever. Risk management has taken on a new light
with the cyber attacks, viruses, 9/11, thefts, terrorism, risks due to war and
weather, and other volatile global or political risks. With the move to a
more centralized environment, protections are necessary.

Today, the company does not have a disaster recovery plan or a business
continuance plan, which is a significant risk to the business. The company
must complete a risk assessment, identify mission and time critical data
and systems, develop an appropriate disaster recovery strategy and plan
that balances cost and risk, and develop an appropriate business contin-
uance strategy and plan. The business continuance plan consists of the
complete business operations and business processes that must take place
in the event of a disaster. Finally, the plans must be implemented and tested.

2. Security: There are many security trends and technology that offer the
company additional protection. Some areas of consideration include:
– Anti-virus software: Viruses and worms are becoming more of a threat

to companies than ever before. It is critical that the company stay up-
to-date in anti-virus software and detection methods. New viral con-
tainment methods will also be deployed (i.e., personal firewalls).

– ZENworks rollout: We will further the implementation of ZENworks to
push virus scanning to the desktop to reduce the maintenance effort.

– Single sign-on.
– Firewalls.
– DMZ.
– Security policy.

3. Desktop rotation: Desktops must be continually kept up-to-date and mod-
ernized on a regular basis, in both software as well as hardware. Allowing
PCs to get out-of-date will result in incompatibilities with basic computing
provided in packaged software packages, communicating with outside
entities, and performing basic functions such as printing and e-mail. Out-
of-date and inconsistent desktops will also increase the support costs, total
cost of ownership, and IS maintenance efforts. 

Today, we have approximately xxxx PCs and xxx laptops. We should
rotate PCs on a four-year rotation, and every two years for laptops based
on industry studies such as MHTA and Gartner Group.

4. Network: There are several network trends that offer us new technology to
consider in the future. Some improvements could include:
– Voice-over-IP (VoIP): An analysis must be completed to identify how

and when we should convert to this technology. VoIP offers many
advantages, such as a local dial plan throughout all sites, phone port-
ability, and costs.
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– Wireless: We have begun implementing wireless technology, and can
expand its use. Wireless devices such as PDAs and downloading infor-
mation to tools such as a Blackberry, mobile scanning devices, and
other devices may prove to be valuable tools. Security issues and
options, privacy issues, and interference are critical issues to address
in the wireless direction.

– Phone switches.
– Voicemail system.
– Wiring.
– Load balancing using content switches.
– Upgrades: New network software provides improved reliability, man-

ageability, and reduces costs. New network hardware components are
smaller, faster, cheaper, and more powerful.

5. Server: Just as with desktops, we must continually improve the server
environment to handle increased capacity needs due to business changes
or new applications as well as taking advantage of advances in technology.
The following are server enhancements that may be considered in the
future:
– Event management tools.
– Capacity planning tools.
– Consolidation.
– Linux: We will continue to evaluate this technology and determine

appropriate plans.
– Blade servers: These are cluster-based systems that can be configured

to include load-balancing and failover, and that can be hot-pluggable.
This reduces the number of servers required, reduces costs, and
improves availability and recoverability.

– Clustering.
– Fault tolerance.
– Hyperthreading.
– Grid computing.

�

– Autonomic computing.

Identify the various technologies and tools in the client, network, server,
middleware, and application development environments. Identify technol-
ogies as follows:

� Strategic, full use: These technologies are strategic to the company
and are in full use.

� Niche: These are departmental or specific use tools.
� Research: These technologies are in research and may become

strategic once proven and tested. They can only be deployed for
specific areas.

� Obsolete, sunset, transitional: These technologies may be in use,
but the company is trying to phase out their use. They would be
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provided with minimal IS support, but not development or
upgrades.

� Unsupported: These are old technologies that are not supported
and should not be in use.

Figure 6.14 shows an example of a plan for a technical infrastructure
environment with a few of the products provided as examples. The
categories and components should be reviewed and updated on an annual
basis to reflect changes in technology.

Develop the Organizational Direction

Service architecture is the blueprint that specifies which IS processes and
what kinds of people are required to support the business systems and
computing architecture. The people side of the equation and direction
cannot be overlooked; without the proper skilled people, a company
cannot reach even the best-planned direction.

The service architecture includes:

� Processes: Major functions of the management IS organization
� People: Hiring, development, and compensation practices
� Organization: Internal structure of the management IS organization
� Culture: Values held within the management IS organization
� Technology: Characteristics of implemented technology
� Metrics: Methods of providing and ensuring quality

One company summarized the service architecture direction in Exhibit
6.38.

�
Exhibit 6.38 Service Architecture

People

Business Area Experts

� Specialization by business processes
� Specialized knowledge of business systems that support those business

processes
� General knowledge of technology
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Figure 6.14 Architecture map

Architecture Map

End User Access Toolset Professional Developer Workstation

Client

Middleware/Services

Server

Network

Key:     S: Strategic,           O:  Obsolete, Sunset          R:  Research           N:  Niche           U:  Unsupported

Data Retrieval/Server Side
S Sagent

Data Access/Workstation
R MS Access XP
R Sagent Data Flow
R Sagent WebLink
N MS Access 97
S PKZip
S MS Index Server
S Web Trends
S Adobe Acrobat Reader

Application Development

R MS Office XP

S Groupwise

S VBA

Process Tools

N Visio

S MS Project

Design Tools

N Visio, MS Office XP

S Power Designer

Application Shell

 Nothing at this time

Development Tools
R MS Office XP
S Unix Shell Scripts
S GroupWise
S ASP
S VBA
S Oracle Developer
U COBOL

Applications
R Version Control
R J2EE

Library Tools
 Nothing at this time

Web/Content Development
S Adobe Dereamweaver
S Paintshop Pro
S Hot Metal Pro
S Content Management

Operating System
R Windows XP Professional
N Windows 3.11, 95/98/NT
R IBM AIX
R Palm OS 4+
U Windows CE

Hardware
S Intel P4
S Palm m500 minimum

Communications

S Internet Explorer 6

N Citrix

R Hummingbird/Exceed

Project  Management

S Microsoft Project

Word Processing
S MS Word XP
N MS Word 95/97

Spreadsheet
S MS Ecel XP
N MS Excel 95/97

Drawing/Painting
N MS Visio

Presentation
S MS Powerpoint Xp
S Harvard Graphics

Email/Groupware
S MS Exchange

Database/Reporting
S MS Access XP
N MS Access 95/97

Document Output
S Adobe Acrobat

Virus Protection
S NAI Antivirus

Other Services
S FTP
S HTTP
S FAX
S RFID
S Netware
S CICS

Network OS
S Netware
S Samba
S NFS

Hardware
S Intel
S IBM Power

Backup
S Backup Exec

Shared Storage
S EMC
R Hierarchial Storage
 Management

LAN Topologies
S Ethernet

WAN Topologies
S Leased Lines
S VPN

Wiring
S Twisted Pair Cat 5
S Cat 3 - Voice

Inter-Networks
S Cisco Routers
S  Cisco Switches

Telephony
S POTS
R VOIP

Enterprise Management Systems
Systems Management
S Oracle Enterprise
 Management
S Precise
S ZenWorks

Network Managers
S ZenWorks
N Manage Wise

Statistical Collection
S Concord

Other Stuff
S xxxxxxx
S yyyyyyyy

Other Junk
S aaaaaaaa
R bbbbbbbb

Compund Document
S Microsoft OLE

Security Services
S Firewall
S NAI (McAfee) Antivirus
S Novell/Groupwise Login
N RACF

Message Routing Services
S API - MAPI
S API - Groupwise
S Gateway - SMTP/Pop3
S Public Carriers - Internet
S LAN Email - Groupwise

Remote Database
 Access
S Oracle Net*8
S ODBC
R  XML
R EDI

Time Services
S Internal Time
 Sychronization
 Service

Message Oriented
 Middleware
 Nothing at this time

Conversational
S  Video Conferencing

Object Request Broker
  Nothing at this time

Directory Services
S Novell eDirectory
S DNS
S LDAP

Remote LAN Services
R Remote Access

RDBMS
S Oracle 8i
N DB2
N Sybase
U MS SQL Server

Document Mgmt/Workflow
S Groupwise

Web Server
S Microsoft Internet
 Information Server
N Apache
N Bea Web Logic

Application Server
S Microsoft Internet
 Information Server

Content Management
 Nothing at this time

Operating Systems
S IBM AIX
S Windows 2000
N IBM S/390
N VAX/VMS
N Windows Terminal Server

Protocols
S TCP/IP V4
S HTTP
S WINS
N FTP/SFTP
N IPX/SPX
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Application Experts

� Specialization by type of business system
� Specialized knowledge of business systems capabilities, operations, and

supporting tools
� General knowledge of technology and business processes

Technology Experts

� Specialization by technology component
� Specialized knowledge of technology component capabilities, operations,

and supporting tools
� General knowledge of business systems and business processes

Processes

Projects

� Deployment of new systems
� Substantial additions to existing system capabilities
� Substantial revisions to existing system capabilities

Enhancements

� Minor revisions to existing system capabilities
� Minor additions to existing system capabilities

Support

� Operations
� Maintenance
� Troubleshooting

�

� Consulting

Some of the questions to consider in the service architecture include:

� Are you providing all the IS functions that are necessary? Are user
areas providing support that the IS organization should?

� Are the IS processes efficient? Have the processes been mapped
and reviewed for efficiency? Do user inquiries get handled quickly
and efficiently? Are users satisfied with the support? Why or why not?

� Are you hiring people with the skill set you require in the future?
Are you providing the proper development for employees? Can
employees cross into other areas of IS and obtain cross training?
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� Where and how should the company utilize outsourcing?
� What has been the turnover within the IS group? What have been

some of the reasons for leaving?
� Are compensation policies aligned with market demands? Have

you had significant turnover due to salaries?
� Is the organization structured efficiently? Do you have the functions

that you will need in the future? Do job descriptions and titles
accurately depict the functions that are needed today as well as
in the future?

� Are the values reflected through daily decisions?
� Does the organization understand the direction?
� How do you measure IS efficiency and effectiveness?

Begin the service architecture by determining the organization direc-
tion. As was done with the business applications and technical infrastruc-
ture, develop organizational principles. An example of organizational
principles is provided in Exhibit 6.39.

�
Exhibit 6.39 Organizational Direction

IS Organizational Direction

� Worldwide leverage: Whenever possible, we will leverage IS resources
globally. Although local resources will be assigned to meet global needs,
overall costs will be reduced by leveraging resources. Redundant devel-
opment groups and efforts will be eliminated.

� Minimize risk: Responsibilities will have a primary person as well as a
secondary person identified to ensure proper backup and reduce overall
risk. The IS group will invest in cross training to provide depth of knowledge
and support. The overall IS staffing level will be planned in accordance
with business needs.

� Consultants and outsourcing: If IS does not have the proper skill set or
requires additional short-term assistance, consultants will be utilized as
necessary. However, consultants will not be used for mission-critical ongo-
ing activities without proper backup of knowledge internally. We will focus
resources on areas of core competency and outsource nonstrategic areas
that others can do better and less expensively. We will leverage application
vendor staff of experts to support and maintain the applications.

� Simplify: The IS organizational structure will be kept simple with a mini-
mum number of levels. Responsibilities will be clearly identified and
defined by organization group and individual. The business users will
understand where within IS to go for assistance.
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� Employee Development: We will provide the necessary training so that
personnel have up-to-date and necessary skills to maintain the systems.
Internet programs, mentorship, and career paths will be used to provide
employees with development and fulfillment.

� Empowerment: Whenever possible tools will be provided to business users
to enable them to service themselves. Tools will also be provided to IS
individuals for optimum efficiency and effectiveness.

� Staffing level: We will staff the IS function to a level that makes sense for
the business. Costs and risks will be balanced to ensure the business needs
are met. The IS priorities will be aligned with the business priorities.

� Business partner: The role of IS will be to partner with the business. IS will
not be an “order taker,” nor will IS dictate business decisions. Rather, IS
will work with the business to proactively identify opportunities to best
utilize technology to assist the business. To that end, the IS group will be
staffed with business analysts that understand the business and can partic-
ipate in business process reengineering efforts.

� Culture: IS will be a continuation of the company culture, valuing the
employee, teamwork, communication, and productivity. We will promote

�

a culture of fun while continuing to deliver quality service and support.

A key organizational principle to address is outsourcing. At some point
in time, management typically asks the question whether IS should be
outsourced. Address this through the planning process. Identify whether
outsourcing is a fit given the strategies and goals. Although total outsourc-
ing may not be a good option, outsourcing certain aspects is typically
sound management practice. It is important to identify which areas of IS
are critical and should remain internal versus those functions that could
be accomplished by an external party given a better cost of ownership
proposition.

After identifying the organization principles, identify the tasks or
projects that must be done to accomplish the principles. This may involve
an organizational change. Changes in the role of IS, strategies, maturity,
and technology may impact the organization and jobs responsibilities. For
example, when client/server technologies were first introduced, many IS
organizations were organized in the areas of network, PC, and business
applications. They quickly found that the new client/server technology
required skills that crossed all these areas to be effective. Many companies
addressed this with additional growth opportunities and rewards for
breadth of knowledge. Some companies implemented a “pay for skill”
program. Job descriptions were also not indicative of the new technology
and roles. Flexible and broad job descriptions were necessary so they
would not require updating as the technology changed. Rather than having
different titles for each function of IS (PC, network, business application),
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some companies chose generic titles and job descriptions to be used
across all the functions. The jobs also encompassed several salary grades
to accommodate the growth that was necessary. This also provided a
technical career path that extended as high as the management ranks.

Through this process, your company may find it necessary to change
job descriptions, titles, salary grades, and organizational structure.
Although necessary, major changes such as these should be thoroughly
considered before implementing as they can cause severe havoc in an IS
organization, even if implemented carefully.

One company identified the new IS skill set that would be required
for the future. It is a skill set that balances technical, leadership, and
business knowledge skills that lead to greater resource optimization and
well-rounded IS workers. In addition to investing in skills enhancement
and staff retention, the company found it necessary to create new roles
and responsibilities for both technical and business liaisons. The required
skill sets are summarized in Figure 6.15.

Some companies find it necessary to review each open IS job and
identify the specific skills desired, from both a personality side as well as
the technical side. The desired skills can be prioritized (H: high, M: medium
and L: low). A high priority means that an individual (no matter how
good) would not be hired unless he or she had this skill. This can become

Figure 6.15 Future IS employee skill set

Leadership

Architecture Specialist

Project Leader

• Communication

• People development

• Influencing

• Market-based decision

 making

• Teamwork

• Marketing

• Managing change

• Quality

Technical

• Infra-structure components

• Development tools

• Architecture

Business Analyst

Development Specialist

Operations Specialist

Business Knowledge

• External market knowledge

• Internal customers and

 business process knowledge

• Organizational philosophy

 and principles

IS Executive

IS Consultant
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a checklist and rating sheet for each individual interviewed. The list can
also be used to provide a candidate with a checklist of what you are
looking for and to ask that individual to rate his or her skills in each area.
The list should be developed by the managers and individuals interviewing
individuals for positions. It can be amazing to discover that each inter-
viewer is looking for slightly different skill sets and individuals. Formulate
interview questions to directly correlate to your desired criteria. An exam-
ple is provided in Exhibit 6.40. Further define each adjective in a glossary.

�
Exhibit 6.40 Skill Set Criteria

Senior IS Support Analyst (Application)

� H-Team player
� H-Independent
� H-Flexible
� M-Decision maker
� M-Leadership
� M-Dedication
� M-Career focus
� L-Company fit
� L-Visionary
� H-Analyst skills
� M-AS/400 skills
� M-Financial systems
� M-Multiplatform skills
� M-Years experience
� M-Specific vendor experience
� M-Desktop experience
� L-Education

Senior IS Support Analyst (Network)

� H-Communication
� H-Team player
� H-Independent
� H-Flexible
� H-Decision maker
� H-Visionary
� M-Dedication
� M-Career focus
� L-Company fit
� M-C++ experience
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� L-Object orientation
� L-Education
� L-Experience
� H-Network architecture/design
� H-Network monitoring
� H-Server monitoring
� H-Capacity planning
� H-Security design
� H-Network performance tuning
� H-WAN experience
� M-Desktop experience
� M-UNIX experience

IS Support Architect (DBA)

� H-Team player
� H-Independent
� H-Flexible
� H-Decision maker
� H-Visionary
� H-Communication
� M-Leadership
� M-Dedication
� L-Career focus
� L-Company fit
� L-Education
� L-Experience
� H-Oracle experience
� H-Database security experience
� H-Backup/disaster recovery experience
� M-Worldwide replication
� M-Data warehouse, query tools
� M-UNIX experience
� M-NT experience
� M-Database performance tuning
� M-C++ experience
� L-Database design

Senior IS Support Analyst (Scientific)

� H-Team player
� H-Independent
� H-Flexible
� H-Dedication
� M-Decision maker
� M-Leadership
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� M-Career focus
� L-Company fit
� L-Visionary
� L-Education
� H-DEC VAX VMS skills
� H-Years experience
� H-PC programming
� M-Analyst skills
� M-Statistical analysis
� M-Multiplatform experience
� M-UNIX experience
� M-Desktop experience
� M-Sybase/Oracle experience

IS Manager

� H-Communication
� H-Leadership
� H-Worker, set example
� H-Quick learner
� H-Decision maker
� H-Visionary
� M-Career focus
� M-Company fit
� M-Dedication
� H-Management experience
� H-Cross-platform experience
� H-Network management
� H-Data communication experience
� H-Desktop management
� H-Experience
� M-AS/400 management
� M-Technical background, programming
� M-Education

Senior IS Support Analyst (PC)

� H-People person
� H-Open-minded
� H-Creative
� H-Conviction
� H-Team player
� M-Company fit
� M-Database experience
� M-Microsoft certification
� M-Multi-platform experience
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� M-Experience
� L-Education
� L-UNIX experience
� L-Oracle experience
� L-Notes experience
� H-Microsoft Office knowledge
� H-PC hardware knowledge
� H-PC programming, application development
� H-Cross-platform connectivity
� H-Middle-ware experience

�

� M-Network experience

Also, review the skills of the existing resources and identify any training
that will be necessary for each individual.

If you are significantly changing the organization or shuffling respon-
sibilities, it can help to add clarity by providing a matrix with a column
for each individual or group. For each individual, identify a list of that
person’s primary objectives as well as his or her secondary objectives.
Each area of support should be identified under someone’s name. It would
be advisable to have items listed under more than one name to provide
backup and depth of coverage. An example of this matrix is provided in
Exhibit 6.41.

�
Exhibit 6.41 Responsibility Matrix

Responsibility Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4

Strategic planning P

Prioritizing projects P

Prioritizing requests P P

Ensure business alignment P

Communicating with business P

Communicating with IS P

Manage finances, budget P

Staffing, hiring P

Develop staff, career planning P

Performance management P
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Responsibility Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4

Salary reviews P

Vendor, contract management P

Policies, procedures, processes P

Personnel management P

Manage application group P

Business analysis S P

Project management S P

Financial systems

Manufacturing systems

Engineering systems

Programming

Lotus Notes

Visual Basic

Manage infrastructure group P

DBA support

WAN/network support

LAN/server support

AS/400

Switches, hubs

Firewall

Novell administration

Manage disk space, utilization

Internet support

Remote connectivity

Backup support

Phone support

Security

PC hardware support
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�

Develop IS Process Direction

Begin by identifying the principles for the IS process direction. An example
of process principles is provided in Exhibit 6.42.

�
Exhibit 6.42 Process Direction

IS Process Direction

� Efficient and Effective: IS processes will be designed for overall efficiency
and effectiveness.

� Automation: IS processes will be automated when possible to minimize
cost and resource requirements. Industry-standard, up-to-date, but proven
systems and technology will be used as necessary. An IS process will be
improved before adding automation rather than automating a poor process.
The IS process will be modified to fit software rather than modifying the
software.

� Simplify: IS processes will be designed to eliminate waste and to simplify
the overall process.

� Responsive: IS processes will be designed to be responsive to the needs
of customers.

� Best practices: Whenever possible, the company will utilize best practices
throughout the IS processes.

� Controlled, consistent, and repeatable: IS processes will be designed to be
controlled, consistent, and repeatable. This will ensure that IS projects can
be delivered on time and on budget, and meet the requirements.

Responsibility Person 1 Person 2 Person 3 Person 4

PC software support

Install new PCs 

Palm support

Printer support

User training

User calls, help desk

Manage software licenses

Track PC inventory 

Acquire PCs
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� Measured: Key metrics will be developed to measure the overall success
and progress of IS and IS processes. A balanced scorecard will identify the
IS metrics that are important to the business.

�

� Continuous improvement: IS processes will be continuously improved.

Next, review each IS process and identify it as high, medium, or low
priority to the organization. For each process, assign a person within the
IS group to be responsible for the process, as shown in Exhibit 6.43.

�
Exhibit 6.43 Process Priority and Owner

Improvement
Priority

Process 
Owner

Manage systems:

Capacity and storage 
management

Medium Infrastructure 
manager

Performance and availability 
management

Medium Infrastructure 
manager

Change management High Infrastructure 
manager

Backup and disaster recovery 
management

High Infrastructure 
manager

Problem management High Infrastructure 
manager

Installation and configuration 
management

Infrastructure 
manager

Schedule management Low Infrastructure 
manager

Software distribution 
management

Medium Infrastructure 
manager

Manage systems development:

Understand requirements Applications manager

Design solutions Applications manager

Construct and integrate 
solutions

Applications manager

Test solutions Applications manager

Customer acceptance Applications manager
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�

Next, identify the specific projects that must be accomplished in the
areas of processes. This could include general items to instill a process
improvement culture within IS, specific process improvements, or tools
that must be implemented.

As IS technology is moving out to the business, the IS organization
may find that it has less control of the environment than in the past. Yet,
it is even more critical for all the pieces to function together than it was
in the past. Therefore, it is useful to establish certain guidelines, or policies
and responsibilities, within which the business can operate while not
jeopardizing the larger picture by conflicting with other objectives or tools
in the environment.

Some of these items may be previously established in a corporate
policies and procedures manual, in which case you can just reference the
documents. Having policies and procedures well documented can save
hours of frustration for both users and IS personnel. Be sure to update
this information on a frequent basis and have convenient access of the
information to all users. Identify any policies and procedures that require

Improvement
Priority

Process 
Owner

Manage business relationships:

Understand business needs Applications manager

Market IS offerings VP of IS

Service-level management Low VP of IS

Customer satisfaction 
management

VP of IS

Manage resources:

Facilities management Low Infrastructure 
manager

Financial management Medium VP of IS

Vendor management Low VP of IS

IS strategic planning Medium VP of IS

Security management High Infrastructure 
manager

Inventory and asset 
management

High Infrastructure 
manager

Human resources management High VP of IS
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updating or development. The following are some examples of questions
that should be addressed in policies and procedures:

1. What is the standard PC hardware that users can acquire that IS
supports? What is the process for hardware acquisition? What
requires the approval of the IS organization?

2. What is the standard PC software that the users can acquire that
is supported by the IS organization? What software is available on
the network? What is the process for software acquisition? What
requires the approval of the IS organization?

3. Who is responsible for budgeting acquisition and depreciation of
PCs? To whom does the PC belong? (For example, can IS redeploy
or move PCs to match the business need?)

4. Who is responsible for ensuring optimum pricing on PC hardware
and software (e.g., is it purchasing’s or the IS organization’s respon-
sibility?)

5. Who is responsible for budgeting PC software, standard desktop
software, as well as special software that is necessary? How do
you ensure software license compliance?

6. How does the company manage PC retirement, and who is respon-
sible? What methods do you utilize for PC disposal?

7. What standards does the company follow for user-developed PC
applications? When does a PC business application become the
support responsibility of the IS organization? What methods of
backup and documentation are necessary? What are the policy and
responsibilities for other user department tools that may be used,
such as intranet, Internet, customer bulletin boards, EDI, and Lotus
Notes applications?

8. What is the company policy regarding PC games and Internet
access?

9. Who is responsible for organizing and funding PC training?
10. Who is responsible for ensuring a virus-free environment?
11. What is the responsibility of each remote site, and what is the

responsibility of the central IS department?
12. What are the responsibilities of the users and IS for new business

applications or projects?

Develop a Prioritization Process

IS projects must be aligned with the business objectives through the
prioritization process. The following are common (although not recom-
mended) prioritization processes:
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Squeaky wheel: This is very common in IS organizations. IS works on
projects from whichever group is screaming the loudest. This method
can be very inefficient as priorities can change before completing
projects in progress. It also does not ensure that projects with the
most value to the business are addressed.

First in, first out (FIFO): Some IS organizations are essentially order
takers, and complete projects in the order they are submitted. Again,
this does not ensure that projects with the most value to the business
are addressed.

Consensus: Consensus style typically involves the IS steering committee.
They agree on what is the most important project and proceed. This
process can be effective, but it can also be influenced by politics.
An influential VP’s favorite project can get pushed through the
process rather than being selected through an objective review.

Return on investment (ROI): The ROI prioritization method attempts to
add objectivity and business value into the selection criteria. However,
the selection is only as accurate as the benefit numbers estimated.
Often, a favorite project can be submitted with inflated benefits so
that it is completed. Projects with benefits that are difficult to quantify,
strategic efforts, and foundational projects may not be approved.

One company based the priority of projects on the following criteria:

� User dissatisfaction with existing system as reported through sur-
veys and interviews

� Potential business benefits and alignment with the business goals
� Number of areas that will receive benefits
� Number of existing systems that are replaced

The IS steering committee should complete the prioritization process.
Often, the prioritization can become an emotional and political event.
With a solid process agreed to by the group before beginning, you can
complete the prioritization process quickly and easily. This step of the
planning process involves identifying and obtaining agreement on the
prioritization process itself. Actually prioritizing projects will occur later
in the process. However, it is helpful to discuss and agree on the process
before discussing particular projects; that can get more emotional and a
good processes helps tame the discussion. Use the prioritization process
with projects in process that have obvious priorities to test and discuss
each prioritization process.

It is possible to implement a prioritization process that is effective,
efficient, and tolerable. After the prioritization process was completed in
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one company, an IS steering committee representative was asked what
they thought of the process: “Of course I’m disappointed that my projects
didn’t come out on top, but I understand the process, why my projects
didn’t rank at the top, and agree that other projects are higher priority to
the company.” In another company, through the prioritization process, it
was discovered that the IS group was working on projects in the wrong
area of the company: manufacturing projects were being completed due
to the involvement and pressure of the vice president of manufacturing.
After going through a structured prioritization process, it was discovered
that the marketing projects were more important to the strategic direction
of the company.

Complete the prioritization only for projects above a certain level of
effort or cost. This level should be set by the IS steering committee. The
level should be high enough so the group is not evaluating every minor
change, but low enough so the steering committee can direct the majority
of time. The IS group can prioritize day-to-day individual requests and
small projects with copies of the requests and priorities going to the IS
steering committee for its information. However, projects must all be
sponsored and represented by a member of the steering committee. The
IS group presents only infrastructure projects.

Before beginning the prioritization process, the IS steering committee
must have an understanding of the business purpose of each project. Ask
each member of the committee to talk briefly about each project that has
been requested from his or her area. The committee member can explain
the purpose of the project and why it is important to the business.

Following are three processes to prioritize projects. Utilize whatever
process best fits the environment, culture, and evolution of the IS steering
committee. The processes are:

1. Prioritizing by business objective
2. Prioritizing by forced ranking
3. Prioritizing by business criteria

Prioritizing by Business Objective

1. List the business objectives.
2. Rank the importance of each business objective on a scale of 5–15,

with 15 being the most important objective. If the company only
has a few objectives, use 6–10 for mathematical purposes. The
executive committee or the IS steering committee can help in this
process.
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3. List all the IS projects. If the list is too long, have the IS steering
committee identify any low-priority projects that will not be prior-
itized and just list the projects to be prioritized.

4. Identify the impact (1–10) each will have on business objectives.
With the IS steering committee, go through each project and discuss
the impact the project will have on each business objective. Typ-
ically the sponsor of the project is the best able to score the project,
but other members can challenge the rating. This is important to
do in a group setting rather than an assignment because the entire
group can gain appreciation for the importance of projects outside
their area. Open debate and discussion should be encouraged, not
avoided.

5. Multiply the impact times the business goal ranking and total the
score for each project.

6. List projects in descending total score for a prioritized list of projects.
7. This mathematical model can only provide a starting point or

recommended list. The IS steering committee can then review the
list in total and make adjustments as needed. There may be other
factors that affect the projects that were not identified in the
business objectives, such as dates required or project dependencies.

Prioritizing by Forced Ranking

1. List all the IS projects. If the list is too long to prioritize the entire
list, have the IS steering committee identify any low-priority projects
that will not be prioritized and just list those projects to be
prioritized.

2. Go through a forced ranking process by comparing the first project
with the second, the first project with the third, fourth, and so on
through the entire list. Then compare the second project with the
third, fourth, fifth, and so on through the entire list. With each pair
of projects, ask the IS steering committee members for a vote: if
they could have only one project done of the two, which would
they choose? The project with the most votes gets a mark. Do not
spend time arguing, but rather ask for a vote, note the majority,
and move on to the next project. Remind the steering committee
members that it is their job to objectively determine projects with
the most impact, rather than just voting for their own efforts.

3. Add up all the marks for each project. List the projects in descend-
ing order based on the marks for a prioritized list. Again, review
the list in totality; this mathematical model only provides a starting
point or recommended list.
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Prioritizing by Business Performance Impact Criteria

This process is very similar to the prioritization process identified earlier
for business processes:

1. Identify basic opportunities to impact performance, such as:

� Impact to external customers or entities (e.g., customers, sub-
sidiaries, buying groups, government agencies, ISO, SOX)

� Impact on quality of service or product
� Reduction of business costs
� Impact on internal customers
� Impact of the speed of the process

2. Rank the importance of the performance impact to the company
using a scale of 7–10. This number will become the project multiplier.

3. List all the IS projects.
4. With the IS steering committee, agree on the impact the project

will have on each of the performance impacts. Rate that impact
on a scale of 0–10, with 10 having the highest impact.

5. Multiply the project multiplier times the rating for a score. Add up
the total points for a project score.

List the projects in descending score order for a prioritized list of
projects. Again, review the list in total because this mathematical model
is only a starting guide.

Review and Confirm the IS Plan

This is a critical review point in the planning process. It is helpful to have
the general direction of the business applications, technical infrastructure,
organization, and processes discussed and approved before detailed pri-
oritization, cost estimates, and project plans are developed. Review the
plan for each area and the prioritization process with the IS steering
committee.

Identifying IS Projects
Once the general plan is approved, next identify specific projects. Although
you can identify projects in the areas of business applications, infrastruc-
ture, organization, and process, they should all end up on one list because
they often utilize common resources. Review the plan and direction, and
identify the projects. You may combine several projects together, or split
large projects.
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It may be helpful to develop project portfolio descriptions for each
project. This could be a two-page overview that includes the following
information for a project:

� Project title
� Project description
� Business sponsor
� Department requesting
� Business benefits
� External benefits (i.e., customers, stakeholders)
� Estimated business value (business continuance, medium business

value, high business value)
� Estimated IS hours (small, medium, large, extra large)
� Estimated risk (high, medium, low)
� Estimated implementation cost (high, medium, low)
� Business implementation effort (high, medium, low)
� Recurring cost
� Project time frame
� Dependent projects
� Notes on project
� Priority

An example of a project profile is shown in Exhibit 6.44.

�
Exhibit 6.44 Project Profile

Business Continuance and Disaster Recovery

Project Summary

Project Description: September 11 and increased terror threats have affected many
businesses and provided new emphasis on business continuity and disaster recov-
ery, particularly in government entities. With increased reliance on hardware and
software, all businesses are evaluating their ability to recover and length of time
to recover. Many companies are requiring automatic failover and continuous
availability for critical applications.

Today, the County does not have a disaster recovery plan or a business con-
tinuance plan. This is a significant risk to the County. The Data Center has begun
assembling phone numbers, contact information, and system documentation in
the event of a disaster, but it is far from a full disaster recovery plan. No formal
efforts have been made at the County to develop a business continuance plan.
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The County will need to go through the following tasks to address this critical
issue:

� Complete a risk assessment. Each disaster type has a different probability
and carries a different impact on operations and recovery cost. The County
must determine the desired recovery time after analyzing the risk.

� Identify mission- and time-critical data. The County must have a complete
inventory of its data and applications and identify whether they are mission
critical, critical, or noncritical.

� Develop an appropriate disaster recovery strategy and plan.
� Develop an appropriate business continuance strategy and plan. This will

consist of the complete business operations and business processes that
must take place in the event of a disaster. The plan will be developed
through a partnership with IS, the business, and Corporate Audit.

� Implement and test the plans.
� Maintain the plans.
� Formalize and document the backup and disaster recovery process.

Business Benefits:

� Reduced risk (risk in loss of information, damaged reputation, loss in
productivity, loss of revenue or financial performance, loss in services to
citizens)

Estimated Business Value:

  � Business Continuance          Medium Business Value         High Business Value

Estimated IS Hours:

         Small (< 200 hours)   �   Large (501–1200 hours)
         Medium (200–500 hours)          Extra Large (Greater than 1200)

Estimated Risk: High Medium �Low

Estimated Cost: High �Medium Low
>$1M $500K-$1M <$500K

Recurring Cost: $xxxx

Proposed Project Time Frame: Q2 2006–Q3 2007

�

Dependent Projects: None
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Estimate IS Costs

For each project, estimate the costs. Depending on the company culture
and the maturity of the planning process, this cost estimation can vary in
detail and rigor. Some companies merely assign high, medium, or low
cost ranges. Cultures that are more cost conscious must plan the costs in
detail because funds cannot be increased after the budget is established.
Complete costs should be identified, such as:

� Hardware costs
� Software costs (include all components of this, such as first-year

maintenance cost, tax, all various modules, database)
� Internal IS resource costs
� Internal business resource costs
� External consulting costs
� Custom programming and implementation costs
� IS training
� User training
� IS and business documentation
� Travel costs
� Business process reengineering costs
� Miscellaneous expenses

Identify Business Benefits

Just as with costs, different companies go to a different level of detail in
identifying the business benefits. It could be a simple estimate of high,
medium, or low range, or it could be all the exact business benefits
quantified. Keep in mind that actual benefits should be reviewed after
project implementation in the postaudit process to ensure that the pro-
jected benefits are realized. Some benefits may be quantifiable, and some
may not be easily quantified. Examples of areas of benefits include:

� IS operational savings
� Resource efficiencies
� Inventory reduction
� Opportunity cost of constrained growth
� Customer satisfaction
� Freight and postage costs
� Claims
� Risk reduction
� Cash flow
� Sales increase
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Prioritize IS Projects

Next prioritize the projects with the assistance of the IS steering committee
using the prioritization method determined earlier. One company summa-
rized the application priorities by taking all the groups of information
needs that were necessary to meet the business objectives and ranked
them on a grid of economic value and strategic value. This grid identified
those areas that were definite “home runs” for the company; those with
high economic value and high strategic value as opposed to those that
were applications they should not bother with because they had a low
economic value and a low strategic value. The grid is shown in Figure 6.16.

After the prioritization process is complete, then balance against project
resources available to determine how far down the list projects can be
accomplished during the next year. Be sure to reserve resources for day-
to-day support and maintenance activity. Allocate only the percent of
resources able to be allocated to projects. List the projects in priority order
with the estimated hours. From the work done earlier identifying resources
and backlog, you have the number of project hours that you can accom-
modate with the current resources. Draw a line where the resources are
depleted for the year. Consider skill type and availability required for the
projects. The IS steering committee can then review the projects below
the line. If the projects are critical to be completed this year, the committee
has the choice of adding additional resources, either full-time or contract,
to accommodate the business need.

Review and Confirm the IS Projects and Prioritization

Present this information to all the various planning groups, including the
IS steering committee, IS organization, and finally, the executive committee.

Figure 6.16 Strategic grid
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Conclusion
Congratulations! You are now able to complete the direction sections of
the IS strategic plan document and have accomplished the following:

� Developed the IS vision, mission, goals, and strategies
� Determined how to measure the success of IS
� Developed the principles and direction for the business applica-

tions, technical infrastructure, organization, and IS processes
� Developed a prioritization process, identified IS projects, and pri-

oritized them after identification of costs and benefits

Notes for My IS Strategic Planning Project
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Chapter 7

The Recommendation Phase

People are afraid of the future, of the unknown. If a man faces
up to it, and takes the dare of the future, he can have some
control over his destiny. That’s an exciting idea to me. Better
than waiting with everybody else to see what’s going to happen.

— John H. Glenn Jr . (B. 1921)
American astronaut, U.S. Senator

Now that the IS direction is clear, it is important to document the detailed
roadmap for how to get from where you are today to where you want
to be. As shown in Figure 7.1, the fourth phase of the planning process
is the recommendation phase. In this phase, you will document the
detailed road map and steps to achieving the stated direction. A solid
road map ensures that the plan becomes actionable rather than a book
on the shelf. As shown in Figure 7.2, the recommendation phase has the
following components:

� Develop a road map
� Develop a business case
� Communicate the plan

Each of these components is discussed in more detail in this chapter.
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Develop a Road Map

Document a Detailed Road Map

In the previous phase, all the IS projects were identified and prioritized,
costs were identified, and an implementation time frame was planned.
Next, you need to organize the projects together on a timeline, or road
map. A partial road map example is shown in Figure 7.3. You may also
want to outline the various phases of a large project, as shown in the
example in Figure 7.4.

Summarize Costs

Costs were estimated in the previous phases, but the estimates may have
been high-level ones. Fine-tune the estimates for the immediate projects
planned following your company-specific financial planning requirements.
Establish the budget and communicate the monthly financial impact,
accounts, and impact to capital and expense budgets. Table 7.1 shows an
example of how one company illustrated the impact to the annual fore-
casted budget.

As mentioned earlier, be sure to include all costs, such as the following:

� Hardware costs
� Software costs (include all components of this, such as first year

maintenance cost, tax, all various modules, databases)
� Internal IS resource costs
� Internal business resource costs
� External consulting costs
� Custom programming and implementation costs
� IS training

Figure 7.1 The recommendation phase
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Figure 7.2 Phase 4, the recommendation phase

Recommendation Phase
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Develop roadmap

• Document detailed roadmap

• Summarize costs

• Summarize organizational impact

• Identify risks, concerns, risk mitigation, readiness assessment

• Review & confirm roadmap Milestone

• IS Roadmap

• Investment Proposal

• Organizational Impact

• Risk Assessment
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Develop business case

•  Summarize business benefits, business case for action

•  Develop communication plan, presentation summary

•  Develop on-going planning process, steering committee

•  Review & confirm business case Milestone
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Communicate the plan

• Finalize detailed plan document

• Develop summary presentation

• Present plan, discuss Milestone

• Business Case

• Self-Funding Financial

 Model

• Communication Plan

• Planning Process

• Executive Summary

• Final Plan Document

• Summary Presentation

• Project Completion and

 Review Survey
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Figure 7.3 Road map

Project Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Business Continuance and Disaster

Recovery
Business

Continuance Low Medium Large

Data Storage and Reporting Medium Medium Medium Medium

Desktop Rotation
Business

Continuance Low Medium Medium

Document Management High Medium Medium Medium

E-Government High High High Extra Large

Enterprise Event Management and
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Table 7.1 Budget Impact

Proposed IS Budget

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Dec 03 Dec 02 Dec 01 Mar 01 Mar 00

Wages and benefits $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Contract and consultants $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Training, dues, subscriptions $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Supplies $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Computer hardware/software/misc. $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Computer software, licenses, 
maintenance

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Telephone $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Travel $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Miscellaneous $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Lease equipment $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Depreciation from capital $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total IT Direct $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Division A US computer 
depreciation

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Amsterdam ITS expenses $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Europe computer depreciation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Division B computer depreciation $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Division C shop computer 
depreciation (estimated)

$0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total IT Costs $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

� Personnel xx%
� xx% increase from 2003
� IS costs as a % of sales: x.x%
� IS spending/employee: $x,xxx
� Hidden IS costs
� $xxxK capital
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� User training
� IS and business documentation
� Travel costs
� Business process reengineering costs
� Miscellaneous expenses

Summarize Organization Impact

Review the organizational plan and develop detailed action items. Con-
sider:

� Individual performance discussions that need to occur
� Promotions that need to occur
� Organizational structure changes
� Personnel changes that may be necessary
� Resources that may need to be added
� Consulting resources that may be necessary to augment the staff
� Communication required for organization changes
� Impact to career paths
� Impact to salary structures
� Job descriptions that require updating
� Bonus plan or rewards program development
� Training that is necessary

It is important to take your time when dealing with organizational and
people changes. Make sure any changes are well planned and executed
with caution. It is important to understand and be sensitive to the change
management issues that occur during the implementation of a new strategic
direction. Many times, a strategic plan can indicate an entirely new
direction that can have a significant impact on people and their roles and
responsibilities. The CIO must understand the change process, communi-
cate the right messages in a timely manner, and understand the impedi-
ments to change and plan how to overcome them. Consider the changes
to the organization, culture, and individuals. Cultural changes often take
a long time to apply and can be difficult to implement. Changes resulting
from a new strategic plan can be dramatic and traumatic for some
individuals. Do not make assumptions that individuals understand or agree
with the new strategic direction and their role in the direction. Commu-
nication must occur often, on a regular basis, and must be consistent.

During the implementation of a new strategic direction, individuals
may go through various stages, such as the initial realization of the new
direction and the impact of the direction on them. They may begin to
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overcome anxiety and resistance as additional clarity is provided, partic-
ularly as their role is further defined. Next, they accept their new roles
and responsibilities and see the benefits of the changes and new direction.
Finally, they become supportive of the changes and personally committed
to the success. It is important that the CIO recognize the stages and help
individuals through the change process. As mentioned earlier, the way to
do this is with communication that is continuous, complete, enthusiastic,
simple, and honest. If the strategic plan is not communicated properly or
completely, individuals typically fill the gaps with speculation and rumors.
Regular status updates with open discussions of issues, concerns, and
problems are critical throughout the process of implementing a new
direction.

Identify Risks, Concerns, Risk Mitigation, and 
Readiness Assessment

The implementation plan should also address a plan for risk management.
When completing an IS strategic plan, a large project is often highlighted
as a critical need for the organization. Although completing a project may
be very important for an organization, the company must be ready to
execute the project. It is far better to not begin a project if the organization
is not ready than to begin the project and fail. Any large effort, particularly
one that involves major change, has a chance for failure. Identify reasons
why the project could fail and what you plan to do to avoid each potential
failure. The following are some reasons that projects fail:

Communication: How do you plan to keep the entire organization
abreast of the project?

Inadequate project planning and control: How will you ensure all
phases of the project are planned? What will be the method of
ensuring control of the project? Who is responsible for planning?
Who is responsible for controlling the project?

Unrealistic timetable: Have you received several opinions on the time-
table for implementation? If the time frames are unrealistic at the
beginning, they are bound to get worse!

Not prepared for extra work: Are both your user community and IS
organization prepared for the level of resource commitment necessary?

Attempt to modify package: If you have identified benefits to be gained
by implementing a standard vendor-supportable package, how will
you ensure that modifications will be kept to an absolute minimum?

Too much reliance on vendor: What will be the role of internal resources
and consultants? Who has ultimate responsibility for the project?
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Unrealistic expectations: Can the project attain the objectives estab-
lished?

Inadequate training: Is a training plan and costs included for both the
IS organization as well as the user community?

Poorly defined requirements: Are the objectives of the project clear and
understood by everyone?

Lack of management involvement: Do you have all the right players
involved in the project?

Inadequate hardware configuration: Have you received benchmark
information on the hardware sizing? Do you have contractual
arrangements relative to the hardware sizing?

New technology: Is the technology proven? If not, how will you address
the risk?

Package fit: Will there be a conference room pilot to confirm the
software choice?

Skills: Will you train? Will you utilize consultants? What will be the role
of the consultants?

Inadequate testing: What will be the testing phases? How will you
assess readiness to implement?

Many areas of risk must be considered for large critical projects. Here
are some areas of risk to consider:

Commitment: Consider commitment of the sponsor, user management,
the user organization, and the relation to strategic business plans.

Project impact: Consider whether it is a new system, and the impact
on computer operations, procedures, organization, policies, reports,
and metrics.

Project size: Consider the total number of hours, calendar time, team
size, number of sites impacted, interfaces to existing systems, orga-
nizations to coordinate, project budget, and number of end users.

Project definition: Consider the project scope definition, project scope
breadth, the project deliverable definition, project deliverable com-
plexity, benefits of the new system, complexity of requirements,
user knowledge, business knowledge of the team, availability of
documentation, and dependence on other projects.

Staffing: Consider the project manager experience, whether the team
is full-time, the team experience, and the team location.

Structure: Consider the methodology used, change management pro-
cedures, quality management procedures, knowledge coordination
procedures, the work project plan, the issue management process,
and the decision management process.
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Complexity: Consider the type of processing, response time require-
ments, availability requirements, technology mix, data complexity,
and data quality.

Hardware and software: Consider the hardware requirements, hard-
ware availability, knowledge of software, previous work with ven-
dor, functional match to technical requirements, amount of IS
involvement during software selection, and the vendor reputation.

Development: Consider the tools and techniques, language, and data-
base.

A checklist can be a valuable tool to rate and communicate the risk.
Examples of risk assessment checklists are shown in Exhibit 7.1 and Exhibit
7.2. After identifying the risks, prioritize the risks and develop a plan to
mitigate each risk.

�
Exhibit 7.1 Project Risk Assessment

Commitment

Project Impact

Factor Question Risk

Project 
sponsorship

The project sponsor is identified, 
enthusiastic, and has strong user 
influence.

1   2   3   4   5

Commitment of 
user management

The general attitude of managers is 
that they understand the value and 
support the project.

1   2   3   4   5

Commitment of 
user 
organizations

The general attitude of the user 
organizations is that they understand 
the value and support the project.

1   2   3   4   5

Relation to 
strategic plans

The new system is included in 
business plans, or added with 
approval.

1   2   3   4   5

Factor Question Risk

Replacement or 
new system

The project replaces an existing, 
primarily automated system rather 
than being a new system.

1   2   3   4   5
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Project Size 

Factor Question Risk

Effect on 
computer 
operations

There is little change to the computer 
operations.

1   2   3   4   5

Procedural 
changes imposed 
by the new system

There is little change to the 
procedures required to support the 
new system.

1   2   3   4   5

Changes to 
organizational 
structure

No changes are planned to the 
organizational structure.

1   2   3   4   5

Policy changes No policy changes are required to 
support the new system.

1   2   3   4   5

Effect on highly 
visible reports 
and metrics

Implementation of this project will 
not have a direct effect on business 
metrics. 

1   2   3   4   5

Factor Question Risk

Person hours The total number of estimated hours 
for the project is less than 3,000.

1   2   3   4   5

Calendar time The project is estimated for 
completion is less than 4 months 
calendar time.

1   2   3   4   5

Team size The estimated team size, at its peak, 
will be 4 or fewer members.

1   2   3   4   5

Sites Only one physical location will use 
the production system.

1   2   3   4   5

Interfaces to 
existing systems

There are no existing systems with 
which the new system must 
interface.

1   2   3   4   5

Organizations to 
coordinate

Only one user organization is 
involved with the system.

1   2   3   4   5

Project budget The total project budget (external 
dollars) is less than $10K. 

1   2   3   4   5

Number of end 
users

The number of end users is expected 
to be less than 20.

1   2   3   4   5
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Project Definition

Factor Question Risk

Project scope 
definition

The project scope is well defined. 1   2   3   4   5

Project scope 
breadth

The project scope is straightforward 
with only one function or process.

1   2   3   4   5

Project 
deliverable 
definition

The project deliverables are well 
defined.

1   2   3   4   5

Project 
deliverable 
complexity

The project deliverables are 
straightforward, typical of other 
project deliverables.

1   2   3   4   5

Benefits of new 
system

The benefits of the new system are 
well defined or quantified or of 
strategic importance.

1   2   3   4   5

Complexity of 
requirements

The requirements of the system are 
straightforward and understandable.

1   2   3   4   5

User knowledge Personnel responsible for providing 
application knowledge on the 
project are knowledgeable in both 
user and IS areas.

1   2   3   4   5

Business 
knowledge of 
project team

All project team members are highly 
knowledgeable about or 
experienced in the business area.

1   2   3   4   5

Availability of 
documentation

The status of the documentation of 
existing systems and procedures in 
the user areas is complete and 
current.

1   2   3   4   5

Dependence on 
other projects

There are no other development 
efforts on which this system is 
dependent.

1   2   3   4   5

Dependence of 
other systems on 
this project

There are no other systems 
development projects that are 
dependent on this project.

1   2   3   4   5
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Staffing

Structure

Factor Question Risk

Project manager 
experience

The experience level of project 
managers is high; they have three or 
more prior projects of similar scope.

1   2   3   4   5

Full-time project 
manager

The project manager manages this 
project on a full-time basis.

1   2   3   4   5

Full-time project 
team

The project team is assigned to the 
project full-time.

1   2   3   4   5

Experience as a 
team

The team members have all worked 
together in the past.

1   2   3   4   5

Team’s experience 
with application

The team members have 
implemented this application system 
more than once in the past.

1   2   3   4   5

Team location The members of the team are 
physically located together.

1   2   3   4   5

Factor Question Risk

Methodology use The methodology and other 
standards to be used on the project 
are fully documented and have been 
used before.

1   2   3   4   5

Change 
management 
procedures

The change management procedures 
for the project are well defined and 
accepted.

1   2   3   4   5

Quality 
management 
procedures

The quality management procedures 
for the project are well defined and 
accepted.

1   2   3   4   5

Knowledge 
coordination 
procedures

The knowledge coordination 
procedures for this project are well 
defined and accepted.

1   2   3   4   5
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Complexity

Factor Question Risk

Work project plan The work project plan is 
documented.

1   2   3   4   5

Issue 
management 
process

An issue management repository and 
process exist.

1   2   3   4   5

Decision 
management 
process

A formal decisions management 
process exists.

1   2   3   4   5

Factor Question Risk

Type of 
processing

The system requires only batch 
processing or simple online query 
and updating.

1   2   3   4   5

Response time as 
critical 
requirement

The system requirements for online 
response time are not challenging.

1   2   3   4   5

Requirements for 
system availability

The system availability (unplanned 
downtime) is not challenging.

1   2   3   4   5

Technology mix Type of technologies the system 
requires (e.g., DBMS, networking, 
servers) is existing or simple 
architecture.

1   2   3   4   5

Data complexity The level of complexity of the data 
used by the new system (measured 
by the number of entities and the 
relationships between them) is not 
complex.

1   2   3   4   5

Data quality The quality of data for the conversion 
process is simple to convert or of 
good quality.

1   2   3   4   5
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Hardware and Software

Development

�

Factor Question Risk

New or 
nonstandard 
hardware or 
system software

There are no requirements for new 
hardware or system software.

1   2   3   4   5

Factor Question Risk

Availability of 
hardware for 
development and 
testing

Hardware is guaranteed available for 
development and testing.

1   2   3   4   5

Knowledge of 
package

The team has previous knowledge of 
the package to be installed.

1   2   3   4   5

IS prior work with 
vendor

IT has worked with the vendor of the 
package several times.

1   2   3   4   5

Functional match 
to system 
requirements

The package matches the system 
requirements very well and minimal 
or no customization will be required.

1   2   3   4   5

IS involvement in 
package selection

IS was heavily involved during the 
selection.

1   2   3   4   5

Vendor 
reputation

The vendor reputation is very good. 1   2   3   4   5

Factor Question Risk

Tools and 
techniques

The development tools and 
techniques used by the project team 
will be very familiar to them.

1   2   3   4   5

Language The project requires no new 
languages.

1   2   3   4   5

DBMS The project will use a database that 
is well established in the 
organization.

1   2   3   4   5
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�
Exhibit 7.2 Project Readiness Assessment

Strongly  Strongly
Disagree    Agree

Organization:

� Does user management want the project? 1 2 3 4 5
� Do you have the support of upper management? 1 2 3 4 5

Project Team:

� Is a project leader/manager assigned? 1 2 3 4 5
� Has a project sponsor been identified? 1 2 3 4 5
� Have enough resources been assigned to the project? 1 2 3 4 5
� Do project team members have the necessary authority? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are users deciding the business issues? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are IS individuals deciding the technical issues? 1 2 3 4 5
� Does everyone understand the business issues? 1 2 3 4 5
� Do team members have sufficient knowledge? 1 2 3 4 5
� Have team members been trained? 1 2 3 4 5
� Is the project manager actively involved and 

understand the details of the project? 1 2 3 4 5

Project Plan:

� Is there a formal project plan? 1 2 3 4 5
� Is there a detailed project schedule? 1 2 3 4 5
� Do individuals understand their roles and 

responsibilities? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are the requirements, goals, objectives and vision clear? 1 2 3 4 5
� Is it clear how success will be measured? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are task estimates realistic? Do they account for 

vacation, sick, and nonproject time? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are there short-term deliverables? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are tasks structured so you can tell when they are done? 1 2 3 4 5
� Is one person responsible for each task? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are team members clear about what tasks are assigned 

and when they are due? 1 2 3 4 5
� Is the budget for the project adequate? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are expectations realistic? 1 2 3 4 5

Project:

� Does the project utilize a methodology? 1 2 3 4 5
� Is communication within the project team regular, 

thorough, and accurate? 1 2 3 4 5
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� Is communication outside the project team good? 1 2 3 4 5
� Is the team environment honest, respectful, open, 

positive, and encouraging of new ideas? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are decisions made in a timely manner? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are there regular reports to management on the status 

of the project? 1 2 3 4 5
� Is there a methodology to track changes and problems? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are meetings structured and worthwhile? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are there control mechanisms? 1 2 3 4 5
� Has documentation been completed? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are there weekly progress reports by all team members? 1 2 3 4 5
� Are hours tracked by task and variances reported? 1 2 3 4 5

�

� Is the technology proven? 1 2 3 4 5

The risk assessment may help identify any areas that must change
before a large project begins or identify specific actions that must be taken
to mitigate the risks. Next, summarize the overall readiness to implement.
Exhibit 7.3 provides an example of recommendations resulting from one
company assessing its readiness.

�
Exhibit 7.3 Readiness Assessment

Implementation Readiness

� The company should not start the project unless everyone is ready to
commit and assign the resources to make it successful. The project must
be the top priority!

� Active, continual, and visible executive support is critical to success. The
project will have difficult times, and it is this executive support and belief
that will pull it through to completion.

� To be successful, key people must be assigned; those that you can least
afford to lose. This is not a project for amateurs.

� Less is more. Having fewer people committed full time to the project is
more effective than having many people each committed part time. Those
key business individuals who are committed to the project on a full-time
basis must have all of their duties back-filled by others. A part-time team
moves much slower and wastes time making decisions by committee rather
than analyzing, deciding, testing, validating with peers, and moving on to
the next issue.

� Emphasize the goals and key outcomes the company hopes to achieve
with the new system. This will help avoid re-creating the old system within
the new software package. Sometimes you need to change policy to
achieve the goal, so empower the team to challenge the rules where it
makes sense to do so.
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� A sold, well-thought-through plan is critical before beginning the effort.
Have small and manageable project milestones. Clearly define project
goals, objectives, and business direction. Before starting the effort, the
company should clearly define the expectations and parameters.

� Leadership, management, and ongoing governance and control of the
project is critical. Use structured project management processes: require-
ments analysis, scripted demonstrations, due diligence, rigorous project
management, and change management. Testing must be thorough and
disciplined to make sure it fits the business.

� Be sure to select software that fits the business today as well as the needs
tomorrow.

� Plan on using the software as standard as possible. Customizations signif-
icantly increase the overall cost of ownership. This could be a critical
failure point for the company, as they are very used to customizing and
molding software for their specific needs. If this culture does not change,
the project implementation could be a disaster if they go into it with the
attitude of customizing. Customized software is not easy to upgrade to new
releases, taking advantage of technology advances in the market. In addition,
the overall cost of ownership is higher with a customized package rather than
letting the vendor modify it and spread the costs over all their customers.

� The project will require changing business processes. The company must
be ready to do that. The company will require business process improve-
ment training.

� Do not underestimate the effort in terms of resources, costs, and impact
to the organization.

� Communication and training are critical change management elements.
� View the project as a key business project, not an IT effort. Choose a

project sponsor from the business. Make sure it is the business that estab-
lishes the goals and vision for the project.

� Use help from experienced resources to reduce time and risk to the
company. The staff should be supplemented by expert consultants during
the implementation.

� Plan to do ongoing continuous improvement effort after implementation.
It is not done when the project goes live.

� Identify and implement in phases to reduce risk and improve manageability.
However, the solution must be planned in total rather than piecemeal. In
other words, plan for the whole; execute in pieces. A planned, measured
execution will improve the likelihood of success and reduce the cost and risk.

� Select democratically, implement autocratically. A consensus-based selec-
tion helps achieve buy-in and mitigate the risk that someone might under-
mine the solution. Because the selection involves one big decision, it is
reasonable to choose by committee. However, an implementation is made
up of thousands of detailed decisions that build on each other. It would
take years to make these decisions by committee. Rather, one or two
respected individuals should design and configure the software with regular

�

input and guidance from the broader user community.
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Review and Confirm Road Map

This is a great milestone to review the roadmap with the IS steering
committee and the IS organization. It is far better to catch items that may
have been underestimated or forgotten before the project is in progress,
so ask both groups for items that have been missed.

Develop a Business Case

Summarize Business Benefits and a Business Case for Action

Before presenting the final recommendations to executive management
for approval, you often need a return on investment (ROI) analysis. This
could also be a net present value or internal rate of return depending on
the requirements at your company. Executive management typically needs
to know how much it will cost and how much benefit it will have to the
business before making an investment decision. Depending on your
company culture, this step may or may not be significant. It is extremely
helpful if the business groups complete this economic analysis as they
need to sign up for and deliver the anticipated savings. Exhibit 7.4 shows
one example of an ROI analysis for a company, and Figure 7.5 shows an
ROI calculation format.

�
Exhibit 7.4 ROI Analysis

The business recognizes that improving our IS is a critical action and key enabler
for our future business direction. We recognize that improving IS is the number
two overall divisional business priority during the next year. Although we will
outline benefits of implementing a new system in more detail in the Appropriations
Request, this section will outline an overview of the key benefits.

The ROI for the implementation of the new system is xx%. This ROI is based
on a capital request of $xK and implementation costs of $xK. The expected benefits
for this program have been segregated into four categories: sales impact, direct
material savings, manufacturing resource improvements, and asset management.
The detailed ROI forms and schedules are included in the appendix.

Sales Impact:
A conservative estimate of the sales impact from implementing a new system is
x% of market share (for example, with the system, we expect worldwide market
share to be xx% in FY 2006; without the system, we expect worldwide market
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share to drop to xx%). The dollar impact of this improvement is $xxK in operating
profit five years after implementation.

One of the reasons for this market share improvement is better customer
interfaces. Customers are currently demanding greater access to our system, which
we will be able to provide with the new system. Additionally, the new system will
allow us to more accurately process orders, update orders for changes, and provide
more timely information on order status. We will provide improved responsiveness
to customer needs with immediate information, which we do not have today. Ship
complete logic, available to promise, customer credit card processing, and cus-
tomer bar coding are just a few examples of customer requests that we are unable
to meet today. These benefits are critical to ensure that we protect the market share
we currently have.

The new system will also allow us to improve lead times, improve service
levels, and reduce the time to market on new products and line extensions. Time-
to-market will decrease through concurrent engineering, preferred vendor and
parts lists, commonality of product design across multiple products, and a seam-
less integration between our engineering systems and business systems. These
are key attributes that a system will need to provide for the division to grow its
market share.

Direct Material Savings:
Direct material savings will come from two areas: yield improvements and reduced
purchase costs. The model assumption is that yields, with the new system, will
improve from xx.x% in FY 2004 to xx.x% in FY 2006. However, without the system,
yields will improve only slightly, from xx% to xx%. These yield improvements are
made possible by improved feedback within the shop control system that will allow
for more timely response to process problems.

We will improve purchase costs because the system will provide our suppliers
with better access to our forecasts and specs, as well as improved supplier man-
agement, common parts, and common designs. With worldwide purchasing infor-
mation available, we will be able to leverage global procurement and planning
strategies. We will also realize cost savings through a streamlined interface to our
suppliers with electronic document transfer. The ROI model assumes that with the
system we will be able to reach our net inflation goal of x%; however, without the
system we assume that net inflation will be x%.

Together, these material cost reductions will generate material cost savings of
$xxxxK in FY 2006 (x% of sales).

Manufacturing Resource Improvements:
The new system will not only allow us to do what we currently do more efficiently,
but it will also allow us to grow the business without added resources as quickly
as would be needed without the system. Depending on the function, the new
system will provide an opportunity for efficiency gains of x% to xx% over our
current headcount, as outlined in the efficiency comparison. Additionally, the new
system will allow the division to continue to leverage headcount additions, esti-
mated to be xx% of sales (same as the past 5 years), whereas, without the new
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system, the next 5 years’ high expected sales growth will cause that leverage factor
to drop (headcount growth expected to be xx% of sales in FY 2006).

These labor savings will come mostly from the areas of contracts, purchasing,
planning, marketing, and accounting. This labor will be reduced through reengi-
neering efforts of the business processes, including decreased rework of product
and processes, and eliminating non-value-added tasks.

We expect the value of these savings to be $xxxxK in FY 2006.

Asset Management:
Improvements made in the front end of the booking process will yield correspond-
ing improvements in days sales outstanding (DSO). Additionally, the EDI and credit
card capabilities of the new system will also yield improvements in DSO. The
model assumes that domestic DSO will improve by 2 days.

We will also improve inventory turns. Through reduced internal lead times,
yield improvements, improved forecasting, and reduced safety stock, the model
assumes that domestic turns will improve by xx%.

Finally, the model assumes that there will be a small improvement in capital
utilization, and better utilization of capital assets will reduce the amount of new
assets that we need to purchase. The model includes a 1% improvement in asset
utilization. These three operating capital improvements — improved DSO, higher
inventory turns, and better capital utilization — provide a $xxxK improvement in
incremental operating cash flows in FY 2006.

This system will affect practically all areas of the business. As a result, the
impact of these expected benefits are spread evenly among the above factors. A
sensitively analysis of these benefits is outlined below:

ROI

� As presented 53%
� Assume no market share improvement 38%
� Assume no purchase costs reduction 44%
� Assume no material yield improvement 49%
� Assume no labor efficiency gains 44%
� Assume no labor efficiency gains nor any additional leverage 40%
� Assume no DSO improvements 49%
� Assume no ITO improvements 50%
� Assume no capital utilization 51%

Additional benefits not included in the ROI calculation are:

� Supports quality initiatives:
– ISO 9000. ISO certification requirements will be easier and less expen-

sive to implement.
– Reduce process variability. Our product will be consistent on a world-

wide basis.
– Regulation compliance. This includes compliance to U.S. and world-

wide government regulations such as hazardous material and licensing.
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� IS opportunity costs. There are many IS projects that have been requested
that we would not need to complete as a result of implementing this system.
These projects with approximate IS effort are as follows. Detailed project
descriptions are listed in the appendix:
– Customer credit card 6 months, 2 people
– Shipment bar coding 6 months, 2 people
– Purchasing credit card 6 months, 2 people
– Purchasing EDI 6 months, 2 people
– Order link and sales link interface 3 months, 2 people
– Order link file transfer 6 months, 1 person
– General ledger release 4 months, 2 people
– Accounts receivable release 5 months, 2 people
– Focus solution and replacement 3 months, 1 person
– Available to promise 6 months, 2 people
– HR payroll 6 months, 3 people
– Configurator 9 months, 3 people
– Expand online system availability 9 months, 4 people
– Print improvement 2 months, 2 people
– Shop floor control 6 months, 2 people
– Link engineering, business systems 2 months, 2 people
– Worldwide forecasting system 6 months, 2 people
– Field failure returns 6 months, 2 people
– Bar coding in manufacturing 6 months, 2 people
– Project management 6 months, 2 people
– Invoicing and adjustments 8 months, 3 people
– Purchasing system 8 months, 3 people
– MRO purchasing 4 months, 1 person
– Final assembly system 8 months, 4 people

�

– Worldwide key measures 4 months, 2 people

If the plan involves a large project and investment, it may be helpful
to develop a business case for action. A case for action is a compelling,
clear, believable, and concise argument for why the organization would
invest the resources to implement the project. It typically is not lengthy,
one to three pages, and the audience is executive management. The case
for action states the need for dramatic improvements. It does not scold
or assign blame for the current situation, but frames the need for improve-
ments. It identifies the vision of how things will look and function after
the project is completed. The case for action identifies why the project
must be completed and supports the argument with facts and data. For
example, the business need may be due to survival, growth, or security
reasons. The statements should generate passion and persuade people
that there is no other alternative. The argument is personalized so that
every individual feels responsibility for changing the situation. The fear
of not changing must be greater than the fear of changing.
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Figure 7.5 ROI calculation
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Components to include in the case for action include:

Environment: What is happening in the business environment or what
has changed to cause concern?

Problem: What is the source of the concerns?
Demands: What are the customer expectations?
Diagnosis: Why are the current systems and processes not able to meet

the demands?
Cost of Inaction: What is the consequence of staying status quo?
Objective: What are the guiding goals that will indicate success?

The following are some areas to consider for business benefits:

� Resource efficiencies
� Overtime
� Inventory (finished goods, WIP, and raw material)
� Inventory accuracy
� Direct material savings
� Yield improvements
� Purchase costs
� Asset management
� Days sales outstanding
� Lead time
� Safety stock
� Yield improvements
� Capital utilization
� Freight and postage costs
� Copying and filing costs
� Exception based processing
� Customer satisfaction
� Customer claims
� Storage costs
� Sales impact of more competitive prices
� Sales
� Returns
� Direct material savings
� Opportunity cost of constrained growth
� Business risk
� Sarbanes–Oxley (SOX) and other compliance
� Decision making
� Support costs
� Operational costs

Table 7.2 shows an example of a summary of business benefits.
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Develop a Communication Plan and Presentation Summary
The new strategic direction may be a significant change for both the IS
organization as well as the company in general. Think about how the
plan should be communicated and rolled out to the organization. If many
individuals have been involved with the planning throughout the process,
the communication plan may not be as important as if they had not been
involved. Consider the following:

� Who in the organization should hear about the IS strategic plan?
� Who are the various stakeholders of IS?
� What will be their interest in the plan?

Table 7.2 Business Benefits Summary

Business Benefits

Gap Business Opportunity

1. Revenue management Eliminates about xxx staff hours and xxx 
errors per month

2. Kits Eliminates over xxx staff hours per month

3. Customers and orders Eliminates over xxx staff hours per month 
and 58 filing cabinets

4. Subscription billing Eliminates over xxx hours per month

5. Accounting and financial 
 reporting

Eliminate xxx staff hours per month

6. Knowledgebase Reduces support reporting ramp-up time by 
xx% and eliminates support staff growth 
requirements by 4 FTEs while improving 
quality and consistency

7. Sales management Enables sales management consistent 
forecasting and team-based selling 
communication

Business Benefit Summary:
� Opportunity cost of constrained growth $xxK
� Resource efficiencies $xxK
� Reduced overtime $xxK
� Exception-based processing $xxK
� Inventory reduction $xxK
� Sales impact of competitive prices $xxK
� Direct material savings $xxK
� Management decision-making leverage $xxK
� Consolidation requirements $xxK
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� What sections and pieces of the plan are important for each of
them to hear?

� How important is their buy-in and support?
� How should they hear about the plan?
� Who should provide the information?
� Should it be through a presentation, the detailed plan document,

or both?
� When should they hear the information?
� What should be the order of groups to hear the plan?
� Who must approve the plan?

Document the communication plan. The rollout and communication
of the IS strategic plan is an important step and should be carefully
considered and orchestrated, particularly in a large political organization.

Develop an Ongoing Planning Process and 
Steering Committee

Governance was discussed in the second chapter of this book. If an IS
steering committee has not been formed previously, form one now for
the ongoing updating and governance of the strategic plan. Discuss with
the group how the plan will be kept up to date. At a minimum, plan an
annual process to review and update the plan.

The strategic plan document is a great place to document the gover-
nance process to be used on an ongoing basis to update the plan and
ensure execution in accordance with the plan. Document the following
in the plan document:

� Provide an overview of the IS steering committee. Outline its
purpose, the members, and their specific roles and responsibilities.

� Provide an overview of the executive committee or executive
management as they pertain to IS. Outline their purpose, the
members, and their specific roles and responsibilities.

� Identify the role of IS. Does the organization want IS to be a
partner, leading the organization, or in the backseat as an order
taker?

� Identify the specific decision making authority of the IS steering
committee, executive committee, the CIO, IS management, and
other key groups or individuals.

� Identify the prioritization process that will be used to evaluate and
prioritize projects and efforts.

� Identify the process that will be used for anyone in the business
to request a new project or request of IS.
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Review and Confirm the Business Case

Review the business case, risk assessment, readiness recommendations,
and communication plan with the IS steering committee. Make any mod-
ifications or adjustments that may be necessary. Figure 7.6 shows a
summary of key initiatives.

Communicate the Plan

Finalize the Detailed Plan Document

You are now able to update the IS strategic plan document in its entirety.
When you started the planning process, you had identified in the purpose
and scope the specific questions that you wanted to answer in the planning
process. Review the list of questions to ensure that all the questions have
been addressed through the process.

Finally, complete the executive summary at the beginning of the plan
document. This is a succinct summary (1 to 3 pages) of what must change

Figure 7.6 Initiatives summary

Summary Initiatives Chart

Priority
Estimated

Benefits

Est. Impl.

Costs

Impl.

Timeframe

Business Applications

• Estimating & Configurator

 Tools

• ERP & Process Harmonization

• Project Portfolio Management

People & IS Processes

• IS Governance & Metrics

• Organizational Transformation

Infrastructure

• Network upgrade

• Web enablement

High

Medium

Low

>$5 M

$2–5 M

<$2 M

>$5 M Quick Hit
Short (6/97)
Med. (12/97)
Long (1998)

$2–5 M

<$2 M
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(the vision), why (the need — survival, growth, security, etc.), how much
it will cost, and how long it will take. Use portions of the business case
and other sections in the plan document. Exhibit 7.5 and Exhibit 7.6 show
two examples of the executive summaries.

�
Exhibit 7.5 Executive Summary, Example 1

Executive Summary
Through the strategic IS planning efforts, our company was able to:

� Understand our current environment, organizational structure, level of
investment and expenditures, project backlog, and environment outside of
this location

� Review our competitors’ use of IS
� Understand current and emerging technology in the marketplace
� Understand our business objectives and how the company wants to func-

tion in the future
� Understand what our customers are requesting from an IS perspective
� Objectively evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of our current systems
� Formulate improved interim strategies for managing resources and project

requests

Although there are several aspects of our current IS environment that can be
built upon to take us into the future (such as in the areas of PC, network, and
product computing environments), it became evident that the existing business
application systems are not adequate and will not propel us into the future without
major overhaul or replacement. These systems do not meet the business require-
ments outlined in our business operating vision, nor do the systems meet our
external customer requirements. Our old, custom, patched systems simply cannot
keep pace with the changing business needs. Additionally, the base architecture
of our current systems is not sufficient to build on for the future as indicated by
the significant gap between our current system and our desired computing archi-
tecture resulting from the business requirements.

The following is a summary of reasons, as identified by business management,
that lead us to conclude that a new business system solution is necessary:

� Access to information: It is very cumbersome to obtain information from
our current systems. As a result, information needed to help manage the
business is not readily available. Requests for special reports and informa-
tion are difficult to respond to in a timely fashion. With the proper archi-
tecture in place, tools are now available on the market that will allow users
to readily obtain the information themselves.

� Business process reengineering: Processes throughout the business are
laden with inefficiencies, manual workarounds, and duplicate efforts due
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to the inefficiencies in our systems. The current systems restrict our ability
to eliminate manual workarounds and inefficiencies.

� Inability of custom systems to keep pace: Not only do we not have the
capability to meet our future business goals, our systems do not meet our
current business goals and requirements. It is very expensive and time
consuming to modify and maintain the systems to meet the changing
business requirements, as shown by our nine-year backlog of projects. We
are too small an organization to maintain custom systems, and much larger
organizations are finding custom software inflexible and too expensive to
maintain.

� Changing business requirements: When the current systems were selected
and implemented in 1986, the company was in the process manufacturing
business. Our business has grown considerably and we now manufacture
and market large discrete products. Future business changes are also inev-
itable, and the current systems do not provide sufficient flexibility to handle
these changing requirements.

� External customer requirements: Our customers are requesting electronic
capabilities such as electronic data interchange, bar-coding, credit card
processing, subscription services, and information regarding contract com-
pliance and cost per reportable test. Additionally, customers would like to
see electronic communication, including drawings, literature, access to
technical information, and product information. Today we are unable to
provide these capabilities and, as a result, the company is finding itself at
a competitive disadvantage in the marketplace. Providing secure customer
access is essential to our expanded customer focus; our current systems
close the window to important information necessary for business decisions.

� Competition: Our competitors provide capabilities to our customers that
we are unable to provide today and are gaining a competitive advantage
by making their systems more responsive to the management of the world-
wide business.

� Ability to manage the business on a worldwide basis: Our current systems
are not “open” technology, which means that it is difficult to interface with
other systems to obtain worldwide information needed to help manage the
business. Our current systems meet only some of our domestic manufac-
turing requirements, and do not have the capabilities to integrate world-
wide information, process international orders, deal with international
regulatory issues, and handle foreign currencies and foreign languages.

The following are the various options we have available for our current
business application systems:

1. Continue on our current path. This involves continuously making incre-
mental improvements to the current custom systems to address the business
needs as has been done in the past. The total cost of this option is $xM,
with an xx-month completion. This option would provide us with no
progress toward meeting our strategic direction, business requirements,
operating vision, or desired computing architecture.
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2. Upgrade our current system. This involves implementing the new release
of our current software. The total cost of this option is $xxM, with an xx-
month completion. We would need to carry over the majority (70%) of
our current modifications to the new release, so that we would essentially
be in the same “custom” situation we are today. This option would be a
short-term solution, with no progress toward meeting our strategic direc-
tion, business requirements, operating vision, or desired computing archi-
tecture.

3. Implement a new system. This option involves reviewing, selecting, and
implementing an entirely new software (and potentially hardware) envi-
ronment for our business application systems. It is estimated at $xxM over
an xx-month time frame. This option would address our strategic direction;
allow us to reengineer our business processes to eliminate waste through-
out the business; provide improved abilities to access information; and
allow us to meet our business operating vision, meet our business require-
ments, and establish our desired computing architecture.

The recommendation of the IS steering committee is to implement new business
application systems. Developments within the past couple of years within the IS
industry have made now an opportune time to pursue new business application
systems. Changes in technology towards open and client/server systems make
improvements in the above areas possible. Additional enhancements and invest-
ments are also necessary in the network area to build on what we currently have,
because our infrastructure has not kept pace with the growth of the company.

To be successful, this project must be a priority for the company and will
require a significant effort and commitment from all areas of the business as well
as upper management. Not only is it an expensive project for the company, but it
will utilize critical resources in the company and these critical resources will be
unable to address other business issues. However, we feel the benefits to the
company are also significant and worth the effort considering the other options
available.

The purpose of this document is to communicate the results of the planning

�

process and the logic used to reach our conclusions and recommendations.

�
Exhibit 7.6 Executive Summary, Example 2

Executive Summary

Introduction
The purpose of this document is to provide an assessment and outline a plan for
our business application environment and outline recommendations to address the
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business needs. Appendix A outlines the purpose, objectives, scope, and process
used to obtain this information and recommendations.

In the past, our custom systems have served the company’s needs well and the
system has been modified over the years to meet the changing business needs. The
system has met the needs and is still running today largely due the heroic day-to-
day efforts of key personnel in IS and the business rather than through systematic
repeatable processes.

Analysis
This plan reviewed our current business situation, including an understanding of
customers, vendors, the general industry and competition, and each functional
area. The business direction was documented, as well as business strengths, weak-
nesses, opportunities, and threats. Key business requirements were identified, as
well as transaction volumes and key business indicators. Business process improve-
ments were also identified. Finally, all the business factors were analyzed to
determine the impact on the IS environment and direction. The business has several
major requirements on the IS systems, such as:

� Business systems must be able to handle the new line of business; this is
a growing and key profitable area for our future.

� Systems must be scalable and designed to handle our aggressive business
growth, transaction volume, and growth by acquisition with multiple divi-
sions, companies, facilities, and locations.

� To ensure profitable growth, business processes and applications must be
improved and utilize industry best practices.

� Systems must be open and designed to connect to the customers and
vendors through supply chain management.

� Systems must provide flexibility to meet customer needs; this has been a
competitive advantage for us in the past.

� Improved access to information and business metrics will provide man-
agement the tools to improve business performance and manage growth.

Our current business application environment was documented, as well as the
outstanding projects, the IS organization, and IS processes that support the appli-
cation area. This assessment also reviewed the industry, including benchmark
statistics, IS trends, warehouse, distribution, and manufacturing industry trends,
and some competitor information was gathered. Finally, a complete assessment of
our business application environment (including the applications, organization,
and processes) was developed, including strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
threats. Major shortcomings or weaknesses were identified relative to the business
applications, such as:

� Not designed for the current business
� Lacking functionality
� Information access
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� Data integrity
� Size and volume limitations
� Visibility to costs and profits
� Out of date architecture
� Risk
� Not flexible, requires programming
� Customized, not using best practices
� Customer-facing systems
� Interfacing of data rather than integration
� Ease of use
� Standard ERP functionality missing
� Ability to handle international order processes
� Fragile, brittle
� Not real-time
� Tools lacking
� Cost of ownership relative to functionality

Recommendation
After reviewing the future business plans, business requirements, and process
improvement opportunities, it is recommended that we replace the current legacy
systems by the selection and implementation of an industry-standard Tier 1 inte-
grated ERP vendor package.

This implementation is necessary to be able to handle the company growth
and growth by acquisition, and to support our competitive advantage of flexibility
to customer needs. Industry best practices must be used to improve business
processes to ensure profitable growth. The core infrastructure of the applications
needs to be replaced rather than continuing to patch improvements. The current
systems have such a significant gap of breadth and depth of functionality compared
to the business needs, it is simply not feasible or cost effective to build on the
current systems when there are packages that offer most of the missing features.

The payback for replacing the legacy systems is large and immediate. The
current systems cost $x per year more than the estimates for a new tier 1 ERP
system. A few specific resource efficiencies save an annual $xM and the inventory
and freight impact adds another $xM to the bottom line. In addition, this is just
the tip of the iceberg. There are numerous other intangible benefits including
reducing the potential Sarbanes–Oxley exposure and reducing the risk of lost sales
if the current system were to crash during the peak third-quarter season.

This project should be implemented in phases and is estimated to take a total
of 18–24 months. A major project such as this can be a challenge for any organi-
zation. Several key components for success were identified, such as making the
project a top business priority, ensuring executive support, assigning key business
people, developing a solid plan, and ensuring rigorous leadership, governance,
and control. With proper leadership, it is possible and probable for us to be
successful in this critical effort, because it will provide the framework to meet the

�

business needs of the future.
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Distribute the plan document in draft form to the IS group and the IS
steering committee and ask for input and changes. Hold another meeting
with the IS steering committee to confirm that the committee agrees with
the recommendation and plan. Also, ask for members’ support by asking
each of them to talk to their corresponding member of executive man-
agement and voice their support for the recommendation. It can also be
helpful to ask the group for suggestions on how to present or obtain the
support of the executive management group. Ask volunteers to help make
the business case; it is significantly stronger if the business makes the
recommendation rather than solely the IS group.

Develop the Summary Presentation

The best plan in the world is worthless without the ability to sell the plan
to executive management and the entire organization. Often, changes in
IS result in millions of dollars of investment for an organization. Manage-
ment must see a solid and thorough process for determining the direction.
Management must also understand the level of effort, investment required,
and the risks to the organization.

If you have followed the process outlined in this book, by now you
have increased communication and support of IS activities throughout the
organization. Now it is time to obtain executive management approval
before spending additional time getting into the details of the direction.

The presentation to executive management should be no longer than
two hours. An example of an agenda is shown in Table 7.3. Looking at
the table of contents of the detailed plan document, plan to have approx-
imately one slide summarizing each section of the plan document.

As you can see from the timing of the agenda, the presentation needs
to move rapidly to keep the interest of executive management. Whenever
possible, use pictures or summary charts throughout the presentation.
Table 7.4 is an example that summarizes the assessment, direction, and
plan.

Table 7.3 Presentation Agenda

Agenda

� Introduction
� Business impact
� IS situation assessment
� Future IS direction
� Implementation plan
� Summary
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Present the Plan and Discuss It

Distribute a copy of the plan document to executive management to
review several weeks before the scheduled presentation. Because it is a
long document, attach a cover memo indicating why it is important for
managers to read the document and identify a few key sections that are
particularly important for them to read if they are unable to read the entire

Table 7.4 Summary

Assessment
Where we are today

Direction
Where we want to be

Plan
How we will get there

� Different systems that 
address the same 
requirements

� Current systems that 
do not completely 
fulfill existing 
business 
requirements

� A portfolio of 
common integrated 
systems that satisfy 
business 
requirements for all 
geographies

� Transitioning to 
common systems, 
primarily relying on 
commercially 
available application 
packages, 
supplemented by 
new development or 
existing systems

� Different technical 
environments that 
support similar 
systems

� A technical 
environment that 
does not have the 
necessary attributes 
or the capacity to 
support future 
mission-critical 
systems

� A technical 
environment that is 
compatible with 
commercially 
available application 
packages, 
supportable 
throughout the world, 
and based on 
scalable and 
interoperable 
components

� Identifying 
technology 
components that are 
compatible with 
commercially 
available application 
packages

� Acquiring or 
upgrading 
components as 
necessary to support 
the implementation 
of those packages

� Business systems 
solutions and services 
that are based on 
functional instead of 
enterprise needs and 
priorities

� A partnership with 
business process 
owners in using 
accepted methods to 
deliver business 
systems solutions and 
services in 
accordance with 
enterprise needs and 
priorities

� Developing and 
implementing 
processes that apply 
enterprise needs and 
priorities to the 
evaluation and 
prioritization of 
requests for business 
systems solutions and 
services
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document. Also, mention that the recommendation and proposed plan is
a joint decision by IS and the IS steering committee, and the managers
can contact their appropriate member if they have any specific questions.
This way you are enlisting the IS steering committee to be your salespeo-
ple. In the memo, indicate a date and time for an overview presentation
once they have had an opportunity to review the information.

Have at least one member from the business who is on the IS steering
committee for support at the presentation, if not giving a portion of the
presentation. Begin the presentation by letting everyone know the purpose
of the presentation and why the group should listen to the presentation.
Next, explain the agenda of the presentation. Early in the presentation,
recognize the IS steering committee, stress that the recommendation is
from the whole group of business representatives that executive manage-
ment appointed rather than the recommendation coming from the IS
organization. Review the process the group used to arrive at a recom-
mendation, explaining where you are in the process.

After the presentation, lead a short discussion to find out whether the
group agrees with the plan and recommended direction. At this point,
management has gained confidence in the process and recommendation,
but may be struggling with the size of the investment necessary. Stand
firm to the recommendation and refer back to the detail and solid
foundation that have been carefully outlined. Call upon experts in man-
agement to support the business case as to why the recommendation is
important for the company. You may need to alter the speed of the
spending, determine creative ways of funding the investment, or have
self-funding phases, but stand firm that the direction chosen is the direction
in which the company must head.

Conclusion
You have successfully completed the fourth phase of the planning process.
You now have an IS direction that is specific and aligned with the business
direction. In this phase of the planning process, you have accomplished
the following:

� Developed a detailed road map of all the IS projects, each with
costs and benefits

� Identified the impact to the organization
� Identified the various risks and formulated a risk management

approach
� Developed the business case for action and business benefits
� Planned the communication and plan roll-out
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� Developed and documented a governance process to ensure ongo-
ing updates to the plan

� Finalized the detail plan document
� Summarized the IS plan in a presentation to executive management

Notes for My IS Strategic Planning Project
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Chapter 8

Next Steps

Even if you’re on the right track, you’ll get run over if you just
sit there.

— Will Rogers (1875–1935)
American actor, humorist

After completion of the IS strategic plan, there are four very important
ongoing activities:

� Marketing
� Executing
� Managing
� Measuring

Each of these is outlined in detail in this chapter.

Marketing
An important role of a CIO is the continual marketing of IS to the rest of
the organization. Many times, members of the IS group do a poor job of
marketing; they work hard and diligently, but their work goes unnoticed
and unappreciated. However, this can be their own fault as IS employees
may not take the time to communicate their activities and impact to the
organization in terms the business can appreciate.
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You are never done with the strategic planning process and selling
the recommendation. Constantly and continually communicate, commu-
nicate, and then communicate some more. Everyone in the organization
must be aware of the IS direction and plan. Continue building relationships
with all levels of management and nurturing personal alliances throughout
the business. Communicate frequently to the IS organization about the
plan and progress toward the goals. Do not set the plan away, but keep
it alive. Take the strategic plan on a road show and present summaries
to various departments, divisions, and locations. Explain where IS is
today, where it is headed, and how success will be measured. As you
progress on the plan, provide summaries of what has been done and
the progress relative to the plan. The following are specific communi-
cation opportunities:

Status reports: Develop and widely distribute monthly and annual IS
status reports. Status reports should be high-level, business-oriented,
and easy to understand, and not technical gibberish. Organize the
report by business project or business area so business users can
quickly find their area of interest. Reference the road map and
projects in the IS strategic plan, and report the progress of the plan.

Intranet: Post the IS strategic plan on the company intranet. Have hot
keys by section so individuals can go to the area of interest. Publicize
that the plan is available for all interested parties. Many individuals
participated in the interviews and development of the plan; make
sure they see the results.

IS newsletter: A monthly newsletter is an excellent method to report
progress of the plan. Run fun contests. For example, the first one
to e-mail three of the IS strategies gets a free lunch.

Key metrics: Through the planning process, key metrics were identified.
Publish each metric and the result on a regular basis. Post the metrics
on the wall for all to see and strive for improvement.

Surveys: Continue to distribute surveys on a regular basis. This will
provide continual feedback to ensure you are proceeding as
planned.

IS steering committee: For proper governance, it is absolutely necessary
to hold regular monthly steering committee meetings. A portion of
every meeting should be devoted to discussing progress of the plan.

IS executive committee: On a quarterly basis, hold a meeting with
executive management to report progress of the plan.

IS organization meetings: On a monthly basis (quarterly for large IS
departments), have meetings with the IS group. Talk about the plan
and progress toward the goals.
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Vendors: Now that the plan is complete, you have terrific documenta-
tion of the company and where it is headed, the current IS envi-
ronment, and IS plans for the future. Use this document frequently
to communicate your situation. It can be a valuable tool to hand to
a vendor and say, “This is where we are headed; tell me how you
can help us get there.”

New IS employees: Again, use the document that has been assembled
to give new IS employees a complete orientation of the current
situation and direction. It will significantly accelerate their orientation
process with complete information about both the business and IS.

Executing
After having a solid plan in place, execution is everything. The plan may
have identified a large project or an area of the business applications that
require new software, or a new ERP system. This section examines key
steps in the process.

Project Plan

Start by developing the project plan. What is included in the project plan?
The following are some of the components to include:

Project mission: What is the purpose of the project? What is the project
trying to achieve? Exhibit 8.1 shows an example of a project mission
for one company.

�
Exhibit 8.1 Project Mission

The mission of our project is to strengthen the company’s ability to meet worldwide
customer expectations and company profitability goals by:

� Reengineering global business processes to improve efficiency and lower
costs

� Providing common business operating systems with advanced computing
architectures that will improve cooperation and communication between
functional and geographical areas within the company

� Providing high-quality, consistent, and timely information both locally and

�

worldwide that will improve management decision-making capabilities
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Scope: State specifically what is in the scope of the project as well as
any areas outside the scope of the project. For example, identify
business applications, business processes, hardware environments,
geographic locations, or divisions that will be included or excluded.
Identify any known project phases.

Project goals: Identify specific expectations of the project. How will
you know if the project is a success or not? What does management
want the project team to accomplish? Project goals should be SMART:
Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic, and Track-able. Identify
how the project fits in within the overall IS strategic plan.

Project team organization: List the names of all the business and IS
participants. Identify the specific time commitment if it is a part-
time role. Form a project steering committee for overall project
responsibility and authority.

Roles and responsibilities: Identify the roles and responsibilities for each
member or group of members who participate in the project. Exhibit
8.2 shows an example of roles and responsibilities for one project.

It is also helpful to include a matrix of each project participant,
the business application he or she is responsible for, and which
departments within the company he or she represents. This can
ensure that no area will fall through the cracks during the project.
Also, identify the role of consultants on the project.

�
Exhibit 8.2 Roles and Responsibilities

The following are the specific roles and responsibilities for the various team
members:

Project steering committee: 5% of time

� Provide communication to upper management of project status and issues.
� Ensure you meet project schedule and costs targets. Resolve resource

constraints.
� Provide communication to project team of upper management require-

ments.
� Responsible for the decision and selection of package based on findings

and recommendation of project team.
� Resolve interdepartmental or geographic conflicts that cannot be resolved

by the business project leader.
� Meet on a monthly basis (via videoconferencing), or more frequently if

necessary.
� Be involved with vendor negotiations as necessary.
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Business project leader: 100% of time

� Main, key leader and voice of project.
� Decision maker for any conflicts that arise in functional or geographic

areas.
� Communicate recommendation of team to project steering committee and

worldwide management.
� Responsible for communication and coordination with other parts of the

world.
� Prepares the formal request for funds.
� Responsible for project communication infrastructure and process.
� Responsible for determining and adhering to project schedule.
� Responsible for determining and adhering to project budget.
� Responsible for negotiating with vendors.
� Organize and lead regular team meetings.
� Management and selection of implementation consultants.
� Prepares management project status report

IS project leader: 80% of time, with other 20% going to regular IS activities

� Assist the business project leader in determining actions and schedules.
� Communicate recommendations of the team to the IS steering committee

and worldwide management.
� Assist with communication and coordination with other parts of the world.
� Assist with preparation of the formal request for funds.
� Assist with establishment of project communication infrastructure and

process.
� Communicate any technical impacts.
� Communicate hardware requirements.
� Communicate programming requirements.
� Lead the programming effort required.
� Determine and adhere to IS schedules.
� Assist with negotiations with vendors.
� Assist in organizing and leading regular team meetings.
� Leads or facilitates the project steering committee meetings.
� Management and selection of implementation consultants.
� Prepares management project status report.

Primary user representatives: 50 or 100% of time

� Responsible for communicating requirements and developing demo scripts
� Responsible for gathering input and communicating back to the organiza-

tions that they represent
� Responsible for reviewing packages and making recommendation
� Responsible for business process reengineering
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� Responsible for worldwide harmonization of terms, fields, and measurements
� Responsible for establishing parameters in system to fit the business
� Responsible for establishing new processes and setup
� Responsible for testing system
� Responsible for training users
� Responsible for user documentation and procedures
� Responsible for ensuring accuracy of information (e.g., conversions)
� Responsible for providing input and adhering to project schedule and

budget
� Responsible for providing written monthly status reports to the project

leaders by the last day of each calendar month
� Responsible for leading subprojects as necessary

Primary IS representatives: 80% of time, with other 20% to IS activities

� Assist users with business process reengineering and the tasks outlined
above for the primary user representative

� Responsible for developing technical requirements
� Responsible for determining hardware requirements
� Responsible for installing hardware
� Responsible for installing software
� Responsible for programming and testing of conversions
� Responsible for programming and testing of interfaces
� Responsible for providing input and adhering to project schedule and

budget
� Responsible for technical documentation
� Responsible for providing written monthly status reports to the project

leaders by the last day of each calendar month

Supplemental user resources: 10–50% of time

� Assist the full-time representatives with duties as outlined above

Supplemental IS resources: 10–50% of time

�

� Assist the full-time representatives with duties as outlined above

Project communication: Communication is the number one reason why
projects fail. You can never communicate enough. Identify in the
project plan who is responsible for the main project communications
and how it will occur. How will you update the average employee
on the project? How will you update project members? How will
you involve managers in the decisions? How often will the project
steering committee meet, and who will run the meetings? What is
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the format of monthly project status reports? How will project
meetings be run and documented? How will decisions be docu-
mented? Do not forget all the various people must be involved with
the communication, as shown in Figure 8.1.

Quality assurance compliance guidelines: What specific internal or
external guidelines or procedures must you adhere to during the
project life cycle? Are there ISO or SOX requirements?

Project schedule: Identify the high-level phases as well as the detailed
tasks in the project. Identify the person responsible, estimated hours,
and estimated time frame for completion.

Project budget: How will project expenses be tracked? How will team
members record time spent on the project? Who is responsible for
budgeting and assuming costs related to the project that occurs
within the business departments? What are the capital and expense
budgets for the project?

Training plan: What training classes are necessary for the participants
to be productive? Is any initial training necessary for the selection
team?

Project Kick-Off Meeting

Because a journey begins on common ground, it is important to establish
that common ground when beginning a new project through a project
kick-off meeting. Participants may be unclear about the specific objectives
of the project, or exactly what their role will be on the project. Ground
everyone with the same information and establish a clear vision of the
group direction so that each member of the group feels comfortable in

Figure 8.1 Communication
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his or her new role. Obstacles are what we see when we take our eyes
off the goal, so the project goals and objectives must be absolutely clear
in everyone’s mind. The information shared should include an under-
standing of the project mission, scope, goals, responsibilities, schedule,
and initial tasks.

Everyone knows the project will be a lot of hard work; thus, initiate
the project with enthusiasm, fun, and with a teamwork orientation. It is
helpful to organize a day with teamwork challenges, project sweatshirts,
brainteasers, competition, or anything you can think of to add some spirit
to the project initiation. Perhaps have a contest to name the project. Begin
the presentation by explaining why management selected these individuals
to participate on the project.

It may be a new role for many of the team participants to function in
a project role with members from other functional parts of the organization.
Let the team know there will be some frustrating and unclear times, but
as team participants, it is their role to help the team get back on track.

Request for Quote

Typically, large projects involve sending several vendors a request for
quotation (RFQ). This can also be referred to as request for proposal
(RFP), or request for information (RFI). No matter how thorough an RFQ
is, use it only as initial scanning and qualification. Nothing will take the
place of in-person vendor demonstrations to determine the true viability
of a package in your environment. However, if you structure a quotation
request well, you are able to narrow the field of packages to review. Send
the RFQ to the top 10 (or fewer) vendors that meet the requirements.

What does a RFQ include? The RFQ must be as concise as possible;
vendors do not want to wade through inches of paper before qualifying
you as a potential customer. Fortunately, you have already done much of
the work with various sections of the strategic plan. Exhibit 8.3 is an
example of an RFQ format used by one company.

�
Exhibit 8.3 RFQ Format

RFQ guidelines. This includes the following information:

� Who and where should RFQ responses be mailed?
� When are responses due back?
� To whom should the vendors direct any questions or inquiries?
� What should be the format of the response?
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� What documents should the vendors include with their response? This list
includes:
– Signed confidentiality agreement (included in RFQ).
– Responses to questions regarding company and software (RFQ section

C-2).
– Responses to company specific requirements (RFQ section C-3).
– Any changes, updates, or notes to the vendor requirements (RFQ sec-

tion C-4).
– A copy of their contract along with any required license agreements

so you can begin legal review.
– A summary of the pricing with any tier, volume, or platform pricing

indicated.
– A copy of the training schedule.
– A company brochure or annual report.
– List of customers with names, addresses, and phone numbers for contact.
– Implementation date, software version. You may need to sign a vendor

confidentiality agreement for this information.
– Include any online demonstration disks available.

� What is the next step for the vendor if the vendor makes the cut to the
short list?

� Statement of confidentiality of RFQ information.

General Information

1. Company: This is a brief (1-page) description of your company. Include
the following:
� What business is the company in?
� How old is the company? Include a short historic perspective.
� How large is the company in terms of sales and employees? Is it public

or privately owned?
� Is this quotation for one division, one location, or the entire company?

Provide information on parent, subsidiaries, and divisions.
2. Current environment: This is a short (1-page) description of your current

IS environment. Include the following:
� What hardware environments are you utilizing? Do you plan to change

hardware environments?
� What software is the company currently utilizing?
� How many utilize the system you are replacing?
� What network is in place? What locations are connected?
� How many PCs do you have? What is the typical PC configuration?

3. Business requirements
� Scope: This can be the scope section of the strategic plan.
� Environmental requirements: This can be the environmental require-

ments section of the strategic plan.
� Business direction: This is a summary of the business mission, objec-

tives, and goals. Obtain approval from internal management before
sending this information to an external company.
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� Information requirements: This can be the information needs section
of the strategic plan.

� External requirements: This can be the external requirements section
of the strategic plan.

4. IS requirements: This is a summary of the computing architecture require-
ments of the strategic plan.

5. Project: This section is a summary of the project in progress, including
when it started, how you got to this point, and where you plan to go.

6. Reason for change: What are the key motivating factors for the business
to implement this project? What is the case for action?

7. Key issues: This can be a list of the key issues as identified with a vendor
in the requirements definition step as outlined in Chapter 3. This is not an
entire list of all the requirements, but rather the key requirements for your
environment. Include the responses for those particular vendors that were
in the database of the automated tool, if you used one. The vendor can
correct, change, or modify the responses previously supplied.

Vendor response

1. Confidentiality agreement: This is an agreement ensuring that the responses
to the RFQ are accurate, as well as keeping any information supplied
confidential.

2. General company and package information. This includes general ques-
tions that are of interest to you about the vendor.

Please respond to the following questions:

Company:
Company Name: ___________________________
Software Name: ___________________________
Date company formed: ____________________ Public/Private: __________
Annual sales: _____________
Targeted markets or customers: ___________________________

Employees:
Number of employees worldwide: _________
Number of employees in development: ___________
Number of employees in support: ___________
Number of employees in area: __________
Number of employees in area with > 2 years experience: ________

Customers:
Number of customers that have one module or more implemented in 

production: _________
Number of customers that have full suite implemented in production: ____
% of customers on annual maintenance: ________
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% of customers on current release: __________
Average length of time for customers to implement modules: ____
Average length of time for customers to implement new release: _____
Is there an active user group in area? ______
List any customers in our business: 
______________________________________________________

Software:
Handle process manufacturing: ________ Discrete: ___________
Repetitive: __________ Job shop: ___________
Make-to-stock: _________ Make-to-order: ______
Language code written in: ____________
Year majority (>75%) of code written in: ____________
Databases supported: ___________
Hardware necessary: ___________________________________
Operating system necessary: ____________________________
Date of last release: ____________ Date of next release: ______
Major rewrite planned: _________ When: _______ Why: ______
Approximate cost (range) of various modules included in manufacturing, 

Distribution, and Finance for xxx total users, xxx active, including database 
and development tools needed: _____________

Developed with methodology: ________________
Development tools: _________________________
Object oriented: ____________________________
Major areas of planned enhancements: ___________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

Training:
Is public training offered in area: _____
Cities public training offered: ____________________________
Average cost of training class: _________________
Number of days training needed for order entry person: ______

Master scheduler: ______
Information systems: ___

Support:
Approximate cost of annual maintenance: _________________
24-hour support available: ______
Cost for support: _________
Product guarantee: ____________________________________
Implementation support available for turnkey: __________
Any automated conversion support or tools available from our current 

software: ____________________________
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3. Company-specific requirements: This is a list of the requirements specific
to your company identified in the requirement’s definition phase. These
would be only the requirements not included in the generic requirements
in the database of all vendor information. Because these requirements were
not in the database, you will need to send the company-specific require-
ments to the vendor for response.

4. General requirements: Include a disk of the requirements identified with
the responses for that particular vendor included from the outside company.
Ask the vendor to review the responses provided to ensure accuracy and
only provide updates if any discrepancies exist.

Appendix

� Company brochures, annual report. Include any company literature that

�

is helpful for the vendor to better understand your business.

RFQ Response Review

After obtaining the responses from your RFQ, review all the information
and assemble the answers to compare the vendors. Try to narrow down
the vendors to two or three for a detailed review. It may be easiest to
assemble a key criteria sheet to evaluate the vendors. An example is
provided in Exhibit 8.4.

�
Exhibit 8.4 RFP Response Review

Vendor 1 Vendor 2 Vendor 3

Company:

Name of company

Name of software

Date company formed

Public/private

Annual sales

Targeted markets

Employees:

Number of worldwide
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Number in development

Number in support

Number in our town

Number in our town > 2 yrs experience

Customers:

Number in production

Number with full suite

% on annual maintenance

% on current release

Implementation time

Time to implement new release

Active user group in area

Customers in our industry

Software:

Make/engineer to order

Discrete/make to stock

Repetitive/job shop

Integrated configurator

Language of code

Year code written

Databases supported

Relational database

Windows interface

Current release

Date released

Hardware needed

Operating system

Date of last release

Date of next release

Vendor 1 Vendor 2 Vendor 3
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Major rewrite planned

Reason for rewrite

CASE developed

Methodology used

Object oriented

Planned enhancements

Cost:

Software

Database, tools

Hardware

Training

Consulting

Bolt-ons

Training:

Public training in our area

Cities training offered

Average cost of class

Number of days order entry

Number of days master scheduler

Number of days information systems

Support:

Cost of annual maintenance

24 hours support available?

Cost for support

Does product have guarantee?

Implementation support

Local partner consultant

Conversion support

Vendor 1 Vendor 2 Vendor 3
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It may be helpful to utilize a structured decision-making process to
select three vendors from the larger group of vendors. This can be done
by using the following steps:

1. Identify the criteria key to making the decision. If it were your
money and your company, how would you evaluate and select an
option? This list should be high-level and no more than 15 criteria.

2. Force-rank the key criteria. Ask the group members if they had to
choose between the first criteria and the second, which would
they choose? First and third? First and fourth? Follow this for each
combination. Count the votes for each criterion; the one with the
most is the highest priority to the group.

3. Weight the criteria. Assign a weight using 8 through 10. The higher
priority items would be a weight of 10, and the lower items would
be an 8. This will become the multiplier.

4. Rate the criteria against each option. If you have ten vendors, rate
all ten. Use a scale of 1 through 5. A 5 would indicate the vendor
does an excellent job at meeting the criteria, 3 average, and 1 poor.

5. Multiply the rating times the weight. Total the scores for each
vendor. The highest vendors would be the preferred options.

This method should be used as one indicator and the results should
be reviewed and updated. An example is provided in Exhibit 8.5.

Requirement ratings:

Industry rating

Industry comments

Other:

Date received

Quality of response

Notes

Contact name

Contact number

Comments

Comments

Group thoughts

Vendor 1 Vendor 2 Vendor 3
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Exhibit 8.5 Evaluation Criteria

�

Priority Requirement Weight
Option 1

Rate

Option 1
Weight* 

Rate
Option 2

Rate

Option 2
Weight* 

Rate
Option 3

Rate

Option 3
Weight* 

Rate

1 Stable vendor for future 10 5 50 3 30 3 30

2 Meets business requirements 10 3 30 5 50 5 50

3 Technical architecture 10 3 30 3 30 5 50

4 User friendly 9 3 27 5 45 5 45

5 Flexible 9 3 27 5 45 5 45

6 Support reengineering processes 9 3 27 5 45 5 45

7 Vendor support 9 3 27 3 27 3 27

8 Cost 8 5 40 3 24 1 8

9 Resources 8 5 40 3 24 1 8

10 Time 8 3 24 3 24 3 24

Total 322 344 332
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Software Demonstrations

It can be very difficult to ascertain in a demonstration how the software will
work in your environment. Software demonstrators are typically very good
at showing you the best features without allowing you to see the deficiencies
until it is in your own environment. To get the most out of the vendor
demonstrations, direct and guide the demonstration for your particular
requirements. A typical ERP demonstration will require 16 hours of demon-
stration, 2 to 4 hours of technology discussions, and 2 to 4 hours of post-
demo follow-up. The following are items to prepare for the vendor review:

Script: Assemble a detailed script of what you want to see and how
you want to see it. Demonstrations can be very time consuming, so
focus on the areas that are critical to your business rather than areas
that any software package can do. Develop the script by the various
areas of the business that are evaluating the package. A script can
be very generic or very detailed, and you can complete it at a level
the team is comfortable with. The demo is your opportunity to test-
drive the software for your particular business.

Data package: This is a package of your own company data for the
vendor to use in the demonstration. Typically, this consists of the
major information requirements of the system, such as customer,
item, and bill of material information; order header; and line item
information.

Key requirements: Assemble a short list of the key requirements the
company requires from the vendor or in the new software package.
These are differentiating items that are critical for your business
upon which you would rate the vendors.

Rating methodology: Decide upon a ranking or rating methodology
before viewing any vendors. Decide whether the team will rate each
requirement on the script, or only the key requirements. Average
all participants ranking, or give a weighted average with the most
weight going to the expert in that functional area.

Demonstration guidelines: Prepare demonstration guidelines for both
the vendor and the team participants. Several team members may
not have experienced demos before, and should be prepared as to
what to expect. Examples are provided in Exhibit 8.6 and Exhibit 8.7.

Demo agenda: Develop a high-level agenda of how you want the
demo to flow. An example is shown in Exhibit 8.8.

Vendor introduction to company: Once you prepare for the demon-
strations, have each vendor visit your company site to learn more
about the business and processes. This typically takes a full day.
An example of an agenda of items to cover in this day is shown in
Exhibit 8.9.
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�
Exhibit 8.6 Vendor Demonstration Guidelines

� Demo the software version used on the <name of platform> hardware
platform.

� Demo the current release that would be generally available if we signed
the purchase agreement today. Do not show or discuss vaporware. If
answering a question with future availability, make sure it is clearly stated
as a future direction. When answering questions, answer it for the version
software we are reviewing.

� Use the actual software; note canned screens or demonstration slides.
� Follow the script provided.
� Create the actual demo agenda after reviewing our proposed script and

agenda, and adjust it accordingly considering how long the areas typically
take to review in your software.

� If the software cannot do what we request, please just say so.
� Please make sure you have knowledgeable resources to answer the questions.

If you do not know the answer, do not guess; take note and get back to us.
We would rather hear that you do not know than get the wrong answer.

� If we do not ask about an area that you feel is a key differentiator, please
tell us.

�

� Use the data provided.

�
Exhibit 8.7 Team Member Demonstration Guidelines

� Keep an open mind until you have seen all three vendors. Do not lock on
or lock out a solution. The groups may prefer different packages, and we
will need to work through the differences.

� If a key requirement is not met, do not shut the vendor out. Again, keep
an open mind. If all other areas are great, perhaps we can meet the missing
requirement with a bolt-on package or by rethinking the business require-
ment. Do not shut out the vendor because you will need to discuss the
complete reasons that you liked or did not like the package.

� Do not tip your hand to the vendor and look totally discouraged or
encouraged. You can show enthusiasm for the software.

� If a requirement is not met, take notes and move on. Do not take it out
on the vendor. The software is not going to be perfect; do not expect it.

� Give the demo your complete attention. We need everyone to have a
thorough understanding of each package to reach a decision.

� Please turn cell phones off. Do not leave the demo for phone calls or other
business. Come on time and stay until the end. Stay attentive and focused.

� Take good notes of ratings, advantages, and disadvantages. Without good
notes, the various vendor packages will begin to look the same. Stay
organized from the beginning.
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� Manage time and questions. Each application area will have an allocated
amount of time. Watch your questions and the level of detail to make sure
you make it through all your key points. Do not derail on a detailed topic.
Take notes for follow-on questions to address in another session if neces-
sary.

� Attend all the vendor demos. You will not be able to compare if you only
see one of the packages. Each area can coordinate if additional participants
are needed.

� Be flexible on following the script and data that was provided. Their
package may require significant setup to show exactly what we want.

� As time allows, feel free to ask questions. This is your time to see the
package and obtain answers. We need to make a decision based on what

�

we see. If you need more information, please ask for it.

�
Exhibit 8.8 Demo Agenda

� Day 1:
– Morning: Company overview, general software questions, system nav-

igation, reporting, interfaces
– Afternoon: Manufacturing

� Day 2:
– Manufacturing
– Distribution
– Financial

�

– Technical

�
Exhibit 8.9 Vendor Introduction

� Background
� Project

– Mission
– Scope
– Team
– Schedule

� Demo
– Guidelines
– Agenda
– Script

� Business Overview

�

� Tour
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Vendor Selection

After each demo, assemble a list of strengths and weaknesses in addition
to the vendor rankings. Obtain input from all project participants. This is
good to discuss in a group setting, because different areas can have
different opinions that are helpful to discuss as a group. As a group, you
can easily reach a consensus as to the recommended software with the
process outlined.

Managing 
Provide the leadership that is necessary in times of change. Change can
be difficult for the organization, and it is important to help employees
through the process. As shown in Figure 8.2, there are four stages of team
development:

1. Getting started: In the first stage, getting started, the team is getting
to know the task and team members, learning one another’s skills
and expectations, testing one another’s commitment and attitude,
beginning to define tasks and roles, and focusing on symptoms
and problems not related to the task. Team members in this stage
feel excited about being part of something new, anxious about the
goals and what it takes to achieve them, suspicious about what is
expected of them, and unsure about how their contributions will
fit in with the team’s mission and goals.

2. Going in circles: In the second stage, going in circles, the team
may be setting unrealistic goals, relying on only one person’s
experience and ideas, resisting working together, not making much

Figure 8.2 Stages of team development

Stages of Team Development

1. Getting Started

2. Going in Circles

3. Getting on Course

4. Full Speed Ahead
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progress, competing for control, or focusing on the task or goal,
not on how to get it done. As a team member in this stage, you
might feel frustrated that progress is not being made as fast as
expected, angry that ideas are criticized or ignored, impatient with
members who are slow or who do not pull their weight, or jealous
of others who might have more rewarding or easier responsibilities.

3. Getting on course: In the third stage, the team may be having some
difficulty, but is making progress toward reaching the goal. Team
members are using one another’s ideas, giving and receiving con-
structive feedback, setting and usually following team ground rules
and norms, and valuing individual differences. As a team member
in this stage, you feel respect for other members’ needs and
capabilities, relief that the team is making progress, a growing
sense of trust because everyone is committed, and increasingly
comfortable working together.

4. Full speed ahead: In the fourth stage, the team is making progress
toward the goal with speed and efficiency, working together to
diagnose and overcome obstacles, using feedback to make
changes, and finding ways to continuously improve how the mem-
bers work together. As a team member in this stage, you feel pride
in your work, excited about being part of the team, enjoyment in
working together and meeting goals, fully committed to the team,
and secure in relying on other members.

As a team leader, strive to have your team in this fourth stage as much
of the time as possible. However, teams typically go through the various
stages several times during a project. A high-performance team is one in
which the members meet their goals, trust one another, actively listen,
and create realistic and challenging objectives. Work out conflicts in a
healthy manner, use performance standards, give positive feedback, and
create a positive, candid, and relaxed team environment. Define clear
roles and goals, and make decisions through consensus. Complete a self-
assessment rating at various stages in the project so that weak areas can
be corrected before they adversely affect the project. An example of a
team assessment survey is shown in Exhibit 8.10.

�
Exhibit 8.10 Team Rating Example

Rating Our Project Team
Please complete this survey as honestly as possible so that we can see where our
team is strong and where we need to improve it.
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No, Yes,
not at very
all much so

1. Purpose: Team goals and objectives are clear.
– My team has clear direction, goals, and objectives. 1   2   3   4   5
– The project goals are consistent with company 

goals. 1   2   3   4   5
– We have the support of upper management. 1   2   3   4   5
– The project is popular and wanted. 1   2   3   4   5
– Users and management agree on objectives. 1   2   3   4   5

2. Process: Using well-defined procedures for making 
decisions, solving problems, and accomplishing work 
assignments.
– My team has well-defined procedures and uses 

them consistently. 1   2   3   4   5
– Meetings start on time and are worthwhile. 1   2   3   4   5
– I have an adequate budget (or ability to spend 

if needed). 1   2   3   4   5
3. Communication: Expressing oneself openly, honestly, 

and clearly with others.
– My team’s members always express themselves 

openly, honestly, and clearly. 1   2   3   4   5
– We resolve conflicts in a healthy manner. 1   2   3   4   5
– The team environment is positive, candid, and 

relaxed. 1   2   3   4   5
– We encourage new ideas. 1   2   3   4   5
– We make decisions timely with enough discussion 

and consensus. 1   2   3   4   5
4. Involvement: Using individual skills and talents to 

help the team succeed.
– My team’s members actively volunteer skills 

and ideas. 1   2   3   4   5
– I am enthusiastic about this project. 1   2   3   4   5
– I have adequate time to spend on the project. 1   2   3   4   5
– I have adequate skills to complete this project. 1   2   3   4   5
– I have sufficient authority to complete this project. 1   2   3   4   5
– We have the right people involved. 1   2   3   4   5
– The team is enthusiastic about the project. 1   2   3   4   5
– I am able to get assistance from the right people 

when I need it. 1   2   3   4   5
– Roles and responsibilities are clear. 1   2   3   4   5

5. Commitment: Willingness to accept responsibilities 
and perform them in a timely manner.
– My team’s members always fulfill their 

responsibilities. 1   2   3   4   5
– I fully support the team’s stated goals and 

direction. 1   2   3   4   5
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6. Trust: Confidently relying on others to fulfill their 
individual responsibilities toward the team.
– My team’s members confidently rely on one 

another. 1   2   3   4   5
– We have respect for one another. 1   2   3   4   5

Comments:
Issues, or things that are not going so well:

�

Things that are going well:

Stress that it is the responsibility of all team members to help the team
improve in areas in which they feel the team is weak. Often, team
participants will blame the leader for a less-than-perfect environment rather
than taking action themselves to improve the team. One company devel-
oped actions to take for each area of team improvement as shown in
Exhibit 8.11.

�
Exhibit 8.11 Team Improvement Areas

If the team needs improvement in purpose:

� Write a charter or mission statement. Keep it and the goals posted in a
common team area.

� Relate short-term goals to your company’s mission and long-term goals.
� Ensure that each team member has a clear and meaningful role.
� Revise roles and short-term goals as projects or tasks change.
� Question assignments that do not contribute to the long-term goals.
� Write clear and concise goals that everyone agrees with.

If the team needs improvement in process:

� Establish procedures for solving conflicts.
� Establish a set of steps for solving problems or carrying out new ideas.
� Provide training in problem-solving methodologies.
� Follow agendas during all meetings and publish minutes with action items.
� Use flip charts, blackboards, and schedules in meetings. Come prepared

with copies of information for all members.
� Make procedural suggestions.
� Listen and respond with empathy.
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When the team needs improvement in communication:

� Listen and respond with empathy.
� Maintain or enhance self-esteem.
� Explore ideas instead of judging them.
� Avoid jumping from topic to topic in discussions or meetings.
� Share information with everyone.
� Include all team members in decisions, updates, and problem solving.

When the team needs development in involvement:

� Encourage quiet team members to contribute.
� Ask for help and encourage involvement.
� Distribute action items evenly.
� Let everyone have a say before making a decision.
� Encourage and build on others’ ideas and initiatives.
� Recognize others’ ideas.
� Share information; avoid holding back facts and materials.

When the team needs development in commitment:

� Ask for help in solving problems.
� Respect others’ ideas.
� Use others’ unique, individual talents.
� Encourage the involvement of all team members.
� Meet deadlines and live up to agreements.
� Attend all scheduled meetings and events.
� Focus on team goals.
� Attend and start meetings on time.

When the team needs development in trust:

� Maintain each other’s self-esteem.
� Support and praise each other.
� Keep sensitive information confidential.
� Stand up for each other.
� Avoid gossip or unfair criticism of others.
� Get the facts; do not deal with opinions.

�

� Appreciate each other’s skills and differences.

With the process utilized and information gathered and communicated
throughout the planning effort, the recommendation now has the support
of the entire organization. Congratulations! You have all the groundwork
completed for a successful project implementation. You can now move
on to the enjoyable task of implementing your new strategic direction.
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Measuring
You cannot improve what you do not measure. Be sure to measure the
progress toward the IS strategic plan. As part of the planning process,
key metrics and a balanced scorecard were identified to measure the
progress of IS. Metrics were selected that tied into the IS vision, mission,
goals, and strategies, and the metrics were determined to be meaningful
to the business. Report these metrics on a regular basis. Make the metric
visible to business management as well as the IS organization.

Conclusion
During the subsequent years, go back and update or revise the IS strategic
plan. Particularly if there are major business changes, redo portions of
the plan. Long-range planning in today’s fast-changing technology industry
is at most a three-year window. Strategies for the IS organization to help
business units meet or exceed their information management and sharing
requirements need to be reviewed and redirected on a regular basis. Make
annual updates to the plan. This allows the opportunity to make timely
changes to technology and business process strategies and direction. An
iterative strategic planning framework allows for flexibility and practicality
in strategy formation, funding planning, resource allocation, and execution.
Figure 8.3 shows the concept of continuous review and planning of
strategies, funding, resource allocations, and execution.

Figure 8.3 Iterative strategic planning framework

Strategy

• Mission

• Concept

• Architecture

Funding

• Capital

• Expense

• Activities

Execution

• Performance metrics

• Project management

• Value questing

Resource Allocation

• Skills assessment

• Sourcing

• Organization

• Human Resources practices
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Although you do need to modify the plan with technology or business
changes, you must also be careful to not change the direction too fre-
quently. Once a strategy is stated and a plan is outlined, it is important
to stick to the plan and not revise it constantly or unnecessarily. A strategy
or plan is a long-term direction and must tolerate occasional losses in
addition to the wins. Stay the course to solidify the direction and prove
its success. The purpose of a strategy or plan is to determine how to do
things over a period of time in the face of much change. With the process
completed, you have a solid plan supported by the entire organization.
It will be able to stand the test of time and prove to be a success. You
have laid the framework and foundation to utilize technology for a
competitive advantage in the market.

I would love to hear about your strategic planning successes and
challenges. Feel free to e-mail me at acassidy@strategiccomputing.com!

We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used
when we created them.

— Albert Einstein

Notes for My IS Strategic Planning Project
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Index

A

Acceptance tests, 254
Acquisitions strategies

impact on IS objectives, 102
IS opportunities, 116

Active Directory, 254
Administration micro processes, 95
Alignment, 4, 7–9

components of, 8
identifying IS-business gaps, 178
between IS department and business 

goals, 7–14
symptoms of poor, 7–8
as top management concern, 7

Analysis phase, 42, 45, 121
analyzing current IS situation, 178–214
developing IS assessment scorecards, 

203–213
developing IS SWOT, 194–203
developing recommendations and 

solution alternatives, 214–218
documenting current IS situation, 

136–178
identifying high-level functional 

requirements and gaps, 187–194
identifying IS industry trends and 

competitor profiles, 179–186
industry benchmarking, 179
IS documentation review, 121–130
IS interview and workshop scheduling, 

conducting, documentation, 135–136

IS questionnaire and survey 
development, 130–135

overview graphic, 123
in planning process, 44
review and confirmation of current IS 

situation, 178
review and confirmation of IS analysis, 

214
review of business processes and 

applications use, 187
review of information needs and data 

context model, 186–187
understanding current IS situation, 

121–178
Annual reports, use as business 

documentation, 68
Application experts, 274
Application projects

survey questions on, 75–76
SWOT analysis, 199

Application summary, 201
Applications

business purpose of specific, 138
cost by, 145
programming languages of, 139
size of, 143
Web-enabled, 139
year of implementation, 143

Applications service providers (ASPs), 182
Architecture map, 273
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Asset management
as benefit of information systems 

strategic planning, 5–6
in ROI analysis, 317
role of governance in, 26

Automation
in IS process direction, 283
in technical infrastructure plan, 269

B

Backdoor technology purchases, 26
Backlog projects, 44, 173

current, 174
documenting in analysis phase, 167–173

Backup management, process priority and 
ownership, 284

Balanced scorecards, 245–249
Benchmarking, 100, 179, 187

for IS projects, 258
use in selecting key industry metrics, 245

Best-of-breed approach, 256
in business application direction, 252

Best practices, 39, 104
business processes, 258
in IS process direction, 283
IS scorecard assessment, 211–212

Bottom-up planning approach, 21
Boundary conditions, 59, 60

communications by management, 61
documenting, 118

Budget and metrics, in IS analysis phase, 178
Budget impact chart, 302
Budget management

desirability in implementation team 
leader, 37

questions for visioning phase, 59
Budget pressures, balancing with demand 

increases, 6
Business analysis

documenting and confirming, 81–100
overview, 101
summary illustration, 117
in visioning phase, 43, 55

Business application detailed assessment, 
195–197, 197–198

options and recommendations, 
214–215

scorecard assessment, 209–210
Business application direction

custom vs. package direction, 249–251
developing, 249, 255–259

Business application environment
analysis summary, 202
documenting, 138–144
sample questions in analysis phase, 

125–126
Business application example, 139–141
Business application framework, 142
Business application portfolio, 141, 255
Business application summary, 144, 145
Business applications

mapping for custom vs. packaged 
software, 251

questions for visioning phase, 56–57
Business area experts, 272, 274
Business benefits summary example, 321
Business case

communication plan development, 
321–322

developing in recommendation phase, 
47, 315

developing ongoing planning process, 
322–323

IS steering committee role in, 322–323
presentation summary development, 

321–322
ROI analysis, 315–318
summarizing business benefits, 315, 318, 

320–321
Business continuance, 270

project profile example, 291–292
Business cost reduction opportunities, 97
Business direction

caution in changing too frequently, 358
documenting in visioning phase, 42, 82
as foundation of strategic planning 

process, 41
lack of understanding by IS management, 

67
requirement to drive IS direction and 

computing architecture, 13
Business documentation review, in visioning 

phase, 68–70
Business drivers, 59, 60

example summary, 118
Business goals

aligning IS direction with, 7–9
aligning IS strategies with, 243
customer intimacy, 11–12
documenting impact on IS, 105–109, 

109–111, 112–113, 115
operational excellence, 10–11
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product leadership, 12–14
tying to IS strategies, 243

Business impact
desktop and peripheral trends, 184
on information systems, 102–104
on IS objectives, 114
sample technology analyses, 180–184

Business information, 252
Business interviews

conducting, 80
documenting, 80–81
example questions, 71–72
question development, 70–71
scheduling, 79–80

Business/IS link
links to visioning phase, 49
in plan contents, 48

Business management
failure to understand IS language and 

terminology, 12, 136
improving relationship with IS 

department, 4, 6–7
making ongoing project metrics visible 

to, 357
Business management monarchy approach, 

28
Business management team, 32
Business measures

identifying, 91–93
review of, 186–187

Business objective, prioritizing by, 288–289
Business operating vision

analysis of, 191–193
documenting in visioning phase, 82–84
gap analysis, 192–193

Business opportunities, 102
Business partners, 276
Business performance impact criteria, 

prioritizing by, 290
Business performance management, 180
Business philosophy, coordinating IS 

mission, vision, and strategies with, 
244

Business plans, use of existing, 67
Business process map, 95
Business process metrics benchmarks, 100
Business process rating, 99
Business process reengineering, 94, 97, 

314
in business application direction, 252

in executive summary information, 
324–325

summarizing costs in detailed road map, 
303

Business processes. See also Process flow
documenting in visioning phase, 94–100
metrics benchmarks, 100
questions for visioning phase, 58–59
rating, 99
reviewing in analysis phase, 187

Business project leader, roles and 
responsibilities, 337

Business relationship management, process 
priority and ownership, 285

Business requirements
analyzing in visioning phase, 100–101
changes in, 325
evaluation, 188–190
high-level, 192
in RFQ package, 341
tying direction phase to, 221

Business requirements gap, 187–191
Business review, in visioning phase, 43, 55
Business situation, 54

business documentation review, 68–70
documenting in visioning phase, 81–82
example review, 68–70
reviewing and confirming understanding, 

119
understanding in visioning phase, 67

Business strategy
global options based on, 86
impact on IS objectives, 114
impact on IS strategy, 244

Business strengths, 102
Business surveys

developing, 72
example, 72–77
tips on, 77–79

Business SWOT. See also Strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, threats 
(SWOT)

analysis of, 194–203
documenting, 101–102
example, 102
impact on IS objectives, 116

Business threats, 102
Business unit power approach, 28
Business unit strategies, 20
Business usability, 254
Business value, and alignment, 8
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Business vision, understanding in visioning 
phase, 67

Business weaknesses, 102

C

CAD systems, as priority in product 
leadership environments, 12–13

Call center software, 161
Calling cards, 161
Career paths impact, 303
Cassidy, Anita, 17–18
Cell phone count, 161
Change implementation, mean time to, 10
Change management, 303

process priority and ownership, 284
process recommendations, 218

Chief information officer (CIO)
organizational recommendations in 

analysis phase, 216–217
role in governance, 34–35

Client architecture, in technical infrastructure 
plan, 268

Coherence, 1
Collins, Jim, 14
Combination planning approach, 21
Commitment issues

in project risk assessment, 305, 306
project team needs for development, 356

Common core application architecture, 252
Common systems, leveraging across 

business units, 20
Communication

establishing in visioning phase, 66
in IS employee survey, 133
project failure through lack of, 338–339
as requirement for ongoing IS plan 

marketing, 333–334
risk mitigation through, 304
role in recommendation phase, 47
team needs for improvements in, 356

Communication improvements, 4
through information systems strategic 

planning, 6–7
Communication opportunities, 334–335
Communication plan, developing in 

recommendation phase, 321–322
Communication skills

desirability in implementation team 
leader, 37

desirability in implementation team 
members, 37

Competitive advantage
identifying opportunities to use 

technology for, 4, 14–15
links to investment in IT, 12

Competitive environment, impact on IS 
objectives, 103

Competitors
analyzing use of IS by, 44
profiling in analysis phase, 179–186
use in executive summary, 325

Completed IS requests by department, 
177

Computing architecture, 40
Confidentiality agreements

in RFQ package, 341
in vendor response to RFQ, 342

Confidentiality issues
in conducting businesswide interviews 

and surveys, 80–81
in IS interviews and surveys, 136

Configurability SWOT assessment, 199
Configuration management, process priority 

and ownership, 284
Conflicting strategies, negotiating, 242
Conflicts of interest, consultants and, 63
Connectivity, designing applications for 

optimum, 252–253
Consensus prioritization, 287
Consistency, 1, 254

in IS process direction, 283
requirements in global organizations, 84

Consultants, 257
hiring in visioning phase, 63
organizational impact of, 303
summarizing costs in detailed road map, 

298
to teach business process reengineering, 

94
tips for working with, 63–64

Continuous improvement philosophy, 284, 
314

Contractors, recommendations in analysis 
phase, 217

Corporate mergers, information systems 
strategic planning in, 2

Corporate policy, and business unit 
strategies, 20

Corporate power approach, 28
Cost control

impact on IS objectives, 103
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IS opportunities, 115
in operationally excellent environments, 

10, 12
Cost estimates, in business application 

direction, 256–257
Cost of ownership, 258

reducing through Web-enabled 
applications, 253

in technical infrastructure plan, 269
Cost reductions, role of information systems 

strategic planning in, 3
Cost summaries, in detailed road map, 298, 

302–303
Creativity, as priority in product leadership 

environments, 12–13
CRUD criteria, 260
Current business situation

links to visioning phase, 49
in plan contents, 48

Current IS situation
analyzing relative to industry situation to 

identify gaps, 178
budget and metrics, 178
business application environment, 

138–144
data center environment, 161–162
desktop environment, 144–152
documenting, 136–138
information systems organization, 

162–167
links to analysis phase, 49
network environment, 160
in plan contents, 48
process flow, 173–177
project workload, 167–173
reviewing and confirming, 178
server environment, 153–159
telecommunications environment, 

160–161
Custom applications, 138, 256

inability to keep pace with business 
needs, 325

summarizing costs in detailed road map, 
298

vs. vendor-supplied software, 141, 
249–251, 314

Customer-driven strategies, balancing with 
management strategies, 242

Customer information systems
IS opportunities for competitive 

advantage with, 15

as priority in customer intimate 
environments, 12, 13

Customer interaction, 89, 96–97
Customer intimacy, 9, 21

aligning IS direction with business goals 
of, 11–12

impact on IS objectives, 114
Customer metrics, 247
Customer process, streamlining, 89
Customer relationship management (CRM), 

11–12, 182, 255, 267
Customer requirements example, 88, 89
Customer satisfaction management, micro 

processes, 96
Customer satisfaction metrics, 247, 248
Customer satisfaction surveys, 10, 11

D

Data center
documenting, 161–162
sample interview questions for analysis 

phase, 130
Data duplication, minimizing, 253
Data encryption, 254
Data warehouse, 180, 252
Database languages, 139, 143, 144

server-based, 158
Database usage, servers, 158
Decision-making matrix, 25
Decision-making process, role of 

governance in, 24
Decision support, 138
Defensiveness

avoiding during IS interviews and 
surveys, 136

avoiding in response to interviewee 
comments, 80

avoiding in response to survey 
comments, 79

Deliverables
confirming in visioning phase, 65
drafting templates in visioning phase, 65
in planning process, 48

Demand increases, balancing with budget 
pressures, 6

Democratic governance approach, 28
Dependent projects, 171
Design and development micro processes, 

96
Desktop and peripheral trends, business 

impact of, 184
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Desktop environment, 153
documenting, 144–152
example summary, 147–151, 152

Desktop PC analysis, 147–151
Desktop PCs

age of, 149
by country, 148
growth, 149
by model, 150, 153
by operating system, 151, 153
by processor, 150, 153
purchased by year, 148

Desktop rotation, 270
Detail orientation, desirability in 

implementation team members, 36
Detailed road map

example, 300
in recommendation phase, 298

Development issues, in risk assessment, 311
Direction phase, 42, 221

IS plan development, 249–290
IS project identification, 290–294
IS vision and direction development, 

222–249
overview, 223
in planning process, 44–46

Directionality, 1
Disaster recovery, 270

process priority and ownership, 284
project profile example, 291–292

Discipline of Market Leaders, The, 9
Document management technology, 182
Documentation costs, 303
Documentation requirements, 201
Documentation skills, desirability in 

implementation team members, 37
Downsizing operations, information systems 

strategic planning in, 3

E

E-business, 182
application framework, 267
developing direction, 260–266
recommendations in analysis phase, 215

E-business opportunities, 266
E-commerce, amount of revenue generated 

from, 247
E-procurement, 181
Economies of scale, role of governance in, 

27

Efficiency
of business processes, 97
in IS process direction, 283

Efficiency increases, in operationally 
excellent environments, 10, 12

Emerging/strategic technologies, 180
Empire building, 94
Employee development, 276
Employee involvement, requesting in IS 

surveys and interviews, 136
Employee satisfaction, 247
Employee skill sets, 277
Employee stability, impact on IS objectives, 

104
Employee survey results, use as business 

documentation, 68
Empowerment, 276
Enabling technologies, in technical 

infrastructure plan, 268
Engineering business measures, 93
Engineering efficiency, as priority in product 

leadership environments, 12–13
Engineering interface recommendations, 215
Engineering systems, as priority in product 

leadership environments, 12–13
Enhancements, in service architecture, 274
Enterprise application integration (EAI), 181, 

253, 267
Enterprise requirements planning, 267
Enterprise server architecture, in technical 

infrastructure plan, 268
Entrepreneurial companies, impact on IS 

objectives, 103
Environmental requirements

analysis, 193–194
documenting, 87
example, 87

Executive information systems (EISs), 181
Executive management

as audience for business case for action, 
318

distributing interim plans to, 48
failure through lack of involvement, 305
including among interviewees, 64
meeting with, 119
meetings as ongoing IS communication 

opportunity, 334
role in governance, 30–31
selection of key metrics by, 245

Executive summary, 48
in detailed plan document, 323–324
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examples, 324–328
in technical infrastructure plan, 266

External consulting costs, 298
External customer requirements, 325
External environmental factors, 70
External requirements

analysis, 194
assessing in visioning phase, 43
documenting, 88–90
as drivers of e-business direction, 260

External resources, in visioning phase, 63

F

Field service and support, business 
measures, 93

Finance and administrative support, 97
SWOT analysis, 196–197

Financial business measures, 91
Financial metrics, 246–247
Financial updates, use as business 

documentation, 68
Firefighting mode

impact on IS objectives, 103
IS opportunities, 116

First in, first out (FIFO) prioritization, 287
Flexibility assessment, 200
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 43
Forced ranking

prioritizing by, 289
of vendor selection criteria, 347

Function points, number of, 247
Functional automation, 137
Functional requirements, 201
Funding, iterative review of, 357
Future business operating vision, 39, 40
Future driven business strategy, 12

tying direction phase to, 221
Future IS employee skill set, 277

G

Global processes, 84
vs. international processes, 85

Global requirements
documenting in visioning phase, 84–86
mentioning in executive summary 

information, 325
Globalization

impact on IS objectives, 103
IS opportunities, 115

role of information systems strategic 
planning in, 3

standardization of business processes for, 
255

Good to Great, 14
Governance. See IS governance
Government agencies, information systems 

strategic planning in, 2
Graphical user interfaces, 254
Growth objectives

documenting, 82
impact on IS objectives, 103

H

Hardware configuration inadequacies, 305
in risk assessment, 311

Hardware costs, 298
High-level network diagram, 160
Human resources business measures, 92

recommendations in analysis phase, 215

I

Implementation costs, 298
Implementation plan

links to recommendation phase, 49
in plan contents, 48

Implementation readiness assessment, 
313–314

Implementation road map, 301
Implementation team, role in governance, 

36–37
Implementation time, shortening through IS 

strategic planning, 18
Incident reports, number of, 10
Indecisive governance model, 28
Industry benchmarks, 100
Industry trends

assessing in visioning phase, 43
in IS, 54
surveying, 69–70

Information architecture, 259–260, 261–265
Information flow

planning, 4, 15–16
SWOT assessment, 200

Information requirements, 201
Information systems

as bottlenecks to corporate 
improvements and growth, 11

CIO role in communicating value of, 35
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documenting business impacts on, 
102–119

expectations of, 17
increasing costs of, 11
interviewees’ perspectives on, 70
opportunity costs documentation, 318
role in business process improvement, 15
sample interview questions for analysis 

phase, 124–130
survey questions on, 76

Information systems components, 137
Information systems dictator, 27
Information systems employees, sample 

survey for, 132–135
Information systems manager, skill set 

criteria, 280
Information systems organization meetings, 

334
Information systems project leader, roles and 

responsibiliites, 337
Information systems resources, effective 

allocation of, 16
Information systems responsibilities, 4
Information systems strategic planning, 223

benefits of, 4
communication improvements through, 

6–7
documenting governance process in, 322
effective asset management through, 5–6
efficient information systems resource 

allocation through, 16
improving IS-business goals alignment 

through, 7–14
increasing competitive advantage 

through, 14–15
increasing value to business through, 

14–15
influence on formal business plan, 41
information and process flow, 15–16
as ongoing process, 2
planning approach, 19–21
planning process phases, 42
purpose of, 1–3
real-world examples, 2–3
reducing life cycle effort and cost 

through, 17–18
typical objectives, 54, 56, 59

Information systems support architect, skill 
set criteria, 279

Initiatives summary, 323

Installation management, process priority 
and ownership, 284

Integrated applications, 252–253
in technical infrastructure plan, 269

Integration SWOT assessment, 200
Internal business resource costs, 298
Internal IS resource costs, 298
Internal maintenance and support costs, 143
Internal process metrics, 247
Internal strengths and weaknesses, 70
International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO), 43
International presence, vs. global presence, 

85
Internet sites, use as business 

documentation, 68
Interoperability and reusability, 253
Interview announcement example, 79–80
Interviewees, number and length of 

planning process, 50
Interviews, conducting in visioning phase, 

63–65
Intranet, IS communications opportunities 

via, 334
Involvement, team needs for developing, 

356
IS assessment

links to analysis phase, 49
in plan contents, 48

IS assessment scorecards, 203–205
business applications assessment, 

209–210
people/organization assessment, 

206–297
process assessment, 208–209
sample scorecard summary, 211–212
strategy assessment, 205–206
technical infrastructure assessment, 

210–211
IS balanced scorecards, 245–249

using strategies as, 236
IS budget

analysis phase calculations, 178
approval by IS steering committee, 34
comparison to plan, 247, 248
percent spent on maintenance vs. new 

development, 248
IS budget pressures, 6
IS costs, estimating in project identification, 

293
IS costs as percent of revenue, 247
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IS department, improving relationship with 
business management, 4, 6–7

IS direction
caution in changing too frequently, 358
determining in visioning phase, 54
integrating with key metrics, 247
in plan contents, 48
reviewing and confirming, 249

IS employees
employee/contractor mix, 167
sales revenue per employee, 163
skill sets, 163
staffing by area, 164
years of experience, 162

IS environment, documenting in analysis 
phase, 44

IS goals
developing, 230
examples, 231–235

IS governance
approaches to, 27–28
CIO involvement in, 34–35
defined, 23–24
executive management role in, 30–31
implementation team role in, 36–37
importance of, 24–27
involving business organization in, 

29–30
IS organization involvement in, 35–36
IS steering committee role in, 31–34
role of IS steering committee in, 322–323

IS headcount, 166
IS help desk, survey questions on, 73–74
IS high-level direction

links to direction phase, 49
in plan contents, 48

IS industry trends
identifying in analysis phase, 179–186
in plan contents, 48

IS interview questions
developing, 130–132
examples, 124–130

IS interviews
conducting, 135–136
scheduling, 135

IS management
failure to understand business direction, 

12–13
including among interviewees, 65
sample interview questions in analysis 

phase, 124–125

IS metrics, 10
developing, 245–249

IS mission, 40, 244
determining in Direction phase, 44–46
developing, 222, 227
examples, 227–229

IS newsletters, as communication 
opportunities, 334

IS organization
communication opportunities, 

334–335
consulting dollars, 166
distributing interim plans to, 48
documenting, 162–167
employee/contractor mix, 167
evolution of, 213
example analysis, 163–166
excluding members from formal IS 

steering committee, 33
headcount, 166
involvement in IS project identification 

step, 294
major areas of responsibility, 164
meetings as IS communication 

opportunity, 334
organization chart, 163
organizational assessment, 204
responsibilities by area, 167
role in governance, 35–36
sample interview questions for analysis 

phase, 131–132
staffing by area, 164
summary graphics, 168
support personnel by business 

application, 165
traditionally poor marketing efforts of, 

333–334
IS outsourcing issues, 276
IS processes. See also Process flow

completed IS requests by department, 
177

developing direction, 283–286
documenting in analysis phase, 

173–175
options and recommendations, 

217–218
sample analysis, 175–177
scorecard assessment, 208–209
SWOT analysis, 204

IS project identification, 290–291. See also 
Project identification
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IS project workload
documenting current and backlog, 

167–173
identifying in direction phase, 46

IS projects
identifying, 223
in service architecture, 274

IS requests completed, 2005
IS resource utilization, 165
IS resources, efficient allocation of, 4
IS review, in analysis phase, 45
IS steering committee

distributing interim plans to, 48
documenting business operating vision 

gap with, 192
including among interviewees, 65
involvement in prioritization process, 

287, 294
meetings metrics, 247
necessity of holding regular meetings, 

334
role in developing business case, 

322–323
role in developing IS vision and mission, 

222
role in governance, 31–34
updating during visioning process, 66

IS strategies, 40
aligning with business goals, 243
as detailed directional statements, 235
developing, 235–236, 243–245
examples, 236–242
handling conflicting, 242
scorecard assessment, 205–206
tying to business goals, 243

IS survey announcement, 135
IS surveys, developing, 132–135
IS turnover/retention metrics, 247
IS values, developing, 230
IS vision, 244

developing, 222, 224
in Direction phase, 46
examples, 224–226
reviewing and confirming, 249

IS workshops
conducting, 135–136
scheduling, 135

IT Governance, 26
Iterative strategic planning framework, 357

J

Job descriptions
IS interview questions on, 131
skill set criteria for, 278–281
updating to reflect IS strategic plan, 303

Job feedback, in IS employee survey, 133
Job satisfaction, in IS employee survey, 

133–134
Joint IS-business planning meetings, 247

K

Knowledge management, 267

L

LAN architecture, in technical infrastructure 
plan, 268

Leadership micro processes, 95
Leading IT: The Toughest Job in the World, 35
Lewis, Bob, 36
Life cycle

product life cycle management, 12–13
reducing effort and cost through 

information systems planning, 4, 
17–18

typical steps in IS, 17
Listening skills, desirability in 

implementation team members, 36
Load balancing, in technical infrastructure 

plan, 271
Logistics systems, in operationally excellent 

environments, 11–12
Long distance providers, 161
Long-range planning, current definition, 357
Low win rate of quotes, IS opportunities, 116

M

Macro business processes
ranking against performance impacts, 98
rating impact of, 98

Mainstream technology use, 269
Maintenance

costs of, 257
vs. new development, 248

Management constraints, 61
Management strategies, balancing with 

customer-driven, 242
Manufacturing operations business 

measures, 92
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Manufacturing requirements, 191
SWOT analysis, 196

Market leader positioning
impact on IS objectives, 103
IS opportunities, 115

Marketing, as ongoing activity, 333–335
Marketing business measures, 93
Metrics

acceptance tests, 254
availability, 248
comparison of IS budget to plan, 248
customer satisfaction, 247, 248
developing, 245–249
as IS communication opportunities, 334
IS costs as percent of revenue, 247
in IS process direction, 284
IS turnover/retention, 247
in ongoing project activities, 357
percent of IS budget on maintenance vs. 

new development, 248
percent of IS costs on development, 247
percent of IS staff exceeding average 

performance criteria, 249
tracking unit tests, 254

Micro business processes example, 95–96
Mid-level management, including among 

interviewees, 64
Milestones, confirming in visioning phase, 

66
Mission statements

developing in direction phase, 227
examples, 227–229
use as business documentation, 68

Mobile commerce, 182
Mobile technology, in operationally 

excellent environments, 11

N

Network availability, 247, 248, 254
in technical infrastructure plan, 269

Network costs, 257
Network environment

analysis summary, 203
annual costs, 160
documenting, 160
sample interview questions for analysis 

phase, 128–130
Network protection, 182–183
Network trends, in technical infrastructure 

plan, 270–271

New employees, IS communication 
opportunities for, 335

News releases, use as business 
documentation, 68

Niche technologies, identifying, 271
Notification e-mail example, 78

O

Obsolete technology, 179–180, 271
Office automation, 138
Ongoing planning process, 322–323, 333
Open questions

in businesswide employee survey, 77
in IS employee survey, 134

Open systems technology, 253
Operating committee, 32
Operational excellence, 9, 21

aligning IS direction and business goals 
toward, 10–11

impact on IS objectives, 114, 244
IS opportunities for competitive 

advantage with, 14
Opportunity costs, 318
Order management systems

as priority in customer intimate 
environments, 12, 13

SWOT analysis, 195–196
Organization charts

in IS organization analysis, 162, 163
use as business documentation, 68

Organization impact summary, in road map 
development, 303–304

Organizational assessment, 204
Organizational change, 276
Organizational culture, 276
Organizational direction

developing, 272, 274–278
example, 275–276
future IS employee skill set, 277
responsibility matrix, 281–283
service architecture, 272, 274
skill set criteria and, 278–281

Organizational impact, determining in 
recommendation phase, 46

Organizational involvement
in developing IS vision and mission, 222
encouraging in surveys, 78
enhanced by number of interviewees, 50
in governance process, 29–30
and reduced planning process time, 51
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Organizational learning and people metrics, 
247

Organizational recommendations, 216–217
Organizational structure changes, 303

in risk assessment, 309
Outages, 247
Outsourcing, 250

costs, 257
as issue in organizational direction, 275, 

276
recommendations in analysis phase, 217
stronger governance required for, 26

Overall IS, in IS employee survey, 134
Ownership, and number of interviewees, 64

P

Package fit issues, 305
Pager count, 161
Participant input, facilitating and obtaining, 

54
PC environment, sample interview questions 

for analysis phase, 126–127
PC upgrade costs, 257
People and organization

questions in visioning phase, 58
scorecard assessment, 206–207
in service architecture, 272, 274

People metrics, 247
Performance criteria

metrics involving, 249
process priority and ownership, 284

Performance improvement, 
recommendations in analysis phase, 
217

Performance reviews, 303
Personal computer (PC) environment, 44
Personnel changes, 303
Physical security, in data center 

environment, 161
Plan communication

developing summary presentation for, 
329–330

discussion of plan, 330–331
Plan contents, 47–48

by phase, 49
Plan depth, and planning process length, 49
Plan development, 48–51
Plan execution, 335

iterative nature of, 357
project kick-off meeting, 339–340
project plan, 335–339

request for quote, 340–344
RFQ response review, 344–348
vendor software demonstrations, 

349–351
Plan milestones, 48
Plan ownership, enhanced by number of 

interviews, 50
Plan rollout and communication

executive summary, 323–324
finalizing detailed plan document, 

232–324
in recommendations phase, 323

Planning approach, 19–21
Planning horizon, identifying time frame for, 

62–63
Planning micro processes, 95
Planning process, 39, 41

analysis phase, 44
direction phase, 44–46
factors affecting duration of, 49–51
plan contents, 47–48
plan development, 48–51
planning components, 39–41
recommendation phase, 46–47
relative roles of communication, input, 

and planning in, 29
strengthening focus and priority of, 

51
visioning phase, 41–43

Policies and procedures, 285–286
Poorly defined requirements, 305
Postimplementation audit and planning, 18, 

19
Practical Guide to Information Systems 

Process Improvement, 17, 173
Practical Guide to Planning for E-Business 

Success, 17
Presentation summary, 330

agenda for, 329
developing in recommendation phase, 

321–322
President’s operating report/summary, 

91
Price pressures

impact on IS objectives, 103
IS opportunities, 116

Pricing consistency, in global operations, 84
Primary information systems representatives, 

roles and responsibilities, 338
Primary user representatives, roles and 

responsibilities, 337–338
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Prioritization process development, 286–288
prioritizing by business objective, 

288–289
prioritizing by business performance 

impact criteria, 290
prioritizing by forced ranking, 289

Privacy issues. See Confidentiality issues
Process direction example, 283–284
Process flow

consistency requirements for global 
operations, 84

documenting in visioning phase, 94–100
documenting within IS organization, 

173–177
evolution of, 213
options and recommendations in analysis 

phase, 217–218
planning, 15–16
questions for visioning phase, 58–59
scorecard assessment, 208–209
in service architecture, 274

Process improvements, 187
in operationally excellent environments, 

11
team needs for, 355

Process prioritization and ownership, 
284–285

Process reengineering, 94
Produce and deliver micro processes, 96
Product consistency, in global operations, 

84
Product data management, 12
Product development and manufacturing, 97
Product leadership, 9, 21

aligning IS direction with business goals 
of, 12–14

impact on IS objectives, 114
IS opportunities for competitive 

advantage with, 15
Product life cycle management (PLM), as 

priority in product leadership 
environments, 12–13

Product literature, use as business 
documentation, 68

Product-related computing, 202–203
Profit ratio, role of governance in increasing, 

26
Programming languages, 139, 143, 144
Project announcements, example, 66
Project budgets, 339
Project complexity, in risk assessment, 310

Project definition
in risk assessment, 308
and support example, 169

Project governance, establishing in visioning 
phase, 66

Project hours per week, 171
Project identification, 290–291

estimating IS costs for, 293
identifying business benefits for, 

293
project prioritizing step, 294
project profile example, 291–292

Project impact, in project risk assessment, 
306–307

Project initiation, 53–54
finalizing objectives and goals, 

54–63
in visioning phase, 43, 55

Project kick-off meeting, 339–340
Project management activities, 352–356

as priority in product leadership 
environments, 12–13

recommendations in analysis phase, 
217–218

in visioning phase, 53–54
weaknesses and impact on IS objectives, 

103
Project mission, 335
Project orientation, conducting in visioning 

phase, 65–66
Project plan

confirming in visioning phase, 66
executing, 335
ongoing marketing activities, 333–335
project mission, 335

Project prioritization, 170
in Direction phase, 45
information systems strategic planning 

in, 3
in project identification step, 294

Project profile example, 291–292
Project readiness assessment, 312–313
Project resource hours available, 172
Project risk assessment, 306–311
Project size, in risk assessment, 307
Project steering committee, roles and 

responsibilities, 336
Project timeline, 298, 339
Project training plans, 339
Project workload

cost estimations, 170
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current and backlog, 167–173
estimated and completed hours, 170
support, maintenance, administration 

hours, 171
Projects, in service architecture, 274
Promotions, 303

Q

Quality assurance compliance guidelines, 
339

Quality business measures, 93
ROI analysis summary, 317

Quality control problems, information 
systems strategic planning for, 2

Quality systems, in operationally excellent 
environments, 11–12

Questions to answer, in visioning phase, 
56–59

Quick hits, 54

R

Readiness assessment, 312–314
Ready-to-implement technologies, 180
Real-time updating, 254
Recommendation phase, 42, 297–298

communicating strategic plan in, 
323–331

developing business case in, 315–323
developing road map in, 298–315
overview chart, 299
in planning process, 46–47

Recommendations
business application options, 2

14–215
developing in analysis phase, 214
infrastructure options, 215–216
ongoing communication to sell, 334
organization-level, 216–217
process options, 217–218
reviewing and confirming, 218

Recruiting and retention programs, 247
Recurring costs, 171
Redundant systems, 3
Regulatory business measures, 93
Relational database structure, 253
Reliability, 254
Request for proposal (RFP). See Request for 

quotation (RFQ)
Request for quotation (RFQ), 340

sample format, 340–344

Research and development
business measures, 93
as priority in product leadership 

environments, 12–13
Research technologies, identifying, 271
Resource allocation, iterative review and 

planning of, 357
Resource development micro processes, 96
Resource management, process priority and 

ownership, 205
Resource overcommitment, 173
Resources

identifying in visioning phase, 63–65
required for IS projects, 258

Respondent information
in companywide employee survey, 77
in IS employee survey, 134–135

Responsibilities
identifying in visioning phase, 63–65
of interviewees, 70

Responsibility matrix, 281–283
Responsiveness to business, 2, 3

in IS process direction, 283
Return-on-investment (ROI) analysis

in business case development, 
315–318

example, 319
in recommendation phase, 46

Return-on-investment (ROI) prioritization, 
287

Reusable applications, 103
Rewards program development, 303
RFQ response review, 344, 348

sample format, 344–347
Risk assessment examples, 306–311
Risk aversion, impact on IS objectives, 103
Risk management, 258

identifying and mitigating in 
recommendation phase, 46

Risk management skills, desirability in 
implementation team leader, 37

Risk mitigation, 275, 304–305
Road map development, 298

detail documentation for, 298
implementation road map, 301
organization impact summary, 303–304
readiness assessment examples, 

312–314
review and confirmation stage, 315
risk assessment example, 306–311
risk identification in, 304–306
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summarizing costs, 298, 302–303
summarizing organizational impact, 

303–304
Roles and responsibilities

identifying in project plan, 336–338
identifying in visioning phase, 63–65

Ross, Jeanne W., 26

S

Salary structures impact, 303
Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX), 26, 258, 

328
in environmental requirements, 87

Scalability
in business application direction, 253
in technical infrastructure plan, 269

Scalability SWOT analysis, 200
Schedule management, process priority and 

ownership, 284
Scope, defining in visioning phase, 59–63
Scorecards

determining IS balanced, 245–249
IS assessment, 203–205

Seasonality, impact on IS objectives, 103
Security

designing into applications, 254
in technical infrastructure plan, 269, 

270
Security breaches, 247
Security SWOT analysis, 200
Senior information systems support analyst, 

280, 281
skill set criteria, 278, 279, 280

Sensitive data, encryption of, 254
Server environment, 44

age of servers, 157
database usage, 158
databases, 156
documenting, 153–159
example analysis, 154–157
infrastructure improvements 

recommendations, 215–216
purpose of servers, 155
sample interview questions for analysis 

phase, 127–128
server growth, 156
server hardware, 155
server software, 156
summary graphic, 159
in technical infrastructure plan, 271

Server trends, 183–184

Servers
by country, 155
database languages in, 158
by make and model, 156, 159
by operating system, 157, 159
by primary applications, 158, 159
purpose of, 159

Service architecture, 272, 274
Service-level agreements, 247
Shadow strategy committee, 32
Sharable components, 253
Short-term recommendations, 54
Silo-oriented business culture, IS 

opportunities, 116
Simplification, 275

in IS process direction, 283
Situation analysis, in planning process, 40
Skill sets

criteria for, 278–281
for future IS employees, 277
risk issues, 305

Software analysis, 151–153. See also 
Applications

in risk assessment, 311
Software costs, 298
Software demonstrations, 349–351

team member demonstration guidelines, 
350–351

Software distribution management, process 
priority and ownership, 284

Solution alternatives, developing in analysis 
phase, 214–218

Solutions, determining in analysis phase, 45
Speed of implementation, 63
Spreadsheets, capturing detailed business 

application info on, 139
Squeaky wheel prioritization, 287
Staffing levels, 276

in risk assessment, 309
Stakeholders

identifying in visioning process, 88
need for IS planning to emphasize, 16

Standardization
cost of ownership reduction through, 27
graphical user interfaces, 254
of hardware and software environments, 

216
in technical infrastructure plan, 269

Status reports
establishing in visioning phase, 66
as IS communication opportunity, 344
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Strategic issues, documenting, 118
Strategic plan

ensuring company commitment to, 29
inclusion of IS governance 

documentation in, 23
Strategic planning approaches, 20–21
Strategic planning partners, 63–64
Strategic technologies, identifying, 271
Strategy, defined, 1
Strategy formulation, in planning process, 40
Strategy implementation, in planning 

process, 40
Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 

threats (SWOT), documenting, 
101–102

Success factors
documenting, 83–84
identifying, 118

Summary presentation, 329–330
Sunset technologies, 271
Supplier performance delivery systems, 

11–12
Supplier requirements example, 90
Supply chain automation, 267

in operationally excellent environments, 
11–12

Support
major and minor project classification, 

170
in service architecture, 274

Support costs, 143
vendor applications, 138

Survey development, in visioning phase, 
70–79

Survey software, 77
Surveys

conducting, 80
documenting, 80–81
as IS communication opportunities, 334
repeating annually, 79

System implementation, 259
System integration, lack of, 9
System management integration, in technical 

infrastructure plan, 268
Systems development, process 

priority/owner, 284–285
Systems management, process 

priority/owner, 284

T

Table-driven applications, 254

Table of contents, developing in visioning 
phase, 65

Team development stages, 352
full speed ahead, 353
getting on course, 353
getting started, 352
going in circles, 352–353

Team improvement areas, 355–356
Team leader, desirable characteristics, 37
Team member software demonstration 

guidelines, 350–351
Team rating example, 353–355
Technical infrastructure direction

developing, 266–268
examples, 268–269, 270–271

Technical infrastructure environment, 44
analysis, 202
options and recommendations, 215–216
questions for visioning phase, 57–58
scorecard assessment, 210–211
SWOT assessment, 199–200

Technical innovation, IS opportunities, 
115

Technology, as enabler not driver of success, 
14

Technology experts, 274
Technology standardization, 28

reduction in cost of ownership through, 
27

Technology trend impact, sample analyses, 
180–182, 182–184

Telecommunications environment, 44
documenting, 160–161

Teleconferencing capabilities, 161
Testing inadequacies, 305
Testing process recommendations, 218
Time to market, as priority in product 

leadership environments, 12–13
Tools

in IS employee survey, 133
requirements, 201
survey questions on, 74

Top-down planning approach, 21
Total cost of ownership, opportunities to 

reduce, 3
Tracking unit tests, 254
Trailing edge technology, 179–180
Training, 257, 339

inadequacies and project failure, 305
organizational impact of, 303
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summarizing costs in detailed road map, 
298, 303

survey questions on, 74–75
Transaction-based systems, at site level, 

259–260
Transitional technologies, 271–272
Travel and expenses, 257
Trust issues, project team development, 356

U

Uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs), 161
Unproven technologies, 305
Unrealistic expectations, 305
Unrealistic timetables, 304
Unsupported technologies, 272

V

Value chain analysis, in visioning phase, 
90–91

Value identification, 230
Value propositions, 9

IS department understanding of 
corporate, 13

Value to business, 21, 258
adding optimum through planning 

process, 19
identifying opportunities to increase 

technology’s, 14–15
in project profile example, 292
role of governance in ensuring, 23

Vendor applications, 138, 256
ensuring minimal modifications to, 

304
vs. custom software, 249–251, 314

Vendor communication opportunities, 335
Vendor demonstration guidelines, 350
Vendor dependence, 258
Vendor introductions, 351
Vendor reliance, 304
Vendor response to RFQ, 342
Vendor review process, shortening through 

IS strategic planning, 17
Vendor selection process, 344, 347–348, 

352
selection criteria, 347, 348
shortening through IS strategic planning, 

17–18
software demonstrations, 349–351

Vendor software demonstrations, 349–351
demo agenda, 351

Vendors
documenting and identifying, 82
introducing to company, 349, 351
RFQ response review process, 344–348

Videoconferencing capabilities, 161
Vision examples, 224–226
Visioning phase, 53

business drivers summary, 118
business goal impacts on IS, 109–111, 

112–113, 115
business requirements analysis, 100–119
business strategy impacts on IS, 105–109, 

114
business surveys in, 70, 72–79
business SWOT impacts on IS, 116
conducting business interviews, 

workshops, and surveys, 80
conducting project orientation, 65–66
confirming deliverables and work plan, 

65
defining scope of IS strategic plan, 59–63
developing business interview questions, 

70–72
documenting business analysis, 81–100
documenting business direction, 82
documenting business interviews, 

workshops, and surveys, 80–81
documenting business operating vision, 

82–84
documenting business processes, 94–100
documenting business situation, 81–82
documenting business SWOT, 101–102
documenting environmental business 

requirements, 87
documenting external business 

requirements, 88–90
documenting global requirements, 84–86
drafting deliverables templates, 65
establishing project governance, 66
focus on business rather than IS, 43
identifying business impact on IS, 

102–119
identifying business measures, 91–93
identifying resources, roles, 

responsibilities, 63–65
interviewing participants in, 63–65
objectives, goals, and scope, 54–63
overview, 55
in planning process, 41–43
project announcement, 65–66
project initiation and management, 53–66
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questions to answer, 56–59
reviewing and confirming business input, 

81
reviewing and confirming business 

situation understanding, 119
reviewing and confirming project plan, 

66
reviewing business documentation, 

68–70
scheduling business interviews and 

workshops, 79–80
status report establishment, 66
summary, 117
understanding business situation and 

vision, 67–81
value chain analysis in, 90–91

Voice-over-IP, 161, 183
in technical infrastructure plan, 270

Voicemail systems, 161
in technical infrastructure plan, 271

W

WAN architecture, in technical infrastructure 
plan, 268

Web-conferencing capabilities, 161
Web deployment technologies, 181
Web-enabled applications, 253

Web portals, 181
Web services, 181, 253
Weill, Peter, 26
Wireless applications, 182

recommendations in analysis phase, 216
in technical infrastructure plan, 271

Wireless networks, 183
Work plan, confirming in visioning phase, 65
Workgroup server architecture, in technical 

infrastructure plan, 268
Workload, documenting in analysis phase, 

44
Workshop structure, developing in visioning 

phase, 70
Workshops

conducting, 80
documenting, 80–81
scheduling, 79–80

Worldwide average response time, 10
Worldwide leverage, 275
Writing skills, desirability in implementation 

team members, 37

X

XML-formatted data exchange, 253
XP velocity points delivered, 247
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